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ABSTRACT

The development of self-adaptive software requires the engineering of an adaptation engine that controls the underlying adaptable software by a feedback loop. State-of-the-art approaches prescribe the feedback loop in terms of numbers, how the activities (e. g., monitor,
analyze, plan, and execute (MAPE)) and the knowledge are structured to a feedback loop,
and the type of knowledge. Moreover, the feedback loop is usually hidden in the implementation or framework and therefore not visible in the architectural design. Additionally,
an adaptation engine often employs runtime models that either represent the adaptable
software or capture strategic knowledge such as reconfiguration strategies. State-of-the-art
approaches do not systematically address the interplay of such runtime models, which
would otherwise allow developers to freely design the entire feedback loop.
This thesis presents ExecUtable RuntimE MegAmodels (EUREMA), an integrated modeldriven engineering (MDE) solution that rigorously uses models for engineering feedback
loops. EUREMA provides a domain-specific modeling language to specify and an interpreter to execute feedback loops. The language allows developers to freely design a feedback loop concerning the activities and runtime models (knowledge) as well as the number
of feedback loops. It further supports structuring the feedback loops in the adaptation engine that follows a layered architectural style. Thus, EUREMA makes the feedback loops
explicit in the design and enables developers to reason about design decisions.
To address the interplay of runtime models, we propose the concept of a runtime megamodel, which is a runtime model that contains other runtime models as well as activities
(e. g., MAPE) working on the contained models. This concept is the underlying principle
of EUREMA. The resulting EUREMA (mega)models are kept alive at runtime and they
are directly executed by the EUREMA interpreter to run the feedback loops. Interpretation
provides the flexibility to dynamically adapt a feedback loop. In this context, EUREMA
supports engineering self-adaptive software in which feedback loops run independently
or in a coordinated fashion within the same layer as well as on top of each other in different layers of the adaptation engine. Moreover, we consider preliminary means to evolve
self-adaptive software by providing a maintenance interface to the adaptation engine.
This thesis discusses in detail EUREMA by applying it to different scenarios such as single, multiple, and stacked feedback loops for self-repairing and self-optimizing the mRUBiS application. Moreover, it investigates the design and expressiveness of EUREMA, reports on experiments with a running system (mRUBiS) and with alternative solutions, and
assesses EUREMA with respect to quality attributes such as performance and scalability.
The conducted evaluation provides evidence that EUREMA as an integrated and open
MDE approach for engineering self-adaptive software seamlessly integrates the development and runtime environments using the same formalism to specify and execute feedback loops, supports the dynamic adaptation of feedback loops in layered architectures,
and achieves an efficient execution of feedback loops by leveraging incrementality.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die Entwicklung von selbst-adaptiven Softwaresystemen erfordert die Konstruktion einer
geschlossenen Feedback Loop, die das System zur Laufzeit beobachtet und falls nötig anpasst.
Aktuelle Konstruktionsverfahren schreiben eine bestimmte Feedback Loop im Hinblick auf
Anzahl und Struktur vor. Die Struktur umfasst die vorhandenen Aktivitäten der Feedback
Loop (z. B. Beobachtung, Analyse, Planung und Ausführung einer Adaption) und die Art
des hierzu verwendeten Systemwissens. Dieses System- und zusätzlich das strategische
Wissen (z. B. Adaptionsregeln) werden in der Regel in Laufzeitmodellen erfasst und in die
Feedback Loop integriert. Aktuelle Verfahren berücksichtigen jedoch nicht systematisch
die Laufzeitmodelle und deren Zusammenspiel, so dass Entwickler die Feedback Loop
nicht frei entwerfen und gestalten können. Folglich wird die Feedback Loop während des
Entwurfs der Softwarearchitektur häufig nicht explizit berücksichtigt.
Diese Dissertation stellt mit EUREMA ein neues Konstruktionsverfahren für Feedback
Loops vor. Basierend auf Prinzipien der modellgetriebenen Entwicklung (MDE) setzt EUREMA auf die konsequente Nutzung von Modellen für die Konstruktion, Ausführung und
Adaption von selbst-adaptiven Softwaresystemen. Hierzu wird eine domänenspezifische
Modellierungssprache (DSL) vorgestellt, mit der Entwickler die Feedback Loop frei entwerfen und gestalten können, d. h. ohne Einschränkung bezüglich der Aktivitäten, Laufzeitmodelle und Anzahl der Feedback Loops. Zusätzlich bietet die DSL eine Architektursicht
auf das System, die die Feedback Loops berücksichtigt. Daher stellt die DSL Konstrukte
zur Verfügung, mit denen Entwickler während des Entwurfs der Architektur die Feedback
Loops explizit definieren und berücksichtigen können.
Um das Zusammenspiel der Laufzeitmodelle zu erfassen, wird das Konzept eines sogenannten Laufzeitmegamodells vorgeschlagen, das alle Aktivitäten und Laufzeitmodelle einer
Feedback Loop erfasst. Dieses Konzept dient als Grundlage der vorgestellten DSL. Die
bei der Konstruktion und mit der DSL erzeugten (Mega-)Modelle werden zur Laufzeit
bewahrt und von einem Interpreter ausgeführt, um das spezifizierte Adaptionsverhalten zu realisieren. Der Interpreteransatz bietet die notwendige Flexibilität, um das Adaptionsverhalten zur Laufzeit anzupassen. Dies ermöglicht über die Entwicklung von Systemen mit mehreren Feedback Loops auf einer Ebene hinaus das Schichten von Feedback
Loops im Sinne einer adaptiven Regelung. Zusätzlich bietet EUREMA eine Schnittstelle
für Wartungsprozesse an, um das Adaptionsverhalten im laufendem System anzupassen.
Die Dissertation diskutiert den EUREMA-Ansatz und wendet diesen auf verschiedene
Problemstellungen an, u. a. auf einzelne, mehrere und koordinierte als auch geschichtete
Feedback Loops. Als Anwendungsbeispiel dient die Selbstheilung und Selbstoptimierung
des Online-Marktplatzes mRUBiS. Für die Evaluierung von EUREMA werden Experimente
mit dem laufenden mRUBiS und mit alternativen Lösungen durchgeführt, das Design und
die Ausdrucksmächtigkeit der DSL untersucht und Qualitätsmerkmale wie Performanz
und Skalierbarkeit betrachtet. Die Ergebnisse der Evaluierung legen nahe, dass EUREMA
als integrierter und offener Ansatz für die Entwicklung selbst-adaptiver Softwaresysteme
folgende Beiträge zum Stand der Technik leistet: eine nahtlose Integration der Entwicklungsund Laufzeitumgebung durch die konsequente Verwendung von Modellen, die dynamische Anpassung des Adaptionsverhaltens in einer Schichtenarchitektur und eine effiziente
Ausführung von Feedback Loops durch inkrementelle Verarbeitungsschritte.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

1

motivation

Software has pervaded our everyday lives for over the past thirty years [250] and drastically
shaped our society and economy [105]. It has become a driver of innovation and therefore
an essential component of many products and services in different domains such as vehicles in transportation, devices in communication and health, machines in production, or
applications in business administration [33]. Therefore, we highly depend on software everyday [387] such that “software systems must become more versatile, flexible, resilient,
dependable, energy-efficient, recoverable, customizable, configurable, and self-optimizing
by adapting to changes that may occur in their operational contexts, environments and
system requirements” [16, p. 1].
Adapting software is typically addressed by software evolution [297–299], that is, maintaining a software product after its delivery and deployment by modifying it to correct
problems such as faults, improve properties such as performance, address changes in the
operational environment, and meet changing requirements [392, 405]. Such modifications
are required because software ages [339] and needs to be continually adapted to remain
satisfactory for the user (cf. Lehman’s Laws of Software Evolution [270–275]). The need and
importance of maintaining software becomes apparent considering that maintenance costs
are usually higher than development costs for custom systems [394].
This situation changes for the worse due to the growing complexity of computing systems that continue to automate tasks and processes of our daily lives in order to improve
the productivity of individuals and businesses [225]. However, such an evolution by automation produces complexity to an extent that it “threatens to undermine the very benefits
information technology aims to provide” [225, p. 4].
In addition to the complexity impeding evolution, software systems often have to adapt
to individual contexts as perceived in ubiquitous and pervasive computing [372, 431] such
as internet of things [345]. Thus, adaptation of software systems takes place at the level of
individual deployments of the system rather than for all instances of the system.
Finally, software systems that are developed independently from each other are integrated to ultra-large-scale systems [321] or systems of systems [415], which requires dynamic adaptation to realize the integration in contexts that are not known a priori (cf. [442]).
Typical maintenance processes (cf. [249, 348, 353, 394]) that are performed mostly manually, decoupled from the runtime environment, and during scheduled down-times of
systems do not meet such requirements to adapt systems. For instance, manual adaptations are difficult and expensive due to the size and complexity of systems that prevent a
complete shut-down of a system for maintenance. Context-aware systems require timely
adaptations coupled to the runtime environment, or mission-critical systems have to be
permanently available.
Therefore, innovative ways of adapting and thus of developing, deploying, operating,
and evolving such software systems are required. This has led to the research trends of
autonomic computing [168, 225, 246] and self-adaptive software [112, 16]. The former considers
“computing systems that can manage themselves given high-level objectives from admin-
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istrators” [246, p. 41], hence taking an administration perspective of adapting systems. In
contrast, the latter takes a broader software engineering perspective, as it is used in this
thesis, and addresses “systems that are able to modify their behavior and/or structure in
response to their perception of the environment and the system itself, and their goals“ [16,
p. 1]. Such self-adaptation is usually realized by software [112, 16] making the software
engineering perspective relevant.
Thus, the aim of self-adaptive software is to automate adaptation and shift the responsibility for adaptation from developers or maintenance engineers to the software system
itself. Eventually, the promise of such self-adaptation is to cope with the growing costs,
complexity, and diversity of evolving software systems.
1.2

problem statement

The systematic development of self-adaptive software is an open research problem [112, 16]
and despite existing research approaches, “there is still a lack of powerful languages, tools,
and frameworks that could help realize adaptation processes and instrument sensors/effectors in a systematic manner” [370, p. 31]. In this context, most research approaches follow
the external approach [370] that separates the self-adaptive software into the adaptable software and the adaptation engine. In between both, a feedback loop ensures that the adaptation
engine dynamically adjusts the adaptable software if needed. This separation decouples
the engine from the adaptable software but it makes the feedback loop a crucial element
of the overall software architecture [93, 311, 386] and therefore essential for engineering
self-adaptive software with the external approach. Particularly, Shaw [386] argues that typical software engineering paradigms such as object orientation are not the best option to
architect software systems with feedback loops, which calls for other means to design and
develop such systems. A popular blueprint for a feedback loop is the MAPE-K cycle consisting of four adaptation activities (monitor, analyze, plan, and execute) that operate on
some shared knowledge [246].
Besides the trend to self-adaptation, the idea of Models@run.time [64, 79, 164] has emerged
more recently. It equips feedback loops with causally connected runtime models of the
adaptable software. Feedback loops then operate on such models (cf. model-based adaptation [370]) rather than directly on the adaptable software while exploiting benefits of
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) such as abstraction, automation, and analysis for selfadaptation.
In this thesis, we focus on the engineering of self-adaptive software using the external approach and models at runtime. To address the systematic development of such systems, we
need specific means to design, implement, run, and maintain adaptation engines and feedback loops. This imposes requirements for engineering self-adaptive software, particularly
for a modeling language to specify and design such software.
As argued by several researchers [93, 215, 251, 311, 386], feedback loops should be made
explicit in the architectural design and analysis of self-adaptive software. This concerns
several aspects such as the elements of a feedback loop (modularity), how these elements
may vary in the design (variability), how these elements interact with each other (intraloop coordination), when a feedback loop should be executed, if and how a feedback loop
interacts with other feedback loops (inter-loop coordination), and how multiple feedback
loops are distributed in the system. Additionally, the runtime models used by feedback
loops should be made explicit as they correspond to the data processed by the loops.

1.3 approach, contributions, and the state of the art

Using runtime models requires that the feedback loop realizes the causal connection
between the models and the adaptable software based on the sensors and effectors provided by the software (cf. [79, 285]). Sensors are used to update the runtime models if the
software changes and effectors are used to change the software according to planned adaptations performed on the runtime models. Hence, the use of the sensors and effectors by
the feedback loops has to be addressed when engineering these feedback loops.
To increase the flexibility of feedback loops, they may operate on top of each other
resulting in layers of feedback loops as, for instance, proposed by Kramer and Magee [258]
in their reference architecture for self-managed systems. In such layered architectures, a
feedback loop at a higher layer can adapt the feedback loops at the layer directly below.
Supporting such layered architectures requires providing some form of reflection of lowerlayer, adaptable feedback loops that is used by higher-layer feedback loops for adaptation.
Though self-adaptation promises that the software adjusts itself by automating adaptation activities otherwise performed off-line for evolution, we cannot expect that software is
able to cope with all needs for evolution and to fully automate all kinds of off-line activities
with feedback loops. Thus, besides an adaptation engine realizing (on-line) self-adaptation,
the engine’s co-existence with off-line adaptation such as typical maintenance is required [1,
54, 135, 167, 208, 26, 433]. This calls for supporting the co-existence of on-line and off-line
adaptation for the long-term evolution of self-adaptive software.
Based on the specification and design of an adaptation engine with its feedback loops,
the concurrent execution of the feedback loops should be supported. The execution should
be based on states as reflected by the runtime models describing the adaptable software and
on events describing changes of the adaptable software. The execution should be runtimeefficient since self-adaptation works on-line and it should not significantly disturb the
performance of the adaptable software.
1.3

approach, contributions, and the state of the art

This thesis presents ExecUtable RuntimE MegAmodels (EUREMA), a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach that covers the specification, execution, and evolution of adaptation
engines for self-adaptive software with multiple feedback loops. EUREMA is based on our
idea of a runtime megamodel [31, 32] that captures the individual adaptation activities and
runtime models of a feedback loop and thus the whole feedback loop. Moreover, such a
megamodel is executable such that it can be directly executed to run the feedback loop.
Accordingly, EUREMA consists of a modeling language and a runtime interpreter. The
language supports the development of adaptation engines by providing a domain-specific
modeling solution for feedback loops that may use arbitrary kinds of adaptation activities and runtime models including problem-space oriented models. Thereby, the language
addresses how feedback loops are connected to the adaptable software by sensors and
effectors in an architectural view. Besides single feedback loops, the language covers multiple feedback loops in the same or different layers of the architecture. Based on the layered
architecture, the same language as used for specifying feedback loops is employed to specify off-line adaptations, that is, changes due to maintenance, and their enactment in the
running self-adaptive software system.
The models created with the EUREMA language are kept alive at runtime and are
directly executed by the EUREMA interpreter to run adaptation engines and feedback
loops. While the interpreter-based approach enables the flexibility to dynamically adapt
and evolve feedback loops, it further executes the feedback loops efficiently by introducing
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a low overhead and leveraging state- and event-based principles for an incremental execution. These principles are enabled by model-driven adaptation activities that additionally
permit reuse of existing MDE tools and techniques for their implementation. Moreover,
EUREMA keeps the models that specify such activities alive at runtime for execution.
Thus, EUREMA models explicitly capture and maintain the runtime models used within
an adaptation engine, the interplay between these runtime models, and the adaptation
activities forming a feedback loop and working on these runtime models. Therefore, the
evolution of runtime models and feedback loops continues at runtime beyond the initial
development of the software. The same EUREMA models are also used for executing the
feedback loops enabling a seamless transition from the design and specification to the
execution as well as the adaptation and evolution of feedback loops.
Therefore, EUREMA addresses the requirements for modeling, executing, and evolving
feedback loops and it provides the following contributions:
C1 – Integrated MDE Approach
EUREMA is an integrated MDE approach as it rigorously and consistently uses models
for engineering feedback loops. Models are used(1) to represent the adaptable software to
perform self-adaptation as proposed by the idea of Models@run.time, as well as to engineer
(2) individual adaptation activities of feedback loops, (3) feedback loops as a whole, and
(4) the coordination among feedback loops. Finally, (5) these models are used throughout
the self-adaptive system’s life cycle, that is, for specifying, executing, and evolving the
feedback loops with their adaptation activities.
As a consequence, EUREMA allows engineers to make the feedback loops with their adaptation activities, runtime models, and coordination to other feedback loops explicit in the
design of self-adaptive software. Thereby, EUREMA does not impose any restrictions on
the design of feedback loops. On the contrary, engineers are free to decide on the structure
and number of feedback loops and how feedback loops are placed in an arbitrary number
of layers. This allows engineers to create feedback loops that are entirely and individually
designed for a specific problem at hand.
The state of the art1 primarily focuses on the aspects (1) and (2). However, with respect
to (1) the models are often related to the solution space of the adaptable software, and
(2) the models are primarily used for the analysis and planning activities of the feedback
loop (e. g., Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules). In contrast, we consider runtime models
related to the problem space and the use of models for all activities of a feedback loop
including the monitoring and execution steps. Moreover, the state of the art neglects the use
of models for engineering (3) feedback loops and (4) their coordination, that is, feedback
loops are not made explicit in the design and consequently, (5) corresponding models are
not and cannot be used after development and deployment for executing, coordinating,
and evolving feedback loops. Hence, the state of the art does not consequently use models
throughout the system’s life cycle.
Thus, the state of the art uses models for (1) and (2) to partially specify feedback loops. For
execution, these models are used either directly by frameworks or by generators to produce
incomplete code. In either case, the frameworks or the generators usually prescribe the
structure and number of feedback loops (typically, one) as their goal is to ease development
by reuse. Such approaches consequently prevent a free design of feedback loops since the
corresponding design decisions are already made in the framework or generator (cf. [355]).
1 The state of the art in engineering self-adaptive software will be discussed in detail and backed with references
in the context of related work in Chapter 10.
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C2 – Open Approach
Though being an integrated MDE approach, EUREMA is an open approach as it does not
restrict the types of models to be used for specifying and executing individual adaptation
activities of a feedback loop and the kind of runtime models that represent the adaptable
software. Thus, EUREMA is open for any modeling language to create the corresponding
models. The EUREMA interpreter then maintains and uses these models to execute the
overall feedback loops as specified with the EUREMA language.
Such an openness supports the model-driven development (cf. [164]) of individual adaptation activities, the direct execution of the corresponding models, and the reuse of existing
MDE tools and techniques.2 This finally eases the development of the adaptation activities
similarly to frameworks for self-adaptive software that support reuse.
EUREMA promotes the use of executable languages for specifying the adaptation activities
such that the resulting models can be maintained at runtime and directly executed (cf. C1
and C3) and are amenable for adaptation and evolution (cf. C4). However, it further allows
the (re)use of non-executable languages with potentially existing code generators or any
other method, even those that are not driven by models, to develop adaptation activities.
EUREMA is even open for completely code-based adaptation activities.
The state of the art which are typically frameworks for self-adaptive software that use
runtime models are closed as they prescribe the types of models and techniques to be used.
Thus, engineers have no choice in selecting the languages to express the runtime model
representing the adaptable software and the executable models that specify and run the
adaptation activities.
C3 – Seamless Integration of Development and Runtime Environments
EUREMA models created for specifying feedback loops with their adaptation activities
and runtime models are directly kept alive at runtime to execute the feedback loops. This
avoids bridging the conceptual gap (cf. [164]) between domain-oriented specifications such
as EUREMA models and implementation technologies such as code. In contrast, EUREMA
seamlessly integrates the development and runtime environments (cf. [55]) as it allows the
use of the same models in both environments and the exchange of these model between
both environments. The same holds for (runtime) models used within the feedback loops,
that is, models specifying adaptation activities or representing the adaptable software. Additionally, the executability makes EUREMA models amenable for simulation to analyze
the self-adaptation in the development environment.
The state of the art does not keep alive their feedback loop specifications at runtime but
often require semi-automated translation steps between the development and runtime environments. The focus of individual state-of-the-art approaches is typically either on the
development or runtime environment but not on both. For instance, languages dedicated
to modeling self-adaptive software often do not provide any execution support.
C4 – Adaptation and Evolution of Feedback Loops
Tackling an abstraction level similar to software architectures3 , explicitly maintaining models used within feedback loops at runtime, and keeping EUREMA models alive at runtime
2 For the EUREMA application examples, various types of models and their corresponding execution engines
are (re)used without any modifications, for instance, Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [377], Story Diagrams
(SDs)/Story Patterns (SPs) [155], and the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [327].
3 Several researchers argue that the software architecture is the appropriate abstraction level to deal with selfadaptation [86, 169, 227, 258, 286, 334, 335].
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for an interpretation-based execution, EUREMA provides beneficial abstractions and the required flexibility to dynamically adapt (self-adapt) feedback loops in layered architectures
and to evolve running feedback loops by means of off-line adaptation.
Therefore, EUREMA allows engineers to build adaptive control [50] architectures, in which
higher-layer feedback loops dynamically change other lower-layer feedback loops without
restricting the number of feedback loops and layers. Furthermore, it allows developers to
evolve the adaptation engine by manually changing the feedback loops. Thereby, EUREMA
coordinates the execution of changes originating from feedback loops and developers, an
initial step toward the unification of self-adaptation and evolution (cf. [1]). Thus, EUREMA
enables changes of feedback loops that are either initiated by self-adaptation or evolution.
The state of the art typically does not allow automatic changes of feedback loops as it
does not support adaptive control architectures but focuses on a single feedback loop performing self-adaptation. Moreover, it rather neglects the need for evolving self-adaptive
software by means of traditional maintenance (i. e., off-line adaptation). If maintenance is
supported, the related changes are constrained by the design decisions that a framework
leaves open for the developer. Consequently, maintenance changes typically cannot modify
the structure and number of feedback loops that are prescribed by the framework.
C5 – State- and Event-Based Feedback Loops
EUREMA supports feedback loops that are based on the state of the adaptable software
and on events.
In state-based feedback loops, the individual adaptation activities operate on the runtime
model that represents the state of the adaptable software to perform self-adaptation. Therefore, the activities have to process the whole state, for instance, to analyze the adaptable
software. In contrast, adaptation activities of event-based feedback loops only use events
to exchange and process knowledge about the adaptable software. Events contain information about changes of the state rather than the complete state of the adaptable software.
Nevertheless, events must contain fractions of the state that correspond to the context of the
change such that the activities can process the events in a meaningful way. Consequently,
event-based activities process changes of the state rather than the (complete) state, which
enables incremental processing. Ghezzi [180, p. 369] has identified incrementality as a key
need for self-adaptation that “comes into play because often changes are local to restricted
parts” of the adaptable software.
EUREMA combines both variants and thus leverages incremental processing of adaptation
activities while using runtime models. On the one hand, the incrementality improves the
runtime performance of executing feedback loops. On the other hand, using a runtime
model avoids complicated events that carry the context of a state change as the model represents the state of the adaptable software and therefore also the context of the change. In
this regard, we conceive a better changeability of self-adaptive software when using runtime models and events. For instance, if the context of a change type should be extended, it
is only required to adjust the runtime model to cover the extended context to be used by all
adaptation activities. In contrast, if we rely only on events, we have to adjust the individual
events of all adaptation activities, thus resulting in a higher number of adjustments.
The state of the art often addresses either state- or event-based feedback loops and therefore does not combine the benefits of both variants as EUREMA does. In general, research
on Models@run.time is focused more on state-based feedback loops while autonomic computing rather concentrates on event-based feedback loops.

1.4 structure of the thesis

In general, EUREMA heavily exploits MDE principles to provide appropriate abstractions and flexibility for specifying, adapting, and evolving feedback loops, automation by
means of the EUREMA interpreter to execute EUREMA models and seamlessly connect
the development and runtime environments, and analysis by means of simulation of feedback loops. Additionally, EUREMA promotes MDE for developing individual adaptation
activities of feedback loops. Thus, developers using EUREMA can exploit MDE principles
at this level, for instance, by reusing existing modeling and execution techniques for the
monitoring, analysis, planning, and execution steps. The resulting models are then kept
alive at runtime and maintained by the EUREMA interpreter.
While an MDE approach is obvious to address certain requirements such as the specification of feedback loops, keeping those specification models (including those models
specifying individual adaptation activities of feedback loops) alive at runtime for execution, adaptation, and evolution contrasts other proposals. For instance, other approaches
propose languages to specify self-adaptive software but they do not keep their models of
feedback loops alive at runtime (e. g., [34, 187, 262, 280]) or they suggest developing feedback loops as component-based systems that can be dynamically adapted similarly to the
adaptable software [316, 347]. However, we believe that we can achieve a higher degree
of flexibility when following a rigorous MDE approach that leverages runtime models to
an extreme extent. Moreover, EUREMA contrasts frameworks (e. g., [40, 170, 175, 202, 306])
by allowing developers to freely design feedback loops that are otherwise prescribed in
the framework implementation. This combination of supporting a free design of feedback
loops (including the adaptation activities and runtime models), making the feedback loops
explicit in the design, as well as keeping the feedback loop specifications alive at runtime
for execution, adaptation, and evolution makes EUREMA unique.
The research conducted in the context of this thesis generally follows the design science
research methodology by Peffers et al. [344] that consists of six steps. We identified and
motivated the research problem of engineering self-adaptive software (step 1). We transformed the problem into requirements for engineering self-adaptive software that are the
objectives for solutions to the problem (step 2). Based on the requirements, we designed
and developed EUREMA, that is, one solution to the problem (step 3). We demonstrated
the use of EUREMA to solve instances of the problem (step 4) and evaluated EUREMA to
provide evidence for its contributions (step 5). Finally, we communicated our research on
EUREMA with this thesis and earlier in scientific papers, especially [21, 25, 31, 32] (step 6).
The first five steps of the methodology are addressed in different chapters of this thesis,
such as step 1 in this chapter, step 2 in Chapter 3, step 3 in Chapters 4–8, step 4 in Chapters 5
and 9, and step 5 in Chapters 9 and 10. A detailed structure of the thesis is given in the
following.
1.4

structure of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is structured into three parts. In the first part, we present the relevant foundations of EUREMA, which originate from the research fields of model-driven
engineering and self-adaptive software (cf. Chapter 2). Moreover, we thoroughly discuss
requirements for engineering self-adaptive software and particularly feedback loops that
are driven by runtime models in Chapter 3.
We start the second part of the thesis by providing an overview of EUREMA in Chapter 4. This overview outlines the general idea as well as the roles of runtime models, runtime megamodels, and reflection in EUREMA. Moreover, it introduces the Modular Rice
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University Bidding System (mRUBiS) as the running example that we use throughout this
thesis. Afterwards, we discuss in detail the EUREMA language and its usage to model
self-adaptive software (cf. Chapter 5). For this purpose, we show the use of the language to
specify individual feedback loops, multiple coordinated feedback loops, stacked feedback
loops in layered architectures, and finally off-line adaptation. These aspects are illustrated
by EUREMA models defining the self-repair and self-optimization of mRUBiS.
While focusing on the modeling in Chapter 5, we discuss the execution of EUREMA
models and therefore of EUREMA-based feedback loops in Chapter 6. For this purpose, we
define the execution semantics of EUREMA, that is, how an EUREMA-based feedback loop
is triggered and executed, how it interacts with the adaptable software and other feedback
loops, and how it is safely adapted in layered architectures or by off-line adaptation.
With Chapter 7, the last chapter of the second part, we discuss the model-driven adaptation activities of feedback loops and the solution space for their implementation. In this
context, we distinguish between code-based and model-driven activities and between statebased and event-based activities.
In the last part of the thesis, we validate EUREMA and provide the corresponding conclusions. For this purpose, we discuss the implementation of EUREMA in Chapter 8. The implementation covers the language, editor, and interpreter of EUREMA. We further present
a framework that we developed as a basis to conduct experiments with EUREMA-based
feedback loops, while EUREMA is completely independent of the framework and thus
applicable in other technical contexts.
In Chapter 9, we comprehensively evaluate EUREMA considering different dimensions.
First, we assess the design of the EUREMA language by discussing design guidelines
for domain-specific modeling languages. Second, we investigate the expressiveness of
the language by applying it to examples from literature. Third, we report on experiments to develop and execute EUREMA-based feedback loops for the self-repair, the selfoptimization, the coordinated self-repair and self-optimization, and the three-layer architecture of mRUBiS. That is, we realized the running example that we used particularly in
Chapter 5 to discuss the EUREMA language. Forth, we conducted a study in which we
compared EUREMA-based feedback loops to alternative solutions developed by students
with respect to development costs and runtime performance. Fifth, we discuss and evaluate how well EUREMA covers the quality attributes proposed by Asadollahi et al. [48]
to assess development approaches for self-adaptive software. Finally, we discuss how well
EUREMA fulfills the requirements introduced in Chapter 3.
We further use the same requirements to discuss the related work of EUREMA, which
allows us to compare EUREMA to the state of the art in engineering self-adaptive software
in Chapter 10. Finally, we summarize the EUREMA approach and provide conclusions and
an outlook on future work in Chapter 11.

Part I
F O U N D AT I O N S A N D R E Q U I R E M E N T S
In this part of the thesis, we discuss the foundations of the presented work,
particularly, model-driven engineering and self-adaptive software. Then we introduce and discuss the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software
that we have derived from literature. These requirements address the modeling
and the execution of self-adaptive software systems.

F O U N D AT I O N S

2

The foundations of the presented work originate from the research fields of model-driven
engineering and self-adaptive software. We will discuss both fields in this chapter as far as
they are relevant for the presented work.
2.1

model-driven engineering

According to France and Rumpe [164, p. 2], “[t]he term Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
is typically used to describe software development approaches in which abstract models
of software systems are created and systematically transformed to concrete implementations.”1 Thus, models are not only used for documenting the software to be developed
but they become the primary artifacts of development [70, 164, 375] that are incrementally refined and transformed to the final product [294, 382], that are maintained along
with code [243] to increase their longevity [51], and that are automatically processed by
tools [71]. Such a use of models is motivated by the complexity of software systems that
should, among others, run in distributed and embedded environments, target various devices and platforms, and operate dependably, and by the conceptual gap between the problem and solution spaces [164]. The problem space refers to the concepts in application
domains such as telecommunication, insurance, or health, while the solution space refers
to the domain of computing and implementation technologies such as components, classes,
or methods [70, 375]. To develop software, requirements formulated with application domain concepts have to be realized with implementation technologies, which requires bridging the gap from the problem to the solution space. France and Rumpe [164] argue that
bridging this gap by manual implementation efforts causes accidental complexity (cf. [88])
which complicates the development of software.
Consequently, MDE aims at mitigating this gap as well as the complexity of software
by employing models that describe the software at different levels of abstraction and from
different views, and by automated techniques to systematically transform and analyze
models and to finally generate the running system [164]. Models at different levels of
abstraction provide vertical views of the system [384]. Examples are models describing the
system’s requirements, architecture, implementation, or deployment [164]. For instance,
architectural models abstract from the complexities of the implementation and deployment
platform such that developers can focus on the domain concerns instead of struggling with
the application programming interfaces of the platform and its usage [375]. This aspect is
exemplified by the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) discussed in Section 2.1.2. Models
that focus on specific concerns such as performance, fault tolerance, or security (cf. [71, 164,
243, 383]) provide horizontal views of a system [384]. Such models are used to construct
and analyze the individuals concerns addressed by the models.

1 Other terms such as “model-based software engineering” [373, 381] or “model-driven software development” [384] are often used as synonyms for model-driven engineering in literature. Throughout this thesis,
we will use the latter term and its acronym MDE.
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Thus, MDE aims at raising the level of abstraction in software engineering2 , automating
the development by transformational and generative techniques, and analyzing models
early in the development process for quality assurance in order to tame the complexity of
engineering software [70, 71, 164, 294, 375, 382]. Therefore, MDE provides techniques, methods, processes, and tools [164] and it must specify for a given software project the modeling
languages, models, transformations, and overall development process to be adopted [243].
Eventually, MDE “industrializes” software development [198] with the goal of improving
the developers’ productivity and software quality, which should reduce the costs and time
to market of software development [51, 382, 384].
This goal should be in particular achieved by the power of models. Selic [382, p. 20]
argues that models are “easier to specify, understand, and maintain” since they use concepts closer to the problem domain than to the implementation domain in contrast to most
programming languages. In this context, France and Rumpe [164, p. 15] argue “that the
complexity of software will overwhelm our ability to effectively maintain mental models
of a system” and that models should be made explicit such that automated tools operating on models can be applied. They further argue that by explicit models and automated
operations, “we are relieving significant cognitive burden and reducing the accidental complexities associated with maintaining mentally held models” [164, p. 15]. Consequently, we
will elaborate in the following the notions of models and model operations in MDE.
2.1.1

Models and Model Operations

As previously outlined, models are the primary artifacts and model operations play an important role in MDE. We discuss each of them in the following.
Stachowiak [400] defines a model by three characteristics:(1) mapping: a model is a representation of a natural or artificial original that can be a model itself. (2) reduction: a model
does not capture all properties of the original but focuses on those that are relevant to the
creator or user of the model. On the other hand, a model may have properties that the
original does not have. (3) pragmatism: a model serves a certain purpose for a user, that is,
it is used as a replacement of the original at a particular point in time and for a period
of time to perform certain actual or mental operations. This notion of a model is similar
or even equal to definitions proposed by several other researchers who are discussing the
role of models in software engineering (e. g., [164, 282, 294, 366]). That is, a model serves as
a replacement of the original [71] if it is “simpler, safer, or cheaper” [366, p. 75] to use the
model instead of the original or even if the original cannot be handled [282] for a specific
purpose. Thereby, the original that is represented by a model may already exist or not, such
that the model is said to be descriptive or prescriptive, respectively [71, 282, 379]. Therefore,
models reduce risks by supporting engineers in better understanding a problem and its
solutions before actually spending any efforts in implementing one of the solutions [382]
or they generally support the development and evolution of a solution [375].
In this context, Selic [382] considers five key characteristics of an engineering model:
(1) abstraction: a model abstracts from the system to be developed. (2) understandability: the
notation used to describe the system should match the intuition or comprehension of the
domain, for which the system is developed. (3) accuracy: the model must be a valid representation of the system. (4) predictiveness: the model should allow engineers to predict
system properties by analyzing the model. (5) inexpensiveness: it should be cheaper to construct and analyze the model than directly the system. These characteristics influence the
2 Abstraction is considered as a critical and important factor in software engineering [257].
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purpose of a model [294, 383] such as mitigating complexity (cf. abstraction), supporting
the understanding of the system and communication among people (cf. understandability),
predicting and analyzing system properties (cf. predictiveness), and guiding or generating
the implementation. All these purposes rely on accurate and inexpensive models.
A particular aspect that supports the understandability is the execution of models. Executable models typically describe the behavior rather than the structure of the system and
they can be animated or executed to simulate the system under development, which provides early and direct experience with the system [164, 381, 382]. In this context, simulation
is also a means to validate a model and to improve the quality of the system under development [142, 320, 438].
As discussed previously, MDE employs various models at different levels of abstraction
to obtain concern-specific views of the system. This typically calls for various formalisms,
that is, modeling languages to express the models (cf. [70, 71, 243, 379]). According to Atkinson and Kühne [51], a modeling language comprises four aspects, an abstract syntax, a
concrete syntax, well-formedness, and semantics.
In MDE, the abstract syntax of a language is specified by a metamodel that defines the
concepts of the language and how these concepts can be combined to create a model [71,
243, 337, 383]. A model created with a modeling language is said to be an instance of the
corresponding metamodel [51].
The concrete syntax of a language is the human readable notation to create and represent a model [383], or more specifically, the rendering of the concepts defined by the
metamodel [51]. In general, the concrete syntax can be textual or graphical [426]. A textual syntax is typically specified by a grammar while there are no standard approaches
despite [323] but only specific tools available to define a graphical syntax [337].
Well-formedness refers to rules on how to apply the concepts of a language [51], for
instance, to assert or constrain the use of a language [70, 243, 383]. To specify such rules,
constraint languages such as OCL can be used [51, 337]. Typically, a model is said to be
valid if it is an instance of the metamodel defining the abstract syntax of the language used
to create the model and if it is well-formed with respect to the rules.
Finally, the semantics describes the meaning of the language concepts and thus, supports
the interpretation of models expressed in this language [51, 207, 379, 383]. The interpretation maps a model to the original being modeled, which gives the model a meaning [379].
In this context, Harel and Rumpe [207] consider a mapping from the concepts of the language to the semantic domain. They advocate an explicit specification of the language,
semantic domain, and the mapping to clearly define the semantics. This can be done formally (e. g., using mathematics) or informally (e. g., using natural language) (cf. formal and
informal designs of languages in [302]). For executable models, the semantics of the corresponding language particularly covers how such models are executed by a computer [383].
While the abstract syntax of a language is typically specified by a metamodel, there does
not exist a corresponding formalism that is commonly used to specify the behavioral/execution semantics such that the formalization of the semantics is challenging [94, 383]. In this
context, Bryant et al. [94, p. 248] state that “[t]ypically, the behavioral semantics [...] is described within individual hard-coded model interpreters” that either transform a model to
an executable form such as code or that directly execute a model. Selic [383, p. 316] makes
a similar observation and states that the execution semantics are “often [...] specified in
the form of computer programs written in some programming language”. Consequently,
the semantics encoded in the implementation of an interpreter is implicit and can only be
accessed by testing created models with the interpreter [42].
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In MDE the semantics can be explicitly specified as operational, translational, and denotational semantics [42, 118]. Operational semantics defines the computations for language
concepts that are performed when the individual concepts are executed. Translational semantics translates concepts of the language to concepts of another language that already
has an accurate semantics. Denotational semantics uses a mathematical formalism to define
the language concepts by providing mathematical objects as denotations for the concepts.
Finally, Clark et al. [118] additionally consider extensional semantics for a language, which
extends the semantics of an existing language.
A modeling language itself, particularly, its metamodel is defined in a modeling language that is called meta-metamodel [51, 71, 379]. This results in the typical modeling infrastructure of MDE with its four levels (cf. [51, 70, 71, 379]): The lowest level M0 refers to the
runtime instances of the software such as data objects. The models specifying or describing
the software and created by the developer are located at level M1. The level M2 contains
the modeling languages by means of the metamodels used to create the M1 models. The
highest level M3 contains the meta-metamodels that are used to define the metamodels
located at M2. Concepts of a certain level are instances of concepts of the next higher level
while the M3 level is reflexive or in other terms self-defining, that is, the meta-metamodel
is defined in the same language as it describes (cf. [70, 71, 379, 383]).
This infrastructure is exemplified by the Object Management Group (OMG) employing
the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [328] as the meta-metamodel at M3 and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [329] together with the OCL [327] at M2.3 Then, models created by
the user with UML such as class diagrams are located at M1 while M0 contains the runtime
instances of the application.
The use of one common meta-metamodel in an MDE infrastructure supports generically
navigating models and establishing relations between arbitrary models written in different
languages that share a meta-metamodel. Thus, given a common meta-metamodel, all models as well as their metamodels can be treated and generically processed in a unified manner,
which is called the “unification power of models” by Bézivin [71]. This is exploited for specifying model operations, that is, automated activities working on or using models such as
transforming, synchronizing, or differencing models (cf. [70, 71]). Such operations may just
work on and use models (so-called state-based operations such as transforming one model to
another one), or they may use model changes that drive their processing (so-called changebased operations such as synchronizing changes from one model to another one).4
Model transformations are “automated processes that take one or more source models as input and produce one or more target models as output, while following a set of
transformation rules” [384, p. 42f.]. Thus, model transformations address, among other
things, the problem of keeping multiple models describing the software from different
views and at different levels of abstraction consistent to each other [384]. In this context,
a horizontal transformation automatically derives a view from another one at the same
abstraction level while a vertical transformation either refines a model from higher to
lower levels of abstraction or abstracts a model from lower to higher levels of abstraction [300, 384]. Thereby, transformations capture expert knowledge such as best practices
that might get lost otherwise if the transformation is not explicitly defined but done manually [294, 303]. Hence, explicit transformations promise to improve the software quality in
MDE [89]. If the source and target models are expressed in the same language, the trans3 Besides UML, the OMG defines and employs several other languages at M2 such as the Common Warehouse
Metamodel (CWM) [322] or Software & Systems Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) [330].
4 This is similar to state-based and change-based versioning for software configuration management [121].
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formation is said to be endogenous, otherwise exogenous [300]. In MDE, transformation
languages are used to express the rules defining a model transformation [384]. Examples
of such languages are Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [220, 377], Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [326], and the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [238]. Transformation
rules define at the level of metamodels how target models are produced from source models using the common meta-metamodel to relate concepts of the source metamodel to the
target metamodel. A transformation is bidirectional if it additionally supports producing
source models from target models and thus, transformations in both directions (cf. [403,
404]). While a model transformation produces the target model completely anew with
each run from the source model, model synchronization maintains both models and incrementally propagates the changes from the source model to the target model improving the
transformation performance [188]. Similar to transformations, model synchronizations can
be endogenous or exogenous and unidirectional or bidirectional. Finally, when explicitly
specifying transformations with rules expressed in a certain language, such rules can be
considered themselves as models and they can be themselves subject to transformations (cf.
higher-order transformations) [71].
2.1.2 Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)
An example of an MDE approach is the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [324, 325] that is
proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) and considered as a subset of MDE [70,
243]. It aims at (semi-)automating the transformations from abstract models to executable
systems while tackling the complexity of software technologies and platforms (cf. [89, 324,
325]). This should be achieved by modeling the software under development using three
different views (cf. [89, 164, 243, 303, 324, 325]): (1) a business or domain model, formerly
called Computation Independent Model (CIM), describes the domain and requirements of
the software. (2) a Platform Independent Model (PIM) specifies the software’s features and
realization that are independent from the technologies and platforms used for implementation. (3) a Platform Specific Model (PSM) introduces the technical details relevant for implementing the PIM concepts using a specific technology and platform. Though each of these
views may reflect different aspects of the software [89], MDA focuses on separating the
business concerns and software designs from technology-dependent and platform-specific
implementation concerns [243, 324, 325]. This should separate business/domain-oriented
decisions from platform decisions [89], enable reuse of domain and expert knowledge [294],
and ease the migration of a software from one to another platform [164].
To ease the development and migration of software, MDA relies on (semi-)automated
model transformations and code generation (cf. [89, 243]). Model transformations among
the different views are explicitly defined and automated if appropriate patterns are available, for instance, on how to refine a PIM to a PSM by automatically adding technical
details. Eventually, code is generated from the PSM and developers complete the generated code manually. To achieve (partial) automation, the MDA is based on standards for
modeling and transformations languages (i. e., metamodels) [89] such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [329] and the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language [326]
that share a common meta-metamodel, called Meta Object Facility (MOF) [328].
Finally, the idea of separating domain concerns and implementation concerns is also
relevant for reverse engineering when existing implementations are mined to obtain abstractions at the domain level, that is, obtaining a PIM from a PSM [243].
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2.1.3

Domain-Specific Modeling and Languages

As argued by Schmidt [375, p. 25] “[m]odel-driven engineering technologies offer a promising approach to address the inability of third-generation languages to alleviate the complexity of platforms and express domain concepts effectively.” The MDA as discussed in
Section 2.1.2 addresses the problem of platform complexity. However, MDA is based on
UML, which is a general-purpose modeling language, and therefore requires from engineers to translate domain concepts to UML concepts in order to express them. In contrast,
to directly and effectively express domain concepts, problem-level abstractions should be
leveraged in modeling languages [164] such that the syntax and semantics of the language
match the domain [375]. Hence, software solutions should be specified with concepts from
the problem domain and following the MDE idea, the final products should be generated
automatically from such domain-level specifications [242].
This idea is followed in the domain engineering field [360], that is, amongst others “the
activity of systematically modeling domains” [136, p. 28]. Kelly and Tolvanen [242, p. 3]
define “a domain as an area of interest to a particular development effort”. In general, they
distinguish horizontal and vertical domains. The former refers to technical aspects such as
persistence, communication, or transactions while the latter considers different businesses
such as banking, robot control, or telecommunications. However, the scope of a domain in
practice can be even more restricted focusing on a particular product or platform [242].
In the context of MDE, domain-specific modeling [242] refers to engineering approaches
that use Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) to develop software. While for France and
Rumpe [164, p. 10] “[a] domain specific language consists of constructs that capture phenomena in the domain it describes”, a more detailed view is provided by Deursen et al.
[136, p. 26]: “A domain-specific language (DSL) is a programming language or executable
specification language that offers, through appropriate notations and abstractions, expressive power focused on, and usually restricted to, a particular problem domain.” This view
is shared by Fowler [162] who in addition states that DSLs are used by humans and therefore, they should be fluent and easy to understand by humans but also executable by
a computer. Though Deursen et al. [136] and Fowler [162] emphasize the execution by
computers, DSLs in general do not necessarily have to be executable [302]. Furthermore,
Fowler [162] characterizes the limited expressiveness of a DSL, because of the clear focus
on a domain, as the main difference to a General Purpose Language (GPL).
Based on such a focus of a DSL by means of the language’s notations and constructs targeting a specific domain, Mernik et al. [302, p. 317] argue that a DSL provides “substantial
gains in expressiveness and ease of use compared with GPLs for the domain in question,
with corresponding gains in productivity and reduced maintenance costs.” In the same
direction, Kelly and Tolvanen [242] argue that a full code generation that does not require
manual adjustments of the generated code is rather feasible for domain-specific models
than for general-purpose models. Hence, the use of DSLs promises improved productivity
and quality due to fully automated generation steps that together with the language realize best practices for creating, analyzing, and transforming models to high-quality code
and applications. A recent empirical study that investigated the use of MDE in the industry
has backed this view stating that “companies who successfully applied MDE largely did so
by creating or using languages specifically developed for their domain, rather than using
general-purpose languages such as UML” [439, p. 80].
Besides improved development productivity as already discussed and also envisioned
in [136, 162, 425], the use of DSLs promises further benefits for developing software. The
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improved quality is leveraged by automated transformation or generation steps that realize best practices [242] or take over repetitive work usually performed by developers [425].
Moreover, using and focusing on domain concepts and abstracting from implementation
details, a DSL removes unnecessary degrees of freedom for developers who can therefore
exclusively concentrate on the domain problem [425]. In general, this should separate the
essential from the accidental complexity (cf. [425]) such that developers can concentrate
on the essence, that is, the domain problem. Specifying a software with a DSL enables
the analysis (e. g., the validation, verification, testing, or optimization) of the models and
software at the level of domain concepts [136, 302, 425], which does not require any translation of the analyses or their results to or from the implementation domain. Additionally,
DSL models capture domain knowledge at a higher level of abstraction which enables the
reuse [136] and longevity of this knowledge [425]. For instance, the platform independence
of DSL models supports their reuse to realize a solution for a different platform or to migrate an existing software to a new version of the platform. This enhances the portability
and maintainability of the software [136, 162, 425]. Moreover, the DSL can be (re)used in
different projects targeting the same domain since the language definition typically does
not depend of any specific application [383]. Finally, by leveraging domain concepts in the
syntax and semantics of a DSL, domain experts can be involved to understand, validate,
or create DSL models, which eventually improves the communication between domain
experts and software engineers [136, 162, 425].
However, to realize such benefits by using a DSL, several problems have to be addressed
or at least considered. Developing and maintaining a DSL with its associated tools (e. g.,
editors and code generators) causes costs [136, 162, 302, 425], particularly, if many different
languages are used in a project [162, 425], that have to be confronted with the productivity
and quality gains of using the DSL. For instance, developers using the DSL have to be
trained in getting familiar with the language [136, 302], especially, if the language is only
used within one organization [162], and developers building the DSL have to obtain language engineering skills [425]. In this context, a challenge is to identify the proper and right
scope and abstraction of a DSL when developing and co-evolving the language with the
domain [136, 162]. Finally, there might be performance issues with the generated code that
is less efficient than hand-crafted software [136]. However, modern generators can remove
inefficient domain abstractions during the generation process to improve efficiency [425].
Through code generation, a DSL is enacted by means of execution. Another option for executing DSL models, if they are executable, is interpretation [302, 425]. According to Voelter
[425], generated code is easier to inspect and debug and often provides better performance
than an interpreter while an interpreter-based approach enables dynamic changes of the
model during execution and has shorter turnaround times since no generation, compilation, and packaging steps are required.
Besides the alternatives of code generation and interpretation, a DSL can be developed as
an external or internal language (cf. [162]). An external DSL is a distinct language separated
from the main language the application under development is implemented in. Hence,
it might exhibit a different syntax and semantics than the main language. However, it
requires the development of a corresponding code generator or interpreter that is typically
specific for a DSL [136]. An internal DSL is based on an existing GPL and uses constructs
of this GPL in a certain style providing “the feel of a custom language, rather than its host
language” [162, p. 28]. Thereby, the DSL can partially use, specialize, restrict, or extend the
GPL [302]. While an internal DSL avoids the development of a dedicated code generator or
interpreter by reusing the host language’s infrastructure, its syntax and semantics as well
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as its analysis capabilities are a compromise between the domain-specific concepts and the
GPL concepts [136, 302, 383]. Therefore, an internal DSL is feasible if its semantic concepts
are similar to the ones of the host language [383]. An example for such a case is the UML
profile mechanism that allows DSLs that “fall within the syntactic and semantic envelope
defined by standard UML” [383, p. 308].
2.1.4

Megamodels

As discussed in the previous sections, MDE approaches employ a variety of models at
different levels of abstraction and expressed in different (general-purpose and domainspecific) languages. Throughout the development process, models are created, changed,
analyzed, or transformed manually by engineers or automatically by tools [164]. Such activities establish relationships between models, for instance, dependencies, transformations,
refinements, or realizations. To manage the development process, all these models and
their relationships have to be tracked [164], for instance, to capture how models as different views of a system are related to each other [368]. France and Rumpe [164, p. 14] argue
that “[m]anually tracking [...] adds significant accidental complexity to the MDE development process”. Hence, concepts and tools are needed for managing the models and their
relationships, which is typically called model management (cf. [53, 164]).
One approach to tackle model management is megamodeling [72, 73]. In the literature,
various perspectives on megamodels exists. For instance, Bézivin et al. [72, p. 30] consider
a megamodel as “a model with other models as elements” including the relationships between the models [53]. Salay et al. [368, p. 142] use the term macromodel to describe a model
that “consists of elements denoting models and links denoting intended relationships between these models with their internal details abstracted away”. Finally, for Perovich et
al. [346, p. 1] a megamodel is “a model composed of related models”. All these various
perspectives share a common understanding of a megamodel such that Hebig et al. [211,
p. 7] propose a unified definition of a megamodel as “a model that contains models and relations between them”. Hence, megamodels are about describing and manipulating models
and the relationships between the models. Thereby, a relationship can be associated with
a model operation such as a model transformation or change propagation (i. e., model synchronization) to automatically derive a model from another one or to synchronize two
models. Thus, a goal of a megamodel could be keeping the models consistent to each other
(cf. [211]), which is a challenge in MDE [384].
Besides using megamodels as a core for model management approaches [72, 73], they
have been proposed for addressing more specific problems such as model repositories [72],
traceability between models [53], modeling and reasoning about MDE [149], transformation chains [166], or to represent software architectures [346]. All these approaches have
in common that they employ megamodel concepts to describe multiple models and their
relationships to obtain an overview of the employed models and model operations in an
MDE approach as well as to manipulate both.
2.1.5 Runtime Models
Besides models for developing software as we have discussed so far, researchers have
started to investigate the application of such models in runtime environments. These efforts are coined by the term Models@run.time [49, 62, 79] and they aim for extending the
use of MDE principles to runtime environments and thus leveraging the benefits of MDE
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for dynamically adapting software at runtime. The research field of models at runtime is
still novel and so far not well established in MDE [312] although it is considered as a part
of it. For instance, in France and Rumpe’s “broad vision of MDE, models are not only the
primary artifacts of development, they are also the primary means by which developers
and other systems understand, interact with, configure and modify the runtime behavior
of software” [164, p. 3]. Hence, they consider two types of models in MDE, development
models and runtime models, although the line between these two types can be blurred [79].
This is particularly the case for a “controlled ongoing design” [79, p. 23], that is, for using
runtime models to modify the initial design of the software and to enact these modifications in the running system.
The motivation of using models at runtime is to exploit MDE principles such as abstraction, automation, and analysis to handle the complexity of adapting or generally managing
running software systems (cf. [79, 164]). Models should provide “abstractions of runtime
phenomena” [164, p. 3] that enable analyzing and reasoning about the running system
by developers or automatically by tools. Similar to MDE for developing software, models@run.time aim for abstractions that hide the complexities of platforms and that provide
problem-oriented views of the system, in this case, the running system.
In this context, Blair et al. [79, p.23] define a runtime model as “a causally connected selfrepresentation of the associated system that emphasizes the structure, behavior, or goals
of the system from a problem space perspective”. This definition exemplifies different
views (“structure, behavior, or goals”) that runtime models may provide and that should
be related to the problem space rather than to the solution space. Such a runtime models
should be a “causally connected self-representation”, a term that originates from the field
of computational reflection [285, 390].
According to Maes [285], every computational system is concerned with a domain and
the system operates on internal data representing this domain. A system is causally connected to its domain if changes in the domain are reflected in the system’s internal data
and if changes of the data effect the domain. Likewise, a reflective computational system is
concerned with itself and thus it includes data representing itself. This motivates the use
of the term self-representation for this data. The self-representation is causally connected
to the system and thus, the system may use it for meta-computations5 such as observing
(inspection/introspection) and changing (adaptation/intercession) its own behavior, for example, for self-optimization or self-modification purposes [285]. Thus, a reflective system
is concerned with the domain and with itself such that these two concerns are often split
into two conceptual levels: an object or base level covering the domain concerns and the
reflective or meta level covering the meta-computation concerns (cf. [78, 252, 285]).
In this context, Maes [285] discusses two architectures for reflection that have different
impact on the causal connection. In procedural reflection, the implementation or the program
of the system directly serves as the self-representation. Thus, there is no distinction between
the system implementation and the self-representation, and one representation is used for
computations about the domain and computations about the system. This architecture fulfills the causal connection by construction since it avoids an explicit self-representation
of the system and thus any consistency issues between them. However, this implies that
computations about the system are performed at the abstraction level of the system implementation. Moreover, procedural reflections allows an infinite tower of reflection [75,
5 In the field of computational reflection, the use of the term “meta” is motivated by the fact that the system
performs computations about or on itself, and it should not be confused with the use in the context of models,
metamodels, and meta-metamodels as discussed in Section 2.1.1.
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362, 390, 391], that is, an infinite stacking of meta-circular interpreters such that base-level
elements are interpreted by meta-level elements, these meta-level elements are interpreted
by meta-meta-level elements, and so on. In contrast, declarative reflection considers an explicit self-representation of the system, which is different from the implementation of the
system. This makes the realization of the causal connection challenging because the selfrepresentation need not to be at the same abstraction level as the system implementation.
Thus, declarative reflection maintains an explicit representation of the system, which can
be considered as a runtime model. Threads of research, particularly, the software architecture, model-driven engineering, and requirements engineering fields, that aim at raising
the level of abstraction of runtime representations, consider explicit runtime models.
The idea of reflection, primarily procedural reflection, has been realized in programming
languages [248, 285, 331, 362, 390] and middleware [74–78, 252]. The runtime models used
as causally connected self-representations in these fields are inherently coupled to the computation model of the programming language or middleware. For instance, Nierstrasz et al.
[319] use the abstract syntax tree of the program as the runtime model. Therefore, these
models are at a low level of abstraction and refer to the system’s solution space (cf. [79]).
This is often the consequence of implementing the system and the self-representation in
the same language [75]. In contrast and as defined by Blair et al. [79], models@run.time aim
for causally connected self-representations at higher levels of abstractions that are rather
related to the problem space than to the solution space. This aim shares similarities with
declarative reflection that considers abstract statements about the system such as what the
system behavior is instead of how the behavior is realized (cf. [75, 285]).
In this context, the software architecture has been considered as an appropriate abstraction for runtime models (cf. [79, 161, 172, 335]) that are expressed in Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) [293] and therefore, in different languages as used for the implementation of the system. Even more abstract runtime models than at the software architecture level are considered in the requirements engineering field that investigates the use of
requirement models such as goal models at runtime [65].
For such abstract runtime models, a crucial aspect is to continuously guarantee the causal
connection, that is, the synchronization between the running system and the runtime model
if one or the other changes. This is a key challenge for runtime models, particularly, when
considering the abstraction gap between a running system and a high-level runtime model
(cf. [79]). A recent survey discussing the current status of runtime models in the research
literature particularly highlights the focus of models@run.time on providing appropriate
runtime abstractions for analyzing and adapting running software system [408].
2.2

self-adaptive software

This section discusses the permanent need to change software beyond typical software
evolution approaches, which has led to the vision of self-adaptive software. Finally, this
section outlines basic engineering principles for such software systems.
2.2.1 Software Change
In software engineering, awareness of the continuous need to adapt software has emerged
over the past decades. Parnas [339] coined the term of software aging and identified two
reasons why software ages. First, needs and expectations of users change and the software
must be modified according to these changes. If such modifications are not done (cf. lack
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Table 1: Lehman’s Laws of Software Evolution [274].
No.

Name

Description

I

Continuing change

An E-type system must be continually adapted else it
becomes progressively less satisfactory in use

II

Increasing complexity

As an E-type system is evolved its complexity increases unless work is done to maintain or reduce it

III

Self-regulation

Global E-type system evolution processes are selfregulating

IV

Conservation of organizational stability

Average activity rate in an E-type process tends to remain constant over system lifetime or segments of that
lifetime

V

Conservation of familiarity

In general, the average incremental growth (growth
rate trend) of E-type systems tends to decline

VI

Continuing growth

The functional capability of E-type systems must be
continually increased to maintain user satisfaction over
the system lifetime

VII

Declining quality

Unless rigorously adapted to take into account
changes in the operational environment, the quality of
an E-type system will appear to decline as it is evolved

VIII

Feedback system

E-type evolution processes are multi-level, multi-loop,
multi-agent feedback systems

of movement), the users are not satisfied with the software and change to an alternative
product. Second, modifications made to the software, particularly due to urgent change
requests, are often not aligned with the original design rationale of the software, which
degrades the structure of the software and invalidates the rationale (cf. ignorant surgery).
Hence, software either ages because it is not changed at all or not properly changed with
respect to the (initial) design. Consequences of software aging are a reduced performance
and reliability of the product and the inability to keep up with changing needs since modifying software typically by means of adding code makes the software bigger6 , which in
turn makes further modifications more difficult [339]. Finally, Parnas [339] notes that we
might design for change during development, however, only to some extent as we cannot
predict all changes that will happen in the future. Therefore, software aging is inevitable.
Similar observations are made by Lehman et al. [270–275] who have investigated existing
software systems to state and to some extent empirically demonstrate the laws of software
evolution listed in Table 1.7 These laws hold for so called E-type programs, that is, software
that addresses real world problems and applications and therefore, must be continually
evolved as the reality changes [274]. Such an evolution is inevitable since the reality or
more specifically the problem domain addressed by the software are unbounded concerning their properties including user needs while the software is bounded by the subset
6 We may additionally observe that “[s]oftware tends to grow over time, whether or not a rational need for it
exists” [224, p. 10], that is, even without the need to adjust software to meet changing user requirements.
7 According to Cook et al. [123, p. 6f.] the term “laws” as used by Lehman should be interpreted as in social
science, that is, as “general principles that are believed to apply to some class of social situation” but that
might have to be modified for a particular situation. Therefore, some laws could not have been validated more
recently [217] as for instance for the open source development of the Linux kernel [191], or only partially as
for software product lines [332, 333]. In contrast, Lehman mainly studied propriety and monolithic systems
developed by one organization (cf. [190]).
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of implemented properties. Hence, every software is an abstraction of the domain that is
based on assumptions to leave out certain properties in the software. However, changes
of the domain and user needs likely invalidate such assumptions over time causing the
need to evolve the software. In this context, Lehman emphasizes the need to capture and
manage assumptions [272, 274] and states the laws shown in Table 1.
The first law postulates the need to continuously adapt the software to remain useful.
This law is similar to the observation of lack of movement by Parnas [339]. Likewise, the
second law stating that the complexity of the software increases with every evolution step is
similar to the ignorant surgery phenomenon [339] since changes typically add new features
to the software and likely degrade the original design structure. The third law refers to
all activities of the evolution process that is self-regulated concerning the distributions of
created product and process artifacts in the evolution steps. The self-regulation is based on
feedback, for instance, by the organization, the product, or the process itself. The fourth
law indicates the observation that evolution is somehow stable and happens at a constant
rate per release, and the fifth law states the observation that the incremental growth of the
system rather declines with each evolution step mainly due to the increasing complexity
of the system (cf. Law II). The sixth law points out that the software continually grows by
means of functionality, that is, by covering domain properties such as features that have
been omitted previously but are now needed to satisfy user needs. The seventh law is
a consequence of the first, second, and sixth laws. Quality of the software, for instance,
performance or reliability, declines when the software grows and when it is not (cf. lack of
movement) or not properly (cf. ignorant surgery) adapted. Finally, the eighth law considers
evolution processes as feedback systems involving activities in the domain, environment,
organization, business etc. in which the processes are carried out. For instance, the use of
a software affects the domain and environment that in turn may affect the software.
From a technical or engineering point of view, the Laws I and VI are specifically relevant as they emphasize the need to continuously adapt permanently growing software.
Moreover, these two laws have been confirmed by recent studies in the field of free and
open source software development (cf. [217]). The software engineering community has
addressed the need for change throughout the software life cycle by software evolution [297–
299] and incremental and iterative development [269]. The latter does not consider evolution as en explicit stage in the life cycle but each iteration and increment constitute an
evolution step (cf. [190]). Such evolutionary approaches shift the “bulk of software development” from the initial development to the evolution phase [353, p. 133]. Thereby, the
transition from initial development to the evolution happens when a first running version
of the software is available [354] though there need not to be a strict boundary between
development and evolution [81].
As noticed by Bennett and Rajlich [66], there is no standard definition of the term software evolution. In contrast, the term is typically used as a synonym for maintenance [66, 190].
Software maintenance is generically defined as “the totality of activities required to provide cost-effective support to a software system” [392, p. 4], which includes post-delivery
activities such as modifying software and pre-delivery activities such as planning for modifications. Moreover, maintenance is categorized into corrective (i. e., repairing the software
to correct problems such as bugs), adaptive (i. e., adapting the software to its changing
environment), perfective (i. e., improving the software with respect to functional and nonfunctional requirements), and preventive (i. e., modifying the software to ease future modifications and prevent problems before they occur) [190, 392]. The first three categories originate from Swanson [405] and are quite accepted while the last category is controversially
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discussed [108, 190]. The relevance of adapting software becomes apparent considering the
high costs of maintenance [66] that are typically higher than the development costs for the
case of custom systems [394], as well as the time and risks of evolving software [60].
In the context of maintenance, processes to adapt software include activities such as requesting a change, analyzing the impact of the change, implementing and verifying the
change, and finally releasing the change (cf. [353, 394] while such releases or updates
are enacted during scheduled downtimes of the software system (cf. “stop-and-go maintenance” [348, p. 2]). Such change activities are mostly performed manually by different
groups of people such as support staff and developers, and they typically follow some
higher-level management process determining, for instance, the release schedules [249].
However, such adaptation processes that are performed mostly manually, decoupled
from the runtime environment, and during scheduled downtimes of systems do not meet
the requirements of many modern software systems [1]. Systems we depend on every
day [387], particularly, mission-critical systems have to be permanently available which is
compromised by shutting down the systems to deploy changes. For instance, for companies this bears the risk of losing customers or missing business opportunities. Therefore,
adaptation must happen in the runtime environment while the system is running and available. Self- and context-aware systems as observed in ubiquitous and pervasive computing
such as internet of things [345, 372, 431] require timely adaptations of the self according
to changes of the individual contexts. However, manual maintenance processes introduce
delays until adaptations are enacted in the running systems and they do not scale with
respect to adapting each instance of the system to its individual context. Thus, a maintenance process must be carried out individually for each instance of the system with its
context rather than for all instances. Despite the trend to configurable systems easing the
adaptation of a system’s self to its context, the complexity of such systems makes their manual configuration by administrators difficult and expensive [225]. For instance, manually
changing ultra-large-scale systems [321] is difficult and costly or even impossible due to
their complexity and size avoiding a complete shut-down of such systems for maintenance.
The infeasibility of traditional maintenance processes to dynamically adapt mission-critical,
self- and context-aware, or ultra-large-scale software has led to the vision of autonomic computing and self-adaptive software. This vision builds upon the self- and context-awareness of
a system to enable the system to automatically configure, optimize, heal, and protect itself
according to its operational context [370].
2.2.2 Vision
To address the requirements of timely adapting mission-critical, context-aware, or ultralarge-scale software while it is running, innovative ways of adapting and therefore of developing, deploying, operating, and evolving such software are needed. This has led to the
research trends of autonomic computing [168, 225, 246] and self-adaptive software [112, 266, 16].
The former considers “computing systems that can manage themselves given high-level
objectives from administrators” [246, p. 41], hence taking an administration perspective of
adapting systems. In contrast, the latter takes a software engineering perspective and addresses “systems that are able to modify their behavior and/or structure in response to
their perception of the environment and the system itself, and their goals“ [16, p. 1]. Considering the hardware, operating system, network, middleware, and application layers of
software systems, autonomic computing rather addresses the lower layers including the
middleware, and self-adaptive software focuses on the two upper layers [370].
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Both research trends share the same vision of automating adaptation and shifting the
responsibility for adaptation from developers or administrators to the software system
itself [1, 348]. Instead of performing a traditional maintenance process if the system’s goals
(e. g., user needs), its context (e. g., the location of the system in the environment), or the
system’s self (e. g., the functional and non-functional behavior) change, the system itself
should cope with such changes by automatically adapting itself. Such a self-adaptation
shifts software engineering activities from development time to runtime and thus blurs
the strict, traditional boundary between development time and runtime [55]. This blurring
requires novel approaches to combine maintenance/evolution and self-adaptation.
The software evolution community has started to investigate runtime adaptation, that
is, changing a running system without pausing or shutting it down [95, 301], and the selfadaptive software community has started to investigate the maintenance of self-adaptive
software [1, 167]. Hence, instead of replacing maintenance/evolution with self-adaptation,
the current efforts rather lead to a co-existence of them. Thus, while the self-adaptive system is running, change activities can occur on-line by means of self-adaptation (i. e., internally to the system) and off-line by means of maintenance (i. e., externally to the system) [1].
Nevertheless, the promise of self-adaptation is to mitigate the growing costs, complexity,
and diversity of maintaining, operating, and generally evolving software systems.
Besides the term self-adaptation, other designations such as self-managing, selfmanaged, self-governing, self-maintenance, autonomic, self-control (cf. [276, 370]) are used
in literature to describe the general capability of systems to automatically adjust to changing conditions. Salehie and Tahvildari [370] decompose this general capability into major and primitive capabilities originating from [221, 225, 246]. The four major capabilities
are:(1) self-configuring, that is, automatically installing, configuring and integrating parts of
a system while the rest of the system adapts to the new parts. (2) self-optimizing, that is, automatically discovering and exploiting opportunities to improve performance and resource
efficiency of the system. (3) self-healing, that is, automatically identifying, diagnosing, and
repairing errors, faults, and failures in the system. (4) self-protecting, that is, automatically
identifying and handling security breaches as well as defending the system against attacks.
These four major capabilities are based on two primitive ones:(1) self-awareness, that is, the
system is aware of itself (e. g., its own current behavior and state). (2) context-awareness, that
is, the system is aware of its operational environment and conditions. The major and general capabilities should be achieved by equipping a system with a feedback loop resulting
in a closed-loop system that is able to adapt itself to changes at runtime [222, 370].
2.2.3 Engineering Principles
The central principle of engineering self-adaptive software is the feedback loop 8 as a mechanism for realizing and controlling self-adaptation [93]. Such feedback loops are often inspired or even based on control theory [5, 215, 251]. In contrast to open-loop systems that
cannot dynamically change themselves after deployment, a feedback loop turns a system
into a closed-loop system that is able to automatically adjust itself to changes of the self,
context, or requirements (cf. [222, 370]).
Based on a feedback loop for autonomic communications [139], Brun et al. [93] describe
a generic feedback loop for self-adaptive software consisting of four activities. The first
activity uses sensors to collect data from the context and system to obtain the current
8 Other terms such as “control loop” [139, 168, 221] or “adaptation loop” [370, 416] are also used as synonyms
for a feedback loop in the literature while we will use the term feedback loop throughout this thesis.
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contextual and system state. The next activity analyzes the collected data to identify needs
for adaptation, for instance, when the system does not achieve its goals in its current
context. Afterwards, the decide activity makes a decision on how to adapt the system and
devises a plan for the adaptation. Finally, the act activity executes the devised plan. After
one run of the feedback loop, the next run starts again with the collect activity.
This generic feedback loop can been seen as a refinement of the three-steps sense-planact [174] loop used for autonomous robots as well as the observe-decide-act [222] and
learn-reason-act [10, 12] loops used in self-aware computing. Despite this refinement, the
distinction between the analyze and decide activities can be blurred and therefore both
activities are sometimes combined [27].
In general, it is software that realizes the self-adaptation by means of a feedback loop [93].
According to Salehie and Tahvildari [370], there are two general approaches for engineering self-adaptive software, that is, equipping a software application with a feedback loop
to have a closed-loop system. As illustrated in Figure 1a showing the self-adaptive software
sensing and effecting itself, the internal approach entangles the adaptation logic (i. e., the
feedback loop) and the domain logic of the application at the level of programming languages. Examples are the use of conditional expressions or exception handling that rather
address local adaptations of the domain logic. Therefore, this approach often does not scale
and the software becomes costly to test and maintain when intertwining adaptation and
domain concerns [370].
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Figure 1: Internal and External Approaches to Self-Adaptive Software (cf. [370]).

In contrast, the external approach separates the adaptation and domain logic in the design
by splitting the self-adaptive software into two parts: an adaptation engine implementing
the adaptation logic and an adaptable software implementing the domain logic while the
former controls (i. e., senses and effects) the latter (cf. Figure 1b). Separating domain and
adaptation concerns in a self-adaptive software system follows the idea of distinguishing
computations about the domain and computations about the system itself in reflection [41],
which has been discussed in Section 2.1.5. This separation is similar to the architectural
reflection pattern described in [96] that distinguishes a base (i. e., the adaptable software)
and a meta level (i. e., the adaptation engine). Finally, the separation allows engineers to
use adaptation mechanisms that are technically independent from the application and its
domain logic [370], such as policies (cf. [230]). This supports reusability of the adaptation
engine or parts of it across different applications [370]. Salehie and Tahvildari [370] have
discovered in their survey of research projects on self-adaptive software that all of them use
the external approach. Therefore, we will focus in the following on the external approach.
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A popular reference model for self-adaptive software that follows the external approach
is MAPE-K [246]. Figure 2 depicts the model that considers an adaptation engine controlling the adaptable software.9 Both parts are integrated by sensors and effectors to observe
and respectively adjust the adaptable software. Sensors collect data about the software to
be processed by the adaptation engine, and effectors are used by the engine to actually
change the software. Both, the sensors and effectors are typically specific to the application
realized by the adaptable software [230] and to the technical software platform.
Adaptation Engine
Analyze

Plan

Knowledge
Monitor
Sensors

Execute
Eﬀectors

Adaptable Software

Figure 2: MAPE-K Reference Model for Self-Adaptive Software (cf. [246]).

In MAPE-K, the adaptation engine is a software component [230] that realizes a feedback
loop consisting of the Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute activities that share some Knowledge. These five elements account for the acronym MAPE-K. This feedback loop is similar
to the generic feedback loop described by Brun et al. [93]. The monitor activity collects data
about the adaptable software and the context, which is analyzed by the next activity to assess whether the software satisfies its goals. If adaptations are required to achieve the goals,
they are finally planned and executed to the adaptable software. All activities share and
operate on some knowledge such as an architectural runtime model (cf. Section 2.1.5) of the
adaptable software [230], symptoms indicating problematic situations, change requests describing the need for adaptation, change plans specifying an adaptation, and policies [124].
For instance, based on its observations the monitor activity creates symptoms that are analyzed. If adaptations are required, the analyze activity sends a change request to the plan
activity that devises a change plan to be finally executed [124, 370].
Policies are used to express and operationalize the goals of the system [230] and therefore the adaptation mechanism. Three types of policies are discussed by Kephart and Walsh
[247]. First, action policies explicitly specify the adaptation behavior, that is, how the adaptable software should be adjusted by means of actions if it meets a given condition. A variant
of such policies are Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules (cf. [291]) that additionally define
events whose occurrences trigger the application of the rules (cf. [230]). Second, goal policies specify the desired state, in which the adaptable software should be. If the software is
in any other state, it is adapted to drive the software to the desired state. The policies do
not define how the adaptation happens, that is, the path of actions from the current to the
desired state. The adaptation engine has to plan this path based on the goal policies. Third,
utility function policies define an objective function that quantifies for each currently feasible state of the adaptable software the desirability of the state. By adaptation, the software
should be driven to the most desirable of all feasible states for optimization purposes.
9 The original terminology of MAPE-K has been adjusted from the autonomic computing [246] to the selfadaptive software field [370]. Originally, the self-adaptive software is named autonomic element, the adaptation
engine is named autonomic manager, and the adaptable software is named managed element.
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Policies, especially ECA rules, may operate in a stateless manner, that is, a feedback
loop does not maintain any state information about the adaptable software. In contrast,
a feedback loop may keep such state information by means of an architectural model of
the adaptable software [230]. Such a model as part of the feedback loop’s knowledge is a
runtime model (cf. Section 2.1.5) of the software to which the symptoms, change requests,
change plans, and policies are related rather than directly to the running software. This
indirection through the model supports analyzing an adaptation at the model level before
enacting it to the software, for instance, to avoid violations of application invariants by an
adaptation [335]. To create such models, Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) such
as Darwin [178], xADL [127], or Acme [170, 171] are often used. The use of architectural
models is motivated by considering the software architecture as an appropriate abstraction
level for adaptation (cf. [86, 169, 227, 258, 286, 334, 335]). Moreover, the architecture supports weak and strong adaptation [370] while the former refers to changing parameters of
architectural elements and the latter to structurally changing the architecture [292].
The two-layer reference model distinguishing the adaptable software and the adaptation
engine as proposed by the external approach or MAPE-K is further refined by Kramer and
Magee [258]. They present a three-layer reference architecture for self-adaptive systems,
which is depicted in Figure 3. This reference architecture is inspired by a general architecture for robots considering bottom up the three layers of reactive feedback control, reactive
plan execution, and deliberative computations such as planning [174]. Kramer and Magee
[258] aim for exploiting the benefits of such robot architectures by means of flexibility and
responsiveness and for leveraging them in self-adaptive software systems.
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Figure 3: Three-Layer Reference Architecture for Self-Adaptive Software (cf. [258]).

In the reference architecture by Kramer and Magee [258], the Component Control layer is
similar to the adaptable software in the external approach discussed previously. It refers to
a component-based software system that implements the application’s domain logic. Additionally, it reports its status to the higher level and supports modifying its structure (i. e.,
creating, deleting, and (un)wiring components) based on change actions received from the
higher level. The adaptation engine in the external approach is refined to the Change Management and Goal Management layers. The change management layer reacts to status reports
from the underlying layer by selecting one of the precomputed plans to follow. Enacting a
plan might involve adapting the component control layer, for instance, by adding components if additional behavior is needed to execute the selected plan. If the set of precomputed
plans cannot cope with the state of the underlying layer, the change management layer re-
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quests new plans from the higher layer. The goal management layer maintains the goals of
the system and it computes plans to achieve these goals considering the current state of
the system. Computing plans typically involves costly planning and is either triggered by
requests from the underlying layer or by introducing new goals. In both cases, a new plan
is provided to the change management layer, which enriches the set of precomputed plans.
According to Kramer and Magee [258], the different time scales of the various computations are the major criteria to distinguish the layers and to place the computations in
different layers. The lowest layer addresses behavior with immediate responses while the
highest layer considers time consuming behavior such as planning. Thus, the response time
increases bottom-up in the architecture. Additional criteria are the degree of statefulness
and the degree of strategic planning that both decrease top-down in the architecture, and
generally separation of concerns [256].
The reference architecture by Kramer and Magee [258] is related to adaptive control that
employs two feedback loops: a normal feedback loop with a controller and a plant and a
feedback loop that adjusts the controller [50]. Thereby, the adaptation mechanism by means
of the controller can be dynamically adjusted to flexibly react to runtime phenomena or
changing goals. The same applies for the reference architecture by Kramer and Magee
[258] considering a feedback loop with the change management and component control
layers and another one with the goal management and change management layers. In each
of these feedback loops, the higher layer adapts the lower layer. Another commonality to
adaptive control is the time scales of the different loops, that is, the feedback loop adapting
the controller or the change management layer is usually slower than the feedback loop
controlling the plan or the component control layer (cf. [50, 258]).
A refinement of the three-layer reference architecture is MORPH [83, 84]. While MORPH
adopts the key principles of the reference architecture, it explicitly distinguishes at the individual layers of the adaptation engine between mechanisms for adapting the configuration
or the behavior of the adaptable software. In MORPH, these mechanisms are structured at
the architectural level while considering their independent or coordinated operation.
The external approach and related models such as the three-layer reference architecture, MORPH, as well as robot or control architectures popularize layered architectures
for designing self-adaptive software systems (cf. [138, 141, 177, 209, 410]). Besides having
one feedback loop per layer, there are in general cases in which multiple feedback loops
even within one layer are useful [87, 246, 435]. Examples of such cases are specialized
feedback loops for individual self-adaptation capabilities such as self-configuration, selfoptimization, self-healing, and self-protection (see Section 2.2.2) (cf. [22, 28, 30]), specialized
feedback loops for individual concerns such as non-functional requirements addressed
by one self-adaptation capability (cf. [165, 245]), and finally, multiple feedback loops to
achieve decentralized self-adaptations, typically in distributed systems (cf. [428, 436]), for
instance, to distinguish between local and global adaptation [117, 129, 200]. However, splitting up the adaptation into multiple feedback loops often requires coordination among
these loops [428], for instance, to resolve conflicts between local and global adaptation.
Summing up, the fundamental principle for engineering self-adaptive software is the
feedback loop, either single or multiple ones. A feedback loop typically consists of four
activities, namely, collect/monitor, analyze, decide/plan, and act/execute that all share
some knowledge such as symptoms, change requests, change plans, policies, or a runtime
model of the adaptable software. In the design, such a feedback loop is often separated
from the application to be adapted (cf. external approach) and sometimes split up across
several layers to increase flexibility (cf. adaptive control).

REQUIREMENTS

3

In this chapter, we thoroughly discuss requirements for engineering self-adaptive software,
particularly, feedback loops that are driven by runtime models. We derived these requirements from the literature. As the external approach is typically adopted in self-adaptive
software [370], we only consider this approach as discussed in Section 2.2 and depicted in
Figure 1b on Page 25. The external approach assumes a basic architecture that splits the
self-adaptive software into the adaptation engine and the adaptable software while the former
one controls (sensing and effecting) the latter one. The adaptable software realizes the domain logic and the engine implements the adaptation logic as a feedback loop sensing and
effecting the adaptable software, which constitutes self-adaptation.
According to Salehie and Tahvildari [370], the external approach has the advantage of
the reusability of the adaptation engine while the internal approach is often restricted to
local adaptations and therefore does not scale and is difficult to test and maintain. Such
arguments and tackling self-adaptation at the architectural level [86, 169, 227, 258, 286, 334,
335] motivate preferring the external over the internal approach.
However, when following the external approach, the engineering of an adaptation engine and feedback loops is essential. This requires a modeling language and techniques to
design, specify, implement, execute, and evolve such an adaptation engine with its feedback loops. In the following, we discuss corresponding requirements for engineering selfadaptive software and particularly for modeling (i. e., designing and specifying) and executing such software. Finally, we summarize and provide an overview of all requirements.
3.1

modeling

The requirements (R) for modeling self-adaptive software cover the feedback loops, the
runtime models used within feedback loops, sensors and effectors to connect feedback
loops to the adaptable software, layered feedback loops to dynamically adapt feedback
loops, and finally off-line adaptation to evolve feedback loops. These requirements are
illustrated in Figure 4 on the next page and discussed in detail in the following.
R1 Feedback Loops: Separating the adaptation engine from the adaptable software makes
the feedback loop between them a crucial element of the architecture. Therefore, the feedback
loop has to be made explicit in the design and analysis of self-adaptive software [93, 215, 251,
311, 386] (R1.1 Explicit Feedback Loops). Particularly, Shaw [386] argues that typical software engineering paradigms such as object orientation are not the best option to architect
software systems with feedback loops, which calls for other means to design such systems.
Such means should be inspired by process control to emphasize the feedback loops in the
architectural design, which requires appropriate support by modeling languages.
A more detailed view of the feedback loop is provided by the MAPE-K reference
model (Monitor/Analyze/Plan/Execute-Knowledge) [246] discussed in Section 2.2.3 and
depicted in Figure 2 on Page 26. The feedback loop is refined to four adaptation activities that share some knowledge. The adaptable software is monitored and analyzed, and if
changes are required, adaptation is planned and executed to this software. Such a feedback
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Figure 4: Overview of the Requirements for Modeling.

loop is shown in Figure 5 while the knowledge has been refined to a set of runtime models
(cf. R2). Similar views of a feedback loop are discussed in literature (e. g., [93, 139, 222]) that
refine the loop into several activities such as collect, analyze, decide, and act [93]. Thus,
when specifying a feedback loop, the individual adaptation activities and the knowledge
(runtime models), that is, the elements of the feedback loop, have to be specified too. A
feedback loop is modularly built up of such elements, which requires addressing the modular structure of a feedback loop (R1.2 Modularity of Feedback Loops).
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Figure 5: Feedback Loop and its Elements.

Addressing individual elements of a feedback loop, there might be design alternatives
for composing these elements to a specific feedback loop. For instance, two alternative
monitor activities are conceivable, one performing fine-grained and other more coarsegrained monitoring. Such alternatives should be made explicit as they reveal variability in
the design of feedback loops and thus support establishing a design space for self-adaptive
software [92] (R1.3 Variability of Feedback Loops).
Specifying individual elements of a feedback loop requires defining how these elements
interact with each other, that is, how they are coordinated within a feedback loop [428]. On
the one hand, coordination concerns how the adaptation activities form a feedback loop by
means of their control flow. Besides the individual activities, the control flow determines
the behavior of the feedback loop and makes the dependencies between individual activ-
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ities explicit. On the other hand, the coordination should include how the activities of a
feedback loop use the knowledge and thus, which activity processes which data. Thus, a
modeling language for feedback loops should support the coordination of feedback loop
elements, to which Vromant et al. [428] refer as intra-loop coordination, to enable a welldefined coordination and execution of a feedback loop (R1.4 Intra-Loop Coordination).
In addition to the control flow between adaptation activities, it has to be specified when
the whole feedback loop should be executed. Similar to event- and time-triggered systems [253], a feedback loop might have to be executed if certain events occur (e. g., notifying
about changes of the adaptable software or environment), or periodically based on time.
Moreover, a combination of both, events and time, is conceivable. Such triggers should be
supported by a modeling language to specify conditions whose evaluation determine if
and when a feedback loop should be executed (R1.5 Triggers of Feedback Loops).
Besides employing a single feedback loop in a self-adaptive software system, multiple
feedback loops should be considered as well [87, 246, 435]. Decomposing self-adaptation to
multiple feedback loops is motivated by separately handling different concerns [165, 245,
22, 28, 30], to distinguish between local and global adaptation [117, 129, 200], or to decentralize control in general [428, 436]. For instance, the concerns of failures and performance
should be individually addressed by a self-healing feedback loop repairing the failures and
a self-optimization feedback loop tuning the performance. An example for decentralizing
control is to distinguish local adaptation of individual components and global adaptation
of the architecture with separate feedback loops to take the locality into account.
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Figure 6: Multiple Feedback Loops and Inter-Loop Coordination.

However, employing multiple feedback loops requires coordination between them
(cf. inter-loop coordination [428]), for instance, to avoid conflicting adaptations by different feedback loops, to handle interferences between feedback loops, or to enable collaboration. The language should therefore support the modeling of multiple, interacting feedback
loops and their coordination as sketched in Figure 6 (R1.6 Inter-Loop Coordination).
Finally, the distribution of feedback loops should be supported, which is typically a
prerequisite for decentralizing control. Hence, the modeling language should address how
feedback loops are spread in the system (R1.7 Distribution of Feedback Loops).
R2 Runtime Models: Considering a MAPE-K feedback loop, the adaptation activities
are the computations performing self-adaptation and the knowledge base provides the
information required for these computations. Weyns et al. [435, p.8:56] have observed
that though “there is a shared understanding on the different types of computations in
a MAPE-K [... feedback loop], the role of knowledge is less clear”. This motivates refining
the abstract notion of knowledge as well as explicitly modeling the refined knowledge.
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As discussed in Section 2.2.3 in the context of foundations for self-adaptive software,
the knowledge of a feedback loop can be a model, oftentimes an architectural runtime
model [79], causally connected to the adaptable software as well as models used by or
defining the adaptation activities such as symptoms, change requests, change plans, and
policies (cf. [124, 230]). Depending on the used models, they may describe the whole state
or rather changes of the state of the adaptable software. The former requires processing
of the whole state, for instance, to identify adaptation needs while the latter allows the
incremental processing of changes by feedback loops. This distinguishes the state-based
from the event-based execution of feedback loops, which is discussed in detail for R6.2.
Based on the research field of runtime models and self-adaptive software, we have presented a categorization of runtime models as used by feedback loops [31, 32]. It shows
that different kinds of models are simultaneously used at runtime, either to represent the
adaptable software, context, and conducted analyses, or to specify and run the individual adaptation activities. The categorization is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. After our
categorization, Weyns et al. [435] similarly proposed different kinds of models used by
feedback loops, which are subsystem models representing the adaptable software, concern
models representing the goals of the system by means of ECA rules, environment models
representing the operational context of the system, and MAPE working models representing
data shared by the adaptation activities.
These various categorizations show that multiple models that refine the abstract notion
of the knowledge are simultaneously used by feedback loops at runtime. Therefore, the
employed runtime models and their interplay and usage should be explicitly captured in
the feedback loop design (R2.1 Capturing Runtime Models).
Weyns et al. [435] argue that models used by feedback loops such as those representing shared data of adaptation activities are oftentimes domain-specific. This calls for an
open approach to support various domains by allowing engineers to employ any model
expressed in any arbitrary language when engineering self-adaptive software systems.
Hence, a modeling language for specifying feedback loops should not restrict the types,
that is, the languages to express the runtime models that are used within the feedback
loops (R2.2 Openness for Languages of Runtime Models).
Despite the openness for languages of runtime models, the modeling approach should
support abstract runtime models that are causally connected to the adaptable software.
The level of abstraction should particularly refer to the problem space rather than to the
solution space of the adaptable software and adaptation concerns. Targeting the problem
space is a major goal of runtime models [79] (R2.3 Abstract Runtime Models).
R3 Sensors and Effectors: As shown by the MAPE-K reference model (cf. Figure 2 on
Page 26), the adaptation engine and the adaptable software are connected by sensors and
effectors. The engine uses sensors to observe the software and effectors to enact adaptations
to the software. According to the observed sensor data, the monitor activity updates the
runtime models representing the adaptable software (cf. R2) which are then used by the analyze and plan activities to prescribe an adaptation in the model. According to the planned
adaptation, the execute activity changes the adaptable software through effectors. Thus,
the monitor and execute activities use the sensors and effectors to maintain the causal connection between the runtime models and the adaptable software. Therefore, the modeling
language should cover when the monitor and execute activities use the sensors and effectors to realize the causal connection and thus, how the feedback loops and the adaptable
software are connected (R3.1 Connecting Feedback Loops and the Adaptable Software).
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Addressing self-adaptation at the level of software architecture, that is considered as an
appropriate abstraction level [161, 169, 286, 334, 335], sensors and effectors should support
parameter and structural adaptation [292], which in turn should be supported by the feedback
loops. A feedback loop may observe parameters or the structure of the adaptable software
through sensors. Likewise, the adaptation through effectors may change parameters or the
structure of the adaptable software. Parameter adaptation adjusts existent variables of the
software while structural adaptation replaces (architectural) elements of the software and
therefore can introduce new elements to the software that were not anticipated during development [292]. To benefit from this flexibility and handle architectural changes, structural
adaptation should be particularly supported (R3.2 Parameter and Structural Adaptation).
Likewise, Salehie and Tahvildari [370] distinguish between weak and strong adaptation
while the former refers to parameter adaptation and the latter to structural adaptation.
However, since sensors and effectors usually depend on the specific adaptable software [230], we may assume that they are provided by the adaptable software and that most
of their details can be hidden in the implementation of the monitor and execute activities.
This assumption is also made by other researchers [113, 170, 307, 395] and it is motivated by
programming language and middleware platforms that have recognized the need for runtime management [38, 234]. Such platforms either support the development of sensors and
effectors or they already provide them through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
Examples are the Java Management Extensions (JMX)1 for Java or the GlassFish2 and OSGi3
platforms. Additionally, work as been done to enrich such standard management APIs for
adaptation [3, 91]. Thus, we assume that software realized for such platforms provide sensors and effectors, which make the software observable and adaptable, and that the details
of using them can be hidden in the implementation of the monitor and execute activities.
Despite this assumption, sensor details should be made visible for triggering conditions
of feedback loops (cf. R1.5), that is, the language should support referencing sensor data,
for instance, to characterize sensor events that should initiate the execution of a feedback
loop. Thus, sensor events can be the basis for event-triggered feedback loops.
Aiming for flexible solutions for adaptation engines (cf. R4 and R5 discussed below),
the monitor and execute activities of feedback loops and therefore, the sensors and effectors as well might have to be adapted. This has been investigated especially for adaptive
monitoring [143, 356, 422, 424]. This requires that the modeling language should support
cases where the adaptable software is dynamically instrumented by adding, removing, or
changing sensors and effectors (R3.3 Dynamic Sensors and Effectors).
R4 Layered Architectures: To achieve flexible solutions for self-adaptation, feedback
loops should be as well open for change. Thus, feedback loops should support open and
dynamic adaptation activities [370], that is, it should be possible to extend feedback loops
at runtime with new adaptation actions such as policies. Such an open adaptation is typically realized by layered architectures, in which feedback loops operate on top of each other
as illustrated in Figure 7 on the next page. The bottommost layer contains the adaptable
software while the adaptation engine with its feedback loops is split it up in an arbitrary
number of layers on top. Thus, feedback loops at a certain layer can dynamically adapt the
feedback loops at the layer directly below. Such a layered architecture is needed for realizing adaptive [50, 251, 343] and hierarchical [154, 218, 246] control schemes or the reference
1 Java Management Extensions (JMX) Specification, v1.4, http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=3.
2 Application Server for the Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE), http://glassfish.java.net/.
3 OSGi Alliance: The Dynamic Module System for Java: https://www.osgi.org/.
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Figure 7: Layered Architecture for Self-Adaptive Software.

architecture for self-managed software systems proposed by Kramer and Magee [258] and
discussed in Section 2.2.3. Though such architectures often consists of three layers [251, 258,
343], it is conceivable to have more than three and an arbitrary number of layers [154].
In layered architectures, feedback loops are themselves subject to adaptation. Therefore,
they have to provide sensors and effectors that enable their adaptation by other feedback
loops. This requires modeling support for adaptable feedback loops for Layers1..n and
adapting feedback loops for Layers2..n (R4.1 Adaptable and Adapting Feedback Loops).
If parameters of the lower-layer feedback loop should be adapted, it would be sufficient
that the higher-layer loop can observe and change some variables of the lower-layer loop.
However, for structural adaptation, the higher-layer feedback loop has to operate on a structural representation of the lower-layer loop. Thus, some form of reflection of the lower-layer
feedback loop has to be provided at runtime, which enables the adaptation of this feedback
loop by higher-layer loops [41]. In this context, declarative and procedural reflection [285], as
discussed in Section 2.1.5, can be supported. Hence, a modeling language for specifying
feedback loops should support creating and maintaining reflective views of feedback loops
that enable an adaptation of these loops (R4.2 Procedural and Declarative Reflection on
Feedback Loops). Such reflective views are similar to runtime models representing the
adaptable software and used by Layer1 feedback loops to perform self-adaptation.
R5 Off-line Adaptation: The promise of self-adaptive software is that the software is
able to adjust itself and thus, that it automates and takes over some of the adaptation activities that are otherwise performed off-line in the context of maintenance and evolution.
However, we cannot expect that self-adaptive software is able to cope with all needs for
evolution itself and thus, to fully automate and take over all kinds of off-line adaptation
activities. This calls for supporting the traditional maintenance of self-adaptive software
and its feedback loops to address the long-term evolution of the software. Thus, besides an
adaptation engine realizing (on-line) self-adaptation, the engine’s co-existence with off-line
adaptation such as typical maintenance is required [1, 54, 135, 167, 208, 26, 433] (R5.1 Maintenance of Self-Adaptive Software).

3.2 execution

Similar to Andersson et al. [1], we consider an adaptation activity to be off-line if it is
performed externally to the running self-adaptive software as it is typically done today in
development and maintenance environments. In contrast, if an adaptation activity is performed internally to the self-adaptive software as part of a feedback loop, we refer to on-line
adaptation. This is depicted in Figure 8 illustrating interactions between off-line activities
in a development and maintenance environment and on-line activities for self-adaptation.
Moreover, this figure illustrates that off-line adaptations may target the adaptable software
as well as the feedback loops operating in the various layers on top of the software.
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Figure 8: Off-line Adaptation of Self-Adaptive Software.

Of particular interest is the execution of an adaptation that has been analyzed and
planned off-line to the running self-adaptive software. Thus, the execute activity is performed on-line while at the same time feedback loops might be operating for selfadaptation. Therefore, the modeling language and its runtime environment should support the co-existence of self-adaptation and maintenance by coordinating the respective
on-line and off-line activities for self-adaptation and maintenance (R5.2 Coordination of
Self-Adaptation and Maintenance). For instance, the adaptation engine should allow engineers in development and maintenance environments to monitor the feedback loops and
to integrate adaptations that have been analyzed and planned off-line by engineers to the
running self-adaptive software for on-line execution while the feedback loops are running.
3.2

execution

Having modeled a self-adaptive software system using a language that fulfills the requirements discussed in the previous section (cf. R1-R5), the corresponding specification (models) should be brought to execution.
R6 Execution: Thus, the language for specifying self-adaptive software should provide
runtime support to execute the feedback loops. The execution can be directly based on the
models created with the language or translation steps from these models to an executable
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format can be introduced. Such support should ease the transition from specifications to
the execution of feedback loops. The execution should support all requirements R1-R5
that are addressed by the modeling language, that is, each of these requirements has an
execution dimension such that all the features of the languages can be brought to execution.
In following, we discuss further requirements that are only focusing on execution aspects.
Employing multiple feedback loops in a self-adaptive system, concurrency should be
supported to simultaneously execute multiple feedback loops if needed or rather accordingly specified by engineers. On the one hand, concurrency decouples separate feedback
loops with respect to execution, that is, the execution of a certain feedback loop is not
blocked by another loop that is currently running. On the other hand, the runtime performance of executing feedback loops can be improved. Additionally, concurrency can be
introduced at the level of adaptation activities, that is, individual activities of one feedback
loops may run concurrently (R6.1 Concurrent Execution of Feedback Loops).
Concerning how a feedback loop operates, that is, how its adaptation activities are triggered and share knowledge, we may distinguish two variants. First, in state-based feedback
loops the individual adaptation activities operate on a runtime model that represents the
state of the adaptable software to perform self-adaptation. Therefore, the activities have
to process the whole state, for instance, to analyze the adaptable software. Second, adaptation activities of event-based feedback loops only use events to exchange and process
knowledge about the adaptable software. Events contain information about changes of the
state rather than the complete state of the adaptable software. Nevertheless, events must
contain fractions of the state by means of the context of the change such that the activities
can process the events in a meaningful way. Consequently, event-based activities process
changes of the state rather than the (complete) state. This is a prerequisite for the incremental processing of feedback loops while incrementality is considered as a key need for
self-adaptation [180]. Thus, the execution concept of feedback loops should ideally address
both variants (R6.2 State- and Event-Based Execution).
Finally, Salehie and Tahvildari [370, p. 14:3] point out that “an adaptation mechanism is
expected to trace software changes and take appropriate actions at a reasonable cost and
in a timely manner”. Thus, the runtime efficiency of executing feedback loops is critical
(R6.3 Runtime-Efficient Execution). On the one hand, this concerns timely adaptations in
response to occurring changes as the feedback loops operate on-line. On the other hand,
executing feedback loops should have a low overhead and thus, should not significantly
disturb the performance of the adaptable software.
3.3

summary

In this section, we have discussed requirements for modeling and executing feedback loops
in self-adaptive software, which we have derived from the research literature in this field
as well as related fields such as control. All these requirements are structured and listed in
Table 2 on the following page. We will use them in this thesis to discuss our approach to
engineering self-adaptive software and to contrast our approach with related work.

3.3 summary

Table 2: Requirements for Engineering Self-Adaptive Software.
No.

Name

R1

Feedback Loops

Sub-requirements

R1.1 Explicit Feedback Loops
R1.2 Modularity of Feedback Loops (modular feedback
loops elements)
R1.3 Variability of Feedback Loops (variations of feedback loops elements)
R1.4 Intra-Loop Coordination (interaction between elements within a feedback loop)
R1.5 Triggers of Feedback Loops (when to execute a feedback loop)
R1.6 Inter-Loop Coordination (interaction between feedback loops)
R1.7 Distribution of Feedback Loops (distributing feedback loops)
R2

Runtime Models
R2.1 Capturing Runtime Models
R2.2 Openness for Languages of Runtime Models
R2.3 Abstract Runtime Models

R3

Sensors and Effectors
R3.1 Connecting Feedback Loops and the Adaptable
Software
R3.2 Parameter and Structural Adaptation
R3.3 Dynamic Sensors and Effectors

R4

Layered Architectures
R4.1 Adaptable and Adapting Feedback Loops
R4.2 Procedural and Declarative Reflection on Feedback
Loops

R5

Off-line Adaptation
R5.1 Maintenance of Self-Adaptive Software
R5.2 Coordination of Self-Adaptation and Maintenance

R6

Execution
R6.1 Concurrent Execution of Feedback Loops
R6.2 State- and Event-Based Execution
R6.3 Runtime-Efficient Execution (incl. low disturbance
of the adaptable software’s performance)
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Part II
APPROACH
In this part of the thesis, we discuss our approach to engineering self-adaptive
software, particularly, feedback loops with runtime models. Our approach is
a domain-specific modeling solution, called Executable Runtime Megamodels
(EUREMA). After giving an overview of EUREMA, we discuss how the
EUREMA language is used to model self-adaptive software and how the resulting models are used to execute the self-adaptive software. Finally, we discuss
the adaptation activities that constitute a feedback loop and their solution space
in the context of EUREMA.

E X E C U TA B L E R U N T I M E M E G A M O D E L S ( E U R E M A )

4

In this chapter, we provide an overview of our approach to engineering self-adaptive software, called ExecUtable RuntimE MegAmodels (EUREMA1 ). EUREMA rigorously follows
MDE principles by consistently using models for specifying and executing self-adaptive
software. In particularly, it is focused on specifying and executing adaptation engines with
multiple feedback loops that employ runtime models. Therefore, EUREMA provides a
domain-specific modeling language to support the specification and a runtime interpreter
to support the execution of feedback loops.
The fundamental assumption of EUREMA is that the feedback loops use runtime models
as introduced in Section 2.1.5. While the state of the art primarily just considers causally
connected representations of the adaptable software as runtime models, we further treat
executable specifications of the feedback loop’s adaptation activities explicitly as runtime
models. Such a holistic perspective on runtime models motivates the need for a runtime
megamodel as a means to handle all runtime models in a unified manner. The idea of a
runtime megamodel is the underlying principle of EUREMA. Therefore, we first discuss
the role of runtime models and runtime megamodels in self-adaptive software. Then we
give an overview of EUREMA and introduce the running example used throughout the
remainder of this thesis.
4.1

runtime models

As mentioned previously, in EUREMA we consider feedback loops that use runtime models
similar to the state of the art in engineering self-adaptive software and even beyond it by
considering a more holistic view on runtime models.
On the one hand, the state of the art uses runtime models that represent and are causally
connected to the adaptable software. However, such models are oftentimes related to the
software’s solution space and therefore at a rather low level of abstraction. Despite the
abstraction level, such runtime models correspond to the definition of a runtime model by
Blair et al. [79] (cf. Section 2.1.5). On the other hand, techniques such as Event-ConditionAction (ECA) rules or in general policies are used to operationalize the goals of the system
and to define the adaptation activities of a feedback loop on top of such runtime models [230] (cf. Section 2.2.3). More specifically, existing approaches realize the adaptation
activities by employing reusable infrastructures extended with application-specific plugins [170] or gluing together a series of tools [98] that provide such techniques. Thus, techniques realizing the adaptation activities operate on runtime models that represent the
adaptable software. Besides such runtime models, other kinds of runtime models are not
explicitly considered in practice as well as theoretically by Blair et al. [79].
In contrast, with EUREMA we take a more holistic perspective on runtime models and
consider all models that are used at runtime by any adaptation activity of a feedback loop.
For instance, we also treat ECA rules and policies as runtime models that are unified in
a common MDE infrastructure with runtime models representing the adaptable software.
1 “Eurema is a widespread genus of grass yellow butterflies in the family Pieridae.” See https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Eurema.
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In this context, unification refers to a common meta-metamodel (cf. Section 2.1.1) for all
runtime models used by feedback loops. This allows us to treat every (kind of) runtime
model uniformly in EUREMA. Consequently, in EUREMA adaptation activities of feedback
loops such as monitor, analyze, plan, and execute are specified by models that are kept alive
and explicit at runtime to run these activities. Moreover, these activities work on runtime
models that represent the adaptable software such that we can consider them as model
operations (cf. Section 2.1.1).
In this context, we conducted an informal literature review [31, 32] and updated it for
this thesis to investigate the role of runtime models, which resulted in a categorization of
runtime models for feedback loops. This categorization is based on the purpose of runtime
models in a feedback loop as depicted in Figure 9.
Evaluation Models

Change Models

Analyze

Plan
Reﬂection
Models

Monitor

Execute

Monitoring Models

Execution Models

Figure 9: Runtime Models for Feedback Loops [25].

Reflection Models reflect the adaptable software and its environment. The monitor activity
observes the adaptable software and environment and updates accordingly the reflection
models. Thereby, Monitoring Models map system-level observations to the abstraction level
of the reflection models. The reflection models are then analyzed to identify adaptation
needs by applying Evaluation Models that, for instance, define constraints on reflection models. Thus, evaluation models specify the reasoning about the current state of the adaptable
software. If adaptation needs have been identified, the analyze activity may annotate the
problematic elements of the reflection models. Then, using these annotations, the planning
activity devises a plan prescribing the adaptation on the reflection models. Planning is
specified by Change Models describing the adaptable software’s variability space. Evaluation models such as utility preferences may guide the exploration of this space to find an
appropriate adaptation, for instance, by evaluating alternative options for adaptation based
on their utilities. Finally, the execute activity enacts the planned adaptation on the adaptable software based on Execution Models that refine model-level adaptation to system-level
adaptation. Throughout the feedback loop, all adaptation activities may exchange information using the reflection models, that is, by updating, annotating, or changing them.
These kinds of runtime models are categorized in the following by either combining or
refining them as depicted in Figure 10.2
2 After our categorization, Weyns et al. [435] have proposed a similar categorization considering subsystem models
representing the adaptable software, environment models representing the operational context of the adaptable
software, concern models representing the goals of the system by means of ECA rules, and MAPE working models
representing data shared by the adaptation activities. The first three models respectively map to system models,
environment models, and adaptation models of our categorization while the role of MAPE working models
is fulfilled by reflection models that can be enriched with information shared by the MAPE activities such as
analysis results created by the analyze activity. In contrast to our categorization, monitoring and execution
models (causal connection models) are not considered by Weyns et al.

4.1 runtime models
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Figure 10: A Categorization of Runtime Models (cf. [31, 32]).

Monitoring and execution models are concerned with the synchronization of the adaptable software and the reflection models. This is known as the causal connection in reflective
systems (cf. Section 2.1.5) playing a major role for self-adaptive software [41, 413], such that
we consider them as Causal Connection Models. For instance, in our work [22, 28] we used
Triple Graph Grammar (TGG) rules, a formalism for incrementally synchronizing changes
between models (cf. Section 2.1.1), to propagate changes from low-level to high-level reflection models for monitoring and vice versa for execution such that the analyze and planning
activities may operate on abstract, problem-oriented reflection models. Other approaches
fairly neglect causal connection models. They either do not abstract from the adaptable
software and provide reflection models at the same level of abstraction as the software
(cf. [395]), which makes the required monitoring and execution models rather trivial. Or,
if abstractions are provided, they consider dedicated architectural components such as the
translation infrastructure and gauges in Rainbow [170, 173] that maintain mappings between elements of the adaptable software and elements of the reflection models. However,
such mappings are not made explicit as causal connection and runtime models.
Reflection models are System Models representing the adaptable software or Environment
Models representing the operational context of the self-adaptive software. They are descriptive models if they represent the current and actual state, or prescriptive if they represent
a planned or predicted state of the software or environment. An example for a prescriptive
system model is a reference model describing the target configuration of the adaptable
software and the adaptation engine aims for achieving this configuration.
A system model can be specific to the implementation and computation model of the
adaptable software as it is used in computational reflection [285, 390]. Such models directly
refer to the concepts of the programming language or platform used for implementing the
software [125, 239, 265]. Therefore, they are at a low level of abstraction and related to
the solution space of the software. Examples of such implementation models are class and
object diagrams for structural aspects and sequence diagrams and state machines for behavioral aspects of the adaptable software [52, 189, 203, 223, 239, 288, 361, 378]. System models
at higher levels of abstraction but still causally connected to the adaptable software describe the configuration and architecture of the software. Several researchers argue that the
software architecture is the appropriate abstraction level to deal with self-adaptation [86,
169, 227, 258, 286, 334, 335] such that many approaches employ architectural runtime models [101, 161, 170, 172, 196, 214, 306, 318, 22, 28, 444]. Behavioral aspects of the adaptable
software can be represented at a higher level of abstraction by state machines or in general automata [182, 192] or by process or workflow models that provide business-oriented
views [236, 371]. Runtime models at higher levels of abstraction are rather related to problem spaces as they abstract from the implementation and underlying technologies of the
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adaptable software. This corresponds to the view of Blair et al. [79] on runtime models.
With respect to self-adaptation, system models enable the system’s self-awareness (cf. Section 2.2.2) at an appropriate level of abstraction and they are the basis for feedback loops
(i. e., for monitoring and analyzing the system and for planning and executing adaptations
to the system).
An environment model describes the operational context of the self-adaptive software.
To represent a context, a variety of models can be used: semi-structured tags and attributes,
object-oriented or logic-based models [376], some form of variables such as key value
pairs [306, 376], or even feature models [36]. With respect to self-adaptation, a context
model enables context-awareness of the system (cf. Section 2.2.2) by monitoring the context
and reflecting changes of the context in the model. The context model is then used together
with the system model to analyze the current situation and to plan an adaptation if needed.
System and environment models may directly be analyzable and thus be used by the
analysis and planning activities of feedback loops for reasoning. Examples are architectural
runtime models that are annotated or enhanced with elements or attributes to address nonfunctional properties such as performance or failures to achieve self-optimization or selfhealing [127, 170, 28]. On the other hand, dedicated analytical models combining relevant
aspects of the system and environment can be used for reasoning. Examples of such models
are Discrete Time Markov Chains (DTMCs) to analyze the reliability [98, 146, 150], or
Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) [98], queuing networks [101], and stochastic
colored Petri nets [318] to analyze the performance of a system. Such models are usually
created manually and dynamically updated with runtime system information (cf. [146])
while they can also be synthesized from system and environment models obtained by
runtime measurements [99]. Hence, a reflection model can be directly used for analysis
or it can be transformed to analytical models to support specific properties and reasoning
techniques. We consider such analytical models as analyzable reflection models.
How reflection models are analyzed and used for planning an adaptation is determined
by Adaptation Models [27]. Such models express and operationalize the goals of the system
and define the adaptation on top of the reflection models. Hence, they specify the analyze
and plan activities of a feedback loop, that is, when and how the adaptable software should
be adjusted. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, three different ways of specifying an adaptation
exists [247] and each of them uses different types of models that we consider as runtime
models, particularly as adaptation models.
Action-based approaches employ adaptation rules, often Event-Condition-Action (ECA)
rules, that describe when (periodically or at the occurrences of context or system events)
and under which conditions the software is adapted by performing reconfiguration actions.
Such rules are models that specify explicitly the adaptation behavior and examples of such
adaptation models can be found in [36, 114, 140, 170, 176, 8, 307, 308]. Goal-based approaches define goals that the self-adaptive system should achieve and the self-adaptation
should drive the system into a state in which the goals are fulfilled. Therefore, the goals
must be represented in the system, which is typically done by goal models [58, 65, 106, 342,
352, 427]. Utility-based approaches define an objective function that quantifies for each feasible state of the adaptable software the desirability of the state. By adaptation, the software
should then be driven to the most desirable of all feasible states. Such objective functions
are usually called utility functions and they are used in [157, 161, 367, 429].
Such rules, goal models, and utility functions are related to the reflection models, for
instance, to evaluate whether the current state of the adaptable software fulfills the conditions of the ECA rules or the goals, or to compute the current utility of the current state.

4.1 runtime models

Likewise, they are used for planning by relating them to predictive reflection models that
represent planned target states of the adaptable software. Since such rules, goal models,
and utility functions determine the analyze and plan activities, that is, the adaptation behavior, we consider them as adaptation models.
Besides such adaptation models, to express conditions of the rules, to operationalize
goals, or to guide an adaptation, constraints and properties can be formulated and checked
at runtime against descriptive and predictive reflection models. For instance, if an architectural constraint is violated on a descriptive structural model, an adaptation can be
triggered (cf. [170]), or constraints may exclude certain kind of adaptations when predicting the future behavior—based on a predictive behavioral model—of the adaptable
software. Constraints and properties can be expressed, among others, in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) (cf. [203, 28]) or in formal languages such as Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) (cf. [192]), Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) (cf. [98, 150]), or Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) (cf. [98]).
While constraints and properties are mainly used for analyzing the current or planned
states of the adaptable software, hence belonging to the category of evaluation models (see
Figures 9 and 10), the planning of adaptations is determined by change models that define
the variability of the software. For instance, ECA rules specify the variability implicitly
because they have to be applied on reflection models to obtain a new variant of the software.
In contrast, the variability can also be defined explicitly by describing the components types
of the software with their different realizations [160, 161, 22] or by feature models [107, 147,
179, 306]. Such models span the configuration space of the adaptable software and they are
used to find a configuration that fulfills the goals or achieves an acceptable utility.
Finally, there does not have to be a clear distinction between evaluation and change
models, that is, whether the models are exclusively used for analysis or planning. For
instance, ECA rules realize the analyze (evaluating the condition) and the plan (applying
the actions) activities in one step such that the purpose of evaluation and change models
are achieved by one adaptation model [27].
The presented categorization shows that many research approaches simultaneously use
different kinds of (runtime) models in self-adaptive software systems. Thus, it demonstrates the popularity of using models at runtime. Moreover, it provides an insight into
which kind of models are used and how they are used. For instance, the work of Morin
et al. [306] uses an architectural runtime model (system model) of the adaptable software,
a model of the context (environment model), a feature model for the variability (change
model), and ECA rules (evaluation and change model). These rules describe which feature
should be (de-)activated on the architectural model depending on the context model.
However, the state of the art considers only reflection models as runtime models by
following the definition of a runtime model given by Blair et al. [79], which covers only
models of the adaptable software and environment (cf. Section 2.1.5). For instance, at the
Dagstuhl Seminar on Models@run.time [49] almost all participants, who have presented
their individual perspectives on runtime models (cf. [340]), refer either directly to this
definition or to characteristics for runtime models that are mentioned in the definition.
Though Blair et al. [79, p. 25] admit “that in practice, it is likely that multiple [reflection]
models will coexist and that different styles of models may be required to capture different
system concerns”, other kinds of runtime models such monitoring, evaluation, change,
and execution models are not considered. Concrete approaches use evaluation and change
models (adaptation models) without explicitly treating them as runtime models and fairly
neglect monitoring and execution models (causal connection models).
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However, we argue that such a narrow perspective on runtime models limits their potential for self-adaptive software. State-of-the-art approaches to self-adaptive software systems
already employ different kinds of models at runtime and we argue to treat all of them explicitly as runtime models to support engineering. For instance, the categorization refines
and clarifies the notion of knowledge in MAPE-K feedback loops, which is often abstract
and less clear [435], and therefore supports the engineering of feedback loops.
Which categories of runtime models are used, and which kind of and how many models
for each of the used categories are employed is specific to each self-adaptive software
system. This depends, among others, on the domain of the system, the purpose such as
which functional and non-functional concerns are of interest for the self-adaptation, and
which adaptation activities (monitor, analyze, plan, or execute) are supported.
Finally, it is important to note here that using multiple runtime models in a feedback
loop requires means to handle the interplay between these models. Such interplay actually
forms the feedback loop and we address it with runtime megamodels.
4.2

runtime megamodels

Megamodels have been proposed to manage the models used in software development
(cf. Section 2.1.4). In this context, a variety of interrelated models at different abstraction
levels and expressed in different languages are used to describe the software under development. Such models are continuously created, changed, analyzed, or transformed manually by engineers or automatically by tools, which affects related models. To manage development, all models and the relationships between them have to be tracked. This tracking
can be achieved by a megamodel that captures the models and their relationships while
supporting their manipulation. For instance, a model operation such as model synchronization can be associated with a relationship between two models to automatically propagate
changes between these models if one of them is manipulated. Thus, a megamodel enables
an overview of the used models and model operations, and it supports their manipulation.
Similar issues exist for runtime models and relationships between such models in selfadaptive software. As discussed in Section 4.1, multiple runtime models are simultaneously
used and they are related with each other. For instance, the monitor activity of a feedback
loop maintains multiple reflection models to provide different views of the adaptable software, or the analyze and plan activities apply adaptation models on reflection models to decide about an adaptation. This requires capturing the interplay of various runtime models,
which actually forms the feedback loop. While there exists approaches to manage multiple
models during development (cf. Section 2.1.4), the problem of managing multiple runtime
models and their relationships/interplay is neglected. To the best of our knowledge there
is no approach that explicitly considers this problem beyond ad-hoc, code-based solutions.
Therefore, we have proposed runtime megamodels [31, 32] to leverage similar benefits of
development-time megamodels at runtime. Likewise to a development-time megamodel as
“a model that contains models and relations between them” [211, p. 7] (cf. discussion in Section 2.1.4), a runtime megamodel captures and maintains two aspects,(1) runtime models
and (2) the relationships between these runtime models, while it is kept alive at runtime.
Concerning (1), the kinds of runtime models used in self-adaptive software have been discussed in Section 4.1 and a runtime megamodel captures such models. With respect to (2),
we interpret the adaptation activities of a feedback loop such as monitor, analyze, plan,
and execute as runtime model operations that relate the various runtime models. That is,
adaptation activities have runtime models as input or output and they operate on these
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models. An output model of one activity can then be the input model for another activity. For instance, considering Figure 9 on Page 42 the analyze activity has evaluation and
reflection models as inputs and it outputs the reflection models annotated with analysis
results obtained by applying the evaluation models on the reflection models. These annotated reflection models are then used by the plan activity to project an adaptation. Thus,
the adaptation activities determine the interplay between the runtime models to form a
feedback loop and they are therefore captured in a runtime megamodel.
Such a runtime megamodel results in two major benefits for self-adaptive software. First,
it makes the employed runtime models, the adaptation activities, and the interplay between
these models and activities explicit by capturing and organizing them. Consequently, the
runtime models become amenable for analysis and adaptation that can either occur online or off-line (cf. Section 2.2.2). Particularly, we consider runtime models that represent
the adaptable software and environment as well as capture information shared among the
adaptation activities (cf. reflection models in Section 4.1) and that specify the behavior of
the adaptation activities (cf. causal connection and adaptation models in Section 4.1). In
other words, runtime models either externalize the working data or the specification of
adaptation activities such that the activities are often stateless and just execute the specification while operating on the working data. Therefore, analysis and adaptation of feedback
loops especially targets the runtime models, for which model-driven techniques can be exploited (cf. Section 2.1). In contrast, implicit models are hard-coded or generated into the
adaptation logic and therefore, not directly and easily adaptable. In this context, the flexible nature of (explicit) runtime models supports changeability. Since changing a model is
usually easier than modifying (compiled) code, adaptation is eased. Moreover, models are
usually at a higher level of abstraction than code such that adaptation may happen at an
appropriate level of detail, which further supports changeability.
Second, a runtime megamodel does not only structurally capture the runtime models,
adaptation activities, and the interplay between them but it further supports execution.
That is, it treats adaptation activities (i. e., runtime model operations) as executable units
that take runtime models as input and produce runtime models as output. Consequently,
a runtime megamodel can be considered as an executable process for self-adaptation.3 If
the runtime megamodel as the specification of the process is detailed enough, mechanisms
such as an interpreter can be employed to execute the process and thus, the self-adaptation.
Therefore, we define a runtime megamodel as
a runtime model that specifies the feedback loops in a self-adaptive software system by
describing the elements of these feedback loops, which are runtime models and adaptation activities, as well as the interplay between these elements, and that enables direct
execution of the model to change an adaptable software at runtime, that is, to perform
self-adaptation.
Thus, a runtime megamodel is itself a runtime model since it is maintained at runtime
and it is executable to run the feedback loops of the system. While it captures the runtime
models, adaptation activities, and their interplay within the feedback loops, the definition does not restrict the number and kinds of(i) runtime models (i. e., the categories of
runtime models and the languages to express runtime models), (ii) adaptation activities
(i. e., the activities can follow arbitrary schemes discussed in Section 2.2.2 such as collectanalyze-decide-act, monitor-analyze-plan-execute, sense-plan-act, or observe-decide-act),
and (iii) interplay (i. e., which feedback loop elements are interrelated and how they are
3 Self-adaptation is also considered as a process in [389, 416] but without an underlying runtime megamodel.
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interrelated). For instance, the interplay may describe dependencies between runtime models if they overlap, the input/output relationships between activities and models, or the
control flow between activities. In this context, Figure 9 on Page 42 can be seen as a sketch
of a runtime megamodel that captures the monitor, analyze, plan, and execute activities,
the control flow between these activities, various runtime models, and finally which activities have which runtime models as input or output.
From a technical point of view, a runtime megamodel can uniformly capture every kind
of runtime model discussed in Section 4.1 because they are unified in a common MDE infrastructure, that is, they share a common meta-metamodel (cf. Section 2.1.1). Consequently,
a runtime megamodel may apply generic MDE techniques to process any runtime model,
for instance, to load, navigate, or adapt the runtime models. Likewise, a runtime megamodel itself is just a model and therefore, the same MDE techniques can be applied on
it, for instance, to reflect upon and adapt a feedback loop. This aspect of reflection and
runtime megamodels is outlined in the following.
4.3

reflection

As outlined in the previous section, runtime megamodels promote the changeability of a
feedback loop as they make its runtime models and adaptation activities as well as the interplay between both explicit. Therefore, the elements of a feedback loop become amenable
for adaptation. Primarily, the runtime models are either the executable specifications of the
activities or they capture the state and working data of the activities. As a consequence, the
activities are often stateless and adaptation mainly targets the runtime models. The flexible nature of explicit runtime models eases their adaptation in contrast to implicit feedback
loops with hard-coded and compiled mechanisms.
Adapting a feedback loop requires a reflection of it (cf. Sections 2.1.5 and 2.2.3). Based on
the reflection, an agent analyzes and changes the feedback loop. For instance, an agent may
analyze how well the feedback loop performs and—if needed—it may adapt or exchange
a runtime model within the feedback loop.
If the feedback loop is specified by a runtime megamodel, this runtime megamodel can
be directly used as a reflection (model) of the feedback loop. That is, the agent may directly
analyze and change the runtime megamodel to adapt the feedback loop. Using the same
representation—in terms of the runtime megamodel—for specifying/executing and adapting a feedback loop corresponds to the idea of procedural reflection (cf. Section 2.1.5). The
advantage of procedural reflection is that the causal connection is ensured by construction
because there is only one representation of the feedback loop, which is the runtime megamodel. However, the reflection model is at the same abstraction level as the specification of
the feedback loop. Moreover, it does not allow the agent to preview the adaptation since
the change is immediately enacted to the running feedback loop.
In contrast, declarative reflection (cf. Section 2.1.5) separates the reflection model from
the specification of the feedback loop. This separation supports reflection models at higher
levels of abstraction than the specification we well as previewing an adaptation in the
reflection model before enacting it to the feedback loop. However, this separation requires
maintaining the causal connection, that is, the synchronization of the reflection model and
the specification. Reflecting in this manner on a feedback loop specified by a runtime
megamodel requires maintaining a causal connection between the reflection model and the
runtime megamodel. Technically, a runtime megamodel is just a model such that model
synchronization techniques (cf. Section 2.1) can be used to realize the causal connection.

4.4 overview

Consequently, runtime megamodels eases the reflection on feedback loops since they can
be either used directly as reflection models or MDE techniques such as model synchronization can realize the causal connection.
An agent that reflects on a feedback loop can be another feedback loop that is typically located at a higher layer in the architecture. In general, layered architectures of self-adaptive
software promote the idea that feedback loops at a certain layer reflect on and adapt feedback loops at the layer directly below (cf. Section 2.2.3). Considering feedback loops that are
specified by runtime megamodels, such a layered architecture results in stacking runtime
megamodels. For procedural reflection, the runtime megamodel specifying a lower-layer
feedback loop is then used as a normal runtime model within the runtime megamodel specifying the higher-layer feedback loop. For declarative reflection, the runtime megamodels
are still stacked. However, an explicit runtime model, particularly, a reflection model of
the lower-layered feedback loop is used within the higher-layer feedback loop. That is,
the higher-layer megamodel uses the reflection model and realizes the causal connection
between this reflection model and the lower-layer megamodel.
Besides stacking feedback loops, agents reflecting on feedback loops can be engineers
who maintain the self-adaptive software. To do this, they can manually and directly analyze
and change a runtime megamodel to adapt the corresponding feedback loop. Thus, runtime megamodels as reflections of feedback loops enable automated adaptation (by stacked
feedback loops) and manual maintenance (by engineers) of the adaptation logic. This paves
the way for the co-existence of self-adaptation and maintenance (cf. Section 2.2.2).
Summing up, runtime megamodels leverage reflection by being themselves models. This
requires a modeling language (cf. Section 2.1) to express runtime megamodels. Consequently, we propose Executable Runtime Megamodels (EUREMA), which is a modeling
language to express feedback loops and an interpreter to run these feedback loops by
executing the resulting models. Runtime megamodels as discussed in this section is the underlying principle of EUREMA. In the following section, we give an overview of EUREMA.
4.4

overview

To express and execute runtime megamodels as discussed in Section 4.2, we propose and
present in this thesis EUREMA (ExecUtable RuntimE MegAmodels) [25]. It follows the external approach to self-adaptive software, is inspired by the MAPE-K reference model
for feedback loops and by Models@run.time principles, and adopts a layered architecture
based on the idea of adaptive control (cf. Sections 2.1.5 and 2.2.3). Specifically, EUREMA
supports the engineering of an adaptation engine that employs multiple feedback loops in
a layered fashion. Thereby, it assumes that the adaptable software has been instrumented
with sensors and effectors for monitoring and adapting the software and that these sensors
and effectors are exposed to the adaptation engine.4 To achieve this support for engineering adaptation engines, EUREMA provides a domain-specific modeling language and an
interpreter to specify and execute feedback loops. The same language and interpreter are
furthermore used to evolve feedback loops, either by on-line adaptation (i. e., layered feedback loops) or off-line adaptation (i. e., maintenance).
In general, we consider EUREMA as a domain-specific approach since it is focused on
specifying and executing feedback loops based on the idea of runtime megamodels. Consequently, the EUREMA language is able to capture the feedback loop elements (i. e., runtime
4 This assumption is also made by other researchers [113, 170, 307, 395] and it has been discussed in the context
of requirement R3 (Sensors and Effectors) in Chapter 3.
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models and adaptation activities) and the interplay between these elements. The interplay
is substantiated by EUREMA to the usage of runtime models by adaptation activities and
to the control flow among these activities to form a feedback loop. Such elements and the
interplay map to concepts in the domain of self-adaptive software following the external
approach, the MAPE-K reference model, Models@run.time principles, and layered architectures. Hence, engineers use such known domain-specific concepts that are leveraged by
the EUREMA language to specify feedback loops for the self-adaptation problem at hand
while execution support is directly provided by the EUREMA interpreter to run the feedback loops. Thereby, using a different language for modeling the adaptation engine with its
feedback loops than for the adaptable software promotes separating adaptation concerns
from business logic concerns.
Modeling
(EUREMA Language)
Chapter 5
Feedback Loop
Diagrams (FLDs)

Execution
(EUREMA Interpreter)
Chapter 6

Model-Driven Runtime
Model Operations
Chapter 7

Layer Diagram (LD)

instantiation
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Figure 11: Overview of EUREMA.

An overview of EUREMA is shown in Figure 11, which is also used as a guide for the
next chapters of this thesis to discuss the approach. EUREMA as a visual modeling language provides two types of diagrams that are used by engineers to model feedback loops.
A behavioral Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD) is used to model a feedback loop or individual
adaptation activities and runtime models of a feedback loop. Thus, an FLD encapsulates
the specification of a partial or complete feedback loop. Such specifications (FLDs) are
instantiated to megamodel modules to be used in a Layer Diagram (LD). In EUREMA, the
specification and the runtime instance of a feedback loop eventually collapse because instances can be individually adapted at runtime (cf. discussion in the next paragraph), which
changes their individual specifications. An LD is a structural diagram that describes how
the megamodel modules and the adaptable software are related to each other in an instance
situation of the self-adaptive software. Though the adaptable software is not specified by
EUREMA, it is depicted as a software module in the LD (cf. packages with a black tab in
Figure 11). Thus, engineers model the self-adaptive software by creating FLDs to describe
the behavior of feedback loops and an LD to describe the layered architecture. Thereby,
FLDs provide white-box views of feedback loops as they capture the individual elements
of the loops while an LD considers feedback loops encapsulated in megamodel modules
as black boxes. Hence, EUREMA models specify feedback loops and their structuring in
layered architectures and they make the feedback loops explicit in the architectural design
of self-adaptive software. In this context, EUREMA does not impose any restrictions on
the number and structure of feedback loops or on the number of layers. The modeling of
self-adaptive software with the EUREMA language is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

4.4 overview

The EUREMA models describing the self-adaptive software are kept alive at runtime
and they are directly executed by an interpreter. This avoids bridging the conceptual gap
between domain-oriented specifications such as EUREMA models and implementation
technologies such as code. In contrast, EUREMA seamlessly integrates the development
and runtime environments as it allows the use of the same models in both environments
and the exchange of these model between the environments. Additionally, the executability
makes EUREMA models amenable for simulation to analyze the self-adaptation in the development environment. To execute EUREMA models in order to run the feedback loops,
EUREMA provides an interpreter. This interpreter further supports exchanging models
and therefore knowledge between the development and runtime environments, and it enables the evolution of feedback loops by means of on-line and off-line adaptation. On-line
adaptation refers to stacking feedback loops in layered architectures while off-line adaptation corresponds to the maintenance of feedback loops. On-line and off-line adaptation is
enabled by leveraging principles of runtime megamodels in the EUREMA language and
interpreter. On the one hand, EUREMA models as runtime megamodels keep alive the
runtime models and adaptation activities of feedback loops (cf. Section 4.2). This makes
the runtime models and activities amenable for adaptation after the initial development of
the feedback loops. On the other hand, EUREMA supports the reflection on feedback loops
by exploiting the flexible nature of runtime megamodels to stack feedback loops (cf. Section 4.3). Reflection is a prerequisite for adapting feedback loops either automatically by
higher-layer feedback loops or manually by engineers. Thus, realizing the principles of
runtime megamodels, EUREMA supports the seamless design, execution, and evolution of
feedback loops. We discuss the evolution of feedback loops together with the modeling of
feedback loops in Chapter 5 while we focus on the execution of EUREMA models and the
EUREMA interpreter in Chapter 6.
Afterwards in Chapter 7, we focus on the realization and execution of individual adaptation activities of feedback loops. In EUREMA, we consider such activities as runtime
model operations that operate on runtime models. For the realization, we particularly consider model-driven operations. Such operations are specified themselves by models that
are kept alive at runtime for their execution (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2). These models can
be directly changed to adapt the behavior of the operations. Thus, this approach supports
changeability of adaptation activities. In this context, we additionally emphasize the openness of EUREMA since engineers may use or even reuse arbitrary types of models and
execution engines to specify and run adaptation activities. Even completely code-based activities can be integrated. The reuse of existing languages and execution engines eases the
development of the adaptation activities.
For the execution of individual adaptation activities, we discuss state- and event-based
operations. A state-based operation performs its task by processing runtime models that
comprehensively represent the state and thus knowledge about the adaptable software and
context. In contrast, an event-based operation performs its task by processing events that
notify about individual changes of the adaptable software or context. Hence, instead of
processing the whole state, individual changes are processed incrementally. In EUREMA,
we especially consider the combination of state- and event-based operations to benefit
from runtime models providing comprehensive knowledge and to enable an incremental
execution that improves the runtime performance of feedback loops.
Consequently, EUREMA is an integrated MDE approach that consistently uses models
for designing, executing, and evolving feedback loops with their constituting runtime models and runtime model operations. EUREMA models explicitly capture and maintain the
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runtime models used within an adaptation engine, the interplay between these models, and
the feedback loops working on these models. Therefore, the evolution of runtime models
and feedback loops continues at runtime beyond the initial development of the software.
The same EUREMA models used for the design and specification of self-adaptive software
are also used for executing the feedback loops enabling a seamless transition from the design and specification to the execution as well as the adaptation and evolution of feedback
loops. While the interpreter-based approach enables the flexibility to maintain and dynamically adapt feedback loops in layered architectures, the EUREMA interpreter efficiently
executes feedback loops by introducing a low overhead and by leveraging state- and eventbased principles for an incremental execution. Hence, EUREMA aims for addressing the
“lack of powerful languages, tools, and frameworks that could help realize adaptation processes [...] in a systematic manner” [370, p. 31] while furthermore considering the execution
and evolution of the adaptation processes.
In the following section, we introduce the running application example that will be
used in Chapters 5 and 6 to discuss the modeling and execution of feedback loops in
EUREMA and how EUREMA fulfills the requirements for modeling and execution stated
in Chapter 3. Thus, from the point of view of a modeling language, we first focus on the
use of the language (i. e., modeling) and then on the operational semantics of the language
(i. e., execution). This discussion will be completed by Chapter 7 discussing the internals of
feedback loops in EUREMA by means of the model-driven runtime model operations.
4.5

running example: mrubis

Throughout this thesis, we use a running example to illustrate EUREMA. The example is
the Modular Rice University Bidding System (mRUBiS) [18], an internet marketplace on
which users sell or auction products. It is based on RUBiS5 , which is a popular case study
for self-adaptive software systems that manage performance [343]. We extended the RUBiS
with new functionalities, migrated it to version 3 of Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [132], and
modularized it into 18 components that are individually deployed. The modularization
enables architectural adaptations that are not possible with the monolithic RUBiS.
The company running mRUBiS aims for high sales volumes by achieving customer satisfaction and encouraging customers to additional purchases. Therefore, the system should
be highly available and the response times should be low or at least acceptable. To reach
these properties, self-adaptation should be employed to automatically repair failures (i. e.,
self-healing or self-repair by detecting, diagnosing, and recovering from disruptions [184,
350]) and improve performance (i. e., self-optimization by reconfiguring the system [443]).
For instance, to mitigate faulty components, they can be restarted, redeployed, or replaced
with alternatives. Performance can be improved by reconfiguring the pipe of filter components that improves the quality of search results on the marketplace, for instance, by taking
user preferences into account. Changing the number of filter components and reordering
them result in different performance characteristics that are exploited for self-optimization.
In this thesis, we will use the self-repair and self-optimization cases of mRUBiS to discuss
EUREMA. In this context, the focus is on modeling, executing, and evolving feedback loops
with EUREMA and not on specific mechanisms used within feedback loops to analyze and
plan adaptations (e. g., reasoning or model-checking techniques). Consequently, we use an
action-/rule-based approach for such mechanisms since it is a basic approach and the
foundation for more sophisticated goal- and utility-based approaches [247].
5 Rice University Bidding System (RUBiS): http://rubis.ow2.org/.
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In this chapter we present the EUREMA language and its usage to model self-adaptive
software. Particularly, we apply the language to model variants of self-adaptive software
covering single feedback loops, multiple feedback loops within one layer or at different layers of the architecture, and off-line adaptation (see Sections 5.1 to 5.4). All these variants are
based on the mRUBiS application example introduced in Section 4.5 and cover self-repair
as well as self-optimization capabilities. Since our focus is on introducing the EUREMA
language and how it is applied to model feedback loops, we use a basic action/rule-based
approach for the adaptation logic. This avoids unnecessary complexity in the examples.
Moreover, such a basic approach is the foundation of more sophisticated approaches that
use goals and utilities to realize the adaptation logic [247].
5.1

feedback loop

We start discussing the EUREMA language and its features by modeling a single feedback
loop. For this purpose, we use two types of diagrams provided by EUREMA: the Feedback
Loop Diagram (FLD) and the Layer Diagram (LD). We provide an overview of the language
by modeling the MAPE-K blueprint in the next section and we use the running mRUBiS
example (cf. Section 4.5) in the further sections to discuss all aspects of the language.
5.1.1 Language Overview with MAPE-K
To shed light on the EUREMA language, we first model the conceptual MAPE-K feedback
loop before modeling the specific feedback loops for the mRUBiS example. The MAPE-K
blueprint for feedback loops has been discussed in Section 2.2.3 and it considers a sequence
of monitor, analyze, plan, and execute activities that all share some knowledge.
To handle the individual adaptation activities and the knowledge materialized by runtime models within a feedback loop as well as the interplay between them, EUREMA
adopts the principles of runtime megamodels (cf. Section 4.2). Thus, we consider adaptation
activities as model operations that operate on runtime models. The interplay is reflected in
EUREMA by the control flow among the operations and the model usage defining how operations use the runtime models. To model a feedback loop with its model operations,
runtime models, control flow, and model usage, the EUREMA language provides the Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD). Such a diagram specifies the behavior of a feedback loop.
The FLD for MAPE-K is shown in Figure 12. It is framed and labeled with its name
MAPE-K. It specifies a feedback loop with an initial and a final state (Start and Executed,
respectively) as entry and exit points for the execution of the loop. The four adaptation
activities of MAPE-K are specified as model operations that are represented by hexagon block
arrows and labeled with their names (Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute). Each operation
has an exit compartment that specifies the operation’s return status such as monitored of
the Monitor operation. The control flow between operations is specified by solid arrows,
each connecting an exit compartment of an operation to a subsequent operation. Hence,
this FLD specifies a strict sequence of the Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute operations.
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Operations work on runtime models that are represented by rectangles. The FLD shows one
runtime model, called Knowledge, that captures the knowledge part of MAPE-K. The usage
of models as inputs or outputs of an operation is defined by dotted arrows pointing to
the operation or to the model, respectively. The FLD specifies that each of the four model
operations works on the Knowledge model by having this model as an input and output.
MAPE-K
Analyze

Monitor

analyzed

changes
planned

Plan

Knowledge

monitored

Execute

Start

done

Executed

Figure 12: Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD) for MAPE-K.

This view of the MAPE-K feedback loop keeps the knowledge abstract while a refined
view is proposed in [124]. Particularly, the generic notion of knowledge is refined to topology knowledge about the adaptable software, symptoms indicating issues to be analyzed,
change requests showing the need for an adaptation, policies defining the adaptation logic,
and change plans describing the adaptation to be executed. The corresponding feedback
loop using these refined runtime models is specified by the FLD shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Refined Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD) for MAPE-K according to [124].

In addition to refining the models, we substantiate the operations’ use of the models.
Particularly, we distinguish between creating, destroying, writing, reading, and annotating
runtime models. In Figure 13, the Monitor operation observes the adaptable software. According to the observations, it reads and writes (i. e., updates) the Topology model representing the topology of the adaptable software and creates Symptoms that should be analyzed.
The Analyze operation reads these Symptoms to locate issues in the up-to-date Topology and
checks them against the Policies. If a need for adaptation has been identified, the Analyze operation creates a Change Request. The Plan operation uses the Change Request, the Topology,
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and the Policies to create a Change Plan prescribing an adaptation for execution. This plan
is finally enacted by the Execute operation taking the current Topology into account.
To keep this FLD simple, we omitted the modeling if and when certain models are destroyed by operations. On the one hand, models can be continuously used by operations
across multiple runs of the feedback loop such that they are permanently maintained at
runtime and not destroyed by operations. Examples are the Policies and the Topology models. More specifically, the Topology model is updated and not created from scratch by the
Monitor operation in each run of the feedback loop such that it is preserved at runtime.
On the other hand, models can be used only temporarily, for instance, to exchange information among operations, such that they can be destroyed by operations after they have
fulfilled their purpose. For instance, the Monitor operation creates the Symptoms model to
provide hints for the analysis to the Analyze operation that could destroy the model after having used these hints. Likewise, the Plan and Execute operations could destroy the
Change Request respectively the Change Plan model when having finished the planning respectively the execution. Such a destruction of a model is reflected in the FLD by a model
usage link (i. e., dotted arrow) pointing to the model and labeled with d. However, if a
runtime model is not destroyed by an operation, then a repeated creation of the model
denotes the overwriting of this model, which implicitly destroys the model.
This example illustrates how adaptation activities can be considered as abstract model
operations working on runtime models. Hence, an FLD as shown in Figures 12 and 13
captures the runtime models and model operations (i. e., adaptation activities) of a feedback
loop as well as the usage of the models by the operations. Moreover, an FLD describes the
control flow among model operations to support executing the flow of operations. These
characteristics of an FLD match the principles of a runtime megamodel (cf. Section 4.2).
Moreover, this basic example further shows that FLDs can be used iteratively to refine the
design of a feedback loop. For instance, the initial design of the MAPE-K cycle described by
the FLD in Figure 12 keeps the runtime models and their usage by the operations abstract
and focuses on the flow of operations. A next design iteration may refine the runtime
models and their usage, which results in the FLD shown in Figure 13.
While FLDs support the behavioral specification of feedback loops, EUREMA further
provides the Layer Diagram (LD) that structurally reflects all feedback loop instances (i. e.,
instances of FLDs) of a self-adaptive software as well as their relationships to each other
and to the adaptable software instance. Since we consider self-adaptive software that follows the external approach and adopts a layered architecture, an LD provides an architectural view of an instance situation of the self-adaptive software that explicitly captures
the layers as well as the feedback loops and adaptable software at various layers. Such an
abstract and complete view of the self-adaptive software makes the external approach, the
layered architecture, and all feedback loops visible in the architectural design.
The example LD for MAPE-K is depicted in Figure 14. This diagram reflects an instance
view of the self-adaptive software and it specifies that an instance of the MAPE-K feedback
loop as specified by the FLD in Figure 13 is located at Layer-1 and that it directly senses
and effects the Adaptable Software instance at Layer-0. Sensing (effecting) relationships are
reflected by dotted arrows, whose directions indicate a data flow, and labeled with r for
reading (w for writing) the adaptable software instance. An instance of a feedback loop
that is specified by an FLD is considered as a megamodel module and depicted as a package
with a white tab in the LD. In contrast, packages with a black tab represent software modules
such as an instance of the adaptable software that are not specified by EUREMA. Finally,
partitions in LDs represent the layers of the self-adaptive software.
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Figure 14: Layer Diagram (LD) for MAPE-K.

In addition to the modules, either instances of feedback loops or of the adaptable software, at various layers, the LD further defines the triggering of feedback loop instances,
that is, when an instance should be executed. Since the triggering often depends on other
modules, mainly the adaptable software instance that emits events notifying about changes
to be handled by self-adaptation, it is addressed by LDs that capture the various modules
and the relationships between these modules. That is, a megamodel module (i. e., a feedback loop instance) may sense another module (i. e., either another feedback loop instance
or an instance of the adaptable software) and therefore the events emitted by this other
module. Such events may trigger the execution of a feedback loop instance.
Thus, a trigger is defined in the LD by labeling the corresponding sensing relationship
through which events are emitted and observed. Considering the LD in Figure 14, the
trigger is annotated to the sensing relationship between the :MAPE-K feedback loop and
the :Adaptable Software. Since the MAPE-K feedback loop is just a blueprint, we omit details
of triggers here and discuss them for the following examples.
Having applied the EUREMA language to the MAPE-K reference model, we may already
provide a rough overview of the language with its two types of diagrams. An FLD provides
a white-box view and therefore a detailed behavioral specification of a feedback loop (e. g.,
Figures 12 and 13) An LD provides a complete structural view of an instance of the selfadaptive software with black-box views of the feedback loops (e. g., Figure 14). That is,
feedback loops (FLDs) are instantiated to megamodel modules and structured in a layered
architecture (LD) together with the adaptable software.
In the following, we will discuss EUREMA in detail for concrete and advanced cases of
adaptation engines and feedback loops. Thereby, we will refine the modeling language for
both types of diagrams. Consequently, we will discuss the entire concrete syntax of FLDs
and LDs while we just gave a rough overview in this section to grasp the basic idea.
5.1.2 Single Feedback Loops (Self-Repair)
In this section, we start using the running mRUBiS example introduced in Section 4.5
to model concrete feedback loops with EUREMA in contrast to the conceptual MAPE-K
blueprint. In the mRUBiS example, we consider different types of failures that should
be automatically handled by self-repair capabilities. These types are component crashes
(i. e., an invalid life cycle state of a component) and destructions (i. e., a component is
removed from the system) as well as the occurrence of exceptions in components. Moreover,
components can be continuously affected by these types of failures requiring special repair
mechanisms. The mechanisms we consider are restarting, redeploying, reconfiguring, and
replacing the affected components. Thus, the self-repair capabilities have to identify failures
of various types and handle them by different repair mechanisms.

5.1 feedback loop

A feedback loop supporting these self-repair capabilities is specified by the FLD depicted
in Figure 15. This FLD is framed and labeled with its name Self-repair. In contrast to the
FLD for MAPE-K (see Figure 12 on Page 54), this FLD employs refined elements of the
language. These elements enable the exclusive branching of the control flow. Therefore,
a model operation may have more than one return status and thus more than one exit
compartment used for continuing the control flow. At runtime, the implementation of the
model operation determines the return status and therefore which exit compartment is
activated. Moreover, the control flow can be exclusively branched using the decision node
(diamond element) and conditions. The language for these conditions is used to create
boolean expressions that refer to counter and timing information about the execution of
EUREMA elements such as how often or when an operation has been executed lastly.
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Figure 15: FLD for the Self-repair Feedback Loop.

Concerning the FLD in Figure 15, we modeled the self-repair feedback loop for mRUBiS
by extending a scenario from our earlier work [22]. The Update and Eect operations
use triple graph grammar rules (TGG Rules) that specify by means of model transformation rules how the Architectural Model reflecting the running mRUBiS system is synchronized with the system. Thus, monitoring the system, the Update operation keeps the
Architectural Model up-to-date. The Check for failures operation performs analysis by applying Failure analysis rules on the Architectural Model. These rules define checks to identify
occurrences of the different types of failures (i. e., crash or destruction of a component,
exceptions, and components being continuously affected by failures). If no failures are
found, the feedback loop terminates in the state Analyzed. Otherwise, the identified failures
are annotated in the Architectural Model such that they should be repaired by an adaptation. Furthermore, a decision is made whether further analysis is needed, which will be
conducted by the Deep check for failures operation checking the Deep analysis rules on the
Architectural Model. This is the case when the condition holds, which tests whether the last
execution of the Check for failures operation that has identified no failures happened more
than two consecutive executions in the past. Thus, the past three runs of the feedback
loop’s analysis has identified failures. After the analysis, the plan activity uses the analysis results annotated by one or both of the analyze operations to the Architectural Model
to select suitable Repair strategies that define either a restart, redeployment, reconfiguration, or replacement of an affected component. The selected strategies are annotated to
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the Architectural Model to prescribe an adaptation of the running mRUBiS system. This prescribed adaptation is executed by the Eect operation. Therefore, the Eect operation uses
generic and basic Reconguration actions (e. g., stopping, starting, deploying, undeploying,
and wiring components) to adapt the Architectural Model as well as the TGG Rules to synchronize the adaptation of the model to the running system. The synchronization enacts
the adaptation to mRUBiS, which terminates one run of the feedback loop.
This example as depicted in Figure 15 uses almost all elements of the EUREMA language
with respect to FLDs such that we now give an overview of the concrete syntax for these
elements (see Figure 16). Initial and final states are special operations that define the entry
and exit points for executing a feedback loop instance. A destruction state is a final state that
destroys the feedback loop instance when this state is reached. Adaptation activities are
specified as model operations represented by hexagon block arrows and labeled with their
names. A model operation has at least one named exit compartment, one for each return
status of the operation. An exit compartment is the source of exactly one control flow
link to another operation. At runtime, the implementation of the operation determines the
return status and therefore which exit compartment is activated to continue the control
flow. Complex model operations abstract from and invoke adaptation activities modeled in
other FLDs, which will be discussed in Section 5.1.4.
Operations

Control ﬂow

Initial state
Final state
Destruction state
Model
Operation

[condition1]

t1
t2

Complex Model
Operation

t1

Models
Model

[condition2]

t2

Model usage

FLD Model

Figure 16: Concrete Syntax for FLDs.

The control flow between operations is specified by solid arrows connecting an exit
compartment of an operation to another operation. The control flow can be exclusively
branched by a decision node (diamond element). Each branch, that is, each of the decision
node’s outgoing control flow links, is labeled with a boolean condition. At run-time, the
branch whose condition evaluates to true is taken. As a guideline, the conditions of the
same decision node should be disjoint and complete, that is, exactly one of the conditions
must evaluate to true. If an engineer cannot assure completeness (i. e., none of the condition
might evaluate to true), a default branch labeled with ELSE should be used. If more than
one condition evaluates to true, the EUREMA interpreter will raise a runtime exception.
The language to express such conditions refers to counter and timing information about
the execution of the feedback loop instance, particularly, how often and when an operation
or a transition (i. e., an operation’s exit compartment with its outgoing control flow link to
another operation) has been executed lastly, and for each transition, how often its source
operation is consecutively executed without taking the transition. Such information allows
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engineers to express conditions that refer to the time when and to the number of how often
operations have been executed and individual return states (i. e., exit compartments) of
operations have been taken, either in absolute terms or with respect to the last consecutive
execution runs. In a condition, such counter and timing information can be subject to
arithmetic and boolean functions such that the condition eventually evaluates to true or
false. The language to express such conditions is discussed in detail in Appendix A.3.
Thus, conditions are generic and use only execution information related to elements of the
EUREMA language to branch the control flow. By referring only to EUREMA elements, the
conditions can be evaluated by the EUREMA interpreter without having any knowledge
about the internals of user-defined model operations and runtime models.
In contrast, the different exit compartments of model operations and especially their
activation may depend on application-specific information that is only known internally
to user-defined runtime models and model operation implementations. For instance, the
FLD in Figure 15 on Page 57 contains the Check for failures operation that analyzes the
Architectural Model to identify failures. The result of the analysis determines the continuation of the control flow. Accordingly, the operation has two exit compartments indicating
whether failures have been identified or not in order to branch the control flow. This analysis may depend on the various types of failures and content of the architectural model such
that it cannot be generically performed by the EUREMA interpreter. Consequently, it must
be performed by some application-specific logic and hence specified as a model operation
with multiple exit compartments in the FLD. Such application-specific analyses cannot be
captured by the generic conditions of decision nodes. Thus, application-specific or more
complex cases of branching the control flow in FLDs must be realized with model operations and appropriate exit compartments. In general, engineers have to provide implementations for model operations—typically by providing adaptation models (cf. Section 4.1)—
that may operate on arbitrary runtime models such that application-specific aspects can
be addressed. At run-time, the implementation of a model operation determines which
exit compartment of the operation is activated and should be taken by the EUREMA interpreter to continue the control flow in an FLD. Therefore, the application-specific aspects
are transparent to the EUREMA language and interpreter.
As already mentioned, model operations work on runtime models. Such models are represented by rectangles and the usage of models is depicted by dotted arrows. An arrow
connects a model operation and a model while its direction indicates the data flow and
therefore, whether the model is an input or output of the operations. Arrows pointing
from the model to the operation (from the operation to the model) indicate that the model
is an input (output) of the operation. Finally, an FLD model describing a feedback loop can
be used as a runtime model within another feedback loop specified by an FLD, which will
be discussed in the context of layered feedback loops and reflection in Section 5.3. In general, runtime models are maintained and used across multiple runs of the same feedback
loop instance such that they are not re-constructed or re-loaded in each run.
Additionally to the concrete syntax for FLD elements, labels and stereotypes can substantiate these elements. As already mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the usage of models by
operations is substantiated to creating, destroying, reading, writing, and annotating models. Creating a model refers to producing the model from scratch. The repeated creation of
a model within the same or in multiple runs of the feedback loop means the overwriting
of the previously created model unless the model has not been explicitly destroyed. The
destruction of a model removes the model from the feedback loop such that is not accessible any more by the operations. Instead of producing a model from scratch, it can also
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be maintained and updated, which corresponds to reading and writing/annotating the
model. While reading a model does not have any side effects, writes modify the model in
a way that potentially affects the adaptable software (particularly in a controlled manner if
the model is a reflection model and thus causally connected to the software), and annotations to a model enrich a model without affecting the adaptable software. Annotations are
mainly used to enrich a model with working data to be shared among operations. For instance, the analyze operation of the Self-repair feedback loop shown in Figure 15 annotates
the Architectural Model with the identified failures (i. e., in general with the results of the
analysis) that are afterwards addressed and removed by the plan and execute operations.
Following the MAPE-K blueprint, model operations are assigned to the typical steps of
a feedback loop, which are Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute. Refining
the knowledge part of the MAPE-K blueprint to a set of runtime models as categorized
in Section 4.1, models in FLDs are stereotyped with the category they fall in to indicate
their purpose in the feedback loop. Based on the categorization, the following stereotypes
MonitoringModel, ExecutionModel, CausalConnectionModel, ReectionModel,
EvaluationModel, ChangeModel, and AdaptationModel are possible.
Such labels and stereotypes substantiate the generic concepts of the EUREMA language.
On the one hand, these labels and stereotypes support engineers in modeling and understanding FLDs since they classify the operations, runtime models, and the usage of
these models by the operations based on the known domain concepts from the MAPE-K
blueprint and Models@run.time field. For instance, stereotyping an operation with one of
the MAPE steps clarifies the general task of the operation. Stereotyping a runtime model
emphasizes the purpose of the model in the feedback loop. Labeling the link between a
model and an operation details how the operation uses the model. Thus, the stereotypes
and labels emphasize domain concepts in the EUREMA language.
On the other hand, using stereotypes and labels, we can keep the EUREMA language
simple and limit the number of language elements. There are just four major language
elements in FLDs, namely, operations, models, control flow, and model usage. This eases
the comprehension of the language while supporting optional specializations of these elements by stereotypes and labels. In this context, the EUREMA language is extensible. Other
stereotypes and labels can be integrated, for instance, to use other blueprints for feedback
loops than MAPE-K such as sense-plan-act, learn-reason-act, or observe-decide-act (cf. Section 2.2.3) or another categorization of runtime models (cf. Section 4.1).
To specify how an instance of the Self-repair feedback loop is related to the adaptable
software, specifically to the mRUBiS system, we use an LD as depicted in Figure 17.

MAPE

:Self-repair
RtException;
10s; Monitor;
r

Layer-0

60

w

:mRUBiS

Figure 17: LD for the Self-repair Feedback Loop and mRUBiS.

This LD specifies that an instance of the Self-repair feedback loop as specified by the
corresponding FLD (cf. Figure 15 on Page 57) is located at Layer-1 and directly senses and
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effects the running mRUBiS instance at Layer-0. The sensing and effecting relationships are
represented in the LD by arrows that are respectively labeled with reading and writing the
mRUBiS instance. Since the FLD for the Self-repair feedback loop specifies all adaptation
activities, that is, the monitor, analyze, plan and execute activities (MAPE), the instance of
this feedback loop in the LD is labeled with MAPE. Inspired by [436], we use such labels to
indicate which adaptation activities are specified in an FLD when using an instance of this
FLD in the LD. In this context and depending on the applied blueprint for feedback loops,
other labels such as SPA (sense-plan-act), LRA (learn-reason-act), or ODA (observe-decideact) can be integrated and used in the EUREMA language.
Additionally, sense relationships are labeled with a triggering condition defining when
the :Self-repair feedback loop should be executed. In this case, the triggering condition
RtException;10s;Monitor; defines that the feedback loop instance is executed if the :mRUBiS
emits an RtException event and if ten seconds since the end of the previous execution of the
same instance have elapsed. Finally, Monitor points to the initial state of the feedback loop
in which the execution should start (cf. initial state in the FLD in Figure 15 on Page 57).
The example LD in Figure 17 employs almost all of the language elements of LDs. Thus,
we now discuss these elements together with their concrete syntax depicted in Figure 18.

Layer

Layer

Layer

Layers

Modules
Megamodel
Module
Software
Module

Relationships
senses
eﬀects
uses

<trigger>
r
w
<var>

Figure 18: Concrete Syntax for LDs.

Partitions in LDs represent the layers of the self-adaptive software. Each layer has a name
and contains modules. An instance of an FLD constitutes a megamodel module that encapsulates the details of a concrete feedback loop. Such a module is depicted as a package with
a white tab in an LD since EUREMA provides white-box views of megamodel modules
by means of the FLDs. In contrast, packages with a black tab represent software modules
that are not specified by EUREMA such as an instance of the adaptable software. Thus,
EUREMA entirely handles software modules in a black-box manner.
Sense and effect relationships between modules are reflected by dotted arrows, either labeled with r (for reading the sensed module) or w (for writing the effected module), respectively. The direction of such an arrow indicates the data flow such as the flow of sensor data
or adaptation commands. A sense relationship is furthermore labeled with at most one triggering condition determining when the sensing module should be executed. The language
and mechanism for triggers in EUREMA are discussed in detail in the next section.
Use relationships make the dependencies between modules explicit. Such dependencies
occur because of three reasons.(1) Basic model operations contained in a megamodel module (i. e., in an instance of the FLD specifying these operations) must be bound to their
implementations provided by engineers. Such implementations are represented by software modules in LDs. Hence, the megamodel module containing the model operations
depends on the software modules implementing these operations. (2) A dependency between megamodel modules exists if a feedback loop is specified by multiple FLDs and
at run-time one megamodel module (i. e., an FLD instance) invokes another one through
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a complex model operation. In this case, the complex model operation contained in the
invoking megamodel module must be bound to the invoked megamodel module. Hence,
the invoking megamodel module depends on the invoked one. (3) Finally, a dependency
occurs if a higher-layer feedback loop reflects on a lower-layer feedback loop. In this case,
the higher-layer megamodel module uses the lower-layer megamodel module as a runtime
model, that is, the higher-layer feedback loop instance operates on an FLD instance representing and specifying the lower-layer feedback loop instance. Consequently, the runtime
model contained in the higher-layer megamodel module must be bound to the lower-layer
module, which constitutes a dependency from the higher-layer to the lower-layer module.
To realize such bindings or generally the dependencies between the modules, engineers
model use relationships in LDs. A use relationship is represented by a solid arrow pointing
from the independent to the dependent module. Additionally, the relationship is labeled
with a variable. Such a variable is the name of either the model operation, the complex
model operation, or the runtime model that is contained in the source module and will be
bound to the target module of a use relationship. The first two cases are further discussed
in the context of modular feedback loops in Section 5.1.4 while the last case is detailed in
Section 5.3 discussing the stacking of feedback loops.
Within the LD, the relationships between the modules and the structuring of these modules into different layers are related with each other. In layered architectures, a feedback
loop at a certain layer may control (i. e., sense and effect) a feedback loop at the layer directly
below. To comply with this criterion of stacking feedback loops, sense (effect) relationships
have to cross neighboring layers bottom-up (top-down) while the sensing (effecting) module is located at the layer directly above the sensed (effected) module. This criterion assures
an acyclic structure of modules when following either the sense or the effect relationships.
In this context, the EUREMA language enforces by construction that engineers respect the
layering criterion such that they cannot specify cyclic structures (see Appendix A.1). This
avoids the need to address termination and stability issues of cyclic adaptations among
feedback loops due to infinite triggering of the feedback loops.
In contrast, the use relationships to bind model operations to implementations or complex model operations to megamodel modules (cf. cases (1) and (2) discussed previously)
must not cross any layer. Such bindings are needed to compose a feedback loop within one
layer but they do not establish any adaptation relationship to other feedback loops or to the
adaptable software. These two cases are discussed in detail in Section 5.1.4. However, the
binding of a runtime model at a certain layer to a megamodel module at the layer directly
below (cf. case (3) discussed previously) relates to adaptation. The binding allows a higherlayer megamodel module to use a lower-layer megamodel module as a runtime model.
Consequently, use relationships concerning the case (3) cross neighboring layers top-down
and they come along with the sense and effect relationships among the corresponding
modules to achieve procedural reflection (see Section 5.3 for a detailed discussion).
Summing up the basic modeling of feedback loops with EUREMA, an FLD encapsulates
the behavioral specification of a feedback loop. At run-time, it is instantiated to a megamodel module. The LD considers such modules as black boxes and describes in which
layers they are located and their relationships to other megamodel or software modules.
Thus, an LD provides an abstract, structural view that supports the architectural design
of self-adaptive software and that complements the behavioral FLDs. The LD forces engineers into specifying strictly layered architectures. In such architectures, feedback loops
may only control other feedback loops at the layer adjacently below or eventually—if they
are located that the lowest layer of the adaptation engine—the adaptable software.
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5.1.3 Triggering Conditions
Besides specifying a feedback loop in an FLD, a triggering condition is required to determine when an instance of the feedback loop should be executed. In EUREMA, a feedback
loop instance has exactly one triggering condition and we especially consider the occurrences of events as triggers. These events are emitted by instances of the adaptable software
or of other feedback loops. For example, the adaptable software instance emits events notifying about changes such as a component crash that should be handled by self-adaptation.
Instances of feedback loops and of the adaptable software, which are megamodel and
software modules, with their sense and effect relationships to each other are specified in an
LD that therefore captures as well the triggering conditions. Hence, a megamodel module
(i. e., a feedback loop instance) may sense another module (i. e., either another feedback
loop instance or an instance of the adaptable software) and therefore the events emitted by
this other module. Such events trigger the execution of the sensing feedback loop instance.
In this context, a triggering condition for a feedback loop instance may only refer to events
emitted from those modules that are sensed by this instance. This avoids that the feedback
loop instance is triggered by events related to modules that are of no interest to the instance.
Thus, we specify triggering conditions in LDs by annotating them to the corresponding
sense relationships that reveal the flow of events from one module to another module.
This is exemplified by the LD in Figure 17 on Page 60 showing a triggering condition for
the :Self-repair feedback loop that senses :mRUBiS. The condition RtException;10s;Monitor;
defines that the feedback loop instance starts execution if :mRUBiS emits an event of type
RtException notifying about a runtime exception, and when ten seconds since the last execution of this instance have expired. Finally, Monitor points to the initial state of the feedback
loop (cf. FLD in Figure 15 on Page 57), in which the execution is going to start.
In general, EUREMA supports a simple language to express triggering conditions that
consists of three parts: <events>; <period>; <initialState>;. The first part <events> refers to
a comma-separated list of events. An event is characterized by a name and a type in a hierarchy of event types. It is consequently represented in a condition as EventType[EventName].
The event name can be omitted such that only the event type characterizes the event
(cf. anonymous event). Such events and event types are modeled with EUREMA. At runtime, these events as part of triggering conditions are matched against events actually
emitted by modules. An event matches another event if the latter is of the same type or of
a subtype of the former and if both have the same name. For anonymous events, only the
event types determine a match. If a match has been identified, that is, at least one of the
events listed in the condition matches an emitted event, the trigger of the feedback loop
instance is activated. Thus, the list of events in a triggering conditions are combined by a
logical disjunction. For the given example condition, RtException represents an anonymous
event of the given type. This event matches any emitted event if the latter is of the same
type RtException or of a subtype of RtException. Such a match activates the trigger.
The second part <period> defines the minimal time period in seconds between two
consecutive runs of the same feedback loop instance, which is measured as the time elapsed
between the termination of the previous run and the beginning of the next run. Thus, if
the required event that activates the trigger occurs before the specified time period has
elapsed, the next run will be delayed until the period eventually has elapsed. Delaying
the execution avoids thrashing effects due to the proliferation of events and it allows the
adaptation being executed by the previous run to take effect in the adaptable software
(cf. settling time [215]). Likewise, selecting specific events in the first part of the triggering
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condition also serves as a filter that avoids the execution of a feedback loop instance for
every event emitted by the sensed module.
Finally, the third part <initialState> just refers to the initial state specified in the FLD of
the feedback loop, in which the feedback loop instance should start its execution.
The first two parts of a triggering condition are optional but one of them must be specified. If no events are specified, the period must be defined, which results in a trigger that
periodically executes the feedback loop instance. If no period is defined, the events must
be specified and the trigger initiates the execution of the instance when the corresponding
events have occurred and the current run of the instance has terminated. In EUREMA, a
feedback loop instance is not reentrant, that is, there are no concurrent executions of the
same instance. All events that occur while the instance is running are queued. While an
event-based trigger supports reactive adaptation, a periodical trigger enables proactive adaptation by executing a feedback loop before the adaptable software emits events. The grammar for the textual language to express triggering conditions is discussed in Section A.4.
5.1.4 Modularity
In the previous Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, we specified each of the conceptual MAPE-K and
the specific self-repair feedback loops in a single FLD. However, EUREMA supports a
modular specification of a feedback loop by using multiple FLDs. Individual adaptation
activities of a feedback loop are specified in distinct FLDs and afterwards composed to
form a complete feedback loop. This composition happens in LDs where instance of these
FLDs (i. e., megamodel modules) are combined.
The motivation for such a modular specification is twofold. First, it provides further abstractions for engineers. Specifying a more complex feedback loop also makes the related
FLD more complex and difficult to comprehend. To ease the modeling and perception
of feedback loops in EUREMA, parts of a feedback loop can be abstracted, modeled in
dedicated FLDs, and referenced by other FLDs. Second, a modular specification supports
options for reuse and variability. Since parts of a feedback loop can be abstracted in dedicated FLDs and referenced by other FLDs, reusability of such parts in different feedback
loops is supported. Additionally, such parts can be replaced by alternative parts specified
by other FLDs, which leverages the modeling of variability for feedback loops in an adaptation engine as it will be discussed in the next section.
To discuss the modular specification, we use the Self-repair feedback loop specified by
the FLD in Figure 15 on Page 57. For this feedback loop, we abstract from the analyze
activities by specifying them in a distinct FLD. This FLD is called Self-repair-A. As shown
in Figure 19, it describes the analyze operations of the self-repair feedback loop.
This FLD has one initial state (Start) and two final states reflecting whether failures have
been identified (Failures) or not (OK) by the analyze operations. This FLD can be (re)used
by other FLDs, which materializes at runtime by invocations between the corresponding
megamodel modules (i. e., FLD instances). Therefore, we introduce the concept of a complex
model operation in EUREMA. Such an operation synchronously invokes a megamodel module by referring to the initial and final states of the corresponding FLD and to the runtime
models that should be passed as parameters to the invoked module. These initial and final
states as well as the runtime models are the signature of the invoked megamodel module as
it is defined by the corresponding FLD. Complex model operations have to follow such signatures to invoke the corresponding megamodel modules. To (re)use the Self-repair-A FLD
shown in Figure 19, the complex model operation is depicted in two variants in Figure 20.
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Figure 19: FLD for the Analyze Activities of the Self-repair Feedback Loop.
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Figure 20: Complex Model Operation.

Based on the initial and final states of the Self-repair-A FLD, variant (a) has one entry
compartment called Start and two exit compartments called Failures and OK. Thus, initial and final states of an FLD are mapped to entry and exit compartments of a complex
model operation, respectively. This ensures that a feedback loop instance using a complex
model operation can properly invoke an instance of the FLD by defining the initial state
for starting the invocation. Moreover, it can properly resume execution after the invocation
by referring to the final states and thus to the result of the invocation.
If an FLD to be (re)used specifies exactly one initial or final state, the entry or exit points
for execution are uniquely defined such that the entry or exit compartments of the complex model operation can be omitted. This is illustrated by variant (b) in Figure 20. This
variant is a complex model operation for the Self-repair-A FLD, which omits the explicit
entry compartment since the FLD has exactly one initial state. In general, the entry (exit)
compartments of a complex model operation have to be a subset of the initial (final) states
of the corresponding FLD. However, all those final states that are reachable from the initial states selected for entry compartments must be selected for exit compartments. This
ensures that the control flow can properly continue after an invocation.
Moreover, a complex model operation shows which runtime models have to be passed
as parameters of the invocation to the invoked megamodel module. For the examples
shown in Figure 20, it is the Architectural Model while the other runtime models used in
the Self-repair-A module, namely the Failure analysis rules and Deep analysis rules, are encapsulated and provided by the invoked module itself.
Since we consider self-adaptive software that evolves throughout its lifetime, EUREMA
adopts a dynamic typing approach in contrast to a static and explicit type system for FLDs
and complex model operations. Thus, the signature of an FLD is not explicitly specified
as it results from the current state of the megamodel module (i. e., of the FLD instance)
at runtime. In this context, the relevant state is the initial and final operations as well as
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the runtime models that need to be passed as parameters. In EUREMA, the specification
of a feedback loop in terms of the FLDs and the corresponding feedback loop instance
in terms of the megamodel modules collapse since each feedback loop instance can be individually adapted. Hence, the initial and final operations as well as the runtime models
can also be subject to adaptation, which accordingly modifies the signature to invoke the
megamodel module. Consequently, a complex model operation must adhere to the signature determined by the current initial and final operations as well as the runtime models of
the invoked module, which can be dynamically adapted and therefore not one-time statically defined. Nevertheless, the EUREMA interpreter checks at runtime whether a complex
model operation conforms to the signature of the megamodel module to be invoked. If
there is mismatch (e. g., the entry compartment of the complex model operation cannot be
mapped to an initial operation of the module to be invoked, or after the invocation, the
final operation of the invoked module cannot be mapped to an exit compartment of the
complex model operation), the EUREMA interpreter raises a runtime exception.
Concerning the concrete syntax, a complex operation is labeled with an icon, a small
rounded rectangle. This icon distinguishes a complex model operation from a basic one
in FLDs. Thus, the icon reveals that a model operation abstracts from another FLD and
that it synchronously invokes an instance of this FLD at runtime when being executed.
When using a complex model operation in an FLD, it must be given a name that declares
the variable <var> (cf. Figure 20). The name must be unique within the FLD, in which the
operation is used. Thus, the scope of the variable is the FLD and at runtime the megamodel
module as the instance of this FLD. This variable is used later in the LD to bind the complex
model operation to a concrete megamodel module that eventually should be invoked.
For example, to integrate the analyze fragment (see Figure 19) in the Self-repair feedback
loop, engineers employ a complex model operation, in this case variant (a) of Figure 20,
similar to a basic model operation. This results in the FLD shown in Figure 21. The used
complex model operation is named Analyze, which declares a variable with the same name.
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Figure 21: FLD Using the Self-repair-A FLD.

The binding of a complex model operation to a target for the invocation is specified
in the LD, that is, at the instance level when the various megamodel modules (i. e., FLD
instances) are structured in the layered architecture. Specifically, such bindings are specified by use relationships between megamodel modules, which combine these modules and
make the dependencies among them explicit. In general, a use relationship is reflected by
a solid arrow and labeled with a variable. The corresponding variable has been declared
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beforehand when defining and naming the complex model operation in an FLD. A use relationship with a variable and pointing from one megamodel module to another one binds
the complex model operation, that declares this variable and that is contained in the former
module, to the latter module. At runtime, this latter module is invoked when executing the
complex model operation as part of the former module.
For the example, the corresponding LD with such a binding is shown in Figure 22. It
describes that the :Self-repair module specified by the FLD in Figure 21 on the previous page
senses and effects the :mRUBiS system and that it uses the :Self-repair-A module specified by
the FLD in Figure 19 on Page 65. The use relationship is labeled with the variable Analyze
that has been declared when employing and naming the complex model operation Analyze
in the FLD of Figure 21. Thus, the use relationship binds this complex model operation
contained in the invoking :Self-repair module to the :Self-repair-A module to be invoked.

M..PE

:Self-repair

Analyze

A

:Self-repair-A

RtException;
10s; Monitor;
r

w

:mRUBiS

Figure 22: LD for the Self-repair and Self-repair-A Modules.

Additionally, the LD shows by the labels M..PE and A attached to megamodel modules that the :Self-repair module realizes the monitor, plan, and execute activities and the
:Self-repair-A module the analyze activity. We use such labels to indicate which adaptation
activities are realized by a megamodel module as defined in an FLD.
The same mechanism of binding a complex model operation to a megamodel module
is used to bind basic model operations to their implementations. Such implementations
are realized by engineers. They are black boxes for EUREMA and therefore modeled as
software modules in LDs. An FLD specifies when a basic model operation should be executed, which runtime models are used as input and output, and the operation’s return
states. However, the concrete implementations of such operations have to be provided by
software modules. When executing a basic operation as part of a megamodel module,
EUREMA invokes the software module to which the operation is bound by a use relationship in the LD. Such a use relationship is labeled with the variable that has been declared
when specifying the corresponding basic model operation in an FLD.
Such a binding is illustrated in Figure 23. The basic model operation Update of the
:Self-repair feedback loop (cf. FLD in Figure 21 on the previous page) is bound to the
software module :selfRepair.MonitorImpl by the use relationship labeled with Update. Thus,
when the Update operation is executed, this software module is invoked with the runtime
models that are specified as input of the operation in the FLD (cf. Figure 21).
Technically, software modules realizing basic model operations have to implement a
specific interface prescribed by EUREMA. Such software modules and the interface will
be discussed in detail in Chapters 7 and 8. The interface allows the EUREMA interpreter
to invoke the software module, pass runtime models as parameters, and obtain the return
status from the module after the invocation. Based on the return status, the interpreter
selects the corresponding exit compartment of the executed operation to properly continue
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Figure 23: LD Illustrating the Binding of a Basic Model Operation to a Softare Module.

the control flow in the FLD instance and to execute the next operation. In the given example,
the Update operation has only one return status and thus only one exit compartment.
So far and in the following examples, we omit the modeling of software modules implementing basic model operations in LDs since they are just required for binding the
operations to their implementations. This is relevant for the execution but they provide no
further information relevant for the design of feedback loops. However, examples of such
implementations will be discussed in detail in Section 9.3 when evaluating EUREMA.
In both cases, either binding a complex model operation to a megamodel module or a
basic model operation to a software module, the corresponding use relationships combine
modules to compose a feedback loop. Thus, such use relationships make the dependencies
between the modules of a feedback loop explicit. Since modules use/invoke other modules,
the former ones depend on the latter ones. Since a feedback loop is located in one layer and
not spread across layers of the architecture, such use relationships that compose a feedback
loop must not cross any layer in the LD. This constraint follows the principle of layered architectures that only adaptation relationships (e. g., sense and effect) exist between modules
at different layers. The EUREMA language assures this constraint by construction such that
engineers cannot specify a feedback loop that is scattered across layers (cf. Section A.1).
Additionally, when composing a feedback loop by such use relationships, some modules
do not require a triggering condition. Particularly, a megamodel module that is integrated
as a fragment into a feedback loop and a software module that provides an implementation
for a basic model operation do not need a triggering condition. In contrast, their execution
is triggered by a call when executing the corresponding complex or basic model operation.
In general, concerning the modular specification of feedback loops, the two specifications
of the self-repair feedback loop as the FLD of Figure 15 on Page 57 or the FLDs of Figure 19
on Page 65 and Figure 21 on Page 66 are equivalent considering functionality. The only
difference is the number of FLDs used for the specification, which is motivated by design
decisions concerning abstraction and modularity. For example, besides the analyze activity,
each of the four MAPE activities can be specified in distinct FLDs and a high-level FLD
integrates them to a feedback loop by using a complex model operation for each of them.
This is illustrated in the following for the self-repair feedback loop.
While the analysis activity has already been specified in a distinct FLD (see Figure 19
on Page 65), the individual FLDs for the monitoring, planning, and executing activities are
shown in Figure 24. These three activities have been cut from the previous FLD specifying
the whole feedback loop (cf. Figure 21 on Page 66), copied in distinct FLDs, and enriched
with appropriate initial and final operations. The high-level FLD that integrates the four
MAPE activities using complex model operations is depicted in Figure 25. For each activity,
a complex model operation is used that operates on the Architectural Model. This model is
shared among all activities and therefore passed as a parameter to the individual activities.
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Figure 25: FLD of the Self-repair Feedback Loop Integrating the MAPE Activities.

Finally, the four complex model operations need to be bound to megamodel modules realizing the corresponding MAPE activities. This is done in the LD shown in Figure 26. Each
FLD realizing one of the MAPE activities is instantiated to a megamodel module. Each of
these modules is labeled either with M, A, P, or E to emphasize the activity it realizes.
The complex model operations contained in the high-level :Self-repair module are bound to
these modules by use relationships labeled with Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute according to the specification of the operations in the FLD of Figure 25.
Considering this example, EUREMA does not restrict the depth of the abstraction for
the FLDs and the related invocation relationships among the corresponding megamodel
modules. This leverages different abstraction levels for modeling feedback loops and it
further assists engineers in structuring and understanding feedback loops.
5.1.5 Variability
The modular specification of feedback loops discussed in the previous section enables
identifying and modeling variability for feedback loops. Encapsulating feedback loops or
individual adaptation activities defined by FLDs in megamodel modules and explicitly
modeling such modules and their relationships in LDs reveals variation points in the adaptation engine. Such variability can be made visible in LDs and exploited to switch between
variants, either during the design or dynamically at runtime.
In the example, we have specified the analyze fragment of the self-repair feedback loop in
the dedicated FLD Self-repair-A and encapsulated it in the megamodel module :Self-repair-A
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Layer-1

as discussed in the previous section. We now assume that we have modeled an additional
analyze fragment, called Self-repair-A2, in a distinct FLD, which employs a different analysis technique than Self-repair-A. For instance, the techniques may differ in terms of runtime
performance and accuracy of the analysis results. Both fragments are then alternative analyses that can be used by the self-repair feedback loop. This constitutes a variation point in
the architectural design reflected in the LD in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: LD with Variability for Megamodel Modules.

If the FLDs of both alternatives have the same signature (i. e., the same initial and final
operations and the same runtime models as parameters), both of them can be used by the
same complex model operation. In this case, to switch between these alternatives, it is sufficient to change the binding of the complex model operation to the invoked megamodel
module, for instance, by re-routing the use relationship Analyze to point to the :Self-repair-A2
module instead of :Self-repair-A module in the LD in Figure 27. If the FLDs of both alternatives do not have the same signature, then the complex model operation within the
invoking module has to be adapted to the signature of the actually used alternative. Since
EUREMA follows a dynamic typing approach (see previous section), a complex model
operation within a megamodel module can be replaced with another complex model operation that may have different entry and exit compartments as well as different runtime
models as input and output. The EUREMA interpreter is able to handle such dynamic
changes when executing the FLD instance containing the adapted complex model operation. How EUREMA supports dynamic changes will be discussed in detail in the context
of stacked feedback loops and off-line adaptations in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
In general, such variations points of megamodel modules reify architectural variability of
feedback loops in LDs. This variability can be exploited to specify and evaluate alternative
feedback loop designs or to adjust feedback loops at runtime by switching between variants.
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Layer-1

Such variants correspond to arbitrary fragments of feedback loops that, however, contain
usually at least one model operation as the behavior of an invoked fragment.
EUREMA applies the same idea to leverage variability for implementations of basic
model operations. LDs capture alternative software modules implementing a basic operation and the binding of the operation to one alternative. Similar to changing a binding of a
complex model operation to a megamodel module, the binding of a basic model operation
to a software module providing the implementation can be changed. This is illustrated by
the LD in Figure 28 showing that the Update operation of the :Self-repair feedback loop is
bound to the software module :selfRepair.MonitorImpl while there is the alternative module
:selfRepair.LightWeightMonitorImpl. By re-directing the use relationships named Update from
one to the other alternative, the implementation of the Update operation will be exchanged.
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Figure 28: LD with Variability for Implementations of Basic Model Operations.

In general, such variations points at the level of megamodel modules specified by FLDs
or software modules considered as black boxes reify variants for the design and implementation of feedback loops. Moreover, they can be leveraged at runtime to adjust feedback
loops by switching between these variants such as between different analysis or monitoring techniques. Switching between such variants is eased in EUREMA since (complex)
model operations should be stateless (cf. Section 6.7). The state in terms of the working
data of operations is externalized and captured by runtime models used within the feedback loops. Consequently, if variants use the same runtime models—especially concerning
the language in which these models are expressed—we can seamlessly switch between
them. The replacing variant just starts execution with the same runtime models used by
the replaced variant. In contrast, if the variants use different kinds of runtime models (e. g.,
they are expressed in different languages), the models have to be translated. To achieve this
kind of state translation, MDE techniques such as model transformation and synchronization (cf. Section 2.1.1) can be applied since the state is captured by models. Thus, before
the replacing variant can start execution, the runtime models used by the replaced variant have to be initially transformed. Moreover, when variants that use different kinds of
runtime models are simultaneously employed, these models have to be permanently synchronized to enable the integration of these variants. In general, the translation of state
is eased in EUREMA by capturing the state in (runtime) models that are accessible by
automated MDE techniques such as model transformation and synchronization.
Summing up, the modular specification of feedback loops supports the reuse of feedback
loop fragments and implementations as well as the identification of variability for feedback
loops. Such variability can be exploited by engineers during design to model variants of
feedback loops, and at runtime to dynamically switch between the modeled variants.
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5.2

multiple feedback loops

Having discussed the modeling of a single feedback loop in Section 5.1, we now address the
modeling of multiple feedback loops that are located in the same layer of the architecture.
Employing multiple feedback loops, the relationships between them should be captured
to identify potential interdependencies between them. Therefore, it should be made visible
at the architectural level if multiple feedback loop operate independently from each other
or in a coordinated manner. The coordination of multiple feedback loops is required if
they address competing concerns and therefore compete with each other. Such interference
between feedback loops are resolved by coordination.
In the following, we consider the mRUBiS example that employs two feedback loops, one
for self-repairing failures and one for self-optimizing performance. Hence, two concerns
are maintained by self-adaptation: The availability of mRUBiS that is affected by failures.
The response time of mRUBiS that should be optimized. Each concern is handled by an
individual feedback loop because each concern requires its specific runtime models and
model operations. While the self-repair feedback loop has been discussed in Section 5.1, we
now introduce the self-optimization feedback loop. The FLD specifying the Self-optimization
feedback loop is shown in Figure 29. It analyzes the response time and the configuration
of mRUBiS to identify performance issues. Such issues indicate the need for adapting the
configuration to meet a certain target response time or to improve the response time. The
feedback loop then resolves the identified issues by adapting the configuration of mRUBiS.
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Figure 29: FLD for Self-optimization Feedback Loop.

Specifically, the feedback loop consists of four model operations. Similar to the self-repair
feedback loop, the Update and Eect operations use triple graph grammar rules (TGG Rules)
that specify by means of model transformation rules how the Architectural Model reflecting
the running mRUBiS system is synchronized with the system. Thus, monitoring the system,
the Update operation keeps the Architectural Model up-to-date. The Check for p-issues operation performs the analysis by applying Performance analysis rules on the Architectural Model.
These rules define checks to identify occurrences of performance issues (i. e., the response
time is above or below a given threshold, and the current configuration of mRUBiS is
not optimal with respect to performance). If no performance issues are found, the feedback loop terminates in the state Analyzed. Otherwise, the issues are annotated in the
Architectural Model and adaptation is required to resolve them.

5.2 multiple feedback loops

The planning activity1 uses the performance issues annotated to the Architectural Model
by the analyze operation to resolve them by selecting appropriate adaptation strategies
(e. g., removing optional components to improve performance). The selected strategies prescribing an adaptation of mRUBiS are annotated to the Architectural Model. The subsequent
Eect operation executes the selected strategies and hence the prescribed adaptation using
basic code-based actions such as adding, removing, or restructuring components in the
Architectural Model. Moreover, it synchronizes the corresponding changes of the model to
the running mRUBiS using the TGG Rules, which terminates one run of the feedback loop.
Finally, the self-optimization feedback loop has two initial states either initiating its execution with the monitor or the analyze activity. This will be exploited later when coordinating the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops.
In general, EUREMA supports the specification of multiple feedback loops by distinct
FLDs. In this context, employing multiple feedback loops raises questions of possible interferences between them. If there are no interferences, the two feedback loops are independent from each other and each of them may operate independently. However, if there
are interferences between them, coordination between them is required to address these
interferences. In the following, we discuss both cases, independent and (inter)dependent
feedback loops, and how they are modeled with EUREMA to make the relationships between the feedback loops explicit in the design of self-adaptive software.
5.2.1 Independent Feedback Loops
If there are no interferences between multiple feedback loops, for instance, because the
different concerns are not conflicting, the corresponding feedback loops can be specified
and operated completely independent from each other. For instance, consider two feedback loops: One that maintains the performance of the adaptable software by adapting the
software to the available bandwidth. And one that adjusts the software to country-specific
settings (e. g., multi-language support) by (de)activating existing components. Adapting the
software to country-specific settings does not affect the bandwidth since these components
already exist in the software. Otherwise, the adaptation would have to load dynamically
the components, for instance, from a remote server, which would affect the bandwidth and
therefore, interfere with the feedback loop managing the performance. On the other hand,
adapting the software due to the available bandwidth does not affect the adaptation due to
country-specific settings since for each of these settings a corresponding component must
be activated and cannot be adapted to improve the performance. Consequently, both feedback loops do not affect each other such that they are independent of each other. Therefore,
they can be specified and operated completely independent from each other.
Rather than modeling the independent feedback loops of this example, we stick to our
running mRUBiS example and assume that the self-repair and self-optimization feedback
loops are independent of each other in a similar manner—although this assumption will
not hold in reality (e. g., optimizing the performance of a failing system is not reasonable,
or repairing a failure changes the architecture and configuration of the software, which
impacts the performance). Nevertheless, we stick to the example and assumption to discuss
the specification and operation of independent feedback loops in the following.
1 In contrast to the other operations, the planning activity is not specified and executed by a runtime model,
particularly a change model (cf. Section 4.1) such as explicit adaptation strategies. It is a completely code-based
operation to illustrate that EUREMA is able to integrate such operations and does not necessarily require that
operations are specified and executed by runtime models.
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Layer-1

We have already specified the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops individually and independently from each other in distinct FLDs (cf. Figure 21 on Page 66 and
Figure 29 on Page 72). To specify that these two feedback loops operate independently from
each other, we use the LD that generally describes the relationships between feedback loop
instances (i. e., megamodel modules). The LD for the example is depicted in Figure 30. It
shows that instances of the self-optimization and self-repair feedback loops are located at
Layer-1 and both are sensing and effecting :mRUBiS located at Layer-0. Both instances have
individual triggering conditions that might be activated at the same time such that they
operate concurrently. While the triggering condition of the :Self-repair module has been
discussed in Section 5.1.3, the :Self-optimization module should be triggered in its initial
state Monitor when the load in :mRUBiS increases, causing an event of type LoadIncrease,
and when 60 seconds since its last execution have elapsed. Based on the individual triggering conditions, both modules operate independently from each other and without any
controlled interactions as these modules are not interrelated in the LD.
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Figure 30: LD for Independent Feedback Loops.

However, it is conceivable that each of the two modules observes the adaptations performed to :mRUBiS by the other one. The :Self-repair and :Self-optimization modules individually maintain an Architectural Model reflecting :mRUBiS (cf. FLDs in Figure 21 on Page 66
and Figure 29 on Page 72). Monitoring the system and updating the architectural model,
a feedback loop can observe the adaptation executed to the system by the other feedback
loop, especially since both feedback loops perform architectural adaptations. However, we
considers such observations of each other’s adaptations to be implicit and irrelevant interactions since an adaptation performed by one of the feedback loops does not interfere with
or even cause an adaptation performed by the other one. The reason for this consideration
is that the two feedback loops are independent of each other. For the example, we assumed
independence of the feedback loops while generally the independence must be ensured by
engineers during development.
Compared to the LD in Figure 22 on Page 67 for the case of employing the single selfrepair feedback loop, this LD just adds the :Self-optimization module in parallel to the
:Self-repair module within the same layer. Consequently, the individual specification of independent feedback loops with FLDs continues when structuring instances of these feedback
loops in an LD. However, running feedback loops completely independent of each other in
EUREMA prevents any further coordination of them. For instance, they would have to be
coordinated by a higher-layer feedback loop to adapt both of them safely (cf. Section 5.3).
That is, the higher-layer feedback loop would have to intercept the execution of both feedback loops for adaptation, which is impeded due to uncoordinated and non-synchronized
execution of these loops. Consequently, EUREMA does not support higher-layer feedback
loops that control two or more independently running feedback loops.

5.2 multiple feedback loops

In general, an LD explicitly shows if multiple feedback loop instances exists and if they
operate independently from each other. This would not be visible by solely using FLDs
since they focus on individual feedback loops and not on the whole adaptation engine.
5.2.2 (Inter)Dependent Feedback Loops
If we employ multiple feedback loops to address different concerns, there can be interferences between them that constitute dependencies or interdependencies between the feedback loops. This is particularly the case if the concerns are competing. In our running example, the concerns of availability (or failures) and response time are competing and causing
likely interferences. On the one hand, optimizing the performance of a failing system is not
reasonable because a subsequent repairing of the failures may contradict the optimizations.
On the other hand, repairing a failure changes the architecture and configuration of the
system, which may impact the performance (e. g., a faulty component is replaced by an alternative component that consumes more resources than the faulty one). Such interferences
cause (inter)dependencies and require coordination of the feedback loops.
In this context, we consider two aspects of coordination. The first aspect addresses the
coordinated execution of the feedback loops in terms of synchronization to control concurrency. Such a coordination is required to avoid conflicts due to concurrency, for instance,
when multiple feedback loops perform an adaptation at the same time. The second aspects
covers reaching a consensus if conflicts occur, for instance, if contradicting adaptations
have been planned and should be executed. A consensus determines a trade-off between
the concerns and it can be reached by mechanisms from utility theory [156] (e. g., utility
functions to balance multiple concerns [115]) or coordination and agreement in distributed
systems [126] (e. g., voting to select adaptation actions for execution [369]). Such mechanisms typically require knowledge about the internals of the runtime models used in the
feedback loops. For instance, to determine a trade-off among competing concerns requires
knowledge about the current situation and goals of the concerns. Such knowledge is captured in the runtime models such as reflection models representing the current situation of
the adaptable software and adaptation models operationalizing the goals (cf. Section 4.1).
Since the internals of runtime models are transparent for EUREMA, the mechanisms for
achieving a consensus are not specified in EUREMA but they have to be realized by the
implementations of the model operations and runtime models. Consequently, the mechanisms for achieving a consensus are also transparent for EUREMA. In contrast, EUREMA
targets a higher abstraction level and addresses the interplay of the model operations and
runtime models. Therefore, EUREMA focuses on the first aspect of coordination, that is,
supporting the coordinated execution of multiple feedback loops.
In EUREMA, the coordination of the execution of multiple feedback loops is explicitly
modeled with FLDs and LDs, the same language as used for specifying the individual
feedback loops. At runtime, instances of these FLDs synchronize the operation of the (inter)dependent feedback loop instances while LDs make the coordinated execution explicit
in the architectural design. In the following, we discuss two basic design alternatives for
coordinating the execution of multiple feedback loops and we apply these alternatives to
the mRUBiS example with the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops. These two
alternatives differ in the abstraction level at which coordination is addressed. The first alternative coordinates the execution at the level of complete feedback loops while the second
alternative coordinates the execution at the level of individual adaptation activities.
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Sequencing Complete Feedback Loops
A simple way to coordinate multiple feedback loops is to execute them sequentially, for instance, based on prioritizing one feedback loop over the other. Thus, the feedback loops do
not interfere due to concurrency, which is ensured by EUREMA. However, if the feedback
loops aim for competing goals and therefore permanently perform contradicting adaptations, their implementations have to provide a mechanism for achieving a consensus.
In EUREMA, the coordinated, sequential execution of multiple feedback loops is specified by FLDs and LDs. For the mRUBiS example, the sequential execution of the self-repair
and self-optimization feedback loops is specified by an additional FLD shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: FLD for Sequencing Complete Feedback Loops.

We named this FLD Self-management-1 as it covers self-repair and self-optimization capabilities. It uses complex model operations to synchronously invoke the individual feedback
loops. A higher priority is assigned to repairing failures than to optimizing performance
since optimizing the performance of a failing system is only reasonable after the system
has been repaired. Therefore, the self-repair is executed before the self-optimization loop.
Specifically, the complex model operations Repair and Optimize are bound respectively to
the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loop instances, which is defined by the LD in
Figure 32. Thus, the :Self-management-1 module invokes the :Self-repair and :Self-optimization
modules one after the other. As a consequence, the invoked modules do not need any triggering condition in contrast to the :Self-management-1 module. This module is triggered if
an event of the type RtException indicating potential failures or LoadIncrease indicating potential performance issues is emitted by :mRUBiS and when 35 seconds after the previous
execution have elapsed. This triggering condition combines the individual triggering conditions of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops discussed before.2 Taking over
the coordination, the :Self-management-1 synchronizes the other modules in sensing and
effecting :mRUBiS and when being triggered, it delegates to the other modules to perform
the self-repair or self-optimization. Thus, the :Self-management-1 module itself does not perform any adaptation activity and has therefore no label in contrast to the labels MAPE for
the :Self-optimization, M..PE for the :Self-repair, and A for the :Self-repair-A module.
The coordination of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops to sequentially
execute them is specified in detail by the FLD (see Figure 31). The Repair operation invokes the self-repair feedback loop, that is specified by the FLD in Figure 21 on Page 66,
to start execution in the initial state Monitor. Thus, the monitor and analyze activities of
this feedback loop are carried out to update and check the Architectural Model for failures.
2 Coordinating multiple feedback loops with different periods (i. e., execution frequencies) generally requires
aligning the feedback loops to a common period. Accordingly, EUREMA requires that coordinated feedback
loops have a common trigger attached to the coordinating megamodel module. Such a trigger may result from
combining individual triggers, that is, by identifying a common period and merging individual events.
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Figure 32: LD for Sequencing Complete Feedback Loops.

Depending on whether failures have been identified or not, the self-repair feedback loop
either continues with the following adaptation activities or it terminates, respectively. This
influences the subsequent execution of the self-optimization feedback loop.
If no failures are identified, the self-repair feedback loop does not plan and execute
any adaptation and terminates in the final state Analyzed. In this case, the subsequent selfoptimization feedback loop may immediately start with the analyze activity because the
self-repair’s monitor activity has already updated the shared Architectural Model and no
adaptation of this model and of mRUBiS has been performed to repair any failures. As
shown in the FLD in Figure 31, the Architectural Model and the TGG Rules are passed as
parameters to both feedback loops when instances of these loops are invoked at runtime.
Thus, both feedback loops share the same model and use the same rules for the monitor
and execute activities to synchronize the model and mRUBiS in the same way.3 Thus, the
Optimize operation invokes the self-optimization feedback loop, that is specified by the FLD
in Figure 29 on Page 72, to begin execution in the initial state Analyze (cf. the control flow
connecting the exit compartment Analyzed of the Repair operation to the entry compartment
Analyze of the Optimize operation in Figure 31). If no performance issues have been identified, the self-optimization feedback loop terminates in the final state Analyzed. Otherwise,
it performs the plan and execute activities, and terminates in the final state Executed.
On the other hand, if the self-repair feedback loop identifies failures, it plans an adaptation of the mRUBiS architecture, which repairs these failures, executes this adaptation to
mRUBiS, and terminates in the final state Executed. This requires that the subsequent selfoptimization feedback loop performs monitoring to observe the effects of this adaptation,
for instance, to obtain the mRUBiS architecture after the repair. Therefore, Optimize invokes
the self-optimization feedback loop to begin execution in the initial state Monitor (cf. the
control flow connecting the exit compartment Executed of the Repair operation to the entry
compartment Monitor of the Optimize operation in Figure 31). After carrying out the monitor and analyze activities, the self-optimization loop either terminates or, if performance
issues have been identified, plans and executes an adaptation addressing these issues.
3 The synchronization of a reflection model (e. g., the Architectural Model) and an adaptable software (e. g.,
mRUBiS) is the causal connection problem (cf. Section 2.1.5), that is, propagating changes from the software
to the model by the monitor activity and vice versa by the execute activity. This problem can be generically
solved (cf. Section 8.2) as we consider generic changes at the architectural level (e. g., creating and deleting
components and changing their interconnections and parameters) [258, 292]. Thus, changes of the software
that are monitored or adaptations that are planned can be generically described as such architectural changes
and used for the causal connection regardless of the addressed self-adaptation capability such as self-repair or
self-optimization.
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This coordination design synchronizes different feedback loops by sequentially executing them based on priorities and by using the adaptable software for synchronization.
Thus, an adaptation performed by one feedback loop is executed to the software before
another loop starts execution with the monitor activity to observe the effects of the adaptation. However, if a feedback loop does not perform any adaptation of the reflection model
and adaptable software, the subsequent loop may skip the monitoring and start with the
analyze activity since the previous loop already performed the monitoring to update the
shared reflection model. Thus, explicitly coordinating multiple feedback loops makes visible which runtime models are shared by them and allows feedback loops to benefit from
other loops, for instance, by reusing instead of recomputing the monitoring results. In
EUREMA, such a coordination is explicitly specified by FLDs defining how the execution
of the megamodel modules is coordinated and by LDs describing how the coordinating
and the coordinated modules are related to each other at the architectural level.
For the given example, the implementation of the feedback loops does not have to provide any mechanisms for achieving a consensus since there are only basic interferences
that are resolved by prioritizing and sequencing the feedback loops. On the one hand,
the self-repair feedback loop only repairs the broken system, which may affect the performance but which is also a prerequisite for optimizing the system and its performance.
On the other hand, we assume that the self-optimization feedback loop does not cause
any failures in the system, which would otherwise require adaptations to be performed
by the self-repair feedback loop. Consequently, there exists only a one-way dependency,
that is, the self-optimization feedback loop depends on the self-repair feedback loop. Such
one-way dependencies can be addressed by ordering the feedback loops accordingly.
Sequencing Adaptation Activities of Feedback Loops
The other design alternative for coordinating the execution of multiple feedback loops is
more fine-grained than completely sequencing them. It intertwines the feedback loops by
synchronizing them in shared monitor and execute activities and sequentially executing
their individual analyze and plan activities. Modeling this coordination with FLDs and
LDs, EUREMA ensures that the activities of the different feedback loops do not interfere
due to concurrency. However, the implementations of the analyze and plan activities of
the different feedback loops have to achieve a consensus since subsequent activities might
contradict the analysis and planning results produced by the preceding activities. Both
aspects will be discussed in the following using the running mRUBiS example.
In this example, the coordinated execution of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops at the level of adaptation activities is specified by the FLD in Figure 33.
The Update and Eect operations that perform respectively the monitor and execute activities synchronize the Architectural Model with the running mRUBiS by using the TGG Rules.
This Architectural Model is shared by the individual, concern-specific analyze and plan activities of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops (cf. complex model operations
RepairAP and OptimizeAP) that are specified in individual FLDs shown in Figure 34. These
FLDs just describe the analyze and plan fragments of the self-repair and self-optimization
feedback loops (cf. Figure 15 on Page 57 and Figure 29 on Page 72).
Thus, the analysis and planning for the self-repair are executed before the analysis and
planning for the self-optimization. The Architectural Model is only modified by the selfrepair’s plan activity if the related analyze activity has identified failures. These modifications are a planned adaptation of the Architectural Model and of the running mRUBiS
to repair the failures, that is, the adaptation has not been effected yet in the model and
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system. If no adaptation for self-repair has been planned, there are no conflicting adaptations possible when an adaptation is subsequently planned for self-optimization. Otherwise, the adaptations proposed for the self-repair must be handled by the subsequent
analyze and plan activities for the self-optimization, which requires achieving a consensus.
In this case, the adaptation proposed for the self-repair is considered as an invariant for
the self-optimization, that is, the implementations of the analyze and plan activities for the
self-optimization take potential adaptations planned in the Architectural Model for the selfrepair into account and do not plan any conflicting adaptations. For instance, if a faulty
component in mRUBiS should be exchanged by an alternative component to repair the system, the analyze and plan activities for the self-optimization will not prevent or undo this
planned replacement although the replacing component might consume more resources
than the replaced one and hence decrease the overall performance of the system.
Considering the Self-management-2 FLD in Figure 33, when the self-optimization’s analyze and plan activities terminate, the Eect operation is executed if adaptations are proposed in the Architectural Model by the self-repair’s or the self-optimization’s plan activities.
Thus, at least one of the complex model operations RepairAP or OptimizationAP must terminate in the state Planned. In this case, the Eect operation executes the planned adaptations
in the Architectural Model and synchronizes them to the running mRUBiS. Otherwise, the
Self-management-2 module terminates in the state Analyzed because no failures and no performance issues have been identified, which does not require any adaptation to be planned
and thus to be executed in the Architectural Model and to mRUBiS.
Similar to the coordination mechanism discussed previously, we use an LD to bind the
complex model operations to the invoked megamodel modules and to make all modules with their coordinated execution visible at the architectural level. The corresponding LD is shown in Figure 35. The :Self-management-2 module senses and effects :mRUBiS
and it delegates to the :Self-repair-AP and :Self-optimization-AP modules when the analysis and planning steps for the self-repair and self-optimization should be performed.
Therefore, the complex model operations RepairAP and OptimizeAP are respectively bound
to the :Self-repair-AP and :Self-optimization-AP modules (cf. use relationships from the
:Self-management-2 to the :Self-repair-AP and :Self-optimization-AP modules in the LD).
Similar to the :Self-management-1 module discussed previously in the context of the other
coordination design, the :Self-management-2 module coordinates the other modules such
that it requires a triggering condition in contrast to the coordinated, invoked modules. For
this design, the same triggering condition as for the :Self-management-1 module is used.
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Figure 34: FLDs for the Analyze and Plan Activities of the (a) Self-repair and (b) Self-optimization.

However, in contrast to the other coordination design, the coordinating module does
not only delegate to other modules but also performs itself adaptation activities. The
:Self-management-2 module performs the monitor and execute activities such that it is labeled with M..E, and it delegates to the :Self-repair-AP and :Self-optimization-AP modules
that realize the analysis and planning activities such that they are labeled with AP.
This example illustrates that coordinating multiple feedback loops at the level of adaptation activities supports sharing some activities such as monitoring and execution while
having specialized activities such as analyze and plan for the specific concerns. In this
context, EUREMA supports the coordinated execution of multiple feedback loops whose
activities are essentially combined to one feedback loop. However, such a combination
likely requires achieving a consensus among the activities of different feedback loops, for
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Figure 35: LD for Sequencing Adaptation Activities of Individual Feedback Loops.
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instance, to avoid the planning of conflicting adaptations. This kind of coordination has to
be addressed by the implementations of the activities since a consensus usually depends
on internals of the runtime models and operations that are transparent for EUREMA.
Summing up, the coordination of multiple feedback loops can be specified with the same
modeling concepts of EUREMA as used for specifying individual feedback loops. Thus, engineers do not have to learn new concepts to model the coordination. While FLDs are used
to define how the coordination is done, LDs make the coordination visible in the architectural design. In this context, EUREMA focuses on the coordinated execution of multiple
feedback loops either by synchronization at the level of complete feedback loops or at the
level of individual adaptation activities of the different feedback loops. Explicitly specifying the synchronization, EUREMA enables the coordinated execution of multiple feedback
loops in a controlled manner, which is eventually realized by the EUREMA interpreter.
Moreover, the explicit specification enables the sharing of reflection models (e. g., the
Architectural Model) or adaptation activities (e. g., the monitor or execute activity) among
multiple feedback loops. This potentially reduces the computation efforts at runtime. For
instance, by sharing the monitor and execute activities as well as the reflection model, the
causal connection among the reflection model and the adaptable software is maintained
for all feedback loops rather than maintaining it redundantly for each feedback loop.
5.3

layered feedback loops

So far we have discussed the modeling of single and multiple feedback loops that are
located within the lowest layer of the adaptation engine and that directly control the adaptable software. In this section, we discuss feedback loops that are located in different and
higher layers of the adaptation engine and therefore, they operate on top of each other.
That is, we stack feedback loops in a layered architecture. Such layered feedback loops
are used to realize adaptive control architectures, in which a higher-layer feedback loop
dynamically adapts a feedback loop at the layer directly below to dynamically adjust the
adaptation logic. Though being adapted by a higher-layer feedback loop, a lower-layer
feedback loop should not be aware of and dependent on the higher-layer loop. Thus, a
lower-layer feedback loop should be able to operate without any higher-layer loop.
Similar to the adaptable software, a feedback loop should be generally adaptable by
means of its parameters or structure. While for parameter adaptation it is often sufficient
that a higher-layer feedback loop observes and adapts individual variables of the lowerlayer feedback loop, structural adaptation requires architectural views. Such views can be
provided by reflection models representing adaptable feedback loops. In the following, we
discuss how layered feedback loops are modeled in EUREMA and how reflection models
and the adaptation of feedback loops are supported by EUREMA.
Feedback loops developed with EUREMA are adaptable by construction because the
EUREMA models as feedback loop specifications and visualized by FLDs are kept alive
at runtime and they are directly executed by an interpreter. Particularly, the specification
and the runtime instance of a feedback loop collapse such that the same model is used
to specify, execute, and adapt the feedback loop. The EUREMA interpreter is able to cope
with dynamic changes of EUREMA models, even while executing these models. EUREMA
supports dynamic adaptation of feedback loops with respect to the FLD elements, namely,
the runtime models, model operations, control flow, and usage of runtime models.
Thus, EUREMA supports dynamically adjusting the runtime models used within a feedback loop, for instance, to replace the evaluation and change models that define the plan
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and analyze activities. Likewise, model operations can be adjusted by adding, removing, or
replacing them. This typically requires further adaptation of the usage of runtime models
and the control flow. Besides such structural adaptations, the control flow can be adjusted
by parameter adaptation when decision nodes are used. Such nodes enable the conditional
branching of the control flow, which can be adapted by changing the conditions of individual branches. Despite these various options to dynamically adapt a feedback loop,
adjusting the runtime models is often sufficient since they serve as executable behavioral
specifications for model operations and they contain the working data of the operations
(cf. Section 4.2). Hence, the behavior of individual model operations and of the feedback
loop can be easily adapted by changing the runtime models used within the loop.
Such adaptations of feedback loops are conducted by other feedback loops operating at
higher layers. In EUREMA, the modeling of higher-layer feedback loops is similar to the
modeling of feedback loops that are located at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine
and that control the adaptable software. However, a particular aspect is the creation and
maintenance of reflective views of adaptable feedback loops, which are used by higherlayer feedback loops as a basis for adaptation. Such views can be realized by reflection
models representing adaptable feedback loops. To discuss such reflection models and the
modeling of layered feedback loops with EUREMA, we use the following example.
The self-repair feedback loop applies a set of repair strategies to handle failures at runtime that occur in mRUBiS (cf. FLD in Figure 21 on Page 66). This set covers alternative
strategies to repair failures. For instance, a component causing failures can be restarted,
redeployed, reconfigured, or replaced with a another component providing the same functionality. Thus, a repertoire of repair strategies is available and a decision must be made
which strategies should be applied. Each strategy has different characteristics, for instance,
in terms of effectiveness and costs. Replacing a component can be more effective but also
more costly than just restarting it. To manage the set of strategies and to decide which
strategies should be applied by the self-repair feedback loop, we employ another feedback
loop operating on a higher layer and on top of the self-repair loop. It analyzes the success
of the applied repair strategies and if needed, it selects other strategies from the repertoire,
which replace the currently applied strategies in the self-repair feedback loop. This constitutes an adaptation of the self-repair feedback loop by the higher-layer feedback loop.
A similar scenario is conceivable for the analysis rules used by the self-repair feedback
loop to identify failures. These rules might have to adapted, for instance, to improve the
accuracy of the failure identification, which can be conducted by a higher-layer loop.
This example follows the reference model of Kramer and Magee [258] (cf. Section 2.2.3)
that considers a higher-layer feedback loop that manages the adaptation plans (i. e., strategies) of a lower-layer feedback loop. Using this example, we discuss in the following two
variants of reflecting on feedback loops, which are supported by EUREMA. These variants
correspond to the idea of procedural and declarative computational reflection [285] (cf. Section 2.1.5). In procedural reflection, the EUREMA models that specify and execute feedback
loops are directly used as reflection models of the feedback loops for adaptation. In contrast, declarative reflection employs user-defined reflection models of feedback loops that
are separated from the EUREMA models that specify and execute the feedback loops.
5.3.1 Procedural Reflection: EUREMA Models as Reflection Models
In procedural reflection, the program of a system implements the domain functionality
and serves directly as the representation of itself for adapting it (cf. Section 2.1.5). Ap-
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plying this idea to EUREMA means that the EUREMA models specifying and executing
feedback loops are directly used as reflection models of the feedback loops for adaptation.
Thus, a higher-layer feedback loop dynamically adjusts the EUREMA models as visualized
by FLDs that specify and execute a lower-layer feedback loop to adapt this lower-layer
loop. This approach to reflection is feasible since EUREMA models are kept alive at runtime and executed by an interpreter that can cope with dynamic changes of the models.
Consequently, higher-layer feedback loops do not maintain a separate representation of a
lower-layer feedback loop but one and the same representation in terms of the EUREMA
model is used for the specification, execution, and adaptation of the lower-layer loop.
For the example, the higher-layer feedback loop that exploits procedural reflection to
adapt the self-repair feedback loop is defined by the FLD in Figure 36. This feedback loop
is called Select-repair-strategies. It is in charge of selecting repair strategies from a repertoire
and providing them to the self-repair feedback loop by means of adaptation.
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Figure 36: FLD for the Higher-Layer Feedback Loop with Procedural Reflection.

Therefore, the Select-repair-strategies feedback loop uses the runtime model, particularly,
the reflection model called feedbackLoopModel. This model is labeled with an icon to highlight that it is an FLD model. Thus, this model is an EUREMA model as visualized by an
FLD, which is directly used as a runtime model by the feedback loop. In the example, this
model is the FLD instance specifying and executing the self-repair feedback loop (cf. Figure 21 on Page 66). The Select-repair-strategies feedback loop uses this FLD instance to check
the success rate of the currently applied repair strategies. Particularly, the Check strategies
operation identifies which strategies are currently used by the self-repair feedback loop
and which failures have not been treated and thus still exist in mRUBiS.
Having access to the FLD instance specifying and executing the self-repair feedback loop,
the Select-repair-strategies feedback loop may also access the runtime models used within
the self-repair loop, especially, the Repair strategies and the Architectural Model to identify
the currently used strategies and the untreated failures. Remember that the identified failures are annotated to the Architectural Model. If such failures exist, these strategies may
not be able to cope with these failures such that they should be replaced. Accordingly,
the Check strategies operation annotates the Repair strategies in the feedbackLoopModel. This
basic analysis is specified by executable Strategy analysis rules.
The subsequent Select strategies operation identifies and replaces the annotated strategies directly in the feedbackLoopModel (i. e., in the FLD instance specifying and executing
the self-repair feedback loop) with alternative strategies from the Strategy repertoire. This
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replacement is defined by Strategy selection rules that simply choose alternative strategies
from the repertoire that should be tried out by the self-repair feedback loop to tackle the
untreated failures.4 Thus, the Select strategies operation directly changes the FLD instance
specifying and executing the self-repair feedback loop by exchanging the runtime model
defining the Repair strategies. The runtime model defining the currently used strategies is
removed and the runtime model defining the new strategies is injected. Having replaced
the strategies, the higher-layer feedback loop terminates and the self-repair feedback loop
immediately uses the new strategies when continuing its execution.
Applying procedural reflection, the causal connection between the reflection model and
the feedback loop under adaptation is ensured by construction. Thus, there is no need
for explicit monitor and execute activities in a higher-layer feedback loop such as the
Select-repair-strategies feedback loop whose monitor and execute activities are implicitly
realized by the analyze and plan activities (cf. related stereotypes in the FLD in Figure 36).
To achieve procedural reflection, the FLD model reflecting the lower-layer feedback
loop has to be bound at runtime to the specific megamodel module that encapsulates
the FLD instance specifying and executing this feedback loop. This binding is defined
by the LD in Figure 37 showing the :Select-repair-strategies module at Layer-2 that senses
and effects the :Self-repair module at Layer-1. The binding of the FLD model, that is called
feedbackLoopModel and contained in the :Select-repair-strategies module, to the :Self-repair
module is defined by the use relationship having the same name as the model and pointing from the :Select-repair-strategies to the :Self-repair module. The mechanism for binding
an FLD model to a megamodel module is similar to the binding of a complex model operation to the invoked megamodel module and of a model operation to the software module
providing an implementation (cf. Section 5.1.4). Hence, when specifying an FLD model as
part of a higher-layer feedback loop to reflect on a lower-layer feedback loop, the name
of this model declares a variable. This variable is used in the LD to bind the model to
the specific megamodel module specifying and executing the lower-layer feedback loop. In
the example, the FLD model is called feedbackLoopModel (cf. Figure 36), which declares a
variable that is used in the LD (cf. Figure 37) to bind the model to the appropriate module.
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Figure 37: LD with Layered Feedback Loops and Procedural Reflection.

4 Since the focus of this section is on modeling layered feedback loops with EUREMA, we consider basic analysis
and planning mechanisms for the higher-layer feedback loop, which simply select existing repair strategies in
a trial and error fashion. In general, the analysis and planning mechanisms are out of scope of EUREMA
since they are realized by implementations of model operations and runtime models. Consequently, from the
EUREMA’s point of view, advanced mechanisms such as dynamically synthesizing new repair strategies are
conceivable. However, we do not elaborate such mechanisms or claim any contribution concerning them.
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We name runtime models that are bound to megamodel modules FLD models as they refer to feedback loops specified by FLDs. When modeling a higher-layer feedback loop (e. g.,
the Select-repair-strategies), engineers specify an FLD model (e. g., the feedbackLoopModel)
that materializes at runtime to an instance of the FLD specifying and executing the lowerlayer feedback loop (e. g., the Self-repair FLD shown in Figure 21 on Page 66). In general, an
FLD model can be used for arbitrary purposes by a feedback loop although it is typically
used as a reflection model to represent and control a lower-layer feedback loop.
To control and adapt the self-repair feedback loop, the :Select-repair-strategies module
operates on the :Self-repair module (i. e., on an instance of the FLD in Figure 21 on Page 66).
Thereby, it also operates on the :Self-repair-A module (i. e., on an instance of the FLD in
Figure 19 on Page 65) because this module is used and therefore included by the :Self-repair
module. Thus, reflecting on a megamodel module includes the reflection on other modules
used by the megamodel module. In general, to dynamically adapt a lower-layer feedback
loop, a higher-layer feedback loop changes the FLD instance that specifies and executes the
lower-layer loop. Thus, all FLDs shown in this thesis are initial specifications of feedback
loops since they are kept alive at runtime, they directly serve as the runtime instance for
execution, and they might be dynamically changed at runtime.
The triggering conditions of higher-layer feedback loops are quite similar to the conditions for feedback loops at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine that are directly controlling the adaptable software (cf. Section 5.1.3). They refer to events emitted by the sensed
module and define the initial state of the higher-layer feedback loop in which the execution should start. Here, the sensed module is the lower-layer feedback loop specified and
executed by EUREMA. In general, events are synchronously emitted by the EUREMA interpreter when executing a feedback loop in terms of an FLD instance. There exists three types
of events:(1) Before[opName] events are emitted before any operation is executed. (2) Similarly, After[opName] events are emitted after any operation is executed. Thereby, opName
refers to the name of the specific operation that is executed. Finally, (3) OnTransition[tName]
events are emitted when a transition in terms of a control flow link between two operations
is executed. Thereby, tName refers to the name of the operation’s exit compartment that is
the unique source end of the executed transition. In contrast to operations, there is no behavior associated to transitions. Therefore, we do not have to distinguish between the state
before and after executing a transition and we consider only the OnTransition event type.
All events of these three types are emitted synchronously, which supports intercepting
the execution of feedback loops. Particularly, EUREMA supports intercepting the execution
of a (lower-layer) feedback loop to synchronously execute another (higher-layer) feedback
loop. Consequently, feedback loops that operate on top of each other do not run concurrently to avoid conflicts such as the higher-layer feedback loop adapts the repair strategies
of the lower-layer loop while this lower-layer loop currently applies these strategies.
To ensure that layered feedback loops do not run concurrently, triggering conditions of
higher-layer feedback loops must not use the period concept to influence the frequency of
execution. The reason is that the whole adaptation engine would be blocked if lower-layer
loops are intercepted and higher-layer loops are delayed until the period has elapsed. This
distinguishes triggering conditions for feedback loops at the lowest layer of the adaptation
engine from conditions for higher-layer feedback loops since the adaptable software emits
events asynchronously while the EUREMA feedback loops synchronously. In other words,
the adaptable software is not intercepted and blocked to execute a feedback loop at the
lowest layer of the adaptation engine while any EUREMA feedback loop is intercepted and
blocked to execute a feedback loop at the next higher layer.
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Therefore, a triggering condition of a higher-layer feedback loop consists of only two
parts: <events>; <initialState>;. The first part is a list of events of the types Before, After,
or OnTransition that define the interception points. The individual events of this list are
combined by logical disjunction such that the trigger is activated when the lower-layer
feedback loop reaches one of the interception points defined by the list of events. Thus, the
list must contain at least one event. The second part of the triggering condition defines the
initial state in which the triggered higher-layer feedback loop will start execution.
Triggering a higher-layer feedback loop by intercepting the lower-layer feedback loop
avoids inconsistencies due to concurrency. Particularly, intercepting a feedback loop at the
given execution states (i. e., before or after executing an operation or when executing a transition) enables a safe adaptation similar to a quiescent state (cf. [259]). On the one hand, a
feedback loop is not intercepted and adapted while it is executing an operation and thus
any behavior. An operation works on runtime models and it may modify them. Therefore,
when intercepting a model operation during its execution, the runtime models might be
in an inconsistent state since the operation has not finished its work yet. Consequently,
we consider an operation as an atomic unit of execution. This consideration and the fact
that operations should be stateless (i. e., their state is externalized to the runtime models)
ensures that the runtime models are in a consistent state after an operation has been executed and before the next operation will be executed (cf. After and Before event types). This
state between executing two operations is the execution of a transition connecting these
two operations. Since transitions do any have any associated behavior, we may also intercept the execution of a transition (cf. OnTransition event type) for safe adaptations. On the
other hand, the execution of a feedback loop in EUREMA is the sequential, non-concurrent
execution of operations. Consequently, when intercepting a feedback loop between the execution of two operations, the feedback loop does not have any active behavior, that is, no
operation is running. This means that the feedback loop is quiescent. Thus, ensuring consistent runtime models and intercepting a (lower-layer) feedback loop allows the higher-layer
feedback loop to safely adapt the lower-layer feedback loop.
In this context, the specific interception point that is used to adapt a feedback loop can
be selected by engineers. With the triggering condition of the higher-layer feedback loop,
engineers specify when the lower-layer feedback loop should be intercepted and therefore
adapted. This allows engineers to take into account dependencies between operations such
as two consecutive operations use the same runtime model while both of these operations
should either use the original or the adapted version of the runtime model (cf. version consistency [284]). Hence, the adaptation should take place either before or after the execution
of both operations but not in between the execution of both. Engineers may respect such
constraints by specifying corresponding triggering conditions.
The adaptation of a lower-layer feedback loop is only restricted concerning the interception point. A higher-layer loop must not remove the interception point of the lower-layer
loop as part of an adaptation. Otherwise, the EUREMA interpreter looses the position to
which the program counter5 of the lower-layer loop points and it cannot continue the execution of this loop after the execution of the higher-layer loop. The interception point of a
feedback loop is either before or after executing a specific operation or while executing a
specific transition. When intercepting a feedback loop, the program counter points to the
specific operation or transition of the interception point. Thus, an adaptation must not re5 For each feedback loop instance, the EUREMA interpreter maintains a program counter pointing to the currently executed operation or transition. The EUREMA language reflects this counter as the relationship current
pointing from the instance’s execution context to the currently executed operation or transition (cf. Section A.1).
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move this operation or transition. A detailed discussion of safely adapting feedback loops
at runtime is given in Section 6.6 in the context of the EUREMA execution semantics.
For the example, the triggering condition of the :Select-repair-strategies module (see Figure 37) refers to the event After[Deep check for failures] that is emitted when the EUREMA
interpreter executes the :Self-repair and :Self-repair-A modules, particularly, after having executed the Deep check for failures operation (cf. FLD in Figure 19 on Page 65). This is the case
if more than two consecutive runs of the self-repair feedback loop has identified failures
in mRUBiS, which indicates the need for new or other repair strategies. At this point, the
execution of the :Self-repair and :Self-repair-A modules are intercepted and the higher-layer
:Select-repair-strategies module synchronously starts execution in its initial state Adapt. This
higher-layer module adapts the repair strategies used by the :Self-repair module. After it
has finished execution, the :Self-repair module continues execution at the point it has been
intercepted and starts now using the adapted strategies for the planning. Consequently,
the interception point has been selected to be after the analysis but before the planning activities of the self-repair feedback loop. In a run of the feedback loop, the repair strategies
are only used by the planning activity that will now use initially the adapted strategies.
Using the interception point After[Deep check for failures], the :Select-repair-strategies module must not remove the operation Deep check for failures from the :Self-repair-A module.
The EUREMA interpreter’s program counter points to this operation when intercepting
the self-repair feedback loop. The interpreter requires keeping this operation to properly
continue execution after executing the :Select-repair-strategies. Nevertheless, other kinds of
adaptations effecting the operation such as adapting its wiring to other operations (i. e., the
control flow), its usage of runtime models, and its used runtime models are possible.
The advantage of directly using EUREMA models as reflection models of feedback loops
is that the causal connection is ensured by construction. This avoids the development of
monitor and execute activities for higher-layer feedback loops, which create and maintain
reflection models of lower-layer feedback loops. However, by using the same model of a
feedback loop for executing as well as adapting it, the adaptation cannot be decoupled from
the execution. Thus, any adaptation performed by the higher-layer feedback loop is instantaneously enacted to the lower-layer feedback loop. This avoids previewing the adaptation,
for instance, to analyze a projected adaptation before enacting it. Moreover, using the same
model for execution and adaptation means that also the same abstraction level is used for
both. Consequently, a higher-layer feedback loop has to work at the abstraction level of the
execution to adapt the lower-layer loop. Thus, a higher-layer feedback loop does not create
and work on higher-level, adaptation-specific abstractions of the lower-layer loop.
5.3.2 Declarative Reflection: User-defined Reflection Models
In declarative reflection, the program of a system implements the domain functionality
and a separate representation of the program is maintained and used for adapting it. This
requires the synchronization of the program and the representation, that is, the causal
connection as discussed in Section 2.1.5. Thus, user-defined reflection models expressed in
an arbitrary language can be used to represent the program under adaptation.
Applying this idea to EUREMA means that a higher-layer feedback loop employs a userdefined reflection model representing the lower-layer feedback loop. Thus, two representations of the lower-layer loop are used at runtime: The EUREMA models for specifying and
executing it and that are kept alive by the EUREMA interpreter. The user-defined reflection
model for adapting it, which is maintained by the higher-layer feedback loop.
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For the example, the higher-layer feedback loop that follows the idea of declarative reflection to adapt the self-repair feedback loop is defined by the FLD shown in Figure 38.
The task of this Select-repair-strategies-2 feedback loop is to select repair strategies from a
repertoire and provide them to the self-repair feedback loop by means of adaptation.
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Figure 38: FLD for the Higher-Layer Feedback Loop with Declarative Reflection.

Therefore, the Select-repair-strategies-2 feedback loop performs the similar function as the
Select-repair-strategies feedback loop discussed in the previous section (cf. the FLD in Figure 36 on Page 83). Particularly, both perform the same analyze and planning activities
to determine if and which repair strategies should replace the strategies currently used
by the self-repair feedback loop. However, since the Select-repair-strategies-2 feedback loop
maintains its own reflection model of the self-repair feedback loop, it requires corresponding monitor and execute activities. As depicted in Figure 38, the Observe operation monitors the self-repair feedback loop and accordingly keeps the Self-repair Model up-to-date.
This model is a reflection of the underlying self-repair feedback loop. Using this reflection model, the analyze and plan activities are carried out. The replacement of the repair
strategies is prescribed in the Self-repair Model. The execute activity, called Replace strategies,
finally uses this model to enact the prescribed replacement in the self-repair feedback loop.
The corresponding LD that shows the layered feedback loops using declarative reflection is depicted in Figure 39. Similar to the case of procedural reflection (cf. Figure 37 on
Page 84), this LD shows that the :Select-repair-strategies-2 megamodel module at Layer-2
senses and effects the :Self-repair module including the :Self-repair-A module at Layer-1.
Moreover, the same triggering condition is used for the :Select-repair-strategies-2 module
as for the :Select-repair-strategies-1 module in the previous case.
However, a particular aspect in this case is that the higher-layer feedback loop maintains
a user-defined reflection model (cf. Self-repair Model in the FLD in Figure 38) instead of
directly using the EUREMA models specifying and executing the self-repair feedback loop.
Thus, the reflection model does not require a binding to any EUREMA model, which would
have been defined in the LD. In this context, a reflection model is user-defined because its
metamodel can be user-defined and it is maintained by user-defined model operations
for the monitor and execute activities (cf. Observe and Replace strategies operations in the
FLD in Figure 38). Thus, engineers may decide which information about the lower-layer
feedback loop is covered by the reflection model as well as the abstraction level of the
model. This supports adaptation-specific reflection models. However, the engineers must
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Figure 39: LD with Layered Feedback Loops and Declarative Reflection.

ensure the causal connection between the reflection model and the reflected feedback loop
by defining and implementing model operations for the monitor and execute activities.
For this purpose, sensors and effectors provided by EUREMA can be used to observe and
adjust feedback loops by means of the EUREMA models. For sensing EUREMA models,
they can be queried and events notifying about the execution and changes of these models
are emitted by the EUREMA interpreter. For effecting EUREMA models, basic means to
change models are provided such as changing attribute values, or adding and removing
nodes and relationships. Engineers can use these sensors and effectors to implement model
operations for the monitor and execute activities that realize the causal connection.
The advantage of user-defined reflection models is that the higher-layer feedback loop
may run decoupled from the lower-layer feedback loop since the reflection model is kept
separate from the EUREMA models specifying and executing the lower-layer loop. Thus,
an adaptation can be planned, analyzed, and even reverted in the reflection model without
affecting the lower-layer feedback loop. However, the disadvantage is that both representations have to be synchronized to each other to ensure the causal connection. Nevertheless,
this synchronization can be simplified since both representations are models conforming
to MDE principles, that is, they have potentially different metamodels but the same metametamodel (cf. Section 2.1). Thus, one-to-one copies of EUREMA models can be directly
provided as reflection models or MDE techniques such as model synchronization to keep
the EUREMA model and the user-defined reflection model consistent to each other can be
used. We have shown the applicability of such techniques for the monitor and execute activities of a feedback loop to maintain multiple reflection models at runtime [22, 28]. Finally,
user-defined reflection models can be at a higher level of abstraction than the EUREMA
models and thus emphasize adaptation-specific concerns such as the performance or success rate of the lower-layer feedback loop. Thus, a higher-layer feedback loop does not
have to work on the EUREMA model that is also concerned with the execution of feedback
loops but it may focus on adaptation-specific concerns.
Overall, LDs explicitly describe the feedback loops at the individual layers of the architecture and how the feedback loops are interrelated and particularly stacked by sense and
effect relationships. This makes the adaptive control strategy visible in the architectural
design of the self-adaptive software. In this context, LDs make further visible whether procedural or declarative reflection is used. If a reflection model is bound to a megamodel
module in the LD, procedural reflection is used, otherwise declarative reflection.
In general, the number of layers is not restricted by EUREMA such that engineers may
stack feedback loops as often as required. The stacking of feedback loops is only restricted
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with respect to controlling concurrently running feedback loops (cf. Section 5.2). EUREMA
does not allow a higher-layer feedback loop to control two or more lower-layer feedback
loops that run concurrently. Otherwise, this would require to intercept two or more feedback loops in a synchronized manner. That is, all controlled feedback loops have to reach
their designated interception points until the higher-layer feedback loop can be executed to
perform safe adaptations. This synchronized interception may cause major disturbances of
the adaptation engine until all controlled feedback loops are intercepted (i. e., intercepted
feedback loops are blocked until the other feedback loops reach their interception points).
It may even result in a deadlock because some feedback loops will never reach their interception points, for instance, when a certain branch of a feedback loop is never executed
and the interception point refers to operations or transitions in this branch. At the costs
of this restriction, EUREMA automatically supports safe adaptations of feedback loops in
layered architectures without requiring from engineers to implement any functionality that
enables the interception and quiescence of feedback loops. This functionality is generically
realized and provided by EUREMA. Thus, engineers are not concerned with such issues
but can focus exclusively on developing the adaptation logic of the feedback loop.
In this section, we have discussed the modeling of layered feedback loops with EUREMA.
Similar to the modeling of multiple feedback loops and their coordinated execution (cf. Section 5.2), the same language concepts used for modeling single feedback loops are used for
modeling layered feedback loops. Thus, there is no need for engineers to learn additional
concepts to specify adaptive control architectures by stacking feedback loops in EUREMA.
Moreover, EUREMA supports developing such architectures because EUREMA-based feedback loops are adaptable by construction and EUREMA models can be directly used as
reflection models (cf. procedural reflection) or they are amenable for MDE techniques to
create and maintain user-defined reflection models (cf. declarative reflection).
Finally, based on the EUREMA triggering mechanism, the EUREMA interpreter ensures
that layered feedback loops do not run concurrently, which avoids any inconsistencies
between the layered feedback loops and which supports safe adaptations of feedback loops.
Hence, EUREMA does not burden engineers with synchronizing the execution of layered
feedback loops. Engineers only have to specify the triggering conditions for these feedback
loops, based on which EUREMA realizes the synchronized execution of the feedback loops.
5.4

off-line adaptation

Self-adaptation envisions that software is able to adjust itself according to changes in its
own state, context, or requirements by automating and taking over some of the adaptation
activities that are otherwise performed off-line in the context of maintenance. However,
we cannot expect that self-adaptive software is able to cope with all evolution needs itself
and thus, to fully automate and take over all kinds of off-line adaptation activities. This
requires the typical maintenance of self-adaptive software. Thus, self-adaptive software has
to undergo adaptation due to maintenance steps that are analyzed and planned off-line by
engineers and then executed on-line to the running software. Consequently, self-adaptation
and maintenance together address the long-term evolution of the software.
On the one hand, this calls for the co-existence of on-line and off-line adaptation, that
is, the coordination of activities that are performed by feedback loops (i. e., internally to
the self-adaptive software in the runtime environment) respectively by engineers (i. e., externally to the self-adaptive software in the development environment) to properly evolve
the software. Of particular interest is the execution of an adaptation that has been ana-
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lyzed and planned off-line to the running self-adaptive software. As the execution is done
on-line while at the same time feedback loops might be operating for self-adaptation, the
coordination of both kinds of adaptations is necessary.
On the other hand, this calls for a maintenance interface provided by the adaptation
engine to support engineers in observing the running self-adaptive software and executing
adaptations developed off-line to the running software. Obtaining runtime information
about the software, engineers use this information in the development environment to
analyze and plan an adaptation, for instance, to fulfill a change request. The resulting
adaptation must then be executed, for instance, by updating the software.
In general, since we consider self-adaptive software following the external approach,
maintenance may target the adaptation engine or the adaptable software. For the adaptation engine, we may conceive the following maintenance scenarios:(1) adding or removing
a feedback loop at different layers in the running adaptation engine, (2) changing an existing and running feedback loop in the adaptation engine, and (3) supporting the adaptation
concerning legacy feedback loops. Finally, the last maintenance scenario targets the adaptable software, that is, (4) the adaptable software is directly changed while being operational
and without changing the feedback loops already running in the adaptation engine.
In the following, we use these four scenarios to discuss how EUREMA supports offline adaptation and thus the maintenance of self-adaptive software by enabling the coexistence and coordination of on-line and off-line activities, and providing a maintenance
interface of the running software. Particularly, we discuss how EUREMA is used to model
an adaptation that is analyzed and planned off-line by engineers and how the resulting
models are used for executing the adaptation on-line.
The rationale of EUREMA’s approach to off-line adaptation is based on two principles.
First, we interpret a maintenance process as a feedback loop (cf. [272, 274]) that is effectively
split up into on-line monitor and execute and off-line analyze and plan activities.
Monitor: On-line monitoring is supported by observing EUREMA models including the
runtime models that are used within the feedback loops. Since EUREMA models as visualized by FLDs and LDs are directly used for executing adaptation engines, they innately
reflect the running feedback loops and the runtime architecture of the self-adaptive software. Moreover, runtime models used within feedback loops either reflect the adaptable
software (e. g., the architectural model reflecting mRUBiS) or specify the self-adaptation
(e. g., change models such as the repair strategies). Thus, they describe knowledge about
the adaptable software and the self-adaptation logic of individual feedback loops.
Analyze: Using the maintenance interface provided by the EUREMA interpreter, engineers
in the development environment may retrieve snapshots of these models and use them
to analyze off-line the running system, its context, and requirements. For this purpose,
runtime models have to be used since they contain the latest information about the running
system, context, and requirements that may dynamically change at runtime, which is not
reflected in the design-time models.
Plan: If an adaptation is needed, for instance, due to a change request, engineers use these
models to plan off-line an adaptation. In this context, an adaptation may refer to changes
according to the scenarios (1)-(4). In general, an adaptation planned off-line should be
applicable despite intermediate self-adaptations that have occurred on-line. Therefore, engineers should have knowledge about the configuration space of the self-adaptive software
to anticipate potential states of the software and to make an off-line adaptation applicable
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to these states. Having planned an adaptation, engineers use the EUREMA language to
specify the adaptation and its enactment to the running self-adaptive software.
Execute: The resulting EUREMA models are sent to the EUREMA interpreter through the
maintenance interface for on-line execution. The interpreter executes these models at the
designated layer of the adaptation engine, which enacts the adaptation developed off-line
to the running self-adaptive software. This execution accomplishes a maintenance cycle
such that these models can be optionally removed from the adaptation engine afterwards.
This maintenance process illustrates that we consider EUREMA models and the contained runtime models as carriers of knowledge about the self-adaptive software between
the runtime and development environments. By seamlessly exchanging models, on-line
and off-line adaptation activities interact and both environments are integrated. Moreover,
the maintenance process illustrates that some of the activities are performed off-line by engineers in the development environment while other activities are modeled with EUREMA
and performed on-line by the EUREMA interpreter in the runtime environment. Concerning the activities performed by engineers in a concrete maintenance cycle, EUREMA does
not prescribe the maintenance process. Thus, the process may consists of more refined activities from the software evolution field, for instance, impact analysis, release planning,
requirements analysis, and requirements update instead of the more abstract analyze and
plan activities. Concerning the on-line activities, the maintenance process shows that the
EUREMA language can be used to specify maintenance activities besides feedback loop activities for self-adaptation. Similar to feedback loops modeled with EUREMA, maintenance
activities that are specified by FLDs are treated at runtime as megamodel modules.
The second principle we exploit for EUREMA’s approach to off-line adaptation is the
layered architecture of the self-adaptive software. We consider layers of feedback loops
that operate on top of the lowest layer which is the adaptable software. Thereby, a layer
may adapt the layer directly below while the lower layer should not be aware of and
dependent on any higher layer. To enable the maintenance of the self-adaptive software,
the layered architecture is exploited to execute an off-line adaptation to the self-adaptive
software in coordination with the running feedback loop instances in the software. Therefore, the megamodel module executing an off-line adaptation will be usually placed at
the layer above the topmost layer of the self-adaptive software. Thus, the module may intercept the currently running feedback loop instances to avoid any concurrency and thus
conflicts concerning the execution of adaptations. This ensures that an off-line adaptation
is executed without interfering or being interfered by feedback loop instances performing
self-adaptation. Such a coordinated execution is explicitly specified with LD to describe at
which layer a megamodel module performing the off-line adaptation will be placed and
which other feedback loop instances will be intercepted. Additionally, the execution of an
off-line adaptation and the execution of existing feedback loop instances can be coordinated similarly to the coordinated execution of multiple feedback loops (cf. Section 5.2).
Thus, we may specify the coordinated execution in an FLD and properly place an instance
of this FLD as a megamodel module in the LD, which enacts the coordination.
To discuss EUREMA’s support for off-line adaptation by considering maintenance processes as feedback loops and by exploiting layered architectures, we use the four scenarios discussed previously. To avoid repetitions, the first scenario—adding or removing a
feedback loop—is discussed in more depth to introduce all relevant details of EUREMA’s
approach to off-line adaptation, which apply to all scenarios.

5.4 off-line adaptation

5.4.1 Adding or Removing a Feedback Loop
The first maintenance scenario is to add or remove a feedback loop at various layers of
the adaptation engine. That is, a feedback loop can be added to a layer at which feedback
loops are already operating (e. g., an engine employing a self-repair feedback loop can be
additionally equipped with a self-optimization feedback loop, which results in multiple
feedback loops operating at the same layer as discussed in Section 5.2) or it can be added
to a new layer on top of the existing layers of the engine (e. g., an engine employing a
self-repair feedback loop can be additionally equipped with a higher-layer feedback loop
managing the repair strategies as discussed in Section 5.3). Likewise, feedback loops can
be removed from an arbitrary layer of the engine. It is further conceivable to add or remove
a fragment of a feedback loop from the adaptation engine. For instance, an engineer may
only specify and add a monitoring activity to the engine that maintains a certain runtime
model representing the adaptable software. This model can then be transferred to the
development environment where it is analyzed by the engineer. However, in the following
we discuss the scenario of adding a complete feedback loop to the adaptation engine.
We now consider our running example that employs the self-repair feedback loop to automatically heal failures in mRUBiS. The corresponding layered architecture is represented
by the LD in Figure 40a. As discussed in Section 5.3, the self-repair feedback loop uses
a set of repair strategies that might have to be adjusted from time to time by selecting
appropriate strategies from a repertoire for this set. This task can be done by a higherlayer feedback loop. Thus, an engineer decides to develop such a higher-layer loop and to
evolve the self-adaptive software from a two-layer to a three-layer architecture shown in
Figure 40c. We refer to Section 5.3 for a detailed discussion of the higher-layer loop and
the purpose of the three-layer architecture. Hence, this example addresses the maintenance
scenario of adding a higher-layer feedback loop on top of another feedback loop.
To perform such a change, an engineer proceeds as follows. At first, she retrieves snapshots of the runtime models that are currently employed in the system from the EUREMA
interpreter. In particular, these models are the EUREMA models specifying and executing the self-repair feedback loop (i. e., instances of the FLDs in Figure 21 on Page 66 and
Figure 19 on Page 65) and the layered architecture (i. e., the LD in Figure 40a). These models allow the engineer to observe and analyze the deployed self-repair feedback loop and
the contained runtime models used within the loop (e. g., the reflection model describing
the runtime architecture of mRUBiS, or the change models specifying the employed repair strategies). Based on such knowledge about the running feedback loops and mRUBiS,
the engineer can make an informed decision. For instance, based on the employed repair
strategies and the untreated failures in the reflection model, she may identify the need to
replace the repair strategies. Frequently identifying such a need, she may decide to develop
a higher-layer feedback loop that automatically selects appropriate strategies and replaces
the currently used strategies with the selected ones in the self-repair feedback loop.
The development of the higher-layer feedback loop is done with EUREMA, that is, the
engineer specifies the loop with an FLD and provides implementations for the model operations and runtime models used within the loop. For the example, this results in the FLD
called Select-repair-strategies shown in Figure 36 on Page 83.
In addition, the engineer has to specify how the developed feedback loop as modeled
with the FLD should be integrated as a megamodel module into the running system. This
is done by modeling an adaptation rule describing how the layered architecture of the system should be adjusted. An example of such a rule is shown in Figure 40b that follows a
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Figure 40: An Off-line Adaptation Adding a Feedback Loop.

graph transformation approach to modify a model in-place.6 This rule specifies how the
current layered architecture reflected by the LD in Figure 40a should be changed to obtain
the target architecture shown in Figure 40c. In general, the elements of a graph transformation rule that are annotated with ++ (- -) are added to (removed from) the LD if a match for
its elements having no or a - - annotation is found in the LD. For the example, applying the
rule identifies a match for the :Self-repair module at Layer-1, it consequently adds the module :Select-repair-strategies (i. e., an instance of the FLD modeled by the engineer) at Layer-2,
establishes the sense and effect relationships between both modules including the triggering condition, and binds the feedbackLoopModel used in the :Select-repair-strategies module
to the :Self-repair module. This results in the desired three-layer architecture (cf. Figure 40c).
6 EUREMA does not define or prescribe the language for such adaptation rules. Theoretically, any mechanism
can be used that specifies and executes changes of a model, in this context of the LD. We apply a mechanism based on graph transformations [57, 8] that is suitable for structural changes of models. Technically, the
EUREMA interpreter integrates an existing execution engine for graph transformations, which can be easily
replaced with an alternative mechanism and engine.
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In general, an adaptation rule does not only specify the addition and removal of megamodel and software modules from certain layers as well as the sense (including a triggering
condition) and effect relationships between modules. It additionally has to specify different
kinds of bindings. Complex and basic model operations contained in an added megamodel
module must be bound to megamodel and software modules via use relationships between
the corresponding modules (cf. Section 5.1.4). Furthermore, but only for procedural reflection between feedback loops, a reflection model contained in an added megamodel module
must be bound to the adapted megamodel module (e. g., the feedbackLoopModel contained
in the :Select-repair-strategies module must be bound to the :Self-repair module).
To execute the off-line adaptation, the engineer loads up the modeled FLD and the adaptation rule through the maintenance interface to the EUREMA interpreter. The interpreter
instantiates the FLD to a megamodel module (e. g., the :Select-repair-strategies module) and
applies the rule to adapt the layered architecture (e. g., from a two-layer to a three-layer architecture). Having adapted the architecture, the EUREMA interpreter executes the added
megamodel module when the corresponding triggering condition is fulfilled such that the
off-line adaptation is integrated as well as eventually executed in the running system.
While a module is integrated into (or removed from) the adaptation engine, the other
modules may operate without any impact except of delays. Such delays are caused by supporting consistent architectural adaptation in a quiescent state (cf. [259]). In this context,
adapting the layered architecture requires that all affected megamodel and software modules are quiescent, which is achieved by the EUREMA interpreter that blocks initiating new
executions of feedback loops at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine and that waits
until the current executions terminate. If these feedback loops have finished their execution
and are quiescent, all higher-layer feedback loops are quiescent as well since they are only
executed by intercepting running lower-layer feedback loops. As soon as all feedback loops
are quiescent, that is, non of them are currently running, the layered architecture can be
safely reconfigured by applying an adaptation rule such as the one shown in Figure 40b.
The EUREMA interpreter applies such a rule while the adaptation engine is quiescent. After that it breaks the quiescent state, that is, it disables any blocking of feedback loops and
allows initiations of feedback loop executions. A detailed discussion of quiescence with
respect to the whole adaptation engine is given in Section 6.6.
Afterwards, the execution of a newly added module is coordinated with the other modules by a triggering condition defined in the adaptation rule (e. g., the triggering condition
of the added :Select-repair-strategies module in Figure 40b). Such a triggering condition for
a megamodel module that senses another megamodel module enables the exclusive execution by intercepting the execution of the sensed lower-layer module to run the higher-layer
module (cf. Section 5.3). This enables the exclusive and thus synchronized execution of the
modules to coordinate the execution of an off-line adaptation with running feedback loops.
In general, EUREMA’s approach to off-line adaptation is technically feasible due to the
LD that is kept alive at runtime and used as a procedural reflection model of the selfadaptive software. Thus, the LD is used by the EUREMA interpreter to execute the feedback loops and it can be directly modified to dynamically adapt the feedback loops. Such
modifications are done by applying an adaptation rule for maintenance purposes (cf. Figure 40b). Moreover, it is conceivable to employ another adaptation engine on top of the
engine that is reflected by the LD. The higher-layer engine then operates on the LD.
The following dynamic changes of LDs and therefore of adaptation engines are supported. Layers and megamodel modules can be added and removed from the engine. Since
sense, effect, and use relationships between modules can be interpreted as dependencies,
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a module depends on another module if the former senses, effects, or uses the latter. Thus,
a module can be added if the modules it depends on already exist in the running selfadaptive software.7 Likewise, a module can be removed if there does not exist any other
module that depends on it. Considering the example in Figure 40c, the :Self-repair-A cannot
be removed since the :Self-repair module uses and depends on it. Likewise, the :Self-repair
module cannot be removed since it is sensed and effected by the :Select-repair-strategies
module. However, the :Select-repair-strategies module can be removed since no other module depends on it. To remove this module, it is required to specify and upload just an
adaptation rule defining the removal of this module from the LD. For this purpose, an
FLD is not needed since no new functionality is added. In general, the adaptation rule for
removing a module must also remove the module’s sense and effect relationships to other
modules and the bindings of the module’s operations and models to other modules. For
instance, removing the :Select-repair-strategies module requires among others the removal
of the sense and effect relationships to the :Self-repair module as well as the binding of the
feedbackLoopModel to the :Self-repair module. In general, the sense and effect relationships
as well as the bindings can also be individually added or removed from an LD.
A module that already exists in the adaptation engine can be adapted by changing the
bindings of its complex model operations to other megamodel modules, and of its basic
model operations to software modules implementing these operations. This has been discussed in Section 5.1.5 in the context of variability that can now be exploited at runtime.
The changes discussed so far alter the number and composition of modules in flexible
layers of the adaptation engine. Finally, LDs reflect the triggering conditions of megamodel
modules that can be dynamically changed by adapting their constituent parts (cf. Section 5.1.3). Thus, events whose occurrences trigger a megamodel module can be added
or removed from the trigger specification, the period of a trigger can be adjusted, and finally, a different initial state of the feedback loop can be chosen for initiating the execution.
All these kinds of changes particularly modify the composition of modules and thus
the structuring of feedback loops in a layered architecture. We consider such changes as
more extensive and less frequent adaptations than adjusting the internals of a feedback
loop (e. g., replacing the adaptation strategies). Therefore, such changes are addressed by
off-line adaptation while the internals of feedback loops can be adjusted by self-adaptation
in layered architectures (see Section 5.3) but also by off-line adaptation (see next section).
Summing up this example illustrating the maintenance scenario of adding a feedback
loop to the running self-adaptive software, it shows how EUREMA supports adaptation
that has not been anticipated when initially developing and deploying the software, such
as evolving the software from a two-layer to a three-layer architecture (cf. Figure 40).
5.4.2 Changing a Feedback Loop
In this section, we discuss the second maintenance scenario, which is changing an existing
and running feedback loop in the adaptation engine. Particularly, the internals of the feedback loop in terms of the model operations, control flow among the operations, runtime
models, and usage of the models are the subject of change. We may consider such changes
7 Issues due to cyclic dependencies do not matter since cyclic dependencies are either not allowed (i. e., the principle of layered architectures that an element at a certain layer can only adapt an element at the adjacently lower
layer prevents any cycles concerning either sense or effect relationships) or they should be generally avoided
for functional dependencies (e. g., two modules should not use each other’s functionality, which otherwise
would cause a cyclic dependency).
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as patches of running feedback loops. Thus, we use EUREMA to specify a patch process.
The resulting FLD is loaded up and executed once in the running system to perform the
patch. This contrast with the previous scenario, in which an FLD specifies a feedback loop
that remains in the system until it might be removed by a future off-line adaptation.
We now consider the same example that employs the self-repair feedback loop to automatically heal failures in mRUBiS and that requires maintaining the repair strategies from
time to time by developing new or selecting other strategies. In the previous scenario, the
focus was on selecting strategies from a repertoire, which can be easily automated and thus
realized by self-adaptation. In contrast, we now focus on developing novel strategies for
the self-repair feedback loop since some types of failures have not been anticipated when
initially deploying the feedback loop with its strategies. Since automating the development
of strategies is far more difficult than just selecting strategies, this task is not automated
but performed by an engineer. Having developed off-line the novel strategies, the engineer
patches afterwards the running feedback loop to integrate these strategies.
To perform such an update of the running self-repair feedback loop, the engineer proceeds as follows. She retrieves snapshots of the EUREMA models and the contained runtime models from the EUREMA interpreter to see which strategies are used and which
failures have occurred and not been repaired in the reflection model representing mRUBiS.
By analyzing these models, the engineer identifies the need for new repair strategies since
untreated failures exist that cannot be handled by the currently deployed strategies. She
develops these new strategies using the same formalism as employed for the existing strategies in the self-repair feedback loop. That is, strategies are expressed in a certain language
and specified in a model that is kept alive at runtime (cf. the runtime model Repair strategies
in the FLD in Figure 21 on Page 66). Thus, the new strategies are expressed in the same language, which results in the model New repair strategies. To add this new model and hence
the new strategies to the running self-repair feedback loop, the engineer models a patch
process with EUREMA as shown by the FLD in Figure 41 to enact the off-line adaptation.
Self-repair-patch
New repair
strategies
r
<<Execute>>
Patch

Add repair
strategies
r

added
Patched

w

<<ReﬂectionModel>>

feedbackLoopModel

Figure 41: FLD for Patching a Feedback Loop.

This patch process consists of a single model operation that adds the New repair strategies
to the feedbackLoopModel reflecting the self-repair feedback loop. Particularly, the operation
merges the New repair strategies into the existing Repair strategies used in the self-repair loop.
Besides specifying this patch process, the engineer has to implement the single operation.
In this example, a code-based implementation is used as the FLD does not show any further
runtime model that is consumed by the operation. Finally, the patch process terminates in
a destruction state, denoted by a cross, which is a special final state of an FLD. It defines
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Figure 42: An Off-line Adaptation Patching a Feedback Loop.

that the megamodel module as an instance of the FLD is executed exactly once and when
it reaches the final state, it is destroyed and erased from the adaptation engine.
Similar to the previous scenario, to integrate the FLD developed off-line as a megamodel
module into the adaptation engine, the engineer specifies an adaptation rule as shown
in Figure 42b. This rule and the FLD shown in Figure 41 are loaded up to the EUREMA
interpreter. The interpreter instantiates the FLD to the :Self-repair-patch module and applies
the rule on the LD reflecting the running self-adaptive software as shown in Figure 42a.
This adaptation temporarily evolves the two-layer to a three-layer architecture as shown in
Figure 42c. The :Self-repair-patch module is added to the layer above the :Self-repair module
as the former module adapts the latter. Therefore, the :Self-repair-patch module can intercept
the :Self-repair module to perform a safe adaptation of the repair strategies.
Using the uploaded adaptation rule, the EUREMA interpreter safely adapts the layered architecture in a quiescent state. Afterwards, the :Self-repair-patch module can be activated by its trigger After[Monitor]; Patch; that enables the coordinated execution of the
:Self-repair-patch and :Self-repair modules. The execution of the :Self-repair module is inter-
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cepted after this module has executed its initial operation called Monitor (cf. Figure 21 on
Page 66) in order to run the :Self-repair-patch module starting in its initial state Patch (cf. Figure 41). After the patch module has added the new repair strategies into the :Self-repair
module, the :Self-repair module continues execution and uses the new strategies for the
next planning. The :Self-repair-patch module will be executed exactly once and it will be
destroyed and removed from the adaptation engine afterwards. The resulting architecture
is the same as the one before applying the patch (cf. Figure 42a) except that new repair
strategies that have been developed off-line are now used by the self-repair feedback loop.
This scenario exemplifies that based on dynamic and flexible layers, feedback loops running at a certain layer 1..n can be dynamically changed by megamodel modules that realize adaptations (e. g., patches developed off-line) and that temporarily operate at the next
higher layer 2..(n + 1) until the off-line adaptation has been achieved.
5.4.3 Support for Legacy Feedback Loops
We have discussed so far how megamodel modules, that is, feedback loops specified with
FLDs can be adjusted by off-line adaptation. Particularly, we have considered adding,
changing, and removing megamodel modules from the adaptation engine, which is feasible since the EUREMA interpreter is in charge of managing and executing such modules.
In this context, EUREMA provides basic support for managing and executing legacy
feedback loops. Such feedback loops are not specified with EUREMA. Therefore, they are
handled as black boxes and described as software modules (i. e., packages with black tabs)
in LDs (cf. Section 5.1.2). Consequently, management and execution support is not provided
for the internals of legacy feedback loops but only for those feedback loops as a black box.
On the one hand, representing legacy feedback loops in LDs and their sense and effect
relationships to other modules makes them visible in the architecture of self-adaptive software. Thus, they can be included in the design and evolution of the software. On the other
hand, EUREMA may take over the responsibility of activating legacy feedback loops if
they can be triggered in a similar way as EUREMA feedback loops (cf. Section 5.1.3), that
is, periodically or by events. Thus, triggering conditions are specified for the software modules implementing legacy feedback loops in LDs and the EUREMA interpreter initiates the
execution of these feedback loops if the triggering conditions are satisfied. Controlling the
triggering of legacy feedback loops provides the flexibility for basic off-line adaptations.
This is illustrated by the LD in Figure 43a. The :legacy.Self-repair module is an instance of
a legacy feedback loop that senses and effects :mRUBiS and that realizes self-repair capabilities. It is triggered based on the condition RtException;10s;script: legacy.Self-repair.main().
Thus, the EUREMA interpreter initiates the execution of this module if :mRUBiS emits an
event of type RtException and if ten seconds since the end of the previous execution of this
module have elapsed by invoking the method legacy.Self-repair.main() on the module. The
grammar defining the textual language to express such triggering conditions for legacy as
well as EUREMA feedback loops is discussed in Appendix A.4.
Being in charge of triggering instances of legacy feedback loops, the EUREMA interpreter
can decommission such legacy modules to migrate the adaptation engine to megamodel
modules that are specified by EUREMA. Such a migration can be realized by off-line adaptations, especially by removing the legacy modules and adding the megamodel modules
(cf. Section 5.4.1 discussing the addition and removal of feedback loops). For the given
example, an off-line adaptation may specify the removal of the :legacy.Self-repair module
such that the EUREMA interpreter will not trigger this module any more. Removing the
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Figure 43: LD with a Legacy Feedback Loop and (a) an EUREMA or (b) a Native Trigger.

actual binaries of the legacy module is out of scope of EUREMA since it can be specific
to employed technologies. Subsequently, an off-line adaptation may specify the addition
of a self-repair feedback loop as specified with EUREMA in Section 5.1. In this example,
there is only a short time interval between the removal of the legacy and the addition of
the EUREMA feedback loop, when there is no feedback loop operating in the adaptation
engine. Moreover, the EUREMA feedback loop has to start from scratch if it does not reuse
any knowledge from the legacy feedback loop. Despite these issues, we omit further details
for this example since the addition and removal of feedback loops has been generally discussed in Section 5.4.1. The discussion there also applies to legacy feedback loops except of
modeling feedback loops with FLDs since legacy feedback loops are black boxes and not
specified by EUREMA. Moreover, legacy feedback loops are not a key aspect of EUREMA.
Thus, EUREMA can support the migration from legacy to EUREMA feedback loops
by controlling the activation and decommission of megamodel and software modules that
implement the feedback loops. Similarly, it is conceivable to deploy a self-adaptive software
with no feedback loop employed in the adaptation engine but equipped with the EUREMA
interpreter. Then, an off-line adaptation may add a feedback loop to the running engine,
which supports the bootstrapping of feedback loops after the initial deployment.
In contrast, if it is not possible to trigger a legacy feedback loop using EUREMA’s triggering concept, the EUREMA interpreter cannot control the activation of the legacy feedback
loop. Hence, no triggering condition can be specified for the corresponding software module. However, EUREMA still allows the engineer to model such software modules in LDs
as illustrated in Figure 43b. Thus, legacy feedback loops whose triggering is not controlled
by EUREMA can still be made visible in the architecture of the self-adaptive software.
Similar to the LD in Figure 43a, this LD shows an instance of a legacy feedback loop,
namely the :legacy.Self-repair module that senses and effects :mRUBiS. However, instead of
an EUREMA triggering condition, the LD defines the native triggering of the legacy module.
Such a native trigger indicates that the triggering is controlled by some glue code that hardwires the legacy module and :mRUBiS. Consequently, the EUREMA interpreter cannot
interfere and support off-line adaptation of legacy feedback loops with native triggers.
5.4.4

Changing the Adaptable Software

The last maintenance scenario we are discussing does not address changes of the adaptation engine but directly of the adaptable software. Such a scenario is needed if the employed feedback loops are not able to perform the desired change and if it is not worthwhile
to automate the change with a feedback loop since such changes are not needed frequently.

5.4 off-line adaptation

For instance, a specific component of the adaptable software should be replaced as an improved version has been developed off-line due to change requests by users. In the context
of mRUBiS, users might request novel authentication mechanisms to authenticate on the
marketplace by using third-party services. This calls for replacing the authentication component deployed in mRUBiS with a novel version of it. The employed self-repair feedback
loop is not able to perform such a specific change such that off-line adaptation is used.
To perform such an off-line adaptation of mRUBiS, the engineer proceeds as follows. At
first, she develops the new version of the component based on the change requests. Then,
she obtains snapshots of the EUREMA models including the contained runtime models
that are currently used on-line. Hence, she obtains the model reflecting the runtime architecture of mRUBiS as well as the repair strategies employed by the self-repair feedback
loop. Knowing the runtime architecture as well as the repair strategies, she is aware of the
system’s configuration space. Accordingly, she identifies a reconfiguration that integrates
the newly developed component into the system that may self-adapt within this configuration space. This reconfiguration process is specified with an FLD as shown in Figure 44. It
is developed off-line and will be executed on-line to enact mRUBiS.
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Figure 44: FLD for Updating the Adaptable Software.

The reconfiguration process consists of three model operations. The Create model operation monitors the running mRUBiS and uses the TGG Rules to create the architectural
mRUBiS Model that is reflecting and causally connected to mRUBiS. The Replace component
operation plans the exchange of the specific component by applying Reconguration rules
that change accordingly the architectural model. If the component cannot be replaced in
the model, for instance, due to architectural failures that might have occurred meanwhile
in mRUBiS, the process terminates in the final state Update failed. If the component can
be replaced in the architectural model, the Eect operation loads the new component, enacts the reconfiguration prescribed in the model to the running mRUBiS, and destroys the
model. Then, the process terminates in the final state Updated.
This reconfiguration process directly changes mRUBiS and it will be therefore placed at
the lowest layer of the adaptation engine. However, the self-repair feedback loop is already
running at the lowest layer of the engine and potentially adapting the mRUBiS at the same
time. Consequently, to avoid any conflicts due to concurrent adaptations performed by the
reconfiguration process and the self-repair feedback loop, both have to be coordinated. This
is a similar same issue as coordinating multiple, (inter)dependent feedback loops, which
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we have discussed in Section 5.2. Thus, we also use here an FLD to specify the coordination
of both, the reconfiguration process and the self-repair feedback loop (see Figure 45).
Coord
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Coordinate

Update

Update

Update
failed
Updated

Coordinated

Figure 45: FLD for Coordinating the Self-repair and the Update.

Particularly, the coordination sequences the execution of the self-repair feedback loop
and reconfiguration process by invoking them one after the other through the complex
model operations Repair and Update. Hence, this coordination module takes over the triggering of the self-repair feedback loop in terms of invoking this loop such that the triggering condition of the loop has to be disabled while the coordination module is deployed.
We discuss this required change in the following when outlining how the coordinated
execution of the reconfiguration process and feedback loop is enacted on-line.
Therefore, the engineer has to specify an adaptation rule describing how instances of
the FLDs mRUBiS-update (see Figure 44) and Coord (see Figure 45) should be integrated
as megamodel modules into the adaptation engine. The corresponding rule is depicted in
Figure 46b. It changes the current layered architecture of the self-adaptive system shown
in Figure 46a to the target architecture shown in Figure 46c to perform the coordinated reconfiguration. The rule matches the :mRUBiS and :Self-repair modules as well as the sense
and effect relationships between these modules. All the other elements of the rule are
annotated with ++ such that they will be added to the architecture and do not have to
be matched. Prior to this, the elements annotated with - - are removed from the architecture. Thus, the sense and effect relationships between the :mRUBiS and :Self-repair modules
are removed, which disconnects the self-repair feedback loop from mRUBiS. Thereby, the
triggering condition attached to the sense relationship is removed as well such that the selfrepair feedback loop will no longer be directly triggered by events emitted from mRUBiS.
However, it will be triggered by invocations from the :Coord module that is added by the
adaptation rule. More precisely, based on the rule the EUREMA interpreter instantiates
the Coord and mRUBiS-update FLDs and adds the corresponding megamodel modules to
the architecture. Moreover, it wires these modules to the beforehand existing :mRUBiS and
:Self-repair modules. First, the complex model operations Repair and Update of the :Coord
module are bound respectively to the :Self-repair and :mRUBiS-update modules such that
the :Coord module can invoke these modules. Then, the sense and effect relationships are
established between the :Coord and :mRUBiS modules, which also enables the triggering
condition of the :Coord module. This module is time-triggered to execute the off-line adaptation without depending on any event emitted by the :mRUBiS module.
The :Coord module starts execution in its initial state Coordinate and it invokes the
:Self-repair module and afterwards the :mRUBiS-update module (cf. FLD in Figure 45). Thus,
the self-repair feedback loop and the reconfiguration process are sequentially executed
based on the coordination of the :Coord module. This synchronization avoids any interferences due to concurrent executions of adaptations to mRUBiS. Moreover, executing the
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Figure 46: An Off-line Adaptation Updating the Adaptable Software.

self-repair feedback loop before the reconfiguration process makes it less likely that failures
occur in between such that the process may reconfigure a repaired mRUBiS.
Similar to the other maintenance scenarios, to enact the off-line adaptation, the engineer loads up the modeled FLDs (see Figures 44 and 45) and the adaptation rule (see
Figure 46b) to the EUREMA interpreter. The interpreter ensure a quiescent state and then
applies the rule as discussed previously, which changes the layered architecture and enables the coordinated execution of the self-repair feedback and reconfiguration process.
Thus, the EUREMA interpreter enacts the adaptation of mRUBiS that has been developed
off-line by engineers and consequently finishes the maintenance cycle.
In this example, the :mRUBiS-update module realizing the enactment of the off-line adaptation remains in the adaptation engine until the engineer removes it in the context of
another off-line adaptation. Therefore, the engineer observes the EUREMA models and the
contained runtime models provided by the maintenance interface of the EUREMA interpreter to get feedback on the reconfiguration process and its success.
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When the reconfiguration process has successfully replaced the desired component in
mRUBiS, the engineer removes the :Coord and :mRUBiS-update modules from the adaptation engine by conducting another off-line adaptation cycle. Particularly, she specifies and
loads up an adaptation rule that reverts the changes of the layered architecture done in the
context of the previous off-line adaptation. The corresponding rule is shown in Figure 47.
This rule removes the :Coord and :mRUBiS-update modules as well as their wiring to the
other modules, and it establishes the original sense and effect relationships between the
:Self-repair and the :mRUBiS modules. Applying this rule at runtime reverts the current
layered architecture (cf. Figure 46c) to the original one (cf. Figure 46a). The only difference
is that mRUBiS is now equipped with the updated component.
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Figure 47: Adaptation Rule to Adjust the LD after the Update.

This maintenance scenario, which we discuss as the last one in this thesis, has shown how
the adaptable software can be maintained after the initial deployment of the self-adaptive
software while the other scenarios address the maintenance of the adaptation engine.
As illustrated by all scenarios for maintaining self-adaptive software, EUREMA supports
off-line adaptation to evolve the software, especially in a way that has not been anticipated
when initially deploying the software. Thereby, the same language concepts of EUREMA
to model single and multiple feedback loops in layered architectures are used to specify
an off-line adaptation and its enactment to the running software. Thus, having specified
the self-adaptive software with EUREMA during the design and development, no other
language concepts are needed to address the maintenance of the software. This is possible
since we consider maintenance processes as feedback loops (cf. [272, 274]) that are split
into on-line and off-line activities while the on-line part is modeled with the EUREMA language and executed by the EUREMA interpreter. The EUREMA models and the contained
runtime models, some of which are created by on-line monitoring, can be used off-line
by engineers to analyze and plan an adaptation. The planned adaptation is modeled and
developed off-line with EUREMA and finally integrated into the running system to be
executed on-line. This on-line execution is coordinated with the feedback loops running
in the system and performing self-adaptation. Moreover, off-line adaptation is enabled by
EUREMA’s support for layered architectures in which feedback loops can be dynamically
(un)loaded as megamodel modules at various layers and in which such modules can be
executed in coordination with each other. Technically, this is achieved by using the LD
as a runtime model that specifies and executes the self-adaptive software and that can be
dynamically and directly changed to adapt the software. Together with the maintenance
interface provided by the interpreter to exchange models between the runtime and development environments, this supports the co-existence of self-adaptation and maintenance.

EXECUTION

6

Having discussed the use of the EUREMA modeling language to specify feedback loops
in self-adaptive software in the previous chapter, we now discuss the execution of the corresponding models. At first, we discuss our motivation for an interpreter-based instead
of a generative approach for the execution (see Section 6.1). Then, we discuss the execution semantics by first sketching EUREMA’s general model of computation (see Section 6.2)
that we refine subsequently. Particularly, we discuss the semantics for executing concurrent
megamodel modules (i. e., concurrently running feedback loops) in Section 6.3, for executing a single megamodel module (i. e., a single feedback loop) in Section 6.4, and for the
interactions between multiple modules in Section 6.5. Based on this semantics, we discuss
in Section 6.6 how EUREMA addresses safe adaptations of feedback loops and adaptation
engines by supporting two notions of quiescence, one for adapting FLD models (i. e., the
feedback loops) and one for adapting LD models (i. e., the adaptation engine). Finally, we
discuss the requirements that EUREMA imposes on the implementations of model operations such that they comply with the EUREMA execution semantics (see Section 6.7).
The execution semantics we discuss in this chapter generally defines how FLD models
are executed with the help of the LD model—regardless of how these models are used, for
instance, to specify a single feedback loop (cf. Section 5.1.2), multiple feedback loops (cf. Section 5.2), layered feedback loops (cf. Section 5.3), or off-line adaptation (cf. Section 5.4).
6.1

interpreter vs. code generator

We designed EUREMA to be an executable DSL since we aim for supporting the engineering as well as the execution of feedback loops in self-adaptive software. Hence, EUREMA
models capture structural as well as behavioral aspects. Especially, the former aspects are
addressed by LDs and the latter by FLDs. Besides designing an executable DSL, means to
implement and to support the execution are required.
In general, interpretation and code generation are two major approaches to implement
executable DSLs [136], especially if the language has been newly invented and if the models
should be subject to “domain-specific analysis, verification, optimization, parallelization,
and transformation” [302, p. 331]. In this case, the domain concepts should be first-class
entities of the language and not be embedded and mixed with general concepts of a GPL
to enable analysis, verification and so on at the level of the domain concepts.
This applies well to the EUREMA language. On the one hand, we created a novel
language to specifically address the domain of self-adaptive software and feedback
loops, which cannot be easily achieved by typical general-purpose software engineering
paradigms and languages (cf. [386]). On the other hand, we want to enable engineers to
specify, analyze, optimize, and adapt (transform) feedback loops by using and focusing
only on domain-specific concepts such as MAPE-K, runtime models, and layered architectures.1 Consequently, we may choose an interpretation or code generation approach.
These two approaches are briefly discussed by Mernik et al. [302]. An interpreter parses
an executable model to identify, decode, and execute the DSL constructs. Instead of directly
1 A discussion of EUREMA from a language engineering perspective will be given in Chapter 9.
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executing the constructs, a generator translates them to constructs of an existing GPL that
is used for the execution. Hence, a generator approach introduces at least one additional
step, the code generation, compared to the interpreter approach. According to Mernik et al.
[302] and Voelter [425], an interpreter approach is suitable if dynamic changes are required
because it supports controlling the execution in a flexible manner. In contrast, a generator
approach is less flexible at runtime but may achieve a better execution performance.
We adopt an interpreter approach for EUREMA since dynamic changes are inherent
in self-adaptive software. For instance, we discussed dynamic changes of feedback loops
in layered architectures and by off-line adaptation in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. An interpreter
approach eases supporting such dynamic changes as it dynamically identifies, decodes,
and executes the DSL constructs in the model without requiring a static representation of
the feedback loop at the code level. Thus, an interpreter avoids the re-generation including
potential re-compilation and re-packaging steps of the changed feedback loops. This allows
a seamless integration of dynamic changes into the execution of feedback loops.
In general, an interpreter realizes the execution semantics of a modeling language, that
is, how the models expressed in this language are executed (cf. Section 2.1.1). Consequently,
the EUREMA interpreter realizes the execution semantics of the EUREMA language. However, the execution semantics remain implicit if it is only specified within the implementation of an interpreter [94]. Such implicit semantics can only be accessed by testing models
expressed in the corresponding language using the interpreter [42]. This deters engineers
from understanding the language and how the corresponding models are executed. Therefore, we additionally aim for an explicit specification of the execution semantics as it is
implemented in the interpreter. This explicit specification is discussed in the following.
6.2

semantics and model of computation

There exists different means to specify the (execution) semantics of a modeling language
although there is no commonly used formalism for such a specification, which makes the
specification challenging. The different means are operational, translational, and denotational semantics that can be specified formally or informally (cf. Section 2.1.1).
In this section, we precisely discuss the execution semantics of EUREMA using an operational approach. That is, we discuss the computations that are performed when executing
the individual concepts of the EUREMA language. This discussion will be rather informal
to ease readability and understandability. According to Selic [383, p. 316], such “[i]nformal
but structured and precise specifications of semantics are best suited for human consumption”. For instance, Harel and Naamad [206] apply such an approach to describe the semantics of statecharts. Additionally, we will discuss a more formal specification that is based
on graph transformations and that can be consumed by a computer in Appendix B.
Specifying the execution semantics of a modeling language requires selecting a model
of computation, that is, a paradigm of how to execute the models expressed in the language [383]. Selic [383] discusses two general paradigms. The first paradigm are behaviordominant models that consider stateless computational elements consuming some input
and producing some output while these elements are combined by control flow or data
flow relationships. The second paradigm are structure-dominant models that consider computational elements that are potentially stateful and structured in a network within which
these elements collaborate and exchange information. In practice, these two paradigms are
often mixed (e. g., in object-oriented computing the network of objects is structure dominant while the implementation of the objects’ methods is behavior dominant) [383].

6.3 executing concurrent megamodel modules (feedback loops)

In fact, EUREMA combines as well these two paradigms. The FLDs are behavior dominant as they capture a flow of stateless operations (i. e., adaptation activities) that form a
feedback loop and that have runtime models as input and output. The necessary state of the
feedback loop such as working data is captured externally to the operations in the runtime
models. The operations are connected to each other by control flow relationships and the
operations and models are connected by data flow relationships. In contrast, the LDs are
structure dominant as they describe a structural network of modules encapsulating FLD
instances. Such a module is typically stateful as it encapsulates the runtime models used
within the feedback loop. Moreover, these modules collaborate in terms of using, sensing,
or effecting each other, which may involve the sharing of runtime models.
Based on these two paradigms, we consider self-adaptive software as reactive systems,
that is, the feedback loops react to stimuli. Particularly, modules are triggered by events according to the specification of triggering conditions in the structure-dominant LD. When a
module is triggered, the behavior-dominant FLD instance that is encapsulated in the module is executed. Consequently, the LD determines the triggering of modules taking the use,
sense, and effect relationships into account while the FLDs determine the behavior of the
individual modules. More generally, the LD provides the required structural information
and the FLDs provide the required behavioral information to execute the feedback loops.
In the following, we discuss in detail the execution semantics of EUREMA, that is, how
EUREMA models as modeled with the LDs and FLDs are executed. For this purpose,
we refine the two general paradigms of structure- and behavior-dominant models and
discuss how the individual elements of the EUREMA language are executed as well as
their interplay to achieve the execution an adaptation engine with multiple feedback loops.
6.3

executing concurrent megamodel modules (feedback loops)

If we employ multiple feedback loops in a self-adaptive software, they may run concurrently. We discussed the modeling of such concurrent feedback loops in Section 5.2.1. The
corresponding scheme for two feedback loops is shown in Figure 48. This LD specifies that
two megamodel modules (i. e., two feedback loops) are located at the same layer and both
are sensing and effecting the underlying adaptable software. Each megamodel module has
its own trigger such that each of them is executed independently of the other one. If both
triggers are activated at the same time, the different megamodel modules run concurrently.
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Figure 48: LD Scheme for Independent and Concurrent Feedback Loops.

EUREMA supports the concurrent execution of feedback loops if they are independent of
each other. Conceptually, there must not be any interferences between the feedback loops,
which otherwise would require coordination. Technically and in terms of EUREMA, mod-
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ules that belong to different feedback loops must not be directly or indirectly interrelated
by use, sense, or effect relationships in the LD—except of sense and effect relationships to
the software modules representing the common adaptable software. This is illustrated by
the dashed line in Figure 48 that clearly separates both feedback loops at the upper layers.
Consequently, both feedback loops do not share any behavior or runtime models, that is,
modules belonging to different feedback loops do not invoke a shared megamodel module
realizing a fragment of a feedback loop, and thus, they also do not pass runtime models
as parameters of invocations to other modules. This would otherwise constitute a dependency between the feedback loops. Such dependencies of invoking shared modules or even
invoking each other’s modules are visible in the LD by means of use relationships that bind
modules as targets of invocations (cf. Section 5.1.4). Thus, modules of different feedback
loops must not be connected directly and indirectly by use relationships in the LD.
Moreover, concurrent megamodel modules as shown in Figure 48 must not be controlled
by a common higher-layer megamodel module. Such a higher-layer module would sense
and effect both of the concurrent modules (cf. Section 5.3), which introduces a dependency
between them since the higher-layer module would have to coordinate both concurrent
modules for safe adaptations. A common higher-layer module would indirectly connect
the modules of the different concurrent feedback loops by sense and effect relationships.
Therefore, we may conclude that the execution of a feedback loop is independent of the
execution of another feedback loop if both of them are specified as concurrent feedback
loops following the scheme in Figure 48. In other words, concurrently executing multiple
megamodel modules does not impact the execution semantics of the individual modules.
Thus, we can define the execution semantics of a single feedback loop (i. e., megamodel
module) independent of the other feedback loops that run concurrently in the adaptation
engine. Thereby, the execution of each megamodel module follows the same semantics.
6.4

executing a single megamodel module (feedback loop)

In the following, we describe the execution semantics of a single megamodel module the
realizes a feedback loop. In the course of the discussion, we also consider modular feedback
loops, that is, when multiple modules realize a feedback loop. Therefore, we first describe
the interface of a megamodel module to other modules (see Section 6.4.1), then triggers
for executing a megamodel module (see Section 6.4.2) as well as the execution of the FLD
instance encapsulated in the triggered module (see Section 6.4.3). Considering the latter
aspect, we further discuss the maintenance of execution information (see Section 6.4.4) and
runtime models (see Section 6.4.5) while executing an FLD instance.
6.4.1 Interface of a Megamodule Module
To discuss the execution semantics of a megamodel module, we first describe the interface
of such a module. This interface shows the possibilities of how the module can be combined
with other modules in an LD, which influences the execution of the module.
Figure 49 shows an LD fragment with a megamodel module and its potential relationships to other modules. The gray text gives these relationships an easily accessible meaning from the perspective of the depicted module. Assuming that the megamodel module
:FeedbackLoop realizes a feedback loop, it senses and effects at least one other module that
is located at the underlying layer. This underlying module can be a megamodel module
realizing another feedback loop, or a software module representing the adaptable software.

6.4 executing a single megamodel module (feedback loop)

In the former case, the module :FeedbackLoop is located at a higher layer, in the latter case
at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine. A megamodel module may have at most one
trigger that activates the module. Since we consider reactive feedback loops, the execution
of the (sensing) module depends on events that are emitted by the sensed module. Thus,
the trigger is annotated to a sense relationship along which the events can be observed.
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Figure 49: LD Fragment Showing a Megamodel Module and its Relationships to other Modules.

Similar to sensing and effecting a module, a megamodel module such as :FeedbackLoop
itself can be sensed and effected by other megamodel modules that are located at the layer
on top of it. These higher-layer modules require as well a trigger that activates them based
on events emitted by the sensed module such as the :FeedbackLoop module in this case.
Moreover, a megamodel module uses other modules that are located at the same layer
because of two reasons. First, the module contains a complex model operation that synchronously invokes another megamodel module when being executed. Second, the module
uses software modules that are the implementations of its basic model operations. Executing a basic model operation, the corresponding implementation is synchronously invoked.
In both cases, naming the operation in the FLD declares a variable var. The variable and the
corresponding operation are then bound to the invoked module by the use relationship labeled with var in the LD. Thus, both cases describe the synchronous integration of behavior
provided by other modules into the executing megamodel module. This supports modular feedback loops (cf. Section 5.1.4). The execution semantics of basic and complex model
operations will be discussed in the context of executing an FLD instance in Section 6.4.3.
Similar to using another megamodel module, a megamodel module itself can be used.
In this case, the used module describes a feedback loop fragment that is synchronously
invoked and integrated into an overall feedback loop. A particular issue here is that a
megamodel module must not be used and have a trigger at the same time. Otherwise, the
module might be invoked and triggered concurrently, which is not supported. Megamodel
modules are not reentrant such that at most one single thread of control is active within
the module. Hence, the execution of a megamodel module can be initiated either by a
trigger or by an invocation within the execution context of another module. The triggering
of modules is discussed in the following and the invocation of modules in Section 6.4.3.
6.4.2 Triggering the Execution of a Megamodel Module
EUREMA supports event-based and timed triggering of megamodel modules. Event-based
triggering addresses the reactive execution of feedback loops initiated by occurrences of
events. Timed triggering enables the periodical execution, which does not depend on the
occurrences of events and can therefore support proactive approaches to self-adaptation.
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Both types of triggers can be composed such that the initiation of the execution depends on
the occurrences of events and on the elapsing of time between two consecutive executions.
The specifics and semantics of a trigger varies with respect to the layer in which the megamodel module to be triggered is located. We distinguish two cases here:(1) The module is
located at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine and directly controlling the adaptable
software. (2) The module is located at a higher layer of the engine and controlling another
megamodel module (i. e., feedback loop) at the underlying layer. The variations concern
the synchronous or asynchronous triggering and whether timed triggering is allowed.
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Figure 50: Trigger for Megamodel Modules at the Lowest Layer of the Adaptation Engine.

(1) Megamodel Modules at the Lowest Layer of the Adaptation Engine. The triggering of
such a module is illustrated in Figure 50. The megamodel module :FeedbackLoop directly
senses and effects the :AdaptableSoftware. A trigger is figuratively attached to the sensing
relationship that reveals a flow of events from the adaptable software to the feedback loop.
Such a trigger is expressed in a textual language (that is defined in Section A.4) and it
specifies three aspects: <events>, <period>, and an <initialState>.
1. The <events> specify a comma-separated list of at least one event that is potentially
emitted by the adaptable software. The actual runtime occurrence of such an event
activates the trigger and thus the execution of the megamodel module. In the following,
we call events that are specified in a trigger as trigger events and events that actually
occur at runtime as runtime events.
An event of both kinds is defined by an optional name and a mandatory type in a hierarchy of event types. This event type hierarchy does not support multiple inheritance
such that each event type either has no or at most one super type.
The scheme and examples of a trigger event are shown in Table 3. An event is defined by
its type such as RtException and an optional name such as Permission denied. If the name
is omitted, the event is anonymous and only characterized by the type. The type hierarchy is reflected by fully qualified types such as Exception::RtException where Exception
is the super type of RtException. The depth of the type hierarchy is not restricted, which
results in a scheme of arbitrary length Type:: ... Type::Type[Name].
2. A <period> defines the time in seconds that should elapse between two consecutive runs
of the module, which allows the adaptation performed by the last run to take effect in
the adaptable software before starting the next run (cf. settling time [215]).
3. Finally, the <initialState> refers by name to the initial operation in which the triggered
megamodel module should start execution. This initial operation is the entry point for
executing the FLD instance encapsulated in the module.
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Table 3: Overview of Trigger Events.
Scheme

Example

Type[Name]
Type
SuperType::Type
SuperType::Type[Name]

RtException[Permission denied]
RtException
Exception::RtException
Exception::RtException[Permission denied]

Based on these aspects, there exist three types of triggers for megamodel modules (see
Table 4). An event- and time-based trigger defines events that must occur at runtime as
well as a period that must elapse between two consecutive runs of the module. An eventbased trigger omits specifying a period such that only the occurrence of events is required.
A time-based trigger only specifies a period, which results in periodically executing the
module. Each trigger must specify the initial state (operation) for starting the execution.
Table 4: Overview of Trigger Types.
Type

Scheme

Event- and Time-Based Trigger

<events>;<period>;<initialState>;

Event-Based Trigger

<events>; ;<initialState>;

Time-Based Trigger

;<period>;<initialState>;

In the following, we first discuss event- and time-based triggers and then the other two
types of triggers. At runtime, the EUREMA interpreter uses a trigger to determine when
a megamodel module should be executed. This is illustrated in Figure 50. The module
:FeedbackLoop senses and effects the :AdaptableSoftware and it will be activated based on
the trigger attached to the sensing relationship that reveals a flow of runtime events from
the software to the module. The adaptable software emits runtime events to a First-In,
First-Out (FIFO) queue provided by the EUREMA interpreter. This queue decouples the
adaptable software and the feedback loops such that the interpreter can asynchronously
process these events. Thus, the adaptable software is not blocked while the interpreter evaluates the triggers and executes the feedback loops. The software can continue executing its
domain logic and providing service to users or other systems. A feedback loop only disturbs the execution of the software when it effects the software by enacting an adaptation,
which might additionally require quiescence of (parts of) the software [259, 20].
To process the runtime events from the queue (see Figure 50), the EUREMA interpreter
repeats the following behavior consisting of multiple steps that are performed sequentially:
Stepa If the queue is empty, wait until the adaptable software emits a runtime event to the
queue. Otherwise, continue with the next step.
Stepb Consume a single runtime event from the FIFO queue.
Stepc Match the trigger events against the consumed runtime event. A successful match of
the trigger events and a runtime event is determined by the following aspects:
– At least one trigger event matches successfully the runtime event. Trigger events
are combined by logical disjunction and as soon as a successful match has been
identified, the remaining trigger events, which have not been tested yet for a match,
do not have to be tested.
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– A single trigger event matches the runtime event if:
* The type of the runtime event is the same or a subtype of the trigger event type.
* Both events have the same name. However, if the trigger event is anonymous
(i. e., it does not define a name), it does not further restrict the matching such
that only the previous condition on event types must hold.
If a successful match has been found, go to Stepd , otherwise to Stepf .
Stepd Execute the megamodel module, that is, the FLD instance encapsulated in the module.
This step will be discussed in detail in Section 6.4.3.
Stepe Wait until the period has expired.
Stepf Continue with Stepa .
Performing these steps sequentially and considering an event- and time-based trigger,
Figure 51 shows an example trace of the interpreter’s behavior of evaluating such a trigger and executing the corresponding module. The adaptable software continuously adds
runtime events, e1 to e5 in this example, to the queue. The EUREMA interpreter consumes
these events one after the other in the same order as they have been added to the queue
(FIFO). For the example trace, we assume that emitting and adding runtime events to the
queue, consuming such events from the queue, and matching of trigger events against a
runtime event do not take any time—although they consume a negligible amount of time in
reality—in contrast to executing a megamodel module and waiting for a runtime event to
occur or for a period to elapse. Consequently, we consider a logical time scale in Figure 51.
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Figure 51: Example Trace for an Event- and Time-Triggered Megamodel Module at Layer 1.

We assume that the queue is initially empty. At t1 , the interpreter consumes the runtime
event e1 (Stepb ) as soon as e1 has been added to the queue, and matches the trigger events
against e1 (Stepc ). We assume a successful match of the events such that the interpreter
is executing the module (Stepd ). Having finished this execution at t2 , the interpreter is
waiting until the period defined in the trigger has passed at t3 (Stepe ). While the interpreter
is executing the module or waiting for the period to elapse (from t1 to t3 ), the adaptable
software adds e2 and e3 to the queue. At t3 , the interpreter repeats its behavior (Stepf ).
Thus, it consumes the first event from the queue (Stepb ), which is e2 , and matches the
trigger events against e2 (Stepc ). Assuming a successful match, the interpreter is executing
the module (Stepd ) until t4 . After that, the interpreter waits until the period has expired
(Stepe ). This happens at t5 and the interpreter repeats its behavior (Stepf ). While the module
was running, the adaptable software has emitted e4 . At t5 , the interpreter consumes e3
(Stepb ). However, it cannot match successfully the trigger events against e3 (Stepc ), which
is denoted by the cross in Figure 51. Consequently, it does not execute the module but
continues (Stepf ) with consuming the next event, which is e4 (Stepb ). The trigger events are
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successfully matched against e4 (Stepc ) such that the interpreter is executing the module
(Stepd ) until t6 followed by waiting for the period to expire (Stepe ). This happens at t7 and
the interpreter repeats its behavior (Stepf ) and tries to consume an event from the queue.
However, the queue is empty such that the interpreter is waiting until the adaptable software adds the next event to the queue (Stepa ), which happens for e5 at t8 . The interpreter
immediately consumes e5 (Stepb ) and matches the trigger event against e5 (Stepc )—in this
case successfully such that it is executing again the module (Stepd ).
This example trace is similar for an event-based trigger, that is, a trigger that does not
specify any period. Consequently, the interpreter skips Stepe , that is, it does not have to
wait until the period expires after executing the module and before consuming the next
event from the queue. This results in a corresponding example trace as shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Example Trace for an Event-Triggered Megamodel Module at Layer 1.

This trace describes the same scenario as the previous one. Skipping Stepe , the interpreter
immediately re-executes the module as long as matching runtime events are available in the
queue (see the first three executions of the module in Figure 52). Otherwise, the interpreter
is waiting for new runtime events and their successful matching to start the next execution
of the module (see the fourth execution of the module in Figure 52).
Finally, a time-based trigger does not specify any trigger events but only a period. Thus,
the triggering does not depend on any runtime events but only on the time between two
consecutive executions of the module. Consequently, the interpreter does not have to process any runtime events such that it skips the steps of waiting for runtime events (Stepa ),
consuming runtime events (Stepb ), and matching trigger events against runtime events
(Stepc ). In contrast, the interpreter just executes the module (Stepd ) and then waits for the
period to expire (Stepe ). The interpreter continuously loops these two steps (Stepf ). A corresponding example trace for the given scenario is shown in Figure 53. Since the interpreter
does not process any runtime events, we do not require a queue for timed-based triggers.
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Figure 53: Example Trace for a Time-Triggered Megamodel Module at Layer 1.

The examples traces shown in Figures 51-53 illustrate that a megamodel module is not
re-entrant such that there are no multiple overlapping executions of the same module.
The interpreter runs the executions of the same module consecutively by queuing up the
runtime events and considering the period as a break between two consecutive runs.
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So far we have discussed the case of triggering megamodel modules that are located at
the lowest layer of the adaptation engine. In the following, we discuss the other case of
triggering megamodel modules that are located at higher layers of the engine.
(2) Megamodel Modules at a Higher Layer of the Adaptation Engine. The triggering of
such megamodel modules is different than of modules at the lowest layer of the engine. The
reason is that higher-layer modules sense and effect other megamodel modules—located at
the adjacently lower layer—and not the adaptable software. This is illustrated in Figure 54
showing two megamodel modules that are located relatively to each other at adjacent layers
of the engine: the :FeedbackLoop at the adjacently higher and the al:AdaptableLoop at the
adjacently lower layer. The former module senses and effects the latter module and each
of them realizes a feedback loop. In the following, we discuss the triggering of the module
:FeedbackLoop based on a trigger that is attached to the sensing relationships that reveals
a flow of runtime events from the al:AdaptableLoop to the :FeedbackLoop module.
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Figure 54: Trigger for Megamodel Modules at Higher Layers of the Adaptation Engine.

In absolute terms, the al:AdaptableLoop module can be located at the lowest layer of the
adaptation engine. The triggering of such modules that sense and effect the adaptable
software has been discussed previously. However, the module can also be located at a
higher layer of the engine such that it senses and effects another megamodel module. In
this case, the al:AdaptableLoop module is triggered similarly to the :FeedbackLoop module.
A trigger for a higher-layer megamodel module is expressed in a textual language (that
is defined in Section A.4). It describes two aspects: <euremaEvents> and <initialState>.
1. The <euremaEvents> specify a comma-separated list of at least one event that is potentially emitted by the EUREMA interpreter when executing the FLD instance encapsulated in the sensed lower-layer megamodel module. The actual runtime occurrence of
such an event activates the trigger and thus the execution of the higher-layer megamodel
module. As done previously, we call events that are specified in a trigger as trigger events
and events that actually occur at runtime as runtime events.
Trigger and runtime events are defined by a mandatory name and type. The name corresponds to the name of an operation or transition contained in the lower-layer module.
Hence, an event references an operation or transition by name and is thus defined by
the engineer. The types of events are pre-defined and listed in Table 5.
According to such trigger events specified by engineers, the higher-layer megamodel
module is triggered when the interpreter emits corresponding runtime events while
executing the FLD instance encapsulated in the lower-layer megamodel module.
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Table 5: Overview of Event Types Predefined by EUREMA.
Scheme

Description

Before[opName]

An event of type Before is emitted before an operation is executed. The
name of the event (opName) is the name of the operation executed next.

After[opName]

An event of type After is emitted after an operation has been executed. The
name of the event (opName) is the name of the executed operation.

OnTransition[tName]

An event of type OnTransition is emitted when a transition (i. e., a control
flow link) between two operations is executed. The name of the event
(tName) is the name of the currently executed transition. Since transition
names are not represented in the concrete syntax (i. e., the FLDs), the name
of the operation’s exit compartment that is the unique source end of the
executed transition can be used instead (cf. Section A.4).

2. The <initialState> refers by name to the initial operation in which the triggered higherlayer megamodel module should start execution. This initial operation is the entry point
for executing the FLD instance encapsulated in the module.
Both aspects of the trigger are mandatory such that there exists only one type of triggers for higher-layer megamodel modules. Such triggers are evaluated at runtime by the
EUREMA interpreter to determine when a higher-layer (sensing and effecting) megamodel
module should be executed in the scope of executing a lower-layer (sensed and effected)
megamodel module. As shown in Figure 54 on the previous page, we consider the triggering of the higher-layer module :FeedbackLoop, for which a trigger is defined and which
senses and effects the lower-layer module al:AdaptableLoop.
To trigger and execute a higher-layer megamodel module, the EUREMA interpreter repeats the following behavior. Particularly, it sequentially performs the following steps:
Stepa Execute (or continue executing) the lower-layer megamodel module (e. g., the module
al:AdaptableLoop). Along the way, intercept the execution and emit synchronously a
corresponding runtime event
– before executing an operation,
– after having executed an operation, and
– when executing a transition (cf. Table 5).
Details of this step will be discussed in Section 6.4.3 when describing the execution
of an FLD instance encapsulated in a megamodel module that can be located at any
layer of the adaptation engine.
Stepb Synchronously process the emitted runtime event by matching the trigger events
against it. A successful match of the trigger events and the runtime event is determined by the following aspects:
– At least one trigger event matches successfully the runtime event. Thus, the trigger
events are combined by logical disjunction and as soon as a successful match has
been identified, the remaining trigger events, which have not been tested yet for a
match, do not have to be tested.
– A single trigger event matches the runtime event if both events are of the same
type and if both events have the same name.
If a successful match has been found, go to Stepc , otherwise to Stepd .
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Stepc Execute the megamodel module (e. g., :FeedbackLoop) that senses and effects the
module whose execution has been intercepted in Stepa . During this step, the execution
of the intercepted module remains intercepted.
Stepd Continue with Stepa .
Since a runtime event is emitted (Stepa ) and processed (Stepb and Stepc ) synchronously,
there is no need for a queue storing such events to decouple these steps (cf. Figure 54 on
Page 114). Particularly, a runtime event notifies about having reached an interception point
when executing a megamodel module. As specified by trigger events, such interception
points are used for synchronously executing a higher-layer megamodel module. To illustrate the triggering of a higher-layer module, an example trace of the interpreter’s behavior
is shown in Figure 55. It describes a specific instance of executing a lower-layer megamodel
module (e. g., al:AdaptableLoop), which causes the runtime events e1 to e6 that are used to
trigger the execution of a higher-layer megamodel module (e. g., :FeedbackLoop).
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Figure 55: Example Trace for a Triggered Higher-Layer Megamodel Module.

The interpreter starts executing the lower-layer module at t1 . During the execution, it synchronously emits runtime events when it reaches the corresponding points of the executed
FLD instance (cf. Table 5). At t2 , it interrupts the execution of the lower-layer module and
emits e1 (Stepa ). This event is synchronously processed by the interpreter that matches the
trigger events—specified for the higher-layer module—against it (Stepb ). The interpreter
cannot successfully match the trigger events against e1 , which is denoted by a cross in
Figure 55, such that it goes back (Stepd ) and continues executing the lower-layer module
(Stepa ). The interpreter repeats this behavior at t3 and t4 when e2 and e3 are emitted
but not successfully matched. At t5 , it interrupts the execution of the lower-layer module
to emit e4 (Stepa ) and successfully matches the trigger events against e4 (Stepb ). Thus, it
further intercepts the execution of the lower-layer module to execute the triggered higherlayer module (Stepc ). At t6 , the execution of the higher-layer module has finished such
that the interpreter goes back (Stepd ) and resumes executing the lower-layer module (Stepa ).
While executing this module, it emits further events, e5 and e6 , which are not matched
successfully. Eventually, the execution of the lower-layer module finishes at t9 .
This example trace illustrates that a higher-layer module does not run concurrently with
the lower-layer module it senses and effects. The execution of the lower-layer module is
intercepted to synchronously execute the higher-layer module. After the higher-layer module has finished execution, the lower-layer module resumes its execution at the point it
has been intercepted. In this context, we do not allow the use of a period in a trigger for
a higher-layer module. Otherwise, a period might delay the execution of the higher-layer
module while the execution of the lower-layer module is intercepted. This might block
the whole adaptation engine. This aspect distinguishes triggers for modules at the lowest
layer of the adaptation engine from triggers for higher-layer modules since the adaptable
software emits events asynchronously while the megamodel modules synchronously.
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However, a common aspect is that multiple higher-layer modules that sense and effect
the same lower-layer module run concurrently if they are triggered by the same runtime
events (cf. corresponding discussion of concurrently running megamodel modules located
at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine in Section 6.3).
Finally, the triggering of a higher-layer megamodel module by intercepting a lower-layer
module through events can be implemented differently and more efficiently. For instance,
the interpreter only intercepts a module and emits a corresponding runtime event at those
execution points for which trigger events for higher-layer modules are actually specified.
Considering Figure 55, this avoids emitting all of the runtime events except of e4 . Moreover,
the interception can be even realized without any runtime event. However, for defining the
execution semantics, we aim for the same paradigm of event-based triggers as we used for
modules located at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine and sensing the adaptable
software. This contributes to a unified design of the EUREMA language.
6.4.3 Executing an FLD Instance Encapsulated in a Megamodel Module
Having triggered a megamodel module, regardless whether it is located at the lowest or at
a higher layer of the adaptation engine, the FLD instance encapsulated in this module will
be executed. Such an FLD instance is created once and it is reused if the module is triggered
multiple times. However, as discussed in Section 6.4.2, there are no concurrent triggers and
thus no concurrent executions of the same module. We discussed the modeling of FLDs in
Section 5.1. In the following, we describe the execution semantics of the FLD, that is, how
an FLD instance is executed. The executable FLD elements are shown in Figure 56.
In general, an FLD describes a flow of operations while exactly two operations are connected by a transition (i. e., a control flow link). Hence, the EUREMA interpreter starts
executing an FLD instance with an initial operation (see Figure 56a) and then alternately
executes a transition (see Figure 56f) and an operation (see Figures 56b–56d) until it reaches
a final operation (see Figure 56e). If an operation has more than one outgoing transition, the
execution of the operation determines exactly one out of all these transitions, which should
be taken and hence executed. While executing an FLD instance, the interpreter maintains
a model counter—similar to a program counter—that points to the currently executed operation or transition. Such a counter is maintained for each FLD instance.2 The initial operation, in which the interpreter starts executing the FLD instance, is determined by the trigger
for the corresponding megamodel module (cf. Section 6.4.2). Hence, we may consider the
megamodel module and the initial operation as parameters for the interpreter’s behavior
of executing the FLD instance encapsulated in the module while the return value is the
final operation in which the execution terminates. This behavior is defined as follows:
fo = Execute(mm, io)

– Parameters: the megamodel module mm encapsulating the FLD instance that is going
to be executed, and the initial operation io in which to start the execution.
– Return value: the final operation fo, in which the execution terminates.
Stepa Obtain the single FLD instance encapsulated in mm and continue with Stepb to execute the initial operation io (i.e., op is set to io in Stepb ).
Stepb Execute the operation op as follows:
2 This model counter is captured in the EUREMA language by the relationship named current that points from
the megamodel module’s execution context to the currently executed operation or transition (cf. Section A.1).
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Stepb1 Set the

modelCountermm

to

op

and then emit synchronously the runtime event

Before[op.name].

Stepb2 If op is an initial operation (see Figure 56a):
– Obtain the single outgoing transition t.
Remark: An initial operation does not contain any behavior as it just defines
the entry point of executing the FLD instance. Thus, no behavior is executed.
Moreover, it has exactly one outgoing transition3 , that will be executed next.
Stepb3 If op is a model operation (see Figure 56b):
– Retrieve the runtime models {rmi } that are the inputs of op.
– Identify the software module sm to which op is bound (i. e., the implementation of the operation). This binding is defined in the LD by a use relationship
pointing from the currently executed megamodel module mm containing op
to the software module sm. The relationship is labeled with the name of op.
– Synchronously invoke sm passing {rmi } as a parameter.
– Wait until the execution of sm eventually finishes and returns a status
well as the runtime models {rmo } that are the outputs of op.

s

as

– Identify the exit ex of op with the given name s. An exit of an operation is
the unique source end of a single transition. Obtain this transition t for ex.
Remark: A model operation has runtime models as inputs and outputs. The
input models capture the working data and may even specify the behavior of
the operation. The actual behavior of processing or executing the input models
and of producing or updating the output models must be implemented by engineers. Such an implementation is a software module to which the operation
is bound. It must realize a prescribed interface, which is used by the interpreter
to synchronously invoke the module with the input models as parameters. The
invocation returns the output models as well as a status that is mapped to exactly one exit of the executed operation. Thus, the user-defined implementation
3 Such constraints on the EUREMA language are precisely defined on the metamodel in Section A.1.
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determines which exit and therefore which outgoing transition of the operation
is taken. The output models are maintained by the interpreter such that they can
be the inputs of other operations.
Stepb4 If op is a complex model operation (see Figure 56c):
– Identify the megamodel module mm' to which op is bound. This binding is
defined in the LD by a use relationship labeled with the name of op and
pointing from the currently executed megamodel module mm containing op
to the megamodel module mm'.
– Based on the entry en of op that has been taken to enter op, identify the
initial operation iomm' of mm' whose name equals the name of en.
– Synchronously invoke mm' (i. e., the FLD instance encapsulated in mm')
and start executing it with the initial operation iomm' . That is, perform
Execute(mm', iomm' ), which returns fomm' , that is, the final operation in which
the execution of mm' has terminated.
– Identify the exit ex of op with the name of fomm' . An exit of an operation is
the unique source end of a single transition. Obtain this transition t for ex.
Remark: A complex model operation as part of an FLD instance synchronously
invokes another FLD instance. The taken entry of the complex operation determines the initial operation for starting the execution of the invoked FLD instance.
This execution of the invoked FLD instance terminates in a final operation that
determines exactly one exit of the complex operation to be activated and hence,
the outgoing transition to be executed next in the invoking FLD instance. When
invoking another FLD instance, the interpreter dynamically checks whether the
entries and exits of the complex operation can be matched by name to the initial
and final operations of the invoked instance. If the checks fails, the interpreter
throws a runtime exception. To execute an invoked FLD instance, the interpreter
performs the same behavior as of executing the invoking instance.
Finally, a complex model operation may have runtime models as inputs. These
models are passed lazily as parameters to the complex operation, that is, they are
loaded when executing the basic model operations of the invoked FLD instance,
which actually use these models.
Stepb5 If op is a decision operation (see Figure 56d):
– Evaluate all expressions of the outgoing transitions of
evaluates either to true or false.

op.

An expression

– Throw a runtime exception if more than one expression evaluated to true.
– If exactly one expression evaluated to true, obtain the corresponding transition t labeled with this expression.
– If no expression evaluated to true, look for a default expression, that is, an
ELSE branch. If there is such an ELSE expression, obtain the corresponding
transition t. Otherwise, throw a runtime exception.
Remark: A decision operation is used to conditionally branch the control flow
between operations. To deterministically determine the branch that should be
taken, we require that exactly one of all expressions for a decision operation
evaluates to true, or if none of them evaluates to true, a default ELSE branch
exists. Otherwise, the interpreter throws a runtime exception.
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The expressions are specified with the condition expression language and evaluated by the corresponding parser (cf. Section A.3). The EUREMA language integrates this language and the EUREMA interpreter uses the parser to evaluate the
expressions. In general, the expression language is exchangeable in EUREMA.
Stepb6 If op is a final operation (see Figure 56e):
– Do nothing.
Remark: A final operation denotes the termination of executing the FLD
instance. There is no behavior associated to a final operation.
There is a semantic variation distinguishing a regular (depicted by an encircled black circle) and a destructive (depicted by a cross) final operation. Both
of them have no associated behavior and just denote the termination of executing an FLD instance. However, the destructive final operation specifies
that the FLD instance together with its encapsulating megamodel module
should not be executed any more but removed from the adaptation engine
if the instance has terminated with such a final operation.
– If the final operation is destructive, remove the megamodel module encapsulating the executed FLD instance from the adaptation engine.
Stepb7 Emit synchronously the runtime event After[op.name].
Stepc Set modelCountermm to null and return op if op is a final operation. Otherwise, continue
with Stepd to execute transition t that has been determined either by Stepb2 , Stepb3 ,
Stepb4 , or Stepb5 .
Remark: Reaching the final operation, the interpreter has finished executing the FLD
instance. It returns this final operation to notify about the status of this execution (in
general, an FLD can have multiple final operations). Otherwise, the interpreter will
execute the transition determined by the execution of the operation op.
Stepd Execute the transition t (see Figure 56f) as follows:
Stepd1 Set the

modelCountermm

to

t

and then emit synchronously the runtime event

OnTransition[t.name].

Stepd2 Obtain the operation op that is the single target end of t. Continue with Stepb to
execute op.
Remark: There is no behavior associated to a transition such that only the runtime event is emitted and the operation to be executed next is obtained.
As described by this behavior, the interpreter requires structural information from the
LD to execute the FLD instance. Specifically, it requires the bindings of basic and complex
model operations to software respectively megamodel modules such that it knows how
to actually execute the operations. When executing a basic or complex model operation,
the interpreter the either invokes the corresponding software (see Stepb3 ) or megamodel
module (see Stepb4 ). Moreover, when executing a module with its FLD instance, the interpreter synchronously emits runtime events of type Before (see Stepb1 ), After (see Stepb7 ),
and OnTransition (see Stepd1 ). Such events denote interceptions points of the currently executed module to trigger another megamodel module that senses and effects the intercepted
module—as defined in the LD. This has been discussed in the context of triggering megamodel modules located at higher layers of the adaptation engine in Section 6.4.2. These
cases illustrate how the structure-dominant LD and the behavior-dominant FLD complement one another to enable the execution of feedback loops.
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Example. In the following, we illustrate the execution of an FLD instance using the generic
example shown in Figure 57. The example consists of two FLDs, A and B as shown in
Figures 57a and 57b, while A invokes B. Both FLDs are instantiated and encapsulated in
megamodel modules that are located at the same but arbitrary layer of the adaptation
engine (see LD in Figure 57c). According to the LD, we consider that the megamodel
module a:A is triggered such that an instance of the FLD A is going to be executed. We
assume that the trigger defines io1 as the initial operation to start execution with.
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Figure 57: Example to Illustrate the Execution of FLD Instances.

Thus, the interpreter performs the behavior Execute(a:A, io1 ) as specified above. To illustrate the execution semantics of FLDs, we now describe succinctly a scenario of the
interpreter’s behavior executing the megamodel module a:A. This scenario is further visualized by the sequence diagram in Figure 58, which focuses on the major steps performed
by the interpreter. These steps are enumerated in the following text and in the sequence
diagram to ease the mapping between the text and the diagram. The scenario is as follows:
(1) Stepa The interpreter obtains the FLD instance encapsulated in the module a:A as well
as the initial operation io1 to be executed.
(2) Stepb It executes

by setting the modelCountera:A to io1 , emitting the runtime event
(Stepb1 ), obtaining the single outgoing transition t1 to be executed
next (Stepb2 ), and emitting the runtime event After[io1 .name] (Stepb7 ).
io1

Before[io1 .name]

(3) Stepc It continues execution since io1 is not a final operation.
(4) Stepd It executes

t1

by setting the modelCountera:A to t1 , emitting the runtime event
(Stepd1 ), and obtaining the target of t1 , which is mo1 (Stepd2 ).

OnTransition[t1 .name]
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Figure 58: Interaction Diagram Showing the Execution Scenario of the Example.
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(5) Stepb It executes mo1 by setting the modelCountera:A to mo1 and emitting the runtime
event Before[mo1 .name] (Stepb1 ). Since mo1 is a model operation (Stepb3 ), the interpreter retrieves the input runtime models {rm1 , rm2 } of mo1 and uses the LD to
identify the software module imo1 implementing mo1 . It invokes imo1 with the
parameters {rm1 , rm2 }, which eventually returns a status, either  ex1  or  ex2  ,
that is mapped by the interpreter to an exit of mo1 . We assume that the returned
status is  ex1  . Thus, the interpreter activates the exit ex1 and obtains the corresponding transition t3 to be executed next. Having executed mo1 , the interpreter
emits the runtime event After[mo1 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(6) Stepc It continues execution since mo1 is not a final operation.
(7) Stepd It executes

t3

by setting the modelCountera:A to t3 , emitting the runtime event
(Stepd1 ), and obtaining the target of t3 , which is mo2 (Stepd2 ).

OnTransition[t3 .name]

(8) Stepb It executes mo2 by setting the modelCountera:A to mo2 and emitting the runtime
event Before[mo2 .name] (Stepb1 ). Since mo2 is a complex model operation (Stepb4 ),
the interpreter uses the LD to identify the megamodel module b:B to which
mo2 is bound. It further identifies the initial operation enB1 of the FLD instance
encapsulated in b:B based on the taken entry enB1 of mo2 . Having identified both,
the interpreter synchronously invokes Execute(b:B, enB1 ):
(8.1) Stepa The interpreter obtains the FLD instance encapsulated in b:B and the initial
operation enB1 to be executed.
(8.2) Stepb It executes enB1 by setting the modelCounterb:B to enB1 as well as emitting
the runtime event Before[enB1 .name] (Stepb1 ), obtaining the single outgoing
transition t8 to be executed next (Stepb2 ), and emitting the runtime event
After[enB1 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(8.3) Stepc It continues execution since enB1 is not a final operation.
(8.4) Stepd It executes t8 by setting the modelCounterb:B to t8 , emitting the runtime event
OnTransition[t8 .name] (Stepd1 ), and obtaining mo4 as the target of t8 (Stepd2 ).
(8.5) Stepb It executes mo4 by setting the modelCounterb:B to mo4 and emitting the runtime event Before[mo4 .name] (Stepb1 ). Since mo4 is a model operation (Stepb3 ),
the interpreter retrieves the input runtime models {rm1 , rm4 } of mo4 and
uses the LD to identify the software module imo4 implementing mo4 . It
invokes imo4 with the parameters {rm1 , rm4 }, which eventually returns a
status, either  ex1  or  ex2  , that is mapped to an exit of mo4 . We assume
that the returned status is  ex1  . Thus, the interpreter activates the exit ex1
and obtains the corresponding transition t9 to be executed next. Having executed mo4 , the interpreter emits the runtime event After[mo4 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(8.6) Stepc It continues execution since mo4 is not a final operation.
(8.7) Stepd It executes t9 by setting the modelCounterb:B to t9 , emitting the runtime event
OnTransition[t9 .name] (Stepd1 ), and obtaining exB1 as the target of t9 (Stepd2 ).
(8.8) Stepb It executes exB1 by setting the modelCounterb:B to exB1 and emitting the runtime event Before[exB1 .name] (Stepb1 ). Since exB1 is a regular final operation
(Stepb6 ), the interpreter has nothing to do and just emits the runtime event
After[exB1 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(8.9) Stepc It sets the modelCounterb:B to null and returns the final operation exB1 .
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Having executed b:B, the interpreter identifies the corresponding exit exB1 of
mo2 based on the returned final operation exB1 . Thus, it activates the exit exB1
and obtains the corresponding transition t5 to be executed next. Having executed
mo2 , the interpreter emits the runtime event After[mo2 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(9) Stepc It continues execution since mo2 is not a final operation.
(10) Stepd It executes

by setting the modelCountera:A to t5 , emitting the runtime event
OnTransition[t5 .name] (Stepd1 ), and obtaining the target of t5 , which is do1 (Stepd2 ).
t5

(11) Stepb It executes do1 by setting the modelCountera:A to do1 and emitting the runtime
event Before[do1 .name] (Stepb1 ). Since do1 is a decision operation (Stepb5 ), the interpreter evaluates all expressions, each of which is annotated to an outgoing
transition of do1 . We assume that expr1 evaluates to true and expr2 to false. Thus,
the interpreter determines t6 to be executed next. Having executed do1 , the interpreter emits the runtime event After[do1 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(12) Stepc It continues execution since do1 is not a final operation.
(13) Stepd It executes

by setting the modelCountera:A to t6 , emitting the runtime event
OnTransition[t6 .name] (Stepd1 ), and obtaining the target of t6 , which is fo3 (Stepd2 ).
t6

(14) Stepb It executes fo3 by setting the modelCountera:A to fo3 and emitting the runtime
event Before[fo3 .name] (Stepb1 ). Since fo3 is a regular final operation (Stepb6 ), the
interpreter has nothing to do and emits the runtime event After[fo3 .name] (Stepb7 ).
(15) Stepc It sets the modelCountera:A to null and returns the final operation fo3 .
This scenario illustrates that the operations of an FLD instance are executed sequentially
(see sequence diagram in Figure 58). Consequently, operations of the same FLD instance do
not run concurrently. The same holds for operations of the invoking and invoked FLD instances. The behavior of an invoked instance is synchronously integrated into the invoking
instance such that operations of the different instances do not run concurrently.
In general, the EUREMA interpreter alternately executes an operation and a transition
until it reaches a final operation. Considering just these two general, executable elements,
the execution semantics of FLDs is manageable, for instance, with respect to implementation. The semantics is only refined for the different kinds of operations. Moreover, the
specification in terms of an FLD and therefore as well the execution of an instance of the
FLD are well-defined and deterministic. Executing an operation determines exactly one outgoing transition to be executed next while a transition points to exactly one operation to be
executed next. Consequently, there are no open choices with respect to execution, which
would have to be decided otherwise by the interpreter. The specification in terms of the
FLDs and LD is complete with respect to a deterministic execution.
Finally, to guarantee termination of the execution of an FLD instance, we require that
the final operations are reachable from the initial operations of the instance. Moreover, we
require that the software modules implementing (basic) model operations terminate. While
an FLD specifies the input and output runtime models as well as the return states of model
operations, engineers have to provide the concrete implementations of such operations
(i. e., the software modules). When executing such an operation, the interpreter invokes the
corresponding software module. Thus, the termination of the execution of the operation
depends on the termination of the execution of the software module (cf. Section 6.7). The
other kinds of operations (i.e., initial, final, decision, and complex model operations) do
not require any implementation since they are completely specified in the FLD and LD.
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6.4.4 Maintaining Runtime Information of Megamodel Modules
While executing an FLD instance encapsulated in a megamodel module, the EUREMA
interpreter maintains runtime information about the execution. On the one hand, for each
megamodel module the interpreter counts how often the module has been executed as
well as the point in time when the last execution has finished. Hence, having finished the
execution of a megamodel module, the interpreter increments the counter of this module
by one and updates the time of the last execution to the current time stamp.
On the other hand, the interpreter maintains similar information for each operation and
transition. It counts how often and when an operation or transition has been executed.
Thus, having finished the execution of an individual operation or transition, the interpreter
increments the corresponding counter by one and updates the time of the last execution
to the current time stamp. Moreover, it maintains an additional and special counter for
each transition, which reflects the number of how often the transition’s source operation
has been consecutively executed without taking this transition but another outgoing transition of the same operation. Hence, when executing a transition, the interpreter resets the
counter for this transition to zero while it increments each counter of the alternative transitions by one. Thus, the interpreter maintains information about how often and when an
operation or transition has been executed as well as how often a transition has not been
taken consecutively but another outgoing transition of the same operation. For all operations and transitions, this information can be used and queried at runtime, particularly, by
conditions for decision operations that exclusively branch the control flow in FLDs. The
query and use of this information in conditions is discussed in detail in Section A.3.
6.4.5 Maintaining Runtime Models
As previously discussed, executing a model operation as part of an FLD instance requires
that the interpreter provides runtime models as input to the operation (and to the software
module implementing the operation) and that it obtains the output runtime models from
the operation. Thereby, multiple model operation may use the same runtime models, for
instance, the output model of one operation is the input model of another operation. Thus,
the interpreter has to maintain the runtime models used within a megamodel module.
Each runtime model as part of an FLD is a representation of a resource that materializes the runtime model. Therefore, each runtime model specified within an FLD is bound
to a resource by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that identifies the corresponding resource. In this context, multiple models can be bound to the same resource. To manage
the resources and the bindings, the interpreter has a basic repository from which it loads
resources, retrieves already loaded resources, and adds as well as removes resources.
When executing a model operation, the interpreter loads the resources, that is, the materialized runtime models that are the inputs of the model operation, and passes them as
parameters of the invocation to the software module implementing the operation. Thus,
the resources are loaded on-demand when they are actually needed for execution instead
of loading all resources when starting interpreter or the execution of the whole FLD instance. The invoked software module may modify the input resources as well as create and
destroy resources (cf. different kinds of model usages in the FLD such as reading, writing,
annotating, creating, and destroying models as discussed in Section 5.1.2). After the invocation, the software module returns the output resources and the interpreter updates the
repository if resources have been created or destroyed. Consequently, it is the responsibil-
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ity of the model operation and its implementation to create and destroy the materialized
runtime models. The interpreter does not instantiate any resources or perform any garbage
collection of resources if the resources are created or not used any more by any operation.
For all kinds of modifications of a resource by a model operation, the runtime model
element in the FLD representing the resource as well as the model usage link between the
runtime model and operation in the FLD are not modified when executing the operation.
The reason for this is that they specify how runtime models are modified in each run of the
feedback loop. For instance, when an operation destroys a model/resource, the runtime
model element and the model usage link annotated with d (i. e., destroy) remain in the
FLD as they specify that the model/resource is destroyed in each run of the feedback loop.
Another example is the creation of a runtime model, which means that the resource is
created anew in each run of the feedback loop. Practically, this means that the resource is
overwritten with each run if it is not destroyed after its creation within the same run.
Consequently, the kind of model usages (i. e., reading, writing, annotating, creating, and
destroying models) does not impact the execution semantics of FLD instances. The interpreter is only concerned with loading and providing resources materializing runtime
models to the software modules implementing model operations. For this purpose, the interpreter leverages the unification power of models (cf. Section 2.1.1) that allows it to maintain
each materialized runtime model in a unified manner regardless of the model’s metamodel,
content, and purpose (cf. different kinds of runtime models in Section 4.1). Consequently,
the interpreter is able to manage any user-defined runtime model that is part of an FLD.
Finally, the unification power of model is further leveraged by the interpreter to manage the EUREMA models as visualized by FLDs and LDs at runtime. Consequently, the
EUREMA models are treated similarly to the runtime models, that is, they are materialized
by resources with a URI and also maintained in the interpreter’s repository. This aspect becomes relevant when a megamodel module uses an FLD instance as a normal runtime
model in order to reflect on the feedback loop specified and executed by this instance
(cf. procedural reflection for layering feedback loops in Section 5.3.1). In this case, an FLD
instance specifying and executing the reflected feedback loop is the input and output of
a model operation similarly to any other runtime model. Therefore, the interpreter has
to obtain the specific FLD instance to which the FLD model (i. e., the runtime model for
reflecting on a feedback loop; see Section 5.1.2) is bound when executing the model operations that have the FLD model as an input. The binding of an FLD model to a specific FLD
instance is defined in the LD (cf. Section 5.3.1). Thus, when executing a model operation
that has the FLD model as an input, the interpreter retrieves the corresponding binding
and thus the appropriate FLD instance from the LD. Using the URI of the retrieved FLD
instance, the interpreter loads the materializing resource, which is similar to loading any
other runtime model from the repository.
Summing up, all runtime models including the EUREMA models are managed in a unified manner by the interpreter that is able to generally load any model that is used as an
input of a model operation. To execute such an operation, the interpreter loads the runtime
models that are required as inputs and passes them to the software module implementing
the operation. The software module may then operate on these models at will without
having to load and unload them. Thus, the interpreter is responsible of the runtime management of the runtime models, which unburdens the user-defined implementations of
the model operations. The implementations can therefore focus on performing the domainspecific task such as the monitoring, analyzing, planning, or executing activities.
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Having discussed the semantics of executing a single megamodel module (cf. Section 6.4),
we now discuss the interactions between multiple modules. We already clarified in Section 6.3 that megamodel modules that are not interrelated in the LD—except of sensing
and effecting the same adaptable software—are executed concurrently and without any
interactions. In contrast, if megamodel modules are directly interrelated in the LD, the interactions between them are explicitly specified with the EUREMA language and executed
by the EUREMA interpreter. The potential interactions in terms of sensing, effecting, and,
using modules have already been discussed in Section 6.4 from the point of view of an individual megamodel module. In the following, we take a global view to discuss the impact
of the interactions on the whole self-adaptive software.
The possible interactions among modules are illustrated in Figure 59 showing the three
lowest layers of an exemplary self-adaptive software system. The lowest layer contains the
adaptable software and the higher layers comprise the adaptation engine with the feedback loops. More specifically, the megamodel module al:AdaptableLoop at Layer-1 realizes a
feedback loop and senses as well as effects the underlying :AdaptableSoftware. This feedback
loop itself is sensed and effected by the megamodel module :FeedbackLoop that also realizes
a feedback loop and that is located at the higher layer called Layer-2. In general, the system
could have more layers each of which would behave similarly to Layer-2 with respect to the
interactions. A megamodel module realizing a feedback loop at any layer of the adaptation
engine (e. g., al:AdaptableLoop and :FeedbackLoop) uses software modules that provide implementation of its model operations and it may use other megamodel modules that realize
parts of the feedback loop and that are invoked by its complex model operations.

w

:AdaptableSoftware

Figure 59: Interactions between Megamodel and Software Modules.

Concerning the execution of the system and interactions, the adaptable software comprising the lowest layer of the system is continuously running. The EUREMA interpreter
does not control the execution of the adaptable software. It only uses events emitted by the
software to asynchronously trigger and execute the megamodel modules at the lowest layer
of the adaptation engine (cf. Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3). Considering Figure 59, the interpreter
asynchronously triggers and executes the al:AdaptableLoop while the :AdaptableSoftware is
running. Thus, the adaptable software is not blocked while the feedback loops are running.
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Executing a megamodel module such as al:AdaptableLoop and particularly the encapsulated FLD instance involves the synchronous invocation of a software module when executing a model operation and of another megamodel module when executing a complex
model operation. An invoked megamodel module itself may synchronously invoke software and megamodel modules for the same reasons. Thus, the megamodel module realizing a feedback loop and the modules it uses/invokes transitively are executed by the same
and single thread of control such that all of these modules are not running concurrently.
For instance, Figure 59 illustrates that the megamodel module al:AdaptableLoop at Layer-1
uses a software module as well as a megamodel module that in turn uses a software
module. In this example, all of these four modules at Layer-1 are executed by one single
thread of control and they do not run concurrently.
The execution of a megamodel module at a higher layer of the adaptation engine is
triggered by intercepting the sensed and effected megamodel module at the directly underlying layer (cf. Section 6.4.2). Since this lower-layer module and its used modules are
executed by a single thread of control, the execution of all of these modules is intercepted
and blocked to synchronously execute the higher-layer module. Thus, a higher-layer megamodel module is not running concurrently with the sensed and effected megamodel module as well as the modules used by the sensed and effected module. For instance, the
higher-layer megamodel module :FeedbackLoop is triggered by intercepting the module
al:AdaptableLoop and therefore all of the modules at Layer-1 (cf. Figure 59). Thus, all modules at Layer-1 are blocked to execute the module :FeedbackLoop. Similar to executing the
al:AdaptableLoop, executing the :FeedbackLoop involves synchronous invocations of software
and megamodel modules when executing its basic respectively complex model operations
such that :FeedbackLoop and its invoked modules do not run concurrently.
Consequently, while executing the higher-layer modules (e. g., :FeedbackLoop and its
used modules at Layer-2), the execution of the sensed and effected lower-layer modules (e. g.,
al:AdaptableLoop and its used modules at Layer-1) is blocked. Since the lower-layer feedback
loop is blocked, it can be safely adapted by the higher-layer feedback loop (a detailed
discussion of safe adaptation is given in Section 6.6). To reflect on the lower-layer feedback
loop, the higher-layer loop may directly use the FLD instance that specifies the lower-layer
loop and whose execution is currently blocked (cf. procedural reflection in Section 5.3.1). As
discussed in Section 5.3.1, procedural reflection is visible in the LD because of the binding
of the runtime model used by the higher-layer loop to a specific FLD instance (see the use
relationship, that has the placeholder <FLD model> for the name of the runtime model to
be bound, pointing from :FeedbackLoop to al:AdaptableLoop in Figure 59).
The idea of intercepting lower-layer modules to synchronously execute higher-layer modules while potentially using procedural reflection applies recursively when having more
than two layers in the adaptation engine. For instance, executing modules at Layer-3 (not
shown in Figure 59) is done by intercepting and blocking modules at Layer-2 that were running because of intercepting and blocking the running modules at Layer-1. For the whole
adaptation engine, this means that none of the modules are running concurrently and that
one thread conceptually controls the execution of all modules. In contrast, concurrency of
modules only exists between the adaptation engine and the adaptable software.
Summing up, modules of the adaptation engine that are interrelated in the LD in terms of
sensing, effecting, and using relationships do not run concurrently, which avoids any need
of synchronization mechanisms to ensure consistency among the modules. In other terms,
feedback loops that are stacked on each other and therefore operate at different layers of the
engine do not run concurrently. We think that this does not need to be a drawback—as we
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save efforts for specifying and executing the synchronization mechanisms—if the computations of the individual feedback loops are not costly and if the individual feedback loops
operate on similar time scales. Hence, coupling the stacked feedback loops with respect
to execution and potentially procedural reflection is acceptable. Otherwise, a stronger decoupling of the stacked feedback loops by supporting their concurrent execution could be
beneficial while requiring synchronization mechanisms. Nevertheless, EUREMA executes
the feedback loops concurrently to the execution of the adaptable software such that the
software can continue providing services to users or other systems.
Finally, coming back to feedback loops that are independent of each other and therefore
not interrelated in the LD (cf. Section 6.3), these feedback loops are concurrently executed
in EUREMA. The engineer must assure the independence of the feedback loops by design and construction, otherwise interferences between the feedback loops may occur and
remain unhandled. Figure 60 illustrates with the dashed, gray boxes the level of concurrency that is supported by EUREMA when having two independent (stacks of) feedback
loops. Thus, these two (stacks of) feedback loops run concurrently if they are appropriately
triggered such that the two executions overlap in time. Thereby, the adaptable software is
continuously running and hence concurrently running to the two (stacks of) feedback loops.
In general, more than two independent (stacks of) feedback loops may run concurrently.
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Figure 60: Supported Concurrency between Megamodel and Software Modules.

Thus, EUREMA supports the concurrent execution of the adaptation engine and the
adaptable software as well as of independent feedback loops. Within a feedback loop,
EUREMA does not support concurrency since the operations in an FLD instance specifying the feedback loop are executed sequentially and synchronously, which involves the
synchronous invocation of software modules and other megamodel modules.
6.6

safe adaptation of eurema models

Having discussed the execution semantics of EUREMA models, particularly of how the
behavior-dominant FLDs are executed with the help of the structure-dominant LD, we focus in the following on the dynamic adaptation of these models. This discussion will cover
the scope of adaptation (i. e., what can be changed at runtime) as well as the mechanisms
to achieve safe adaptation. In general, an adaptation is safe if the system under adaptation
is in a consistent state before and after being changed [259, 284, 417]. In the context of
EUREMA, safe adaptation refers to dynamically changing the EUREMA models, which
leaves the feedback loops in a consistent state before and after the adaptation, and which
does not corrupt the execution of the models.
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Dynamic adaptation is inherent to self-adaptive software and typically targets the adaptable software. To achieve safe adaptations of the adaptable software, mechanisms such
as quiescence [259], tranquility [417], or version consistency [56, 284] have been developed.
They determine points in time when (parts of) the adaptable software can be safely adapted
such that the software is in a consistent state before and after the adaptation. Such safe
adaptation points are achieved by partially disrupting the execution of the software. Since
EUREMA is a generic approach and therefore independent of any specific adaptable software and of the software’s underlying technology, we require that the adaptable software
provides appropriate sensors and effectors that support its safe adaptation (cf. Chapter 3).4
Consequently, the safe adaptation of an adaptable software is out of the scope of EUREMA.
Nevertheless, the issue of safe adaptations becomes relevant for EUREMA when an adaptation targets the adaptation engine and the feedback loops developed with EUREMA. The
execution semantics of EUREMA addresses the safe adaptation of EUREMA models such
that the feedback loops can be dynamically changed without corrupting their consistency
and execution. For this purpose, the execution semantics provides mechanisms that are
inspired by quiescence and that are implemented in the interpreter. In the following, we
discuss these mechanisms for the two cases of adapting either FLD or LD models.
6.6.1

Safe Adaptation of FLD Models

A higher-layer feedback loop can dynamically adapt an FLD model/instance that specifies and executes a lower-layer feedback loop. Hence, the safe adaptation of FLD models
becomes relevant when stacking feedback loops in layered architectures, in which higherlayer feedback loops adapt lower-layer ones (cf. Section 5.3).
Safe adaptations of feedback loops are mainly enabled by EUREMA’s approach of triggering higher-layer feedback loops based on lower-layer loops. Particularly, the megamodel
module with its encapsulated FLD model that realizes the higher-layer feedback loop is
triggered by intercepting the megamodel module realizing the lower-layer feedback loop
(cf. Section 6.4.2). Having a stack of arbitrary many megamodel modules, this triggering
approach always results in a situation where at most one of these module of the stack is
running while the other modules are either intercepted or they have not been triggered yet
(cf. Section 6.5). More specifically, if a megamodel module in a stack of such modules is
running, all of its underlying modules have already been triggered and partially executed
but they are now blocked while all of its overlying modules have not been triggered yet.
Thus, the adapted feedback loop in terms of the underlying megamodel module is intercepted and therefore not running while being changed by the currently running overlying
module. Moreover, it continues execution only after the execution of the overlying module
has terminated and hence after its adaptation has happened. In this context, the adapted
feedback loop is in a consistent state when it is intercepted and adapted as well as when it
continues execution after the adaptation and interception because of the following aspects:
• Inconsistencies due to concurrently executed feedback loops are generally avoided by
intercepting and blocking the lower-layer, adapted feedback loop to run the higher-layer,
adapting feedback loop. Thus, a feedback loop is not adapted while it is running.
4 For our implementation and experiments with EUREMA (cf. Chapters 8 and 9), we use mKernel that provides
sensors and effectors for EJB-based applications and that supports quiescence and therefore safe adaptations
of such applications [3, 91]. We use the EJB-based mRUBiS application (cf. Section 4.5) as the adaptable software, which is observable and adaptable through mKernel. Consequently, the feedback loops developed with
EUREMA use the mKernel sensors and effectors to observe and safely adapt mRUBiS at runtime.
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• The execution of a feedback loop can be intercepted before or after executing one of its
operations or while executing one of its transitions (cf. the corresponding Before, After,
and OnTransition event types in Section 6.4.2). At these interception points the feedback
loop is in a consistent state since no behavior of the feedback loop is currently executed.
In contrast, behavior is only executed while an operation is executed. Especially a model
operation works on runtime models and it may modify these models. Therefore, when
intercepting a model operation during its execution, the runtime models might be in
an inconsistent state since the operation has not finished its work yet. This impedes
adaptation of the feedback loop in such a situation, for instance, by changing its runtime
models. Consequently, we consider an operation as an atomic unit of execution that
cannot be intercepted during its execution to safely adapt the feedback loop.
The state of execution between executing two operations (i. e., after executing one operation and before executing the next one) is the execution of a transition connecting
these two operations. Since each transition just connects two operations and does not
have any associated behavior, we may also intercept the execution of a transition for
safe adaptations of the feedback loop.
• The execution of a feedback loop in terms of an FLD instance is the sequential, nonconcurrent execution of its operations (cf. Section 6.4.3). Thus, there is only one single
thread of control, which is intercepted either before or after executing an operation
or while executing a transition. Consequently, having intercepted the single thread of
control, there does not exist any other thread of control that executes any operation of
the same FLD instance. This ensures that there is no active behavior and the feedback
loop is completely blocked with one interception.
• The adaptation of an intercepted feedback loop is restricted concerning the interception
point such that the execution of this feedback loop can properly continue after the
adaptation and interception. The restriction is that the adaptation must not remove
the interception point. Otherwise, the EUREMA interpreter looses the position of the
model counter in the FLD instance, at which it should continue the execution of the
instance after the interception. As discussed in Section 6.4.3, the interpreter maintains
for each FLD instance a model counter that points to the currently executed operation
or transition of the instance. Removing the operation or transition, to which the model
counter points, in the context of an adaptation impedes that the interpreter can continue
the execution after the adaptation.
In general, the interception point of a (lower-layer) feedback loop is determined by the
triggering condition of the higher-layer feedback loop using Before, After, or OnTransition
events that refer to specific operations or transitions of the intercepted loop. Thus, a feedback loop is intercepted either before executing a specific operation, after execution a
specific operation, or when executing a transition (cf. Section 6.4.2). When intercepting a
feedback loop, the model counter points to the corresponding operation or transition of
this feedback loop, that is, the operation or transition to which the event of the triggering condition refers. Hence, the operation or transition used in the triggering condition
for the higher-layer feedback loop must not be removed by the higher-layer loop.
Nevertheless, other kinds of adaptations effecting the corresponding operation or transition of the interception point are possible. For an operation, its wiring to other operations (i. e., the control flow), its usage of runtime models, and the used runtime models
themselves can be adapted. For a transition, its source and target operation can be
changed, for instance, such that a transition points to a different operation.
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• Each operation and particularly each model operation should be stateless. Its state such
as its working data should be externalized and kept in the runtime models that are
used by the operation (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Consequently, the software module
implementing a model operation should not keep any working data across multiple
executions of the operation and rather store it in the runtime models. This enables a
consistent state of the feedback loop, operations, and runtime models after an operation
has been executed and before the next operation starts its execution.
The initial, final, decision, and complex model operations (i. e., all kinds of operations
except of model operations) are stateless by design and they do not require any implementation by engineers to execute them. In contrast, engineers have to provide implementations (i. e., software modules) for model operations that work on runtime models.
Here we require that engineers implement stateless software modules to ease safe adaptations by capturing the relevant state such as working data in the runtime models.
Based on these aspects, the feedback loop to be adapted is moved to a state similar to
quiescence (cf. [259]) that enables its safe adaptation by a higher-layer feedback loop. An
adaptation of a feedback loop (i. e., of an FLD instance) may change the elements of an FLD.
Operations, runtime models, control flow links (i. e., transitions between operations), and
model usage links (i. e., the input and output relationship between operation and runtime
models) can be added or removed—except of the operation or transition that is actually
used to intercept the feedback loop (i. e., the current target of the model counter).
To perform adaptation, the higher-layer feedback loop can either employ procedural or
declarative reflection (cf. Section 5.3). In both cases, the aspects discussed previously hold
such that the adaptation is safe. For procedural reflection, the adaptation is directly analyzed, planned, and executed on the intercepted FLD instance. For declarative reflection, a
representation of the intercepted FLD instance is created and used for analyzing and planning the adaptation while the FLD instance is only effected when eventually executing the
adaptation. Hence, the two kinds of reflection only differ in how the higher-layer feedback
loop uses the FLD instance but they do not impact the aspects discussed previously.
Despite the aspects and restrictions that are required for safe adaptations of FLD models,
engineers do not have to implement any mechanism to achieve such safe adaptations. In
contrast, EUREMA takes over the responsibility by appropriately intercepting and resuming the execution of the feedback loop to be adapted. Engineers only have to define the
concrete interception points (i. e., the specific operation before or after whose execution or
the specific transition during whose execution the feedback loop should be intercepted) by
specifying appropriate triggering conditions for the higher-layer feedback loop.
User-defined interceptions points allow engineers to take application-specific constraints
into account, which are not in the scope of EUREMA. For instance, two model operations
of a feedback loop use the same runtime model. When adapting this runtime model, a constraining dependency between the two model operations exists if both of them should use
either the original or the adapted version of the runtime model within one run of the feedback loop (cf. version consistency [56, 284]). Hence, the adaptation should take place either
before or after the execution of both operations but not in between the execution of both.
Engineers may respect such constraints by specifying appropriate triggering conditions
(e. g., to intercept the feedback loop before or after the execution of the two operations).
Summing up, safe adaptations of FLD models are mainly achieved by EUREMA while
engineers contribute by providing stateless implementations for model operations, which
externalize the state to runtime models, and by specifying triggering conditions. The latter
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aspect gives the engineers the possibility to address application-specific constraints influencing when a feedback loop can be intercepted and safely adapted.
6.6.2 Safe Adaptation of LD Models
An LD model describes the layered architecture of the self-adaptive software and especially
the structuring of the megamodel modules (i. e., feedback loops) in the adaptation engine
together with their triggering conditions and their interrelations in terms of sense, effect,
and use relationships. This LD model is kept alive at runtime and supports the execution of
the behavioral FLD models by providing the necessary structural information to the interpreter (cf. Section 6.4). In this context, the LD model serves as a procedural reflection model
of the layered architecture, that is, it specifies the architecture, supports the execution, and
it can be dynamically changed to directly adapt the architecture.
Technically, an LD model can be changed by adding or removing layers, megamodel
modules, sense and effect relationships between modules, bindings (i. e., use relationships)
of basic or complex model operations to software respectively megamodel modules, as well
as triggering conditions of megamodel modules. For example, such dynamic changes are
performed by the EUREMA interpreter in the context of off-line adaptation that supports
adding or removing a feedback loop as well as adapting an already deployed feedback
loop and the adaptable software (cf. Section 5.4). Moreover, it is conceivable that another
adaptation engine is employed on top of the self-adaptive software. This engine would use
the LD model to reflect upon and adapt the underlying self-adaptive software.
Such adaptations of the layered architecture have to be safe such that the self-adaptive
software is in a consistent state before and after the runtime changes. For instance, a megamodel module realizing a feedback loop cannot be removed while it is executing an adaptation to the adaptable software, otherwise it may leave the adaptable software in a partially adapted and thus inconsistent state. In general, adapting the layered architecture of
a self-adaptive software is similar to adapting the architecture of the adaptable software as
elements of the architecture are added, removed, or changed. Such architectural changes
require some form of quiescence to keep the system in a consistent state (cf. [259]).
Therefore, we apply the idea of quiescence and map it to EUREMA such that the LD
model and thus the layered architecture can be safely adapted. The EUREMA execution
semantics supports quiescence and hence safe changes of the LD model as follows:
• Since the EUREMA interpreter is in charge of executing the feedback loops, it can move
the whole adaptation engine to a quiescent state. Quiescence of the adaptation engine
means that all feedback loops are inactive—since they have finished their execution—
and that none of them will be triggered again. The whole adaptation engine is quiescent
if all megamodel modules are quiescent. A megamodel module is quiescent if
1. it is currently inactive, that is, its encapsulated FLD instance is not currently executed
as well as not currently intercepted to execute a higher-layer megamodel module,
2. it will not be triggered to start execution, and
3. it will not be invoked by another megamodel module.
The first criterion implies that the megamodel module has not been triggered or invoked
by another megamodel module yet or if it has, then the execution of the encapsulated
FLD instance has terminated properly with a final operation. Hence, the FLD instance
is not currently active and will therefore not invoke any other megamodel or software
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module, which otherwise happens when executing a complex or basic model operation.
In general, an FLD instance can become active when it is triggered or invoked by another
megamodel module, which is, however, excluded by the second and third criterion.
These three criteria determine when a megamodel module is quiescent. If they hold for
all megamodel modules, then the adaptation engine is quiescent and therefore ready
for safe adaptations. Consequently, changes of the layered architecture may only target
the adaptation engine but not the adaptable software. The adaptable software is not affected by the quiescence and continues execution. Nevertheless, changing the adaptable
software is possible but requires the enactment of the change through the adaptation
engine. For instance, to update the adaptable software, an update process needs to be
added to the engine where it is executed to perform the update (cf. Section 5.4.4).
To achieve quiescence of the adaptation engine, we can use a simple approach at the
technical level because of the execution semantics for triggering and executing megamodel modules (cf. Sections 6.4 and 6.5). Megamodel modules that are stacked on each
other do not run concurrently as well as such modules located at higher layers of the
adaptation engine are synchronously triggered and executed by intercepting the execution of the modules at the corresponding adjacently lower layers. Moreover, megamodel
modules can be synchronously invoked by other megamodel modules of the same layer
in the adaptation engine. Consequently, the execution of a megamodel module can only
terminate when the executions of the module’s higher-layer modules terminate recursively and when the executions of its invoked megamodel modules terminate.
Accordingly, to achieve the first criterion for all megamodel modules (i. e., all megamodel modules are currently inactive), the EUREMA interpreter continues the executions of all currently running modules until all of them terminate. To achieve termination of a megamodel module, the interpreter allows intercepting the module to trigger
and execute higher-layer modules and it allows the module to invoke other modules.
Thereby, the interpreter blocks any triggering of megamodel modules that have a triggering condition and that are located at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine. Such
a module is generally triggered asynchronously and only when its previous execution
has terminated (cf. Section 6.4.2). The blocking prevents any newly initiated executions
of megamodel modules at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine, which would otherwise require further executions of other modules at the same layer (i. e., based on invocations) or at higher layers (i. e., based in interceptions) to eventually terminate. Thus,
already running modules can terminate their executions while new executions starting
from the lowest layer of the adaptation engine are blocked.
Since the stacked megamodel modules are triggered bottom-up the layered architecture
based on interceptions, these modules terminate top-down. As soon as all of the megamodel modules at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine terminate, all megamodel
modules are inactive (i. e., the first criterion). Consequently, no megamodel module will
be triggered by interceptions of any other megamodel module (i. e., the second criterion)
and invoked by any other megamodel module (i. e., the third criterion). Therefore and
since the interpreter blocks any triggering of the megamodel modules at the lowest layer
of the adaptation engine (i. e., the second criterion), the inactive modules do not become
active such that the whole adaptation engine is quiescent. This notion of quiescence results in a consistent state of the adaptation engine since all feedback loops have properly
terminated and no new executions are initiated.
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For instance, considering the example in Figure 59 on Page 127 and assuming that the
megamodel module al:AdaptableLoop is already running, the interpreter achieves quiescence of the adaptation engine as follows. It first blocks any further triggering and thus
any newly initiated execution of the module al:AdaptableLoop, which is the only megamodel module with a trigger at the lowest layer of the engine. Since a megamodel modules is not reentrant, an execution can only be initiated when the module is not currently
active. Meanwhile, the interpreter continues executing the module al:AdaptableLoop until termination, which might require invocations of other modules of the same layer. It
might further require triggering and executing the higher-layer module :FeedbackLoop
if the corresponding interception point of the module al:AdaptableLoop is reached. If
this is the case, the interpreter will execute the module :FeedbackLoop until termination, which might require as well invoking other modules at the same layer or even
triggering modules at higher layers (only betokened in Figure 59 on Page 127). In the
other cases, the interception point either has been reached before such that the module
:FeedbackLoop has already been triggered and executed, or it will not be reached in this
specific run of the module al:AdaptableLoop such that the module :FeedbackLoop will
not be triggered and executed at all. Thus, when triggering the module :FeedbackLoop
by intercepting the module al:AdaptableLoop, terminating the execution of the former
module is a prerequisite for terminating the execution of the latter module. Then, having finished the execution of the module :FeedbackLoop, the interpreter continues and
eventually finishes the execution of the module al:AdaptableLoop. In this situation, no
module of the adaptation engine is currently active and will be triggered or invoked.
This results in a quiescent adaptation engine.
Considering multiple, concurrent stacks of megamodel modules as illustrated in Figure 60 on Page 129, the interpreter performs the same behavior for each stack to achieve
quiescence. That is, it continues the execution of each stack of megamodel modules until
termination and for each stack, it blocks newly initiated executions of the megamodel
modules at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine. Quiescence of the adaptation engine is reached when all megamodel modules of each stack are quiescent.
• Having reached quiescence, the LD model and thus the adaptation engine can be safely
adapted, for instance, by the EUREMA interpreter that executes an off-line adaptation
(cf. Section 5.4) or by a higher-layer adaptation engine directly changing the LD model.
• After the adaptation, the interpreter disables quiescence of the adaptation engine by
releasing the blocking of the megamodel modules at the lowest layer of the engine. Consequently, these modules can be triggered and executed again (i. e., executions can be
newly initiated), which includes invocations of other modules as well as interceptions to
trigger higher-layer megamodel modules. In the context of these executions, the changes
caused by the adaptation are taken into account, for instance, an added module can be
triggered or invoked. In general, the execution of the adapted LD model and of the
corresponding megamodel modules follows the semantics discussed in Sections 6.2–6.5.
• The interpreter continues executing the current LD model and the corresponding megamodel modules until the next adaptation cycle happens, which requires quiescence.
These steps constitute a safe adaptation of an LD model. Since the EUREMA interpreter
controls the execution of the adaptation engine, it can easily support quiescence and therefore safe adaptations of the engine, for instance, to enact an off-line adaptation (cf. Sec-
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tion 5.4). Similar to safe adaptations of FLD models, engineers do not have to provide any
implementation to achieve quiescence for safely adapting an LD model.
The notion of quiescence to safely adapt LD models is more coarse-grained and disruptive than the notion of quiescence to safely adapt FLD models. The reason is that changes
of an LD model target the abstraction level of modules (e. g., adding or removing a megamodel module), which has a larger impact on the whole adaptation engine than changes
of an FLD model occurring at the lower abstraction level of elements within an individual
module (e. g., adding or removing a runtime model used within a megamodel module).
The changes of the FLD or LD models themselves are not specified by EUREMA and
hence not covered by the execution semantics of EUREMA. In contrast, the changes of
these models can be done by any mechanism that supports the modification of models
and that has its own execution semantics. For instance, we use a generic graph transformation formalism with clearly defined semantics [8] to specify and execute the changes
of the LD model in the context of off-line adaptation (cf. Section 5.4). For this purpose,
EUREMA integrates this formalism as well as an interpreter for this formalism to execute
the adaptations of the LD model. In general, EUREMA is not restricted to a specific formalism to express changes of FLD or LD models such that other formalism can be integrated.
EUREMA only requires that the changes of an FLD or LD model results in a valid model,
that is, the changed model must adhere to the metamodel and well-formedness constraints
of EUREMA (cf. Appendix A). Validity of FLD and LD models is a prerequisite for the
execution semantics such that these models are executable by the EUREMA interpreter.
Summing up, EUREMA automatically supports safe adaptations of feedback loops (i. e.,
FLD models) and adaptation engines (i. e., LD models) without requiring from engineers
to implement any functionality to achieve quiescence. This functionality is generically realized by EUREMA that controls the execution of the FLD and LD models. Thus, engineers
are not concerned with the realization and management of quiescence but can focus exclusively on developing the adaptation logic and feedback loops. Since an adaptation of
the FLD or LD models only happens in a quiescent state and since it does not change the
execution status (e. g., the model counter that is similar to a program counter for an execution stack), the EUREMA interpreter has always control over the execution of the FLD
and LD models. This enables the interpreter to automatically achieve quiescence for safe
adaptations and finally to properly continue the execution of the adapted models.
6.7

requirements for model operations in eurema

Having discussed the execution semantics of EUREMA in the previous sections, we have
defined how the EUREMA models developed by engineers are executed. Besides the
EUREMA models engineers have to provide implementations of the model operations that
they specified in the EUREMA models. These implementations are represented as software
modules in the EUREMA models while each model operation is bound to such a module
(cf. Section 5.1.4). When executing a model operation, the corresponding software module
is invoked by the EUREMA interpreter (cf. Section 6.4.3). However, the actual implementations are only triggered but not executed by the interpreter since they can be realized with
any formalism and technology. Consequently, the interpreter does not directly control the
execution of the implementations. Executing a feedback loop in terms of the EUREMA
models still includes the execution of the implementations for the model operations. Therefore, the implementations have to satisfy certain requirements such that they do not violate
the execution semantics of EUREMA. We discuss these requirements in the following.
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Satisfying the specification. Engineers define model operations when specifying a feedback loop with an FLD. For an individual model operation, they define the input and
output runtime models of the operation, how these models are processed by the operation (cf. different kinds of model usages such as reading, writing, annotating, creating, or
destroying models), and the possible return states of the operation in terms of exit compartments. This definition serves as an abstract specification of the model operation, which
has to be satisfied by the implementation.
When executing a model operation as defined in the FLD, the EUREMA interpreter invokes the implementation and passes the specified input models to the implementation.
The implementation executes, processes these input models, eventually terminates, and
finally returns the output models as well as the specific return status, in which the execution has terminated. Consequently, the EUREMA execution semantics expect from an
implementation of a model operation that the implementation
1. is able to take the materialized runtime models passed to it by the interpreter as an
input to its behavior. That is, the implementation must be able to actually have those
runtime models as input, which are defined as the input of the operation in the FLD.
2. is actually processing the input runtime models as specified by the model usage links in
the FLD. For instance, if the FLD defines that a model operation creates a runtime model,
the implementation of the operation must actually create the corresponding materialized runtime model. Otherwise, the runtime model cannot be used by any subsequent
model operation of the feedback loop.
3. returns the materialized runtime models that are specified as output models of the corresponding model operation in the FLD. This allows the interpreter to pass the runtime
models from one operation to another (cf. Section 6.4.5). For instance, if the FLD defines
that a model operation creates and returns a runtime model, the implementation must
return the created materialized model to the interpreter after the invocation. Otherwise,
the interpreter is not aware of the created model and therefore cannot pass this model
to another operation.
4. returns a return status of its execution, which can be mapped to an exit compartment
of the corresponding model operation. The return status is used by the interpreter to
identify the corresponding exit compartment of the model operation to continue the
control flow in the FLD instance (cf. Section 6.4.3). Consequently, if the return status
cannot be mapped to an exit compartment of the model operation, the interpreter does
not know how to continue the control flow such that it raises a runtime exception.
An implementation of a model operation must behave according to these four aspects.
These aspects are related to the abstract specification of a model operation in the FLD, that
is, to the definition of the operation’s input and output runtime models, the operation’s
processing of these models, and the operation’s possible return states. This specification
with the four aspects are similar to a contract that the implementation of a model operation
has to fulfill such that the EUREMA execution semantics is not violated. Technically, the
interpreter relies on this contract such that it is able to properly execute an FLD instance.
Stateless implementation. The implementation of a model operation should be stateless,
which is a prerequisite for safe adaptation as discussed in Section 6.6. This does not mean
that the implementation may not maintain any state at all. In contrast, it means that the
state should be externalized from the implementation—particularly from the code or from
any other formalism used for realizing the implementation—and stored in the runtime
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models that are processed by the operation/implementation. Consequently, the requirement of stateless implementations is not that restrictive since it does not forbid any state
but only prescribes how the state should be maintained. In this context, an advantage is
that capturing the state in runtime models makes the state explicit such that it can be
addressed during the design and at runtime, for instance, to safely adapt a feedback loop.
Moreover, engineers are not restricted by this requirement since EUREMA is open for
any runtime model that is expressed with any language (i. e., metamodel). Depending on
the specific state or generally the knowledge of the feedback loop that should be captured,
engineers may develop new or reuse existing languages to express the runtime models.
This allows engineers to use and capture application-specific and user-defined knowledge
in the feedback loops.
Termination and concurrency. The execution of an FLD instance is the sequential execution of operations, that is, the operations are executed one after the other and not
concurrently (cf. Section 6.4.3). When executing a model operation, the corresponding implementation is synchronously invoked by the interpreter and therefore executed.
To ensure progress and finally termination of executing an FLD instance, the EUREMA
execution semantics requires that the implementation of each model operation eventually
terminates its execution. The notion of termination we require from the implementations
of model operations means that no behavior should be active in the implementation, or
technically that all threads used in the implementation have terminated. This notion of
termination is required for avoiding any concurrency between operations (cf. Section 6.4.3)
and for achieving quiescence to support safe adaptations of EUREMA models (cf. Section 6.6). It is the responsibility of the engineers providing the implementations to ensure
the termination of executions of these implementations.
Since the operation of an FLD instance are executed one after the other, they are not
executed concurrently. However, this does not exclude any concurrency within the implementation of a model operation. After being invoked by the EUREMA interpreter, the
implementation may create and use multiple threads to concurrently execute its behavior.
For instance, the implementation of an analyze operation may parallelize the analysis to
concurrently check multiple constraints on a runtime model representing the adaptable
software. However, the implementation and thus the engineer must assure that all of the
threads terminate properly such that the whole implementation terminates as required (see
discussion in the previous paragraph).
Summary. Summing up, implementations of model operations must satisfy three requirements such that they do not break the execution semantics of EUREMA. These requirements concern the specification of model operations in the FLDs, the stateless implementation of model operations, and the termination as well as concurrency of the implementations. At the technical level, EUREMA expects from implementations of model operations
that they satisfy these requirements such that the EUREMA interpreter can execute the
FLD and LD models according to the execution semantics discussed in this chapter.
To substantiate the discussion that we started with the requirements of model operations
in this section, we focus in the following chapter on the model operations and their implementations in the context of EUREMA-based feedback loops. Particularly, we will discuss
the solution space for realizing model operations and how the solution space supports
satisfying the requirements of model operations.
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Having discussed the modeling and execution of EUREMA in the previous Chapters 5
and 6, we focus in this chapter on the individual adaptation activities of a feedback loop.
Besides the EUREMA models specifying the feedback loops and the layered architecture of
the self-adaptive software, engineers have to provide implementations for such activities.
According to the idea of a runtime megamodel (cf. Section 4.2), we consider the adaptation
activities of a feedback loop as runtime model operations as they operate on the runtime
models employed in the feedback loop. Moreover, we consider operations that are modeldriven, that is, MDE techniques are used for their development. Particularly, models are
used to specify the behavior of the operations and they are kept alive at runtime to execute
the specified behavior. Examples are evaluation or change models that specify and execute
the behavior of the analyze respectively planning activities (cf. Section 4.1).
In this chapter, we elaborate the solution space of model-driven runtime model operations and discuss its influence on the changeability and execution of a feedback loop. We
divided the solution space along two major dimensions. The first dimension distinguishes
whether the implementation of an operation is based on code or driven by models. The
second dimension considers operations that either work in a state-based or in an eventbased manner. In the following sections, we discuss both dimensions and their impact on
the requirements for model operations introduced in Section 6.7. Finally, we conclude the
chapter with a summary.
7.1

code-based vs. model-driven operations

In the context of EUREMA, we assume that a model operation works on a reflection model
that is causally connected to the adaptable software (cf. Section 4.1). The behavior of such an
operation can be implemented and executed by code or by runtime models. In the former
case, the behavior is hard-coded into an operation. This is illustrated in Figure 61a showing
the operation Check for failures that analyzes the reflection model called Architectural Model
to identify whether failures have occurred or not in the adaptable software. On the other
hand, the behavior of an operation can be specified by models that are kept alive at runtime. The behavior is then performed by interpreting and executing these models. For
instance, Figure 61b shows the same operation, however, whose behavior is explicitly specified by Failure analysis rules that are interpreted at runtime. That is, the implementation of
the Check for failures operation obtains the rules as an input and it triggers an interpreter
to run and apply those rules on the reflection model. For example, the rules can be expressed with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [327], for which an execution engine
is available and can be reused by the implementation of the operation1 .
The distinction between a code-based and model-driven operation is based on the kind
of artifact, code or model, that is used at runtime to execute the operation. This distinction
does not exclude any model-based development of code-based operations. For instance, the
behavior of an operation can be specified by models, from which code will be generated
and eventually used for the execution while the models remain a design artifact.
1 Eclipse OCL project: http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/ocl.
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Figure 61: Operations that are (a) Code-Based and (b) Model-Driven.

The decision for a code-based or a model-driven operation is typically a trade-off.
Among others, it might depend on the availability of programming or modeling languages
that are appropriate for solving the problem at hand. For instance, to implement an analysis
technique of a feedback loop, an imperative programming language can be an appropriate formalism if the analysis is an algorithmic problem. In contrast, if the analysis should
identify a structural pattern in the reflection model, a modeling language such as Story
Patterns (SPs) [155] is more appropriate as it allows to specify patterns declaratively and at
the same level of abstraction as the reflection model. Hence, the availability of appropriate
languages for the problem at hand as well as the characteristics of these languages such as
the abstraction level and the programming/modeling style (imperative or declarative) are
concerns determining the trade-off.
Despite these concerns, there is one major advantage of model-driven over codebased operations, which is particularly relevant for self-adaptive software where dynamic
changes are inherent. Using explicit runtime models for specifying and executing operations leverages changeability of the adaptation activities of a feedback loop. The flexible
nature of runtime models supports adapting the specification and hence the behavior of the
operations. In contrast, hard-coded and compiled operations are not directly and as easily
adaptable as models. Moreover, models are usually at a higher level of abstraction than
code such that the adaptation of operations may happen at an appropriate level of detail,
which further supports changeability. We exploit this changeability in EUREMA to adapt
running feedback loops on-line by higher-layer feedback loops or off-line by maintenance
(cf. Chapters 5.3 and 5.4). For instance, adapting the analysis strategy of the self-repair feedback loop requires changing or patching the (compiled) code of the code-based operation
shown in Figure 61a while for the model-driven operation shown in Figure 61b, it only
requires to replace the runtime model, that is, the Failure analysis rules.
In this context, model-driven operations may seem to be costly to develop since they
require appropriate modeling languages and execution engines in order to express and
execute the runtime models specifying their behavior. However, there exists plenty of
languages and engines to express and process models in MDE, which can be reused in
implementations of operations, and EUREMA is open for any of those.2 Examples of such
languages with execution support are OCL [327], EMF-IncQuery [414], SPs/SDs [155], Henshin [47], TGGs [220], and VIATRA [67, 418], which all can be used to query, check, and
transform (runtime) models. Specifically, in our work we reused an existing model transformation engine for the monitor and execute activities to synchronize reflection models at
2 Technically, the only restriction is that EUREMA and the languages used for expressing runtime models share
the same meta-metamodel such that they are unified in a common MDE infrastructure (see Section 2.1.1).
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different levels of abstraction as well as an OCL engine for the analyze activity to check constraints on an abstract reflection model [22, 28]. Such execution engines are usually generic
as they completely externalize the user-defined inputs in models that become runtime models in EUREMA—such as the Failure analysis rules in Figure 61b—and therefore amenable
for adaptation. Consequently, such execution engines can be considered as reusable implementations for operations, which can reduce the development efforts.
Reuse and EUREMA’s openness for integrating existing languages and execution engines potentially simplifies the development of model-driven operations. Such operations
promotes changeability and hence the development of adaptable feedback loops. Therefore,
we prefer model-driven to code-based operations in EUREMA although EUREMA is open
for code-based operations (e. g., the planning activity of the self-optimization feedback loop
discussed in Section 5.2 is realized by a code-based operation).
7.2

state-based vs. event-based operations

The second dimension for the solution space of model operations distinguishes between
event-based and state-based operations, which results in different ways of capturing and
processing knowledge in a feedback loop. Depending on whether the operations of a feedback loop work in an event-based or state-based manner, we characterize the feedback loop
either as event-based or state-based.
In general, event-based operations use only events to exchange and process knowledge
about the adaptable software. Initially, the monitor operation of a feedback loop creates
events capturing symptoms observed in the adaptable software. These events are processed
along the analyze, plan, and execute operations to perform self-adaptation. Since the events
capture just the symptoms of the adaptable software, they do not capture the complete state
such as the current runtime architecture of the software but rather changes of the state.
Focusing on changes of the state instead of the complete state enables incremental, changedriven processing, that is, individual changes are processed in contrast to the complete
state of the adaptable software. However, such an approach requires a certain degree of
locality, in which the symptoms can be handled. In this case, an event contains fractions
of the state that correspond to the local context of a symptom such that the event is selfcontained and operations can process it in a meaningful way. If the context grows in size or
even requires comprehensive architectural knowledge of the adaptable software, the events
as well as their construction and processing become more complex and more data needs
to be transferred from one operation to another throughout the feedback loop.
For instance, if a symptom is isolated and related to a single component of the adaptable
software that should be restarted by self-adaptation, the scope of the local context is small
and events are a light-weight means to capture the context. This example is depicted in Figure 62a showing a fragment of an FLD. The queue and events in this FLD only illustrate the
processing of events and they are not part of the EUREMA language. The Update operation
monitors changes of the adaptable software and creates corresponding symptoms that are
added to a queue. The subsequent Check for failures operation consumes and analyzes the
symptoms to identify failures and the affected components in the adaptable software. It
will then use events to notify the subsequent planning operation to project an adaptation
for restarting these components (not shown in Figure 62a). This FLD fragment shows that
event-based operations perform their tasks by processing and exchanging only events.
In contrast to event-based operations, state-based operations work on a runtime model,
particularly a reflection model that represents the state of the adaptable software that is
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Figure 62: Operations that are (a) Event-Based and (b) State-Based.

relevant for self-adaptation. Typically, a reflection model provides an architectural view
of the software (cf. Section 4.1). Therefore, the monitor operation observes the adaptable
software and updates the reflection model according to these observations. The subsequent
analyze, plan, and execute operations work on the updated reflection model to perform selfadaptation. Having a global view of the adaptable software in terms of the reflection model,
there are no limitations concerning the locality of a change since the whole architecture can
be analyzed and reconfigured. However, such an approach requires that each operation
processes the complete model, hence it prevents any incremental processing.
For instance, the analyze operation has to check the complete model in order to identify
any need for adaptation. This example is illustrated in Figure 62b showing a fragment of
an FLD. The Update operation monitors the adaptable software and updates accordingly
the reflection model called Architectural Model. The subsequent Check for failures operation
analyzes the Architectural Model to identify any failures that might have occurred in the
adaptable software. Therefore, it has to analyze the complete model since it has no hints
on the recent model updates performed by the Update operation. As one solution, the
analyze operation could produce a diff between the latest reflection model and a snapshot
of the reflection model created during the previous run of the feedback loop to obtain
the model updates, which, however, also requires processing the complete model. If the
analyze operation identifies failures, it annotates and thus updates the model that will be
processed afterwards by the planning operation (not shown in Figure 62b). This example
shows that state-based operations perform their tasks by processing and sharing runtime
models capturing knowledge about the adaptable software.
Summing up, both variants of event-based and state-based operations have advantages and disadvantages. While event-based operations basically support the incremental,
change-driven processing in a feedback loop, they require identifying and capturing the
knowledge (i. e., the changes and their contexts) that is relevant for self-adaptation in events
that might get complex in terms of scope and size of the captured knowledge. On the other
hand, state-based operations do not support an incremental processing but they ease the
handling of the knowledge in a feedback loop since the runtime models provide comprehensive knowledge about the adaptable software (e. g., the software’s runtime architecture),
which is shared by all operations of a feedback loop.
So far we discussed state-based feedback loops in this thesis because a basic assumption
of EUREMA is that the feedback loops heavily use runtime models, particularly reflection
models that are causally connected to the adaptable software (cf. Section 4.1). However,
to obtain the benefits of event-based and state-based operations, EUREMA combines both
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variants.3 The goal is to support an incremental processing of model operations—a key
need for self-adaptation that “comes into play because often changes are local to restricted
parts” of the adapatable software [180, p. 369]—that work on runtime models, hence to improve the runtime performance of executing feedback loops operating on runtime models.
More specifically, EUREMA fully supports state-based operations to benefit from the rich
semantic base of runtime models, which avoids the construction and processing of complex
events carrying the context of a state change (e. g., of a symptom). Instead, the context of
a change is represented in the runtime models. To enable an incremental, change-driven
processing of state-based operations, EUREMA supports change events that are related to
runtime models and that notify about changes of these models. Such events are provided
and maintained by EUREMA and they can be used by operations to identify locations in a
runtime model, from where the processing should start. This may avoid the need to process
the complete model, particularly if only a small fraction of the model has changed.
Moreover, we conceive a better changeability of self-adaptive software when using runtime models to capture the state and thus the contexts of changes. For instance, if the
context of a change type should be extended, it is only required to adjust the runtime
model to cover the extended context. However, if the model is expressive enough to cover
the extended context, no adjustments are required. In contrast, if we rely only on events,
we have to adjust the individual event types of all operations, thus resulting in a higher
number of adjustments. Additionally, a runtime model centrally captures the context of
changes instead of scattering the context in multiple events throughout the feedback loop.
An example of such event- and state-based operations is illustrated by the FLD fragment
in Figure 63. The Update operation monitors changes of the adaptable software and updates
accordingly the Architectural Model. When changing the Architectural Model, change events
are automatically generated and added to a queue. For each model change, an event is
created that points to the changed element of the model. The subsequent Check for failures
operations consumes these change events and uses them to jump directly to the locations
in the Architectural Model where the changes have occurred. Starting from these locations,
the operation analyzes the model for any failures. For instance, if a component of the adaptable software has stopped operating for any reason, the element in the Architectural Model
representing the corresponding component is changed to reflect this situation. Using the
change event, the analyze operation can directly jump to this element in the model and

3 In MDE terms, EUREMA combines principles of change- and state-based model operations (cf. Section 2.1.1)
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start the analysis there. Otherwise, the analyze operation has to check all components in
the model to find the ones that are not properly operating.
As shown in Figure 63, the Check for failures operation annotates the Architectural Model
with the analysis results, for instance, by marking components that are affected by failures. Annotating the model automatically causes change events that are also added to the
queue. The subsequent planning operation can consume these events to start the planning
process right away with the affected components in the model instead of searching the
complete model for these components. This example illustrates that combining runtime
models and change events can potentially improve the runtime performance of operations
by enabling an incremental, change-driven processing of the models. This aspect will be
further discussed in the context of the evaluating EUREMA in Section 9.4.
Based on this idea, EUREMA provides generic support for change events of any runtime
model. That is, the EUREMA interpreter maintains an individual queue of change events
for each runtime model used within a feedback loop. This also applies to the EUREMA
models (e. g., the FLD instances to execute the feedback loops) that can be used as reflection models when layering feedback loops (see Section 5.3). Moreover, the interpreter
instruments all runtime models to observe their changes. For each model change, an event
is created that points to the changed element of the model and that contains information
about the change such as the changed feature (i. e., which attribute or reference is affected
by the change), the feature values before and after the change, and the type of the change
(e. g., whether an element or a reference has been added or removed from the model and
whether an attribute value has been set or unset). The interpreter puts the created event
into the change event queue of the corresponding model. The actual changes of the runtime
models are performed by operations. Each operation that has a runtime model as an output
may change the model, which is specified in the FLDs by labeling the output relationship
with w or a for writing or annotating the model. Considering the FLD fragment in Figure 63
on the previous page, the Update operation has the Architectural Model as an output and
the output relationships is labeled with w, that is, the operation writes or more specifically
updates the model. The EUREMA interpreter observes these updates, creates the change
events, and add these events to the queue maintained for the Architectural Model. Likewise,
the Check for failures operation may annotate and therefore also change the model, which
causes corresponding change events that are added to the same queue.
In this example, the interpreter also maintains a queue for the other runtime model, that
is, for the Failure analysis rules. However, this model is only read but not modified by any
operation such that no changes of this model and thus no change events will occur.
While the EUREMA interpreter automatically produces the change events while operations change the runtime models, the operations themselves may consume these events
from the queues. Typically, an operation consumes those events which are caused by model
changes performed by previously executed operations. In general, any operation that has
a runtime model as an input has also access to the change event queue of the runtime
model to consume the corresponding change events. The inputs of operations in terms of
the runtime models are specified in FLDs while each input relationship is labeled with an r
meaning that the operation reads the model. For instance, the Check for failures operation
has the Architectural Model as an input and it therefore may consume the change events for
this model (see Figure 63 on the previous page).
Consuming a change event does not imply that the event is removed from the queue. This
would otherwise restrict the number of readers of an event to one such that, for instance, an
event caused by the monitoring operation can only be read by one of the analyze and plan-
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ning operations but not by both of them. To allow flexible solutions of consuming events,
the EUREMA interpreter does not automatically remove change events from queues but
shifts this responsibility to the implementations of the operations. Consequently, the operations of a feedback loop decide if and when a change event is removed from its queue. Different scenarios are conceivable here. For instance, if each operation causes change events
and an operation only reads the events caused by the previous operation, an operation
can immediately remove the consumed change events from the queue. On the other hand,
if the change events should be preserved in the queue such that multiple operations of
a feedback loop can read them, they are oftentimes removed from the queue by the last
operation of the feedback loop to conclude the current run and to enable a fresh, next run
of the feedback loop. Nevertheless, it is also conceivable that change events remain in the
queue across multiple runs of the feedback loop. Essentially, it is the responsibility of the
implementations of the operations to selectively read the change events that are of interest
from the queues, to process these events, and if needed to remove these events from the
queues. In this context, developers must assure that an operation does not endlessly cause
and process its own change events. Otherwise, the operation might not terminate, which
is, however, required by the execution semantics of EUREMA (cf. Section 6.7).
Finally, it has to be noted that the use of change events is optional in EUREMA. If they are
not used, the feedback loop is state-based since the operations process the runtime models
in a non-incremental manner. In this case, the tracking of model changes by the EUREMA
interpreter can be deactivated such that no change events are produced and no change
event queues are maintained. If the operations should process the runtime models incrementally to improve the runtime performance of the overall feedback loop, EUREMA’s
support for tracking model changes can be used. The mechanism to track model changes,
to produce change events, and to maintain the queues of change events is generic.4 On
the one hand, this means that the mechanism works for any user-defined runtime model
expressed with any metamodel. On the other hand, developers do not have to adjust the
runtime models or the metamodels to enable the change tracking by EUREMA.
Within this thesis we do not specifically evaluate the runtime performance of operations
that are only state-based or that are state- and event-based.5 A decision to choose one
variant depends on the size of the model and on the algorithms used by the operations,
for instance, on the analysis conducted by the analyze operation. The size of the model as
well as the algorithms are out of EUREMA’s scope since they concern the implementations
of the operations and models. Consequently, EUREMA does not prescribe one variant of
operations but leaves the decision to the developers. However, examples are conceivable
where an incremental, change-driven processing of a runtime model does not pay off, for
instance, when in all situations the complete model is processed. In this case, there needs
to be no benefit of directly jumping to a specific element in the model that has changed.
On the other hand, if all operations of a feedback loop can handle a symptom locally, an
incremental, change-driven processing of the model may pay off and improve the runtime
performance of the operation and of the overall feedback loop.
From EUREMA’s point of view, it is not critical to leave the decision of choosing between
state-based and state-/event-based operations to the developers since the execution semantics of EUREMA (cf. Chapter 6) is not affected by the decision. In contrast, the decision
4 Technically, the change tracking mechanism of EUREMA is based on the notification feature of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which provides notifications about individual changes of any EMF-based model [402].
5 However, we will evaluate the runtime performance of the whole feedback loop in the context of comparing
alternative solutions to the self-healing and self-optimization of mRUBiS in Section 9.4.
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only influences how an implementation of an operation processes the runtime models but
not how the operation as a whole is executed as part of an FLD instance.
Nevertheless, to preserve the execution semantics of EUREMA, implementations of
model operations must satisfy several requirements that we introduced in Section 6.7. In
the following section, we discuss the two dimensions of the solution space for model operations (i. e., code-based vs. model-based and state-based vs. event-based operations) with
respect to these requirements.
7.3

impact on satisfying the requirements for model operations

In the context of the EUREMA execution semantics, we discussed requirements for model
operations (see Section 6.7), which are about satisfying the specification, stateless implementation, as well as termination and concurrency. Implementations of such operations
must satisfy these requirements such that the EUREMA execution semantics is not violated. In the following, we discuss the impact of the previously discussed dimensions of
the solution space for model operation on satisfying these requirements. That is, certain
dimensions make satisfying these requirements either more easy or more difficult.
Satisfying the specification. The first requirement concerns the specification of a model
operation in an FLD, which comprises the input and output models, the processing of
the models, and the return status. Such a specification of an operation must be satisfied
by the implementation of the operation. The solution space for implementations of operations does not impact the difficulty of satisfying this requirements. Regardless whether an
operation is implemented in a code-based or model-driven as well as in a state-based or
event-/state-based manner, the implementation must satisfy the specification. In all cases,
the implementation must be able to have the specified runtime models as input, to process them as specified (e. g., a model can be created, read, annotated, written), to have the
specified runtime models as output, and to return a status. Consequently, satisfying this
requirement is not eased or hindered by the decision for one implementation variant of the
solution space.
Stateless implementation. The second requirements demands stateless implementations
of model operations, which is a prerequisite for safe adaptations of feedback loops. With
EUREMA, we generally assume that operations work on a runtime model, particularly
a reflection model that is causally connected to the adaptable software and that can be
enriched with working data of the operations. Consequently, any implementation of an
operation can externalize and store its state in such a reflection model, which makes the
implementation stateless.
Compared to code-based operations, changeability can be improved by model-driven operations that further externalize the behavioral specification of the operations into runtime
models (e. g., see the Failure analysis rules in Figure 61b on Page 140 that have been externalized from the code-based operation shown in Figure 61a on Page 140). To adapt the
behavior of an operation, the corresponding runtime models have to changed or replaced,
which is usually easier than adapting the (compiled) code of code-based operation.
Concerning the use of runtime models with or without change events, this requirement is
not affected. The state of an operation such as the working data is captured only in runtime
models (i. e., typically the reflection models) while the change events are just notifications
about changes of the models, which references the models. Consequently, the use of events
does not contribute to achieving a stateless implementation of an operation.
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Termination and concurrency. The third requirement states that the execution of a model
operation must eventually terminate. Thus, developers must assure that the implementations of operation eventually terminate, which might get more complicated if multiple
threads are used for the execution.
While assuring termination does not differ for the dimension distinguishing code-based
and model-driven operations, it can become relevant for the other dimension. If an operation is event- and state-based, the implementation—once triggered by the EUREMA
interpreter—may use the change events to trigger its internal behavior. However, executing
its behavior, the implementation may cause new change events that may be used again
to trigger its internal behavior. This requires that the implementation carefully handles
and consumes the change events (e. g., by consuming only those change events that have
been caused by other operations) to assure termination of its execution. In contrast, an
implementation of an operation that is only state-based typically triggers once its internal
behavior to process the whole state after it has been triggered by the EUREMA interpreter.
Consequently, assuring termination of the execution can be more difficult for operations
that use change events in addition to the runtime models.
7.4

summary

To conclude the discussion of the solution space for implementations of model operations
in EUREMA, model-driven operations promise a better changeability of their behavior
than code-based operations since models are typically easier to change than (compiled)
code. However, code-based operations can be the better choice if there is no modeling language available to intuitively create runtime models that specify and execute the operations
behavior for a specific problem.
Using runtime models, especially reflection models, to capture the state of operations
eases the stateless implementation of the operations and therefore achieving safe adaptations of feedback loops. We consider by default such state-based operations in EUREMA.
A disadvantage of such operations is their non-incremental processing of the runtime
models, that is, they have to process with every execution the whole state captured in
the models. However, to improve the runtime performance of operations, an incremental,
change-driven processing can be achieved by exploiting change events. Such events notify
about changes of models, which can be used as starting points for efficiently processing
the models. While the EUREMA interpreter provides generic support for change events
(i. e., it automatically observes the runtime models for changes, creates change events, and
maintains these events in queues for each runtime model) without requiring any engineering support from developers, developers have the responsibility of assuring termination
of executions of the individual operations. This responsibility requires from developers to
carefully handle the change events in the implementations and to avoid endless triggering
of implementation-internal behavior by events.
Having discussed major dimensions of the solution space for implementing model operations in EUREMA, we discuss examples of such implementation in the following chapter
that covers as well the implementation of EUREMA.
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Part III
VA L I D AT I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N
In this part of the thesis, we discuss the implementation of EUREMA and of
an experimentation environment, which we use for the evaluation. Afterwards,
we comprehensively evaluate EUREMA by assessing the design and expressiveness of the language, conducting experiments with a running system, comparing EUREMA-based solutions with alternative solutions, and discussing how
well EUREMA covers quality attributes and fulfills the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software. Moreover, we discuss related work to contrast
EUREMA with the state of the art in engineering self-adaptive software. Finally,
we conclude the thesis and provide an outlook on future work.

8

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

In this chapter, we discuss the implementation of EUREMA and of the technical framework that we use to experiment with EUREMA. The EUREMA implementation is loosely
integrated in the framework and can therefore be easily used in other technical contexts1 .
The implementation architecture of the framework follows the external approach to selfadaptive software (cf. Section 2.2.3) and consists of a stack of elements shown in Figure 64.

EUREMA
EUREMA Model,
Software Modules
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Metamodel
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Rules
Adaptable
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Figure 64: Implementation Architecture of the Framework.

The framework is generic, that is, it is not limited to one specific adaptable software
and one specific self-adaptation capability such as self-optimization or self-healing. Consequently, developers using the framework have to customize each element of the framework.
• The Adaptable Software Platform is the runtime environment of the adaptable software.
Developers have to provide the Application that is going to be managed by the feedback loop(s). The platform automatically instruments the application with sensors
and effectors such that the application becomes adaptable. This disburdens the application developers who can focus on the business instead of the adaptation logic.
• The Causal Connection provides means to synchronize the adaptable software and the
Reflection Model, that is, any change of the software is reflected in the model, and
vice versa (cf. Section 2.1.5). A particular aspect is that the causal connection works
incrementally in both directions such that only the changes are propagated. To specify
the causal connection, developers have to provide Synchronization Rules.
• The Reflection Model is a causally connected runtime model of the adaptable software.
It is maintained and synchronized with the software by the Causal Connection and the
basis for the feedback loop(s) to perform self-adaptation. The language to express
this model is user-defined such that developers have to provide a Metamodel. This
metamodel and the Synchronization Rules determine the content and construction of
the reflection model such that the model is completely user-defined.
1 As an example, EUREMA has been integrated into the SimuLizar framework [61], which addresses the performance analysis of self-adaptive systems, to model and execute feedback loops [349].
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• The topmost element of the framework is EUREMA with its language and interpreter
to model and execute feedback loops. Development with EUREMA results in an
EUREMA Model that specifies the feedback loops and the layered architecture of the
self-adaptive software (see FLDs and LD in Chapter 5) and in a set of Software Modules
that implement the model operations (cf. Chapter 7). If the operations are modeldriven, the software modules are complemented by runtime models (cf. Section 7.1).
The EUREMA model and the software modules are both provided by the developer
and eventually executed by the EUREMA interpreter (cf. Chapter 6).
The whole framework is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)2 that provides the required MDE infrastructure for the model-driven engineering of self-adaptive
software with runtime models and runtime megamodels. Like EMF, we implemented the
framework in Java [194, 278]. As the adaptable software platform, we support an Enterprise
Java Beans (EJB) [132] server that hosts the application provided by the developer. Hence,
the adaptable software in the framework can be any EJB-based software.
Based on this overview of the framework, we discuss in the following sections bottom-up
the technical details of the individual elements of the framework. Finally, we briefly present
a simulator for the reflection model that supports early testing of EUREMA feedback loops
without having to run the underlying causal connection and adaptable software platform.
8.1

adaptable software platform

As previously mentioned, the adaptable software platform is an EJB environment. Its implementation architecture is depicted in Figure 65. It consists of GlassFish3 , which is an
application server for EJB-based applications, and mKernel [90, 91], which comprises Preprocessor and a Plugin for GlassFish. Developers provide an Application that is implemented
with EJB technology targeting the GlassFish server. An example of such an application
is mRUBiS [18] that we introduced in Section 4.5. In general, EJB is a specification [132]
for developing component-based software [409] targeting enterprise applications. Hence,
such applications consist of multiple components and interconnections among those components. In the context of the framework, the application realizes the business logic of the
self-adaptive software. It does not need to be adaptable such that developers can focus on
the business logic and do not have to take any adaptation concerns into account.

Sensor and
Eﬀector API
mKernel
Preprocessor
Application

Instrumented
Application

Adaptable
Software Platform

GlassFish +
mKernel Plugin

Figure 65: Implementation Architecture of the Adaptable Software Platform.

2 Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF): See http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/ and [402].
3 GlassFish is the reference implementation of the Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) specification and therefore
of the included EJB specification: https://glassfish.java.net/. We use version 2.1.1 of GlassFish that is the
reference implementation of Java EE version 5 [385] and therefore of EJB version 3.0 [132].

8.2 causal connection and reflection model

Before the provided application is deployed on the GlassFish server, the mKernel preprocessor automatically instruments the application with sensors and effectors. This instrumentation makes the application observable and adaptable. For instance, the sensors
and effectors support observing and adapting the application’s runtime architecture, particularly, the individual components with their parameters and connections to other components. Consequently, mKernel enables parameter and structural adaptation, which are
the two general means to adaptation [292]. Moreover, it supports safe adaptations of the
application by realizing the quiescence mechanism proposed by Kramer and Magee [259].
The instrumented application is afterwards deployed on the GlassFish server that is extended with the mKernel plugin. This plugin is the runtime environment for the sensors
and effectors of the application and it provides them as an Application Programming Interface (API) [3] (see Sensor and Effector API in Figure 65). This API supports observing and
adapting the runtime architecture of the application. Moreover, it includes functionality for
performance monitoring that is realized by GlassFish according to the Java EE performance
data framework [226]. Thus, GlassFish and mKernel jointly provide the sensor and effector
API that can be used by programs, external to the server, to observe and adapt the application. For instance, we used the API in previous work to realize programmatically different
reconfiguration strategies for exchanging individual components of an application [20],
among others, by keeping the current and updated versions of components running during reconfiguration (cf. [122]).
However, the sensor and effector API is platform-specific and at a rather low level of
abstraction as it refers to the technical concepts of the EJB platform. Therefore, we aim
for raising the level of abstraction with the framework such that feedback loops may operate on a higher-level, platform-independent reflection model to perform self-adaptation.
It is the task of the Causal Connection to bridge the abstraction gap between the low-level,
platform-specific API and the higher-level, platform-independent reflection model. Technically, the causal connection uses the sensor and effector API to maintain and synchronize
the reflection model with the application, which will be discussed in the following section.
From the framework’s point of view, the adaptable software platform can be exchanged
and alternative solutions to the EJB platform such as OSGi4 or FRASCATI [380] are conceivable. The framework only requires that the platform provides a sensor and effector API for
monitoring and adapting the application, ideally at the architectural level, such that the
causal connection can be built upon this API. Finally, the platform should not be restricted
to one specific application. In our case, the platform can host any EJB-based application.
8.2

causal connection and reflection model

In this section, we describe the implementation of the causal connection that synchronizes
the reflection model and the adaptable software (see Figure 66). In general, the causal connection refers to synchronizing a runtime model and a running software such that changes
in of them are reflected in the other (cf. Section 2.1.5). The causal connection of the framework does the same but in a special way because of three reasons:(1) to cope with the
abstraction gap between the adaptable software and the reflection model, (2) to be open for
user-defined reflection models and metamodels instead of prescribing the metamodel or
how the reflection model is constructed and synchronized with the software, (3) to provide
an efficient solution for the causal connection by leveraging incremental techniques. To address these issues, we adopt an MDE approach and use model synchronization techniques.
4 OSGi Alliance: The Dynamic Module System for Java: https://www.osgi.org/.
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Figure 66: Implementation Architecture of the Causal Connection and Reflection Model.

The Adapter uses the sensor and effector API provided by the adaptable software platform to maintain the EJB Model that is causally connected to the software (see Figure 66).
The corresponding EJB metamodel is shown in a simplified5 version in Figure 67. It is at
the same abstraction level as the API such that both of them are platform-specific since
they are concerned with EJB concepts to monitor and adapt the underlying software.
In this context, the metamodel is used to describe the application at three levels: type, deployment, and instance level. The type level captures the results of the application development such as the developed types of enterprise beans (see classes drawn white in Figure 67).
Such types can be instantiated and deployed to a server, which includes configuring the
application such as connecting required and provided interfaces (see EjbConnector wiring
an EjbReference to an EjbInterface). The deployment level comprises the classes drawn lightgray in Figure 67. Finally, the instance level (see classes drawn dark-gray in Figure 67)
captures concrete interactions within the running application such as calls among bean
instances. A detailed description of these EJB concepts can be found in [90, 3].
The EJB model is an instance of this metamodel and it is used to monitor the adaptable
software. The model can also be changed to correspondingly adapt the software. For instance, to adapt the interconnection among beans, connector elements can be removed and
added. The adapter synchronizes the EJB model with the adaptable software by using the
sensor and effector API. Particularly, it uses the sensors to observe the running software
and to reflect changes of the software in the EJB model. Similarly, it uses the effectors to
enact adaptation to the running software according to the changes of the EJB model.
The synchronization in both directions (i. e., from the adaptable software to the model,
and vice versa) is eased since the EJB model and the API are at the same level of abstraction
such that there is a one-to-one mapping between the model and API elements. Thus, the
model basically mirrors the capabilities of the API and instead of the API, the model can
be used as the interface to monitor and adapt the running software.
To make the synchronization runtime-efficient, the adapter exploits the push-oriented
sensor API that emits events notifying about structural changes of the adaptable software
to incrementally update the EJB model. However, the sensors for behavior monitoring that
5 To illustrate the extent of the simplification, the complete EJB metamodel consists of 67 classes while the
simplified version shown here consists of only 29 classes. Among others, the classes addressing the security,
transaction, timer, interceptor, quiescence, and performance concerns are hidden. Moreover, the simplified
version hides several associations and does not show any attributes and operations.
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Figure 67: Simplified EJB Metamodel.

establishes the instance level (i. e., bean instances and calls among them) in the EJB model
are provided in a pull-oriented fashion—to avoid the proliferation of events—and therefore
require more costly batch updates of the model. Nevertheless, if the instance level is not of
interest, the corresponding sensors can be deactivated to improve efficiency of monitoring
and updating the model. Similarly to the incremental updates of the model, the adapter
observes adaptations of the EJB model and maps them incrementally to invocations of the
effector API to eventually enact an adaptation to the software. Thus, as far as possible the
adapter synchronizes the EJB model and the adaptable software incrementally.
We designed the EJB model to be generic such that it can be used to (re)configure any
EJB-based software as well as to be comprehensive to provide a rich semantic base for different concerns such as performance (see EnterpriseBeanStats and EjbMethodStats in the EJB
metamodel), failures (see ThrownException in the EJB metamodel), and security (not shown
in the simplified version of the EJB metamodel) which support different self-adaptation
capabilities such as self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing, and self-protection.
The advantage of having such a model in contrast to a code-based sensor and effector
API is that the model is amenable for MDE techniques to easily create and maintain further
abstractions.6 On the one hand, we may abstract from the adaptable software platform and
thus from the solution space of the software to obtain runtime models that are platformindependent and that are targeting problem spaces.7 On the other hand, we may abstract
from concerns that are not of interest for the addressed self-adaptation capabilities. For
6 We envision that ideally the adaptable software platform directly provides its sensor and effector capabilities
as a runtime model instead of a code-based API. This would avoid the need for the adapter in our framework.
7 A similar abstraction is made in MDA that distinguishes a Platform Independent Model (PIM) and a Platform
Specific Model (PSM) in software development while the PIM is refined to the PSM (cf. Section 2.1.2). Thus, we
may consider the reflection model as a PIM and the EJB model as a PSM, which are, however, used at runtime
to provide views of the adaptable software at different levels of abstraction.
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instance, focusing on self-healing does not require to capture performance concerns in the
model. Such an abstraction results in a concern-specific view of the application.
The Reflection Model in our framework shown in Figure 66 on Page 154 is such an abstract runtime model. The type of the reflection model is not prescribed by the framework
such that developers can plug-in their own Metamodel. Thus, developers decide about the
abstraction level and content (e. g., which concerns should be captured) of the model.
In this context, we developed the CompArch metamodel to conduct experiments with
EUREMA. A simplified8 version of it is shown in Figure 68. It supports describing the architecture of the adaptable software in a platform-independent way. Therefore, it considers the
types of the software, that is, the ComponentTypes that require and provide InterfaceTypes
and that may have configuration options in terms of ParamterTypes. An interface type consists of methods represented by MethodSpecications. A deployed software is considered
as instances of the types and captured as a Tenant architecture comprising Components
with RequiredInterfaces, ProvidedInterfaces, and configuration Parameters. Connectors wire
required and provided interfaces and a MonitoredProperty is an observable applicationspecific property of a component. Finally, the metamodel captures two concerns: Failures
and PerformanceStats. Both refer to a provided interface and method since they capture
occurred failures or the runtime performance of using the method of the interface.

Figure 68: Simplified CompArch Metamodel of the Reflection Model.

The motivation for the CompArch metamodel is to obtain a runtime model reflecting the
adaptable software, which is less complex than the EJB model and therefore easier to use
for feedback loops. For instance, the CompArch metamodel eases the mapping of failures
to the affected components (by navigating from the Failure to the ProvidedInterface to the
Component) in contrast to the EJB metamodel that requires a more complicated mapping
and navigation from a ThrownException to the affected EjbModule (cf. metamodels in Figures 67 and 68). Moreover, we aim for an abstract runtime model that is independent of
the EJB platform to apply feedback loops that generally address component-based software,
which paves the way for reusing (parts of) the feedback loops across different platforms.
To leverage feedback loops that operate on the reflection model rather than on the EJB
model, both models must be causally connected. That is, changes have to be propagated
from the EJB model to the reflection model for monitoring, and in the opposite direction
for adapting the software, which calls for a bidirectional model synchronization.
8 The complete CompArch metamodel consists of 17 classes and the simplified version shown here of 14 classes.
The simplified version further hides several associations and does not show any attributes and operations.
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In our framework, the Model Synchronization Engine realizes the propagation of changes
among both models (see Figure 66 on Page 154). It is parameterized with Synchronization
Rules that define how the changes are propagated between both models in both directions. Since the metamodel of the reflection model is user-defined, the framework cannot
prescribe the synchronization but requires corresponding rules from the developer. Technically, we use a model transformation engine [186, 188] that is based on Triple Graph
Grammars (TGGs). It supports the incremental propagation of changes among two models
in both directions (i. e., it supports the bidirectional synchronization of models) while the
two models are expressed with different metamodels (cf. Section 2.1.1 giving a brief introduction to model transformation). Thus, the provided synchronization rules are TGG rules
that specify declaratively at the level of metamodels how two models as instances of these
metamodels can be transformed and synchronized with each other. More specifically, they
define how concepts of one model are reflected in the other model, and vice versa.
For the CompArch metamodel, an example TGG rule is shown in Figure 69. Such a rule
combines three graph grammars: one grammar describes a source model (in this case the
EJB model), a second one a target model (in this case the CompArch model), and a third
one a correspondence model that stores relationships between corresponding source and
target model elements. Concerning the shown example rule, elements on the left refer to
the source model, elements on the right to the target model, and elements in the middle
constitute the correspondence model. The elements drawn black form the application context of the rule, that is, these elements must already exist in the models before the rule can
be applied. Applying the rule then creates the elements annotated with create.

Figure 69: TGG Rule Defining the Synchronization of EjbModules and Components.

For the specific example in Figure 69, the rule defines that for an EjbModule that is created
in the EJB model and associated to the EjbContainer and its EjbModuleType a Component is
created in the CompArch model and associated to its Tenant and ComponentType. Thereby,
a correspondence element (CorrComponent) is created that maintains the mapping of the
corresponding EjbModule and Component elements. The other correspondence elements of
the rule are used to identify the corresponding elements to which the newly created elements are associated. For instance, the corresponding and newly created EjbModule and
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elements should be associated to the EjbModuleType and ComponentType that
are also corresponding based on the CorrComponentType element. Moreover, the rule exemplifies the synchronization of attributes (cf. [267]), which is done by defining variables
and OCL expressions that reference these variables. For instance, the rule synchronizes
the deploymentState of the EjbModule with the life cycle state of the Component. The same
rule also specifies the synchronization in the opposite direction, that is, how the EJB model
should be modified to reflect the creation of a Component in the CompArch model or
modified attribute values of a Component. Finally, besides the synchronization of created
elements, the same rule also specifies the synchronization of elements that are removed
from the model. That is, if an EjbModule is removed from the EJB model, the corresponding
Component is removed from the CompArch model, and vice versa.
For the CompArch metamodel, we specified in total 20 TGG rules, each one similar to
the shown example, to specify the synchronization between any CompArch model and any
EJB model. Table 6 lists the correspondence relationships between the simplified versions of
the CompArch and EJB metamodels (cf. Figure 67 on Page 155 and Figure 68 on Page 156).
Based on these relationships, the EJB metamodel supports white-box views of the application as it considers the EjbModules with their constituting EnterpriseBeans. In contrast, the
CompArch metamodel supports black-box views as it abstracts from the EnterpriseBeans
and only represents the EjbModules as black-box Components. The step from a white- to a
black-box view determines the different structural abstraction levels of both metamodels.
In general, the correspondence relationships between the metamodel elements does not
have to be one-to-one mappings (e. g., the EjbContainer element is mapped to two elements
in the CompArch metamodel) and it does not have to be complete, that is, some elements
of one metamodel may not have any corresponding element in the other metamodel (e. g.,
the EnterpriseBean is not mapped and represented in the CompArch metamodel). Thus,
developers can specify the synchronization entirely according to their needs.
Based on the declarative TGG rules, the transformation engine automatically generates
operational rules to execute the bidirectional synchronization. For developers, there is usually no need to write any imperative code in addition to the TGG rules, which eases the
development of the causal connection. Moreover, the transformation engine efficiently synchronizes both models since it incrementally processes the models to identify and synchronize changes among them. The engine is driven by events notifying about changes of both
models to leverage the incremental and therefore runtime-efficient synchronization [185].
Finally, the execution of the causal connection (i. e., the adapter and the model synchronization engine) can be triggered on-demand in each direction, either bottom-up from the
adaptable software to the EJB model and eventually to the reflection model to support the
monitoring activity as well as top-down in the opposite direction to support the execution activity of a feedback loop. Thus, the feedback loop and typically its monitoring and
execution activities control when the causal connection is enacted such that it can operate on a consistent view of the adaptable software during one of its runs. Moreover, the
on-demand execution of the causal connection is based on a loose coupling between the
models and the software such that each individual change does not have to be immediately
propagated when it occurs. In contrast, the causal connection is able to propagate a set of
changes on-demand, which supports its flexible use by feedback loops.
In this thesis, the discussion of our model-driven approach to the causal connection is
kept rather short as its contributions are not directly related to EUREMA. Therefore, we
refer to [22, 28–30] for more details on the platform-specific EJB model, adapter, model
synchronization engine, and abstract reflection models. However, we briefly summarize
Component
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Table 6: Correspondence Relationships of the Simplified CompArch and EJB Metamodels.
EJB Metamodel Elements

CompArch Metamodel Elements

EjbContainer

Architecture, Tenant

JavaInterfaceType

InterfaceType

MethodSpecication

MethodSpecication

EjbModuleType

ComponentType

EnterpriseBeanType



SessionBeanType



MessageDrivenBeanType



EjbInterfaceType

ComponentType.providedInterfaceTypes

EjbReferenceType

ComponentType.requiredInterfaceTypes

SimpleEnvironmentEntryType

ParamterType

EjbModule

Component

EnterpriseBean



SessionBean



MessageDrivenBean



EjbInterface

ProvidedInterface

EjbReference

RequiredInterface

EjbConnector

Connector

SimpleEnvironmentEntry

Parameter

MonitoredProperty

MonitoredProperty

EnterpriseBeanInstance



SessionBeanInstance



MessageDrivenBeanInstance



Call



ApplicationCall



BusinessCall



MessageCall



ThrownException

Failure

EnterpriseBeanStats



EjbMethodStats

PerformanceStats

the benefits of our approach in the following. We proposed the general idea in [30] and
focused either on the bottom-up [28, 29] or top-down [22] synchronization of changes.
Particularly, we evaluated our approach by developing three different types of reflection
models that we synchronized with the EJB model and the adaptable software using either
our model-driven solution or an alternative, code-based solution [28, 29]. On the one hand,
the evaluation based on the three different types of reflection models focusing either on
architectural constraint, performance, or failures indicates that the EJB model is sufficiently
generic and comprehensive to address different concerns. On the other hand, the evaluation shows that our model-driven approach is efficient concerning development costs and
runtime performance compared to alternative solutions. Moreover, our approach supports
architectural adaptation, which required solving the challenges of refining adaptations
when propagating changes from an abstract reflection model to the detailed EJB model,
defining adaptation operators for the abstract reflection model (i. e., what and how such
a model can be adapted), and properly ordering individual steps of an adaptation when
propagating the adaptation down to the adaptable software (cf. [22]). Thus, our framework
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provides the following benefits for the causal connection with respect to the state of the
art:
Development. The framework eases the development of the causal connection for userdefined, problem space-oriented reflection models supporting architectural monitoring and
adaptation. Developers only have to provide declarative TGG rules specifying how these
models are synchronized with the EJB model and thus how they are constructed. It usually
does not require any coding from developers to realize the causal connection.
Typically, approaches using runtime models do not support developing the causal connection but already provide an implementation of it that is specific to a particular model
and software platform. Hence, they prescribe the causal connection as well as the construction and content of the model (e. g., [101, 307, 334, 335]). However, some approaches support
such a development. Rainbow allows developers to implement mappings between the platform and the model to represent concerns of interest in the model [170]. Such mappings
are supported for performance monitoring [173]. The support for adaptation and other
concerns is not clear. Work by Song et al. supports the development by semi-automatically
inferring metamodels for runtime models from sensor and effector APIs [396], providing
a code generation for connecting a runtime model and an API [397], and using a bidirectional QVT-based transformation engine to synchronize such a model with another model
providing a different view [395]. However, the abstraction level of all those models is close
or even similar to the APIs. The models do not structurally abstract from the APIs such
that they are rather related to the solution than to the problem space of the adaptable software. Thus, these models are similar to the EJB model provided by our framework. Finally,
Colson et al. [119] use bidirectional programming to synchronize a platform-specific and a
platform-independent runtime model to achieve reusability of analysis and planning algorithms. However, the platform-specific model is a configuration file of a web server, which
is not causally connected to the running server as it captures configuration parameters that
cannot be dynamically changed. Capturing only parameters, the causal connection does
not support the synchronization of structural information such as the architecture of the
adaptable software, which prevents architectural monitoring and adaptation.
Runtime Efficiency. The framework achieves a runtime-efficient causal connection by incrementally synchronizing the adaptable software, the EJB model, and the reflection model.
The adapter and the model synchronization engine are driven by changes and propagate
these changes incrementally to support monitoring and adaptation.
In contrast, the causal connections of other approaches work either partially or only for
specific cases completely incrementally. While Morin et al. [306–308] update the runtime
model incrementally by monitoring the software, the adaptation is only partially incremental. Since the adaptation is planned in a copy of the model, they use state-based MDE
techniques, especially EMF Compare9 , to compare the original and the copy of the model to
obtain a diff. A reconfiguration script is generated from the diff and executed to the software. The comparison is usually not incremental as it might require processing the whole
models instead of individual changes of the models. Finally, the synchronization in [119,
395] seems to work incrementally for monitoring and adaptation. However, it considers
either only parameters but not any structural information such as the architecture [119], or
only models close or even at the same structural abstraction level as the software [395].
Abstract Reflection Models. The framework enables the use of reflection models that
target problem spaces rather than solution spaces, which Blair et al. [79] consider as a
9 EMF Compare: https://www.eclipse.org/emf/compare/.
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key characteristic of runtime models. A reflection model in our framework abstracts from
the adaptable software platform and focuses on a specific concern from a problem space
perspective. The abstraction gap between the higher-level reflection model and the lowlevel EJB model is mainly addressed by the TGG rules and the model synchronization
engine. However, developers sometimes have to implement factories that extend the TGG
rules and that provide missing knowledge to successfully bridge the abstraction gap.10
Related approaches usually employ structural runtime models. However, these models
are often at the same abstraction level as the adaptable software. The model of Oreizy
et al. [334, 335] is as complex as the software since it is a one-to-one mapping between
model elements and implementation classes. Hierarchies of models such as the EJB and
CompArch models in our framework are only considered theoretically [336]. Similarly, the
models used by Song et al. [395] are at the same abstraction level as the sensor and effector APIs. In contrast, Colson et al. [119] consider abstract models in the sense that such
models contain less data than lower-level models. However, all of these models capture
only parameters and do not provide architectural abstractions. Abstract runtime models
are also considered in [101, 170, 306], however, their abstraction levels are predefined to
a specific architectural view, which cannot be customized by developers. The concerns attached to the architecture in the model can be customized [173] although they are typically
predefined [101, 306].
Openness. The framework is open for user-defined reflection models. Instead of prescribing a metamodel and thus the abstraction level and content of the model, developers have
the choice of reusing an existing (e. g., CompArch) or developing a new metamodel based
on their needs. This supports reuse of metamodels and eventually of software such as
analysis and planning algorithms that are based on these metamodels.
Other approaches are generally not open as they prescribe the metamodels [101, 140,
213, 306, 335] or support only annotations to the model within the envelope of the metamodel [173]. The work by Colson et al. [119] and Song et al. [395, 397] is partially open since
developers can use their own metamodel. However, the kind of supported metamodels
seems to be restricted as the (meta)models used in both approaches provide no structural
abstractions such as moving from a white- to a black-box view of the architecture.
Flexible Use. The framework supports a flexible use of the causal connection by loosely
coupling the adaptable software, the EJB model, and the reflection model. Thus, feedback
loops developed on top of the reflection model control the triggering of the causal connection on-demand when a set of changes should be synchronized. Such a flexible use is the
state of that art and also applied by others (e. g., [170, 306, 395, 397]).
Summing up, our framework supports maintaining abstract runtime models that reflect the adaptable software while the causal connection works incrementally and therefore
runtime-efficient. Developers may customize the causal connection by providing a metamodel for the reflection model and by specifying the synchronization rules. However, they
may also use the framework with the CompArch model and the corresponding TGG rules
to conduct experiments for feedback loops that operate on top of the reflection model.

10 For the case of causally connecting the CompArch and the EJB models, one factory was required when synchronizing the creation of a Component in the CompArch model to the creation of a corresponding EjbModule
in the EJB model. The factory determines the internal structure (i. e., the constituting EnterpriseBeans) of the corresponding EjbModule based on the module’s type specification, that is, the EjbModuleType in the EJB model.
This internal structure is not captured in the CompArch model. Therefore, it cannot be synchronized to the
EJB model and has to be obtained from a factory. We refer to [22] for a detailed discussion of such issues.
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8.3

eurema

In this section, we discuss the implementation of EUREMA that comprises the topmost
layer of the framework. We integrated EUREMA in the framework such that the feedback loops developed with EUREMA can use the causal connection between the reflection
model and the adaptable software (see previous section). The EUREMA implementation
itself does not depend on the framework such that EUREMA can be used without the
framework in other contexts.11 The implementation consists of the EUREMA Language and
the EUREMA Interpreter (see Figure 70), each of which we discuss in the following.

EUREMA Interpreter
EUREMA Model,
Software Modules
EUREMA.odesign

EUREMA.mlsdm

(concrete syntax)

(semantics)

EUREMA.ecore

EUREMA.ocl

(abstract syntax)

(well-formedness)

EUREMA Language
EUREMA

Figure 70: Implementation Architecture of EUREMA.

According to Mernik et al. [302], developing a DSL such as the EUREMA language is difficult because it requires domain knowledge and language engineering skills. However, the
implementation can be eased by a language development system that generates tools from language specifications (cf. [212, 302]). Such a system is EMF that supports implementing modeling languages. Using EMF, we have developed the EUREMA language by implementing
the four aspects of every modeling language: the abstract syntax, the well-formedness, a
concrete syntax, and the semantics (cf. Section 2.1.1). These aspects are shown in Figure 70
by listing the corresponding artifacts and they are discussed in the following.
The abstract syntax of EUREMA is defined by the metamodel that we discuss in detail in
Section A.1. The metamodel is expressed in Ecore, which is a partial implementation of the
Meta Object Facility (MOF) [328]—the de-facto standard meta-metamodel in MDE—and
provided by EMF. Therefore, the artifact implementing the metamodel is EUREMA.ecore.
A diagram representing the concepts of this metamodel is shown in Section A.1.
The well-formedness of EUREMA is also discussed in Section A.1. It has been implemented by a set of constraints expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Therefore, we used Eclipse OCL12 that implements the OCL specification [327] for EMF to express
all of the constraints discussed in Section A.1 in the artifact EUREMA.ocl.
The concrete syntax of EUREMA refers to the notation of the language, that is, the
Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD) and Layer Diagram (LD). Conceptually, we defined the concrete, graphical syntax by defining notational elements and by mapping the concepts of the
EUREMA metamodel to these elements (cf. Section A.2). Technically, we developed a modeling editor for FLDs and LDs. The editor is based on Sirius13 such that we implemented
11 As previously mentioned, EUREMA has been integrated into the SimuLizar framework [349].
12 Eclipse OCL: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mdt.ocl.
13 Sirius is a project that supports developing graphical modeling tools: http://www.eclipse.org/sirius/.
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the concrete syntax in the artifact EUREMA.odesign. The resulting editor is integrated into
the Eclipse workbench. Figure 71 shows a screenshot of the EUREMA editor.

Figure 71: Screenshot of the EUREMA Editor.

The editor allows developers to create, edit, and comment FLDs and LDs as discussed in
Chapter 5. The screenshot depicted in Figure 71 shows on top the FLD editor supporting
the modeling of operations, transitions among operations, and the runtime models. It further shows at the bottom the LD editor supporting the layers and modules, the bindings of
operations and models to implementations, as well as the triggers for modules. Moreover,
the editor supports navigating between the diagrams, for instance, from the megamodel
module in an LD to the FLD that describes the megamodel encapsulated in the module.
Moreover, the concrete syntax of the textual fragments of the EUREMA notation in terms
of the triggering conditions for modules, which are modeled in the LD, and the conditions
for branching the control flow in FLDs, are defined by grammars (cf. Sections A.4 and A.3).
We implemented these grammars with the Java Compiler Compiler (JavaCC)14 and embedded
the resulting textual languages in EUREMA.
The EUREMA model created with the editor is executable. The execution of the model is
determined by the semantics that we defined for the EUREMA language in an operational
way. While we discussed the semantics informally in Chapter 6, we have additionally specified the semantics precisely and more formally such that a computer can consume the
14 Java Compiler Compiler (JavaCC): https://javacc.java.net/.
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resulting specification. Particularly, we used Story Diagrams (SDs) to define the computations that are performed when executing the individual concepts of the EUREMA language.
Therefore, we used the Story-Driven Modeling (SDM) Tools15 that comprise an editor, interpreter, and debugger for SDs. We developed one SD, that is, the EUREMA.mlsdm artifact16 ,
that invokes other SDs while all of the SDs jointly specify the execution semantics. The
execution semantics are discussed in detail Appendix B that shows the corresponding SDs.
Based on the EUREMA language with its four aspects (i. e., the abstract syntax, wellformedness, concrete syntax, and semantics), we developed the Java-based EUREMA Interpreter (cf. Figure 70 on Page 162). The interpreter realizes the execution semantics of the
EUREMA language such that it is able to execute an EUREMA model describing the selfadaptive software and especially the layered architecture modeled with the LD and the
feedback loops modeled with the FLDs. Moreover, it integrates the parsers for triggering
and branching conditions, which have been partially generated from the corresponding
grammars by JavaCC. These parsers assists the interpreter in evaluating the triggering and
branching conditions during the execution of the EUREMA model.
In short, the interpreter parses the EUREMA model to identify the megamodel modules
(i. e., the feedback loops) and their triggering conditions. This information is described
in the LD. The interpreter evaluates these conditions based on time or incoming events
(cf. time- and event-based triggers in Section 6.4.2). When such a condition of a megamodel
module is satisfied, the interpreter executes the FLD instance encapsulated in the module
to run the feedback loop. Therefore, it executes the operations and transitions of the FLD
instance in a step-wise manner (cf. Section 6.4.3). Throughout the execution, the interpreter
maintains runtime information about the execution (cf. Section 6.4.4) as well as the runtime
models used within the feedback loops such that the models can be shared among different
operations (cf. Section 6.4.5). In this context, the interpreter observes the runtime models
to track their changes with events that can be accessed by event-based model operations
(cf. Chapter 7) and it supports exporting snapshots of the EUREMA model for off-line
inspection. Moreover, it addresses the interactions among modules (cf. Section 6.5), for
instance, concerning concurrently executing feedback loops. Finally, it realizes a quiescence
mechanism to enable safe adaptations of feedback loops (cf. Section 6.6).
To use the interpreter, developers use the interface shown in Listing 1. The interface declares two asynchronous execute methods for executing an EUREMA model depending
on whether the model has already been loaded or not. The first method assumes that the
model has been loaded and requires the root element of the model as a parameter. In contrast, the second method requires a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that the interpreter
uses to load the model. Both variants return a queue. Sensors of the adaptable software add
events to this queue, which are consumed by the interpreter and matched against eventbased triggers of megamodel modules.17 If a trigger is activated, the interpreter executes
the corresponding module. An event may simultaneously activate more than one trigger
such that the corresponding modules are executed concurrently (cf. Section 6.3).
Listing 1: Interface of the EUREMA Interpreter.
1

package de.mdelab.eurema.interpreter;

2
3

/** Interface to use the EUREMA interpreter. */

15 Story-Driven Modeling (SDM) Tools: http://www.mdelab.de.
16 The EUREMA.mlsdm story diagram is shown in Figure 101 on Page 331.
17 For instance, the adaptable software platform in our framework (cf. Section 8.1) emits events that notify about
changes in the software. Such events are the basis for the events to be added to the queue.
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4

public interface EuremaInterpreter {

5

/**
* Executes the EUREMA model.

6
7

* @param architecture
The root element of the EUREMA model.
*

8
9

* @return The queue to which sensor events from the adaptable software are added. */
public EventQueue execute(eurema.Architecture architecture);

10
11
12

/**
* Executes the EUREMA model.

13
14

* @param euremaModelUri
the URI of the EUREMA model whose root element is an eurema.Architecture.
*

15
16

* @return The queue to which sensor events from the adaptable software are added. */
public EventQueue execute(String euremaModelUri);

17
18
19

}



The EUREMA model as the parameter of the execute methods is one input to the interpreter. The other input is a set of Software Modules (see Figure 70 on Page 162) that are
the implementations of the model operations (cf. Chapter 7 discussing the solution space
of such implementations). These software modules in terms of Java classes must be part of
the interpreter’s classpath such that the interpreter can load them and trigger their execution on demand when executing the model operations as part of the feedback loops. Such
a module has to realize the interface shown in Listing 2 such that the interpreter is able to
trigger the module. This interface declares the run method with two parameters. First, a
list of models that are defined as the input of the model operation in the FLD. Each of these
IModels provide access to the name, the content, and the change events of the corresponding runtime model. Second, the entry name refers to the entry point of the model operation
that has been taken for this execution of the operation. The method returns a result that
comprises a list of models that are defined as the output of the model operation in the
FLD as well as a status that refers by name to the exit point of the model operation. The
interpreter uses this status to identify the exit point that should be used for continuing the
execution of the FLD instance. Thus, a software module must implement the run method,
which is invoked by the interpreter when executing the corresponding model operation.
Listing 2: Interface of a Software Module Implementing a Model Operation.
1

package de.mdelab.eurema.operation;

2

import java.util.List;

3

import de.mdelab.eurema.model.IModel;

4
5
6
7
8
9

/**
* Interface to be realized by implementations of model operations specified in Feedback
* Loop Diagrams (FLDs). The implementation must provide a public default constructor.
*/
public interface IModelOperation {

10
11
12

/**
* Method that implements a model operation declared in an FLD.

13

*

14

* @param models
The input models of the model operation as specified in the FLD.
*

15
16
17
18

* @param entryName
The name of the entry taken for executing this model operation.
*
* @return The result of executing the implementation of this ModelOperation. */
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public IResult run(List<IModel> models, String entryName);

19
20

}



In this context, the runtime models that are the input or output of a model operation
and of the corresponding software module are defined and developed completely by the
user of EUREMA. Such runtime models are reflection models that are causally connected
to the adaptable software. Moreover, if the operations are model-driven, further runtime
models exist that specify and execute the operations (cf. Section 7.1). The interpreter only
relies on EMF such that the models must be defined and developed with EMF. Thus, the
interpreter can handle any EMF-based model that is expressed with any metamodel, for
instance, to dynamically load, maintain, and pass a model from one operation to another.
Although the interpreter relies on EMF, it can run standalone and decoupled from the
Eclipse workbench to embed it into the runtime environment of the self-adaptive software.
The EUREMA implementation based on the framework serves as a basis for the evaluation of EUREMA, which will be discussed in the following chapter. Beforehand, we briefly
discuss a simulator we developed additionally to the framework to ease the evaluation of
EUREMA and particularly the development and testing of EUREMA feedback loops.
8.4

simulator

In addition to the framework discussed in the previous sections, we developed a simulator
that emulates parts of the framework. The simulator therefore makes the framework more
light-weight, which supports the early development and testing of EUREMA feedback
loops as well as experiments with EUREMA, for instance, to explore alternative designs of
the feedback loops. Figure 72 contrasts the implementation architectures of the framework
without and with using the simulator.
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Figure 72: Implementation Architecture of the Framework (a) without and (b) with the Simulator.

As illustrated in Figure 72, the Simulator emulates the adaptable software platform
(cf. Section 8.1) and the causal connection (cf. Section 8.2) such that it maintains the reflection model. Consequently, developers can use the simulator to run their EUREMA feedback loops on top of the reflection model without having to operate the adaptable software
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platform, including the application, and the causal connection. On the one hand, this eases
the early development of EUREMA feedback loops as it allows developers to focus on the
adaptation logic instead of being concerned with the setup, configuration, and operation of
the adaptable software platform and causal connection. On the other hand, relying only on
the reflection model enables early testing of feedback loops while the adaptable software
with its sensors and effectors does not have to be available (cf. [14]). Additionally, the simulator might reduce the turnaround times of testing since in our case the initialization of
the simulator is less time-consuming than of the GlassFish server (including the required
database server and mKernel plugin), adapter, and model synchronization engine. The
simulator is a standalone Java application that can be used as a basic Java library, which
makes it a light-weight solution for testing opposed to the EJB server infrastructure.
To use the simulator, developers have to provide Injectors, Analyzers, and a Simulation
Strategy (see Figure 72b). An injector implements the injection of an issue into the reflection
model. For instance, an injector can introduce a failure into the model for a self-healing
scenario. Consequently, an injector simulates the occurrence of an issue such as a failure in
the adaptable software and the synchronization of this issue from the software to the model.
An analyzer implements an analysis of the reflection model, for instance, to check whether
the injected issues have been handled, the model is valid, or the model corresponds to a
given reference model. Besides the injectors and analyzers, developers specify a Simulation
Strategy that defines for each simulation run (i. e., for each run of a feedback loop) the
number of injections as well as for each injection of the run the issue to be injected (i. e., the
injector to be used) and the location in the model as the target of the injection. Thus, such
a strategy determines the self-adaptation scenario for testing the feedback loop.
Based on this information, one simulation run consists of three steps:(1) The monitoring
activity of a feedback loop triggers the simulator to inject issues to the reflection model.
For the given simulation run, the simulator consults the simulation strategy provided by
the developer to obtain the number of injections as well as the issue and target for each
injection. Given these issues and targets for all injections, it executes the corresponding
injectors. (2) The feedback loop performs its adaptation activities to identify and handle
the injected issues. In this context, issues are handled by adapting the reflection model. In
a Models@run.time approach, an adaptation is prescribed and previewed in the reflection
model before it is executed to the adaptable software through a causal connection. We follow the same approach with the simulator that emulates the adaptable software and causal
connection such that the feedback loops operate only on the reflection model regardless
whether the actual adaptable software with the causal connection or the simulator is used.
Therefore, the same feedback loops that eventually should manage the adaptable software
can be tested early with the simulator (cf. [14]). (3) Having adapted the model, the execute
activity of the feedback loop triggers the simulator to analyze the model as its last step.
The simulator then runs the analyzers and provides feedback to the developers by logging
the results of the analyses. Consequently, one simulation run corresponds to testing a single execution of the feedback loop while the simulator further supports multiple runs—as
determined by the user-defined simulation strategy—to test consecutive executions.
While the framework without the simulator (see Figure 72a) is open for any metamodel
to express the reflection model, the simulator is tailored to reflection models that are instances of the CompArch metamodel (see Section 8.2). The tailoring is the prerequisite that
the simulator can orchestrate the injectors and analyzers and in particular provide default
analyzers (e. g., to check whether the architectural reflection model contains any components whose required interfaces are not connected to other components). As the CompArch
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metamodel supports describing the runtime architecture of the adaptable software, the simulator addresses the testing of feedback loops performing architectural adaptation.
Since there is no adaptable software running, the simulator cannot construct the reflection model, in contrast to the causal connection discussed in Section 8.2 that produces the
reflection model based on observations of the adaptable software. Therefore, developers
have to provide a CompArch Model (see Figure 72b) describing the initial architecture of the
adaptable software and in particular of the application that will eventually be provided
to the adaptable software platform when using the original framework. Consequently, the
simulator is not restricted to a specific application but addresses any application that can
be described with the CompArch metamodel. For our experiments based on the mRUBiS
application, we created and provide a corresponding CompArch model that describes the
runtime architecture of mRUBiS.
Summing up, the simulator supports the early development and testing of EUREMA
feedback loops by disburdening developers from operating the adaptable software platform and developing and operating the causal connection. However, to use the simulator,
developers have to provide injectors, analyzers, at least one simulation strategy, and a
CompArch model describing the application under adaptation.
8.5

summary

In this chapter, we discussed the implementation of EUREMA and in particular of its
language (i. e., the abstract and concrete syntax, well-formedness, and semantics), editor,
and interpreter. Moreover, we discussed the technical framework that we use to experiment
with EUREMA. The EUREMA implementation is loosely coupled to the framework and can
therefore be easily used in other technical contexts. For instance, parts of the framework
can be replaced by a simulator to support the early development and testing of EUREMA
feedback loops. The overall implementation is generic and therefore open for any EJBbased application to be managed and for any architectural self-adaptation capability to
be realized. Consequently, developers may customize the framework to their needs while
we provide a default customization comprising the mRUBiS application, the CompArch
metamodel, and the synchronization rules for this metamodel.
The EUREMA and framework implementation is the basis for evaluating EUREMA. We
will present the evaluation of EUREMA in the following chapter. To evaluate specific aspects, we individually use the EUREMA language and interpreter with or without the
framework. Depending on the aspect, we use the framework either with the running adaptable software (i. e., the EJB server extended with the mKernel plugin and hosting mRUBiS)
and causal connection (i. e., the adapter, the EJB model, and the model synchronization
engine) or with the simulator that emulates the adaptable software and causal connection.
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In this chapter, we evaluate EUREMA qualitatively and quantitatively. First, we assess the
language design from a language engineering point of view in Section 9.1. Then, we investigate the expressiveness of the language by applying it to third-party approaches in
Section 9.2. Afterwards, we detail our mRUBiS application example and report on experiments that show the effective application of EUREMA to self-adaptation problems (see
Section 9.3). Using the same example, we conduct a comparative study to assess the development costs and runtime performance of different solutions that are either developed with
or without EUREMA (see Section 9.4). Moreover, we assess the EUREMA prototype by discussing quality attributes that target development frameworks for self-adaptive software
(see Section 9.5). Based on the evaluation, we discuss in Section 9.6 EUREMA’s coverage of
the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software that we introduced in Chapter 3.
Finally, we summarize the whole evaluation of EUREMA in Section 9.7.
9.1

language design

In this section, we take a language engineering perspective and assess the design of the
EUREMA language by contrasting it with 26 design guidelines proposed by Karsai et al.
[241]. They argue that following these guidelines supports achieving a “better quality of
the language design and a better acceptance among its users” [241, p. 7]. Therefore, we
first discuss the design rationale of the EUREMA language in Section 9.1.1 and do the
assessment in Section 9.1.2. Finally, we summarize the assessment in Section 9.1.3.
9.1.1 Design Rationale
With EUREMA, we have created a novel modeling language to address the need of making
feedback loops explicit in the architectural design of self-adaptive software [93, 311, 386].
This need calls for a language to express feedback loops at the abstraction level of software
architectures and thus, for a modeling language above the abstraction level of programming languages. For this purpose, an existing general purpose modeling language such as
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [329] is not helpful because of three reasons.
First, Shaw [386] argues that typical software engineering paradigms such as object orientation are not the best option for architectures of software systems with feedback loops,
which calls for novel means to design such systems. Particularly, she proposes following a
control paradigm that clearly separates the controller and the controlled process, that considers the data flow loop between these two elements, and that addresses the specialty that
the former monitors and effects the latter element. This paradigm contrasts with typical
data flow architectures such as pipes and filters that treat the individual elements equally
and structure them sequentially. In the control paradigm, however, there is an asymmetry
between the controller and the process and both are structured in a loop. Such a control
paradigm for software architectures may provide a useful abstraction for self-adaptation.
Müller et al. [310] argue similarly and stress the need for feedback control and architecture
perspectives. This excludes the use of UML that follows an object-oriented paradigm.
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Second, we want to clearly separate the adaptation logic (i. e., the adaptation engine and
feedback loops) from the domain logic (i. e., adaptable software). This promotes separation
of concerns and promises more maintainable and reusable designs (cf. external approach
in Section 2.2.3 and [370]). Likewise, Shaw [386] argues that such a separation allows us
to distinguish issues about the desired functionality and the adaptation, to explicitly select
and design a control strategy, and to make the current and desired model of the controlled
subsystem explicit and hence, amenable for analysis and validation. To keep the separation
strict, we aim for a different language for the adaptation engine than for the adaptable
software. The latter may follow an object-oriented paradigm and be modeled with UML.
Third, using or extending UML is cumbersome due to the size and complexity of the
language [71, 163, 164] and ambiguity of the semantics [163, 164, 207, 216]. Though it is
possible to define a UML profile (i. e., a customized and extended version of UML) using a
subset of UML [383], this approach still requires understanding the whole UML to identify
the relevant subset. Moreover, the profile mechanism is restricted to adding properties
and relationships to UML while neglecting elements and a way to precisely define the
semantics of such extensions [164]. The profile mechanism is further restricted since the
extensions have to “fall within the syntactic and semantic envelope defined by standard
UML” [383, p. 308]. Therefore, integrating another paradigm such as control to the objectoriented UML will likely reach its limits and require from the user to cope with a highly
complex language. Moreover, having the idea of runtime models in mind, we aim for a
lightweight solution that contradicts the size and complexity of the UML (metamodel).
Consequently, we do not want to use UML and since there does not exist an established
notation and best practices to describe feedback loops for self-adaptive software, we have
decided to create with EUREMA a novel Domain-Specific Language (DSL). This DSL tackles the three issues discussed previously.
First, EUREMA follows a control paradigm that explicitly addresses the asymmetry between the adaptation engine and adaptable software as well as the feedback loop between
both of them. Adopting such a paradigm makes the feedback loops explicit in the architectural design (see FLDs and LDs in Chapter 5). Moreover, it allows engineers to directly use
established concepts of the self-adaptive software domain such as MAPE-K and runtime
models to describe feedback loops without having to translate such (mental) concepts to
other, less suitable paradigms such as object orientation realized in existing languages.
Second, following a control paradigm clearly separates the adaptation engine and the
feedback loops from the adaptable software while considering the data flow among them
(cf. sense and effect relationships in the LDs) as well as within a feedback loop (cf. runtime
models shared by operations in the FLD). The feedback loops are specified with EUREMA
(cf. FLDs) while the adaptable software can be modeled with any other language, which
promotes separation of concerns. Thus, engineers can focus on the self-adaptation problem
and adopt a control perspective when using EUREMA to design a self-adaptive software.
Third, we propose a lean language that covers only the essential concepts to describe
feedback loops (cf. Chapter 5 and Appendix A) and that additionally eased the execution
semantics as realized by a lightweight interpreter (cf. Chapter 6 and Appendix B).
This motivation for a DSL is complemented by the idea of a runtime megamodel that has
become the underlying principle of the EUREMA language. In Section 4.2, we defined a
runtime megamodel as a runtime model that specifies the feedback loops in a self-adaptive
software system by describing the elements of these feedback loops, which are runtime
models and adaptation activities, as well as the interplay between these elements, and that
enables direct execution of the model to change an adaptable software at runtime, that is,
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to perform self-adaptation. While we generally sketched this idea in Chapter 4, we discuss
in the following how it has become manifest in the language design.
Based on this definition, the FLD is a runtime megamodel. It describes the runtime models and the adaptation activities in terms of model operations as first class entities while the
interplay is substantiated to the control flow among the operations and to the usage of the
models by the operations. Such a description specifies a feedback loop. Moreover, an FLD
is kept alive at runtime, which makes it a runtime model, to directly execute the specified
feedback loop. An FLD as a runtime model is encapsulated in a megamodel module that is
named after the fact that an FLD is a (runtime) megamodel. Consequently, an FLD as a runtime megamodel leverages the benefits of making the elements of a feedback loop explicit
and supporting the execution, which have been conceptually discussed in Section 4.2.
Technically, an FLD makes the runtime models and model operations explicit during
design and run time, which makes these elements amenable for analysis and adaptation.
When creating FLDs (cf. Sections 5.1 and 5.2), engineers design feedback loops by specifying these elements and their relationships. EUREMA allows engineers to freely express
the design, which promotes explicitly reasoning, deciding, and adapting the design. For
instance, engineers have to make explicit choices of how the adaptable software should
be reflected by a runtime model and which adaptation strategy should be used. Consequently, an explicit design requires from engineers to think about the self-adaptation problem and express proper solutions, which should eventually result in a well-engineered
self-adaptation mechanism [386]. Keeping the FLD alive at runtime, the design can be
further dynamically adapted since the described feedback loop with its runtime models
and operations remain explicit. The flexible nature of runtime models in contrast to hardcoded or generated mechanisms for self-adaptation supports the runtime changeability of
the feedback loop (designs). This has been exploited by layered feedback loops and offline adaptation (cf. Sections 5.3 and 5.4). Thus, the maintenance of model operations and
runtime models continues at runtime and thus beyond the initial development.
The execution support of a runtime megamodel is realized by directly executing instances of FLDs. Besides structuring the elements of a feedback loop, an FLD serves as
a behavioral specification of the feedback loop that is sufficiently detailed for execution.
Consequently, the same formalism is used for specifying and executing feedback loops,
which avoids any translation of FLDs to an executable formalism and supports engineers
in retracing the execution. Since the execution happens at the level of the same domain
concepts used for the design, FLDs as design artifacts can be directly simulated for early
validation (cf. Section 8.4) and FLDs as runtime artifacts can be seamlessly transferred from
the runtime to the development environment for manual inspection (cf. Section 5.4).
These benefits result from having a runtime megamodel as the underlying principle of
EUREMA. Consequently, this principle is visible in the abstract syntax.1 However, it is
not visible in the concrete syntax such as the FLD notation since the idea of a runtime
megamodel is not related to the problem domain of self-adaptive software. While the whole
FLD corresponds to a megamodel, engineers only use problem-level abstractions to fill the
FLD with model operations and runtime models to specify a feedback loop.
Consequently, the notation we designed for FLDs provides elements that are focused on
the problem domain. Since there does not exists an established notation for the domain
of self-adaptive software, we created a novel one that is specific for this problem domain.
This notation is also limited to the domain such that engineers concentrate on the essence,
1 The EUREMA metamodel defines the language concept of a Megamodel that corresponds to an FLD and that
contains the elements of a feedback loops such as model operations or runtime models (cf. Appendix A).
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that is, specifying feedback loops. Therefore, the FLD notation is different from existing
notations such as UML to avoid any intertwining of the adaptation engine and the adaptable software. Engineers may use UML to specify and develop the adaptable software that
should be kept separate from the adaptation engine, for which EUREMA is used. Nevertheless, FLDs share some ideas with flowcharts and data flow diagrams such as UML
Activities. FLDs and UML Activities are similar with respect to modeling flows of actions
(in UML) or operations (in EUREMA) such that engineers who are familiar with UML can
more easily grasp FLDs to specify feedback loops. This balances the burden for engineers
of learning a new language and the need for a novel DSL to specify feedback loops.
The same holds for LDs that share ideas with UML, especially UML Packages and UML
Objects, such as the description of instances and their relationships to each other. However,
the LD focuses on the domain of self-adaptive software and it is therefore specialized on
describing instances of feedback loops and of the adaptable software as well as their sense,
effect, and use relationships to each other. The motivation for this type of diagram is to
complement the behavioral FLDs with an architectural instance view that structures the
feedback loops in a layered architecture and connects them to the adaptable software.
Considering a runtime megamodel in a broader sense as a runtime model that captures
other runtime models and their relationships to each other (cf. Section 4.2), the LD is a
runtime megamodel. FLD models specifying feedback loops are kept alive at runtime and
encapsulated into modules for execution. An LD model is also kept alive at runtime and it
captures such modules and their sense, effect, and use relationships to each other, which
makes an LD a runtime megamodel in the broader sense. Thus, an LD enables similar
benefits as runtime megamodels. Keeping the feedback loop specifications in terms of
the FLD models alive and explicit in a runtime LD enables the runtime evolution of the
feedback loops. Examples of evolution such as adding, removing, or patching a running
feedback loop are discussed in the context of off-line adaptation in Section 5.4.
Thus, the idea of a runtime megamodel is the underlying principle of the EUREMA language although it is not made explicit in the FLD and LD notation. Consequently, engineers
are not concerned with runtime megamodels but they still get the related benefits.
In this thesis, we introduced the EUREMA language rather informally in Chapters 5
and 6. We used natural language and EUREMA models to describe and illustrate the syntax and semantics of the language. However, we complement this informal description with
a formal design of the language (cf. [302]) that covers the abstract syntax, well-formedness,
and execution semantics. The abstract syntax and well-formedness are defined by a metamodel and a set of constraints (cf. Appendix A). The execution semantics is specified in
an operational way by graph transformations (cf. Appendix B). Concerning the concrete
syntax of graphical languages, there does not exist a standard method for its specification
(cf. Section 2.1.1). Thus, we conceptually defined the concrete syntax by notational elements
that are mapped to the concepts of the abstract syntax (cf. Section A.2). This concrete syntax
is implemented in the prototype editor for EUREMA (cf. Section 8.3). Summing up, we address the abstract syntax, well-formedness, semantics, and concrete syntax for the design of
EUREMA, which are the four constituent parts of any modeling language (cf. Section 2.1.1).
With respect to these four parts, we may consider the design of EUREMA as complete.
9.1.2 Assessing the Language Design
Based on the design rationale discussed in the previous section, we now assess the design
of the EUREMA modeling language. In this context, Selic [383, p. 290] argues that “[t]he
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design of modeling languages is still much more of an art than a science” particularly as
there does not exists a “systematic consolidated body of knowledge” of designing a modeling language. Consequently, it is also difficult to evaluate such a design. However, initial
attempts to define design guidelines or patterns for DSLs have been made [241, 399, 441].
We use the most recent attempt by Karsai et al. [241]. They propose a comprehensive list of
26 design guidelines for domain-specific modeling languages that is based on their experience in this field and on existing guidelines for general purpose and modeling languages.
According to the authors, following these guidelines supports achieving a “better quality
of the language design and a better acceptance among its users” [241, p. 7].
In the following, we use these guidelines to assess the design of the EUREMA language.
Karsai et al. [241] group the guidelines by considering the purpose, realization, and content
of a language as well as the concrete and abstract syntax. We briefly describe each group
with its guidelines and contrast each guideline with the design of the EUREMA language.
Language Purpose. This group consists of three guidelines that are concerned with the
goal of the language, that is, what is the language used for.
1. Identify language uses early. The first guideline recommends early determination of the
intended use of the language as it influences the language concepts. For instance, using a
language for documentation requires less concrete concepts than for code generation.
Right from the start we aimed for a language to specify and execute feedback loops in
self-adaptive software [31, 32], which has resulted in the EUREMA language [21, 25] as
discussed in this thesis. Consequently, we designed the EUREMA language to provide the
required concepts to specify feedback loops while being executable by an interpreter.
2. Ask questions. The aim of this guideline is to identify the domain of the language, roles
that use the language, and how the language is integrated into the development process.
We analyzed the research field of self-adaptive software to identify and scope the domain
(cf. requirements discussed in Chapter 3). We primarily consider software engineers who
develop and maintain self-adaptive software as the roles for users of EUREMA. Consequently, EUREMA is embedded into a development process by supporting the design/specification (cf. Sections 5.1–5.3) and the post-deployment maintenance (cf. Section 5.4) of selfadaptive software as well as the related implementations (cf. Chapters 7 and 8). However,
we do not constrain the development process such that we only consider the major phases
of initial development and maintenance during which EUREMA is used. In a concrete
setting, the development process needs to be refined for the concrete setting (cf. [1]).
3. Make your language consistent. This guideline demands that each concept of the language
should contribute to the purpose of the language such that there are no unnecessary concepts with respect to the domain and usage of the language.
For EUREMA, each language concept contributes to the purpose we intend for EUREMA.
Moreover, each concept is required to completely cover the domain of self-adaptive software that we identified as requirements in Chapter 3. In Section 9.6, we will discuss in
detail which language concepts cover which requirements and show that each concepts is
actually required. Consequently, there does not exist any unnecessary concept or feature
in the language that we could have omitted without reducing the coverage of the domain.
Language Realization. This group of guidelines addresses the implementation of a DSL.
4. Decide carefully whether to use graphical or textual realization. Karsai et al. [241, p. 9] suggest considering the advantages and disadvantages of graphical (e. g., “graphical models
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provide a better overview and ease the understanding of models”) and textual (e. g., faster
development, platform and tool independence) approaches to make an informed decision.
We decided for a graphical realization of EUREMA to make it easier for engineers to grasp
the feedback loop. We think that a feedback loop as a cycle can be easier identified and
understood in a graphical than in a textual representation. A graphical model can directly
visualize the cycle, which cannot be done with a linear, textual model.
5. Compose existing languages where possible. This guideline advocates the reuse and composition of existing languages to realize the DSL. Its goal is to reduce implementation efforts,
which is only feasible if the reused languages and their paradigms match with each other.
As discussed in Section 9.1.1, the reuse of an existing general purpose language such as
UML is not an option. Moreover, there does not exist any established language for feedback
loops in self-adaptive software that could have been reused. Consequently, reuse was not
possible and we developed with EUREMA a completely novel language for this purpose.
Moreover, the EUREMA language itself integrates other languages that are used to express
the runtime models used within a feedback loop (e. g., OCL, SD/SP, TGG and CompArch).
Such an integrating language for self-adaptive software did not exist before.
6. Reuse existing language definitions. If existing languages cannot be reused right away (see
previous guideline), existing definitions of languages should be reused. Karsai et al. [241,
p. 9] argue that reusing “the definition of a language as a starter to develop a new one is better than creating a language from scratch”—assuming that the reused language definition
has a “good” design, which enables the reuse of best practices.
As discussed in Section 9.1.1, the EUREMA language shares ideas with UML, particularly,
FLDs with UML Activities and LDs with UML Packages and UML Objects. In this context,
we investigated the UML metamodel and reused ways of structuring language concepts.
For instance, the EUREMA metamodel (see Appendix A) structures the different types of
operations, that are used in FLDs, in a similar way as the UML metamodel does it for
actions used in UML Activity diagrams. Thus, we have not directly reused the definition of
UML but only patterns or practices of how to structure language concepts in a metamodel.
7. Reuse existing type systems. The last guideline for the DSL implementation encourages the
reuse of a type system to avoid the costly and error-prone development of such a system.
On the one hand and at the level of EUREMA models, the EUREMA language adopts
a dynamic typing approach in contrast to a static and explicit type system to cope with
the required flexibility in self-adaptive software. On the other hand and concerning the
implementation of the EUREMA language, we reuse the type system provided by EMF
which is the underlying technology of the EUREMA implementation (cf. Chapter 8).
Language Content. This group of guidelines focuses on the elements of the language and
on deciding which elements should be part of the language and which should not.
8. Reflect only the necessary domain concepts. The DSL should generally provide elements
only for the necessary part of the domain it is addressing. This ensures the focus of the DSL
on the targeted domain and the expressiveness to capture the relevant domain concepts.
We identified and scoped the domain of self-adaptive software with requirements (cf. Chapter 3) and developed the EUREMA language to reflect only concepts of this scoped domain
(cf. discussion in Section 9.6). Other concepts are not reflected in the EUREMA language
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to keep the focus on self-adaptive software. The resulting expressiveness has been demonstrated by modeling various examples of self-adaptive software such as single (cf. Section 5.1), multiple (cf. Section 5.2), and layered (cf. Section 5.3) feedback loops as well as
third-party approaches to self-adaptive software (cf. Section 9.2). As argued by Karsai et al.
[241], such examples can be used to validate the language definition against the domain.
9. Keep it simple. This guideline defines simplicity as an important aspect of a DSL as it
eases the implementation, introduction, learning, understanding, and use of the language.
Simplicity can be achieved by following the Guidelines 10, 11, and 12 [241].
We think that we achieved a rather simple language with EUREMA by avoiding unnecessary generality (Guideline 10), limiting the number of language elements (Guideline 11),
and avoiding conceptual redundancy (Guideline 12) as discussed in the following.
10. Avoid unnecessary generality. This guideline recommends avoiding any generalization
of the DSL to cover more than the necessary domain concepts. This ensures the focus of
the DSL on the domain and does not complicate the language without contributing to the
purpose of the DSL. Thus, this guideline is similar to Guideline 8.
We do not introduce any generalization into EUREMA to cover more than the intended
domain (cf. Section 9.6). In contrast, we conceive a rather stable language that covers the
core concepts for specifying feedback loops: operations, runtime models, model usage, and
control flow. Still, these concepts can be refined with stereotypes to emphasize their role in
a feedback loop without changing their execution semantics (cf. Section 5.1.2). For instance,
an operation can be stereotyped with Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute
to highlight its task in a MAPE-K cycle. In this context, stereotypes for other blueprints of
feedback loops such as sense-plan-act or learn-reason-act can be used (cf. Section 2.2.3).
11. Limit the number of language elements. The number of language elements should be limited to the target domain. This should avoid unnecessary complexity and therefore ease
the understanding and use of the DSL.
In general, the EUREMA language does not have that many elements considering its concrete (cf. Figure 16 on Page 58 and Figure 18 on Page 61) and abstract syntax (cf. Figure 99
on Page 306). The number of elements is further limited by providing two diagram types.
A subset of the language is used either in FLDs or LDs. Finally, we limit the number by providing just the core concepts for feedback loops, which can be specialized with stereotypes
(cf. previous guideline). Such a specialization is optional and not reflected in the language
such that it does not increase the number of elements. For instance, regardless of the feedback loop blueprint such as MAPE-K, sense-plan-act, or learn-reason-act (cf. Section 2.2.3),
the same elements—but stereotyped—are used to specify the feedback loop.
12. Avoid conceptual redundancy. A DSL should avoid redundancy of language concepts,
that is, it should not provide multiple concepts to describe the same aspect of a domain.
In EUREMA, we did not add any redundant concepts. To describe certain aspects of the
domain (e. g., a feedback loop activity), unique language concepts (e. g., a model operation)
are used. Engineers have no choice of concepts to describe the same fact of the domain.
13. Avoid inefficient language elements. This guideline aims for the efficient execution of the
software developed with the DSL. Any element that causes inefficiency should be avoided
in the language design such that the efficiency of the execution solely depends on the
model created with the DSL and not on the specific language elements used in the model.
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In EUREMA, engineers have no choice among different language elements to describe the
same fact. Therefore, the problem of choosing less efficient elements does not appear. Moreover, the EUREMA language itself does not contain any inefficient elements as indicated
by the evaluation of the runtime performance and overhead of the EUREMA interpreter
(cf. Section 9.5.5). Consequently, the efficiency only depends on the concrete model created
by the engineer and not on the language—as demanded by the guideline.
Concrete Syntax. This group of guidelines addresses the design and definition of the
readable representation, that is, the notation of the DSL.
14. Adopt existing notations domain experts use. If a notation is established in a domain, it
should be used such that users do not have to learn a novel one. If there is no established
notation, the new notation should be “as close as possible to other existing notations within
the domain or to other common used languages” [241, p. 10] to reduce learning efforts.
There does not exist an established notation to describe feedback loops in self-adaptive
software such that we created a novel one. This novel notation shares characteristics with
existing notations of the UML. The flow of operations in FLDs is similar to the flow of
actions in UML Activity diagrams, and the structuring of modules in LDs is similar to the
structuring of objects or packages in UML Object or Package diagrams. Thus, users who are
familiar with UML know about these general characteristics that also apply to EUREMA.
However, the EUREMA notation is still sufficiently different from the UML notation to
clearly separate the adaptation engine from the adaptable software (cf. Section 9.1.1).
15. Use descriptive notations. This guidelines demands the use of descriptive notations that
ease the learning and understanding of the DSL and the models created with the DSL.
We think that we use descriptive notations in EUREMA. Particularly, the model operations
in FLDs are visualized by block arrows that typically indicate activities while the runtime
models are depicted by rectangles/boxes that often describe structural elements such as
artifacts. The control flow is visualized by solid arrows connecting operations such that
the whole flow of activities can be easily understood by following the block and the solid
arrows. In LDs, the modules are visualized by packages that indicate an encapsulation, that
is, there exists a further specification (i. e., an FLD or code) encapsulated in the module.
16. Make elements distinguishable. To ease the reading of a model, the notational elements
should be distinguishable. In other words, each language element should have its own
graphical representation in the notation.
In EUREMA, each language element has a different graphical representation to avoid any
confusion of the user (cf. Section A.2). However, similarities within the notation exist. First,
an FLD is framed with a package while an instance of such an FLD (i. e., a megamodel
module) is represented as a package in the LD. Second, the control flow among model operations in an FLD is represented by a solid arrow that is also used in the LD, although with
an additional label, for instance, to bind a complex model operation to an FLD instance to
be invoked. Such a binding defines that the control flow is passed from the complex model
operation to the invoked FLD instance during execution. Thus, the solid arrow in the LD
is also concerned with the control flow. Third, the use or access of runtime models by operations (e. g., to read or write/change a model) is visualized by dotted arrows in the FLDs.
Such dotted arrows are also used in LDs for representing sensing and effecting relationships among modules. Such relationships requires access to sensed or effected modules in
terms of reading or writing/changing them. Consequently, similarities between the FLDs
and LDs are considered in the graphical notation. This additionally addresses Guideline 21.
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17. Use syntactic sugar appropriately. Syntactic sugar concerns language elements that do
not enhance the expressiveness of the language but that can support the readability of the
models. However, too much of syntactic sugar could make it difficult for the user to see
the essence of a model. Therefore, syntactic sugar should be used wisely.
Currently, we do not use any syntactic sugar in EUREMA since we have not encountered
yet any need for it. We think that the individual constructs of the EUREMA language are
sufficiently simple and do not require any simplification in terms of syntactic sugar.
18. Permit comments. The graphical notation should allow users to make comments for
documentation purposes, for instance, to justify modeling decisions the user has made.
EUREMA permits comments either directly in the model (see description attribute of several
metamodel elements in Appendix A) or in the modeling editor (see Section 8.3).
19. Provide organizational structures for models. This guideline matters when the DSL models
are complex. In this case, organizing and structuring a model into multiple, interrelated
files and in a hierarchy (e. g., directories) become necessary to cope with the complexity.
In EUREMA, each FLD model and the LD model can be saved its own file and stored in
arbitrary directories. An LD further references the FLDs when structuring them in layers.
Thus, the different models can be stored in individual files. From a technical point of view,
even a single FLD or LD can be split among multiple files based on the corresponding
flexibility offered by EMF that we use for the EUREMA implementation (cf. Section 8.3).
20. Balance compactness and comprehensibility. Compact notations ease creating/writing the
model while a more verbose notation supports comprehensibility. Consequently, a trade-off
between compactness and comprehensibility has to be found for the notation at hand.
With EUREMA, we focus rather on comprehensibility than on compactness. A major goal
of EUREMA is to make the feedback loop visible in the architectural design of self-adaptive
software, which requires visual expressiveness. Moreover, we think that EUREMA models
are more often read than written, particularly, as they are kept alive at runtime, may evolve
at runtime, and finally can be inspected at runtime by engineers. Thus, the EUREMA
models go with the self-adaptive system throughout the life time of the system. However,
we consider compactness of the language by providing a set of core elements that can be
optionally stereotyped or labeled (see Guidelines 10 and 11). Omitting the stereotypes and
labels improves the compactness but degrades the comprehensibility.
21. Use the same style everywhere. If a DSL consists of several sublanguages (e. g., diagrams),
the same notational style should be used for all of them and for all elements that appear in
multiple diagrams. A common style improves understandability of the DSL and models.
As outlined for Guideline 16, we use the same notational style for elements in the FLDs and
LDs in EUREMA if these elements share similarities. In general, the style of EUREMA is
inspired by UML while still being sufficiently different with respect to the concrete notation
of UML. We keep such a difference to clearly separate adaptation concerns, which are
addressed with EUREMA, from business logic concerns, which are addressed by any other
language but most likely UML. This promotes separation of concerns (cf. Section 9.1.1).
22. Identify usage conventions. The last guideline for the concrete syntax advises identifying
usage conventions. Such conventions are not defined within the DSL but they are additional regulations that can be enforced on the use of the DSL (e. g., how identifiers of
model elements are formatted [241]). They may support comprehensibility of the DSL.
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So far, we have not defined any usage conventions for EUREMA since all regulations to
obtain models that are valid for execution are defined within the language. Further aspects
such as the format of identifiers are ensured by EUREMA that automatically creates them.
Abstract Syntax. The last group of guidelines concerns the abstract syntax and thus the
metamodel of a DSL. The abstract syntax of EUREMA is discussed in detail in Appendix A.
23. Align abstract and concrete syntax. This guideline calls for aligning the abstract and concrete syntax “to ease automated processing, internal transformations and also presentation
(pretty printing) of the model” [241, p. 11]. Three principles are proposed for the alignment:(1) Language elements with a different concrete syntax should also be differentiated
in the abstract syntax. (2) Elements with a similar meaning can be jointly structured in the
metamodel by using inheritance. (3) An element of the abstract syntax and its semantics
should be independent of the context, in which the element is used within a model.
The concrete and abstract syntaxes of EUREMA are aligned as we consider the three principles. Elements with a different concrete syntax are distinguished in the abstract syntax.
Each element of the concrete syntax is mapped one-to-one to an element of the abstract syntax (see Section A.2). Moreover, elements with similar semantics (e. g., the different types of
operations in FLDs) are structured in an inheritance hierarchy within the metamodel (see
Section A.1). Finally, all elements do not depend on the context they are used in, that is,
each element has the same semantics regardless of its relationships to other elements.
24. Prefer layout which does not affect translation from concrete to abstract syntax. This guideline demands that the layout of a diagram does not influence the representation of the
corresponding model in the abstract syntax as well as the semantics of the model.
In EUREMA, the layout of the FLDs and LDs does not modify or introduce any additional
semantics. For instance, instead of interpreting the layers in an LD by the layout in terms
of modules that are positioned on top of each other, the layers are explicitly modeled. In
FLDs, the layout of the model operations and the control flow among the operations almost
forms a cycle to highlight the feedback loop. This layout improves understandability while
it does not affect the semantics. For instance, the operations and control flow can also be
positioned in a row similar to a workflow while still describing a valid feedback loop.
25. Enable modularity. Due to the complexity of software, the language should be modular
to allow users to decompose, model, and compose individual parts of the software.
EUREMA provides such a modularity. Engineers may use a distinct FLD for each feedback
loop and for the coordination of multiple loops (cf. Section 5.2). A single feedback loop can
even be decomposed and modeled in multiple FLDs (cf. Section 5.1.4). Finally, having specified the feedback loops with FLDs, the LD composes and structures individual instances
of these FLDs in a layered architecture. Consequently, the modularity of EUREMA distinguishes between behavioral (FLD) and structural (LD) aspects while supporting a further
decomposition of the behavioral aspect by using multiple FLDs.
26. Introduce interfaces. The last guideline suggests that a DSL provides interfaces similar
to programming languages to enable information hiding and support modularity.
Adopting a dynamic typing approach, EUREMA only introduces an implicit notion of interfaces. For example, if we want to invoke an FLD instance, the initial and final states and
the runtime models that should be passed as parameters to the instance are the signature
used by complex model operation for the invocation (cf. Section 5.1.4). Such a signature is
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similar to an interface of an FLD. Having multiple FLDs with the same interface, the FLDs
can be exchanged and still be invoked by the same complex model operation. Likewise,
a basic model operation has return states as well as runtime models as input and output,
which all serve as a signature/interface to invoke the implementation of this operation.
Consequently, the implementation of a basic operation can be simply exchanged if the
replacing and replaced implementations have the same signature/interface.
9.1.3 Discussion
In this section, we have outlined and assessed the language design of EUREMA against the
26 design guidelines for DSLs that have been proposed by Karsai et al. [241]. Since these
guidelines are qualitative, the assessment tends to be rather subjective. Nevertheless, due
to the breadth of these guidelines, they provide a reasonable basis for an initial evaluation
of a language design. In this context, Karsai et al. [241] state that some guidelines might be
contradicting or irrelevant depending on the concrete language, purpose, and domain such
that they should be seen as proposals to be studied when designing a DSL. They further
argue that considering explicit guidelines improves the language design.
For the EUREMA language, we have considered and addressed all of the 26 DSL guidelines. Consequently, we have preliminary evidence that we have achieved a “good” quality
for the language design of EUREMA. We think that a comprehensive evaluation of the design can be conducted over a longer period of time when more experience has been gained
in the use of EUREMA, for instance, when EUREMA has been applied more often, when
more tools have been built for EUREMA (e. g., a code generator or a debugger), and when
EUREMA itself evolves. Such aspects are all influenced by the language design.
9.2

language expressiveness

In this section, we investigate how expressive EUREMA is with respect to the domain of
self-adaptive software. For this purpose, we apply EUREMA to examples from literature
to see whether EUREMA is expressive enough to capture a variety of aspects in this domain and therefore to validate the language against the domain (cf. [241]). On the one
hand, we already have initial evidence about the expressiveness based on modeling our
mRUBiS example introduced in Section 4.5. Therefore, we modeled the self-repair and selfoptimization feedback loops for mRUBiS, the coordination of both feedback loops, and a
higher-layer feedback loop controlling the self-repair feedback loop (cf. Chapter 5).
To provide additional evidence about the expressiveness, we use EUREMA to model
three further approaches to self-adaptive software from literature, namely, Rainbow [170],
DiVA [306], and PLASMA [410]. We selected these approaches for three reasons. First, each
of them is described at a sufficient level of detail in the literature, which allows us to
create the corresponding EUREMA models. Second, these approaches have different characteristics: They are driven by different techniques that are either ADLs (Rainbow and
PLASMA) or MDE (DiVA). They have different goals of either providing a reusable framework (Rainbow), managing dynamic variability with runtime models (DiVA), or supporting plan-based adaptation in a three-layer architecture (PLASMA). They either employ a
single (Rainbow and DiVA) or two layered feedback loops (PLASMA). Third, each of them
can be considered as the state of the art with respect to their individual goals. Thus, these
three approaches are different and cover a broad variety of solutions in the domain of
self-adaptive software. In the following, we discuss the EUREMA models for each of them.
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9.2.1

Rainbow

Layer-1

The Rainbow approach supports the architecture-based development of self-adaptive software [113, 170]. Its major goal is the cost-effective development by providing a reusable
framework for the adaptation engine. The framework allows engineers to customize the
engine to a specific system. However, it prescribes the architecture of the engine by supporting exactly one feedback loop as shown in the LD in Figure 73. It further prescribes
the adaptation activities and their structuring in the feedback loop. We modeled this predefined feedback loop in the FLD depicted in Figure 74. In contrast to this FLD, the diagrams
in [113, 170] provide views of Rainbow that do not make the used runtime models explicit.
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Figure 73: LD for Rainbow.

Concerning the FLD in Figure 74, Gauges realize the monitoring by abstracting from the
sensors of the adaptable software and collecting data (e. g., average response times) that
is relevant for the concern (e. g., performance) managed by the self-adaptation. Gauges
notify the Model Manager about changes in the software by providing Gauge Events that reflect those changes at the abstraction level of the Architecture Model and Environment Model.
Thus, the model manager directly uses these events to update the architecture model if the
software or the resource utilization have changed, or the environment model if resources
have been added or removed from the system. In the FLD, the gauge events are reflected
by a gray-shaded element since Rainbow does not explicitly capture them in a model.
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Figure 74: FLD for Rainbow.

Whenever, the model manager updates the architecture model, it triggers the Architecture
that analyzes this model by applying Rules/Constraints. Rules and constraints are

Evaluator
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specified as part of the architecture model and not by a distinct evaluation model. However, to make them visible in the feedback loop, we depict them by a gray-shaded element
in the FLD. Rules or constraints check, for instance, whether monitored response times
exceeds a given threshold. The feedback loop terminates if no rule or constraint is violated. Otherwise, the Adaptation Manager is executed to plan an adaptation. Therefore,
based on given Utility Preferences among multiple concerns and the current reflection models, a Selected Strategy from the repertoire of Adaptation Strategies is chosen. Strategies are
similar to ECA rules specifying a reconfiguration. The selected strategy is the most promising one to address the adaptation needs constrained by the utility preferences. Finally, the
Strategy Executor enacts the selected strategy by mapping and executing it on the effectors
of the adaptable software. To properly execute a strategy, the executor uses the architecture
and environment models to identify software elements and resources, which are referenced
by the strategy. Changes of the adaptable software caused by executing the strategy are reflected in the architecture model by monitoring in the next run of the feedback loop.
The Rainbow framework is based on the Acme ADL to express the architecture and environment models. Rules and constraints as part of the architecture model are specified in a
first-order predicate logic provided by Acme. Adaptation strategies and utility preferences
are defined in Stitch [114]. Though Rainbow does not employ runtime models that follow
MDE principles, the EUREMA language is able to capture Rainbow’s feedback loop while
making the Acme and Stitch models explicit in the feedback loop design.
9.2.2 DiVA

Layer-1

The goal of the DiVA project is to manage dynamic variability in complex, adaptive systems.
Therefore, an MDE approach to specify and execute self-adaptive software has been proposed [306–308], that is, MDE techniques and runtime models drive the feedback loop. As
shown by the LD in Figure 75, DiVA employs a single feedback loop that we decomposed
in two modules. We modeled this feedback loop in the FLD depicted in Figure 76.
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Figure 75: LD for DiVA.

DiVA relies on sensors that monitor the adaptable software and context. In Figure 76, the
(i. e., the complex event processor) consumes, analyzes, and filters sensor events to update the Architecture Model and the Context Model that reflect the software and context. As
the context drives the adaptation in DiVA, the monitoring activity terminates the feedback
loop if there is no relevant context change. Otherwise, the Reasoning Engine is triggered to
find a new target configuration suitable for the current context. Therefore, reasoning is performed on the architecture and context models, which is guided by a Reasoning Model and
Aspect Models. Aspect models define the variability of the system in terms of features. The
reasoning model specifies the mechanism to determine which aspects should be activated
CEP
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Figure 76: FLD for DiVA.

or de-activated in the current configuration. These Selected Aspects are woven or removed
by the Model Weaver from the architecture model to obtain the Target Conguration described in a newly created model. Before enacting the target configuration, the Conguration
Checker evaluates the Invariants on it. If any invariant is violated, the configuration checker
discards the target configuration and terminates the feedback loop. Otherwise, the complex model operation Eect invokes the Conguration Manager defined in the FLD shown in
Figure 77. This invocation executes the adaptation by moving the adaptable software from
the current configuration reflected in the architecture model to the target configuration.
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Figure 77: FLD for the Conguration Manager of DiVA.

Therefore, the Compare operation compares the architecture model with the target configuration to obtain a Match Model and a Di Model (cf. Figure 77). These models describe
the common respectively the different model elements of the architecture model and the
target configuration. Thus, they represent which architectural elements should remain unchanged and which elements should change when moving from the current to the target
configuration. This information is used by the Script Generator to create a Reconguration
Script that is finally executed by the Enact operation using the effectors of the software.
Since DiVA is driven by runtime models and MDE techniques to weave and compare
these models, we can easily describe it with EUREMA that targets such MDE approaches.
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9.2.3 PLASMA

Layer-2

The PLASMA approach [410] proposes a three-layer architecture for plan-based adaptation,
that is, its goal is the generation of plans for adapting and executing software applications.
We modeled the three-layer architecture in the LD shown in Figure 78.
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Figure 78: LD for PLASMA.
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Figure 79: FLD for the Adaptation Layer in PLASMA.

While the adaptable application is located at the lowest layer, the feedback loop of the
middle layer adapts the application and the highest-layer feedback loop (re)generates plans
to be executed by the two lower layers. We modeled these two feedback loops with FLDs.
The Adaptation feedback loop of the second layer is defined by the FLD in Figure 79. The
Collector-1 operation monitors the application and maintains the Application Architecture
Model reflecting the application. This model is used by the Adaptation Analyzer to execute
the Adaptation Plan provided by the third-layer feedback loop. This plan specifies the adaptation to move the current application architecture to the target architecture defined in
the Target Application Architecture Model by the third-layer feedback loop. Additionally, the
Adaptation Analyzer analyzes any deviations in the current application architecture and resolves them to align it with the target architecture. Therefore, reconfiguration commands
(Actions-1) are created and enacted by the Admin-1 operation to the application.
The third-layer Planning feedback loop is defined by the FLD in Figure 80. It is executed
when plans are generated initially or replanning is required. The Application Planner uses
a domain model (Application Domain Description) and the initial and goal states (Application
Problem Description) of the application, which are all provided by the developer. It devices
an Application Plan that will be executed by the application to reach the goal state as well as
the Target Application Architecture Model prescribing the application architecture that is able
to execute the plan. This results in the adaptation problem of how to move the application
from the current to the target architecture. Therefore, the Adaptation Planner devises an
Adaptation Plan based on the current (i. e., the Application Architecture Model maintained by
the second-layer feedback loop) and target (i. e., the devised Target Application Architecture
Model) application architecture. Thereby, it takes the Adaptation Domain Description into account, which is provided by the developer and prescribes the architecture and capabilities
of the second-layer feedback loop that will execute the generated adaptation plan.
The following operations adapt the second-layer feedback loop to enable the execution
of the adaptation plan. The Collector-2 updates the Adaptation Architecture Model reflecting
the second-layer feedback loop by monitoring. The Analyzer enriches this model with the
Adaptation Plan and the Target Application Architecture Model to provide them to this feedback loop (see Figure 79). Moreover, it devises commands (Action-2) to adapt this loop tak-
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Figure 80: FLD for the Planning Layer in PLASMA.

ing the adaptation plan and the loop’s capabilities (Adaptation Domain Description) into account such that the loop is able to execute the plan (e. g., by replacing the Adaptation Analyzer
shown in Figure 79). Finally, the Admin-2 operation adapts the second-layer loop by executing the reconfiguration commands and synchronizing the Adaptation Architecture Model.
The latter injects the new adaptation plan and target application architecture model into
the second-layer loop that is going to execute this plan afterwards.
Overall, the EUREMA language is able to express PLASMA’s three-layer architecture and
feedback loops. However, it is difficult to asses whether the EUREMA models properly describe the feedback loops as PLASMA encodes the runtime models within the middleware
instead of capturing them and defining their usage by the feedback loops explicitly.
9.2.4 Discussion
In this section, we showed the results of our modeling effort to express three existing, stateof-the-art approaches to self-adaptive software from the literature with EUREMA. These
approaches are Rainbow, DiVA, and PLASMA, which we selected due to their different
characteristics: They are driven by different techniques that are either ADLs (Rainbow
and PLASMA) or MDE (DiVA). They have different goals of either providing a reusable
framework (Rainbow), managing dynamic variability with runtime models (DiVA), or supporting plan-based adaptation in a three-layer architecture (PLASMA). Thereby, they either employ a single (Rainbow and DiVA) or two layered feedback loops (PLASMA). Thus,
these approaches are quite different (e. g., considering the design of the feedback loops) and
cover a broad range of solutions for self-adaptation. Comparing the individual EUREMA
models for these approaches makes such differences visible. The EUREMA models clearly
characterize the individual feedback loops, adaptation activities, and runtime models of
the approaches, which are typically neglected such as in Rainbow and PLASMA.
Overall, the results of this modeling effort demonstrate that the EUREMA language
is expressive enough to capture these three third-party approaches with their different
characteristics.2 This increases the initial evidence of the expressiveness of EUREMA that
we obtained from modeling our application example since these three approaches are the
works by other researchers and they are quite different in their design. Hence, we think
that EUREMA can express a variety of solutions in the domain of self-adaptive software.
2 We completely modeled these three approaches with EUREMA except of the individual triggering conditions
in the LDs because the corresponding papers do not discuss the triggers of feedback loops in sufficient detail.

9.3 experimental application example

Consequently, it can be useful for and applied by other researchers and developers. For
instance, Piskachev [349] successfully applied the EUREMA language to specify a feedback
loop for controlling the performance of cloud-based software systems and in particular of
the Znn.com system3 developed by Cheng et al. [116]. He further integrated the EUREMA
interpreter into the SimuLizar framework to support simulation of the feedback loop and
prediction of quality of service attributes for the controlled Znn.com system.
However, the obtained evidence about the expressiveness of EUREMA is limited since
the assessment of the language considers only our application example including several
variants (cf. EUREMA models in Chapter 5), three third-party approaches (Rainbow, DiVA,
and PLASMA), and the application to Znn.com within SimuLizar. Thus, the findings of the
assessment cannot be generalized to any self-adaptive software, that is, we cannot conclude
that the EUREMA language is expressive enough to describe any feedback loop.
9.3

experimental application example

To illustrate EUREMA throughout this thesis, we have used the Modular Rice University
Bidding System (mRUBiS) [18] extended with an adaptation engine realizing self-repairing
and self-optimizing capabilities as a running example (cf. Section 4.5). Particularly, we modeled the corresponding feedback loops and the layered architecture of the overall system
with EUREMA in Chapter 5. In this section, we report in detail about the experiments we
conducted with the resulting EUREMA-based feedback loops and the running mRUBiS.
For the experiments, we completed the realization of the feedback loops by implementing the individual model operations that complement the EUREMA models specifying the
feedback loops. Thus, we obtained fully implemented feedback loops that can be executed
by the EUREMA interpreter. In this context, we emphasize that the goal of the experiments
is to demonstrate the capabilities of EUREMA and to show that EUREMA can be effectively applied to specify and execute feedback loops on top of a running system. Therefore,
we do not aim for developing novel or advanced mechanisms for the analysis and planning activities of a feedback loop. In contrast, we use an action-/rule-based mechanism
(cf. Section 2.2.3), which is a basic approach but also the foundation for more sophisticated
goal- and utility-based approaches [247]. The experiments are based on our implementation framework (cf. Chapter 8) that we customized as shown in Figure 81.
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Figure 81: Customized Implementation Framework for the Experiments (cf. Chapter 8).
3 Znn.com: http://www.self-adaptive.org/exemplars/model-problem-znn-com/.
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For all experiments, the EJB-based mRUBiS is the adaptable software, the TGG Rules
are the synchronization rules that specify the causal connection between mRUBiS and the
reflection model, and the CompArch language is used to express the reflection model (cf. Section 8.2). For the individual experiments, we have different EUREMA Models specifying the
feedback loops and Software Modules implementing the model operations of these loops.
In the following, we first detail mRUBiS and motivate its selection as the application
example. Then we report about the individual experiments with variants of the adaptation
engine:(1) self-repairing mRUBiS (Section 5.1), (2) self-optimizing mRUBiS (Section 5.2),
(3) coordinating the self-repair and self-optimization of mRUBiS (Section 5.2), and finally
(4) the three-layer architecture for self-repairing mRUBiS (Section 5.3). All of these experiments were conducted on one machine4 .
9.3.1

Detailing and Motivating the Use of mRUBiS

mRUBiS is an internet marketplace on which users sell or auction products. Technically, it is
derived from RUBiS, which is a case study and benchmark to evaluate the performance of
application design patterns and application servers.5 Moreover, RUBiS has become a popular case study for self-adaptive systems managing performance [343]. We extended RUBiS
with new functionalities, migrated it to version 3 of Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [132], and
modularized it into 18 components. The modularization enables architectural adaptations
that are otherwise not possible with the monolithic RUBiS. With the migration to EJB 3,
mRUBiS can be executed and dynamically adapted on our platform (cf. Section 8.1).
The mRUBiS architecture is shown in Figure 82. It consists of components to manage
the products (Item Management Service), users (User Management Service), auctions and purchases (Bid and Buy Service), inventory (Inventory Service), and rating of users (Reputation
Service), and components to authenticate users (Authentication Service) and to persist (Persistence Service) and retrieve data (Query Service) from the database. To improve the results
when users search for items (i. e., products), a pipe of filter components is used. This pipe
follows the batch sequential pipe-and-filter architectural style. It iteratively filters the list of
items obtained by the query service by removing items that are not considered as relevant
for the specific user and search request. Thus, the pipe of filters aims for improved search
results while performing the filtering increases the response time for the user.
The company running mRUBiS aims for high sales volumes by achieving customer satisfaction and encouraging customers to additional purchases. Therefore, the system should
be highly available and the response times should be low or at least acceptable. To reach
these properties, self-adaptation should be employed to automatically repair failures (i. e.,
self-healing or self-repair by detecting, diagnosing, and recovering from disruptions [184,
350]) and improve performance (i. e., self-optimization by reconfiguring the system [443]).
For instance, to mitigate faulty components, they can be restarted, redeployed, or replaced
with alternatives. Performance can be improved by reconfiguring the pipe of filter components. Changing the number of filter components and reordering them result in different
performance characteristics that are exploited for self-optimization.
We selected mRUBiS as our application example because it is based on the well-known
RUBiS case study [343] and in particular it allows us to investigate a broad range of selfadaptation problems. For instance, we investigate two different self-adaptation capabili4 Quad-core CPU (Intel Core i5-2400, 3.10GHz), 8GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.04 (Kernel 3.13), Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0_40, EMF Runtime and Tools 2.6.0, and GlassFish v2.1.1-b31g.
5 Rice University Bidding System (RUBiS): http://rubis.ow2.org/.
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Figure 82: Architecture of mRUBiS.

ties (i. e., the self-repair and self-optimization of mRUBiS), the coordination of these two
capabilities, and the stacking of feedback loops for the self-repair case. Thereby, we consider parameter and structural adaptation (e. g., restarting a component is realized with
parameter adaptation while replacing a component with an alternative requires structural
adaptation that reconfigures the architecture). In contrast, these different aspects are not
addressed by the popular Znn.com exemplar. Znn.com primarily supports the management
of performance (i. e., self-optimization)6 , which is furthermore only realized with parameter adaptation [411]. Hence, Znn.com does not support other capabilities and variants of
self-adaptation as well as structural adaptation such that it is too limited for our needs.
9.3.2 Self-Repairing mRUBiS
The self-repair feedback loop should automatically identify and handle disruptions in the
running mRUBiS. We have modeled this feedback loop with the FLD depicted in Figure 15
on Page 57. For the experiment, we use a slightly simplified feedback loop as specified by
the FLD in Figure 83. The simplification only omits the decision operation and combines
the two analyzing operations into one. Employing this (simplified) feedback loop on top of
mRUBiS results in the two-layer architecture modeled with the LD in Figure 17 on Page 60.
The goal of the self-repair is to improve the availability of mRUBiS. We defined five
Critical Failures (CFs) that disrupt the operation of mRUBiS and that should be handled
by the self-repair: (CF1) A component has crashed such that its life cycle state is out of order
but it is still operating to some extent. (CF2) The use of functionality through a provided
interface of a component causes multiple exceptions exceeding a given threshold. (CF3) A
6 Znn.com: see [116] and http://www.self-adaptive.org/exemplars/model-problem-znn-com/.
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Figure 83: Simplified FLD for the Self-repair Feedback Loop.

component has crashed and disappeared completely from the system. (CF4) A component
is continuously affected by CF1s or CF2s. Thus, a disruption persists in the system. (CF5) A
connector has crashed such that the connection between two components is lost.
The system elements related to these CFs are observable in the running mRUBiS through
the adaptable software platform we use (cf. Section 8.1). Among others, we can observe the
component life cycle (CF1/CF4), exceptions (CF2/CF4), components (CF3), and connectors
(CF5). These elements are further represented in the CompArch-based reflection model
through the causal connection (cf. Section 8.2). The feedback loop operates on this reflection
model that describes the runtime architecture of mRUBiS including these system elements.
This model corresponds to the Architectural Model in the FLD depicted in Figure 83.
In the following, we discuss the realizations of the individual model operations of the
self-repair feedback loop, which constitute the software modules provided together with
the EUREMA models to the EUREMA interpreter. Then, we evaluate the feedback loop.
Update. The monitoring operation is realized with code that invokes the causal connection
with the TGG Rules to incrementally update the Architectural Model based on changes of the
running mRUBiS (cf. Section 8.2). The model then reflects the current state of mRUBiS.
Check for failures. This operation analyzes the updated Architectural Model for any CF. It
is model-driven and event-/state-based (cf. Chapter 7). On the one hand, this means that
models are used to specify and execute the analysis. For this purpose, we use executable
Story Diagrams (SDs)7 . On the other hand, the analysis is driven by change events resulting
from updates of the Architectural Model (i. e., of the state) done by the monitoring operation.
These events point to individual elements of the model which have changed due to monitoring. Thus, the analysis can be performed right away on these elements without having
to search and check the whole model, which supports an incremental processing.
The implementation of the operation consists of a code snippet that consumes the change
events for the Architectural Model. Based on these events, it runs the relevant analyses by
invoking the SD interpreter to execute the corresponding SDs. For instance, if exceptions
have occurred when using a provided interface of a component in the system, the model
is updated by representing these exceptions as failures attached to the provided interface
in the model. Such an update causes a specific change event that indicates a potential
occurrence of CF2. The corresponding SD for identifying a CF2 is shown in Figure 84.
7 A brief introduction of Story Diagrams (SDs) is given in Section B.1.
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Figure 84: Story Diagram Specifying the Analysis for CF2.

This SD has two parameters: The ProvidedInterface model element obtained from the
change event that notifies about the addition of failures to this element. The Annotations
element that contains all annotations made to the mRUBiS architecture in the model.8 The
first Story Pattern (SP) called Analyze for CF2 checks if there are at least five failures attached
to the given interface, if the Component providing this interface is started (i. e., running),
and if this Component is not already annotated and thus affected by a CF2 identified in an
earlier run of the feedback loop. If this condition holds, a CF2 has been identified and the
second SP annotates the affected Component with a CF2 marker element. Finally, another
SD (not shown here) is invoked to update the history of CF1 and CF2 occurrences , which is
required for identifying CF4s. If no CF2 has been identified, the SD terminates immediately.
For each of the five CF types, we specified such an SD that analyzes the model for an
occurrence of this CF type and where necessary creates a corresponding annotation. All
of the SDs together constitute the evaluation model called Failure analysis rules in the FLD
in Figure 83. Thus, the result of the analysis operation is the Architectural Model that is
annotated with CF marker elements representing the occurrences of CFs in mRUBiS.
Repair. For each of the identified CFs, the planning operation decides which Adaptation
Strategy (AS) should be applied to repair the CF. Five strategies are available: (AS1) Redeploying a component with the same configuration. (AS2) Restarting a component. (AS3) Redeploying a component with a new configuration. (AS4) Replacing a component with an
alternative component of a different type that provides the same functionality. (AS5) Recreating a connector between two components. We use a very basic planning approach that
maps each CF to an AS that should repair the CF. We specify such mappings with SDs, for
instance, a CF2 should be handled by AS2 as shown in Figure 85.
The Check CF2 action invokes the SD shown in Figure 86 to check whether the given CF2
marker still exists and is associated to a component with at least one provided interface
that has five or more failures. If so, the SD identifies the context for AS2 (cf. Figure 85). The
8 Technically, we extended the CompArch metamodel to support annotations in terms of marker elements that
are associated to individual architecture elements in a CompArch model.
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Figure 86: Checking CF2.

Figure 85: Planning the Repair of CF2.

Figure 87: Assigning AS2.

context of an AS is the precondition of applying the strategy. For instance, AS2 that restarts
a component requires that the component is started, otherwise a restart is not possible. If
the precondition holds, the Assign AS2 action invokes the SD shown in Figure 87 to assign
AS2 to repair the given CF. The assignment is realized by creating an AS2 marker element
and associating it to the CF to be repaired and to the component to be restarted. Similar to
the CF markers, AS markers are annotations to architecture elements in the model.
Similar to the analysis step, the planning operation supports an incremental processing
since it does not search through the whole model to assign strategies. Given the CF marker
elements added by the previous operation to the model, the implementation of this operation is a code snippet that invokes the SD interpreter to execute the corresponding planning
SD for each CF marker. Then, each SD starts planning from such a CF marker (cf. input
parameters of the SD in Figure 85), from which it can directly obtain the component or
connector that is affected by the critical failure and that is the target of the adaptation.
For each of the five CF types, we created similar SDs that together specify the planning.
The planning deterministically maps ASi to CFi for the five types of strategies and critical
failures. All of the SDs together constitute the change model called Repair strategies in the
FLD in Figure 83 on Page 188. The result of the planning operation is the Architectural Model
annotated with AS marker elements. These elements represent the adaptation strategies
that are assigned to the occurred CFs and that should be executed by the next operation.
Effect. The last operation of the feedback loop executes the adaptation strategies assigned
by the previous planning operation to effect mRUBiS. Following a models@run.time approach, the adaptation is first performed on the Architectural Model and then synchronized
to mRUBiS. This approach allows us to specify and execute the strategies with SDs that operate at the model level. For instance, Figure 88 shows the SD for AS2 (component restart).
The SD first checks whether the component is started. If not, restarting the component
is not possible and the SD terminates. Otherwise, the component is stopped at the model
level (i. e., its life cycle state is set to DEPLOYED). The following action (Enact stop component)
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Figure 88: Restarting a Component (AS2).

uses the causal connection to incrementally propagate this model-level adaptation step to
mRUBiS (cf. Section 8.2). Afterwards, the component is started again at the model level
(i. e., its life cycle state is set to STARTED), which is also synchronized to mRUBiS (Enact
start component) similar to the previous step. This accomplishes a restart of the component.
For each of the five strategies AS1 to AS5, we created a similar SD. All of these SDs
constitute the execution model Reconguration actions in the FLD in Figure 83 on Page 188.
Given the AS marker elements added by the planning operation to the model, this operation retrieves the related CF marker elements as well as the components or connectors that
are affected by the critical failures. For each AS marker, it executes the corresponding SD.
When synchronizing adaptation steps from the Architectural Model to the running mRUBiS,
it invokes the incremental causal connection with the TGG Rules (cf. Figure 83 on Page 188).
Thus, this operation is driven by changes of the Architectural Model in terms of the AS
markers that have been added to the model by the previous operation. This supports an incremental processing as the execution of a strategy starts with an AS marker that is directly
associated to the CF marker and affected component or connector. With this information,
the operation invokes the SD interpreter to execute the corresponding SD that realizes the
strategy. Thereby, the adaptation performed at the model level is incrementally synchronized to mRUBiS. Having executed a strategy, the operation removes the corresponding
AS and CF markers from the model. Afterwards, the feedback loop terminates.
The realization of the self-repair feedback loop shows how adaptation models such as
SDs are used to specify and execute the individual operations of a feedback loop. We presented the SDs addressing CF2 and AS2 due to their simplicity since the SDs for the other
failures and strategies are more complex. Moreover, the realization shows how EUREMA
can be used to develop a feedback loop that addresses multiple issues (e. g., failures) and
adaptation strategies. The choice of using SDs for the individual model operations is based
on our assessment of SDs with respect to requirements for adaptation models [23, 27]. Finally, the realization shows how a reflection model such as the Architectural Model may
capture the working data of the model operations such as the CF and AS markers and how
change events relating to the model drive the execution of the individual operations.
Experiment. We conducted an experiment to show the effective application of the selfrepair feedback loop and EUREMA for maintaining the availability of the running mRUBiS.
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For the experiment, we deployed mRUBiS as shown in Figure 82 on Page 187 on our
adaptable software platform. 50 clients are continuously and concurrently requesting services from mRUBiS, particularly from the User Management Service component. Each client
pauses for 250 ms between receiving a reply for a request and sending the next request. Half
of the clients request the ViewUserInfoService interface and the other half the AboutMeService
interface. While the former service requires the AuthenticationService component, the latter
does not. To introduce a disruption, we inject a CF3 to the AuthenticationService component,
that is, we remove this component from the running mRUBiS. Consequently, half of the
clients will be affected by this failure since their requests cannot be served by mRUBiS.
Instead of a proper reply, they will receive an exception from mRUBiS. After the failure
has been injected, the EUREMA interpreter is triggered to execute the self-repair feedback
loop. The loop will perform AS3, that is, it will identify the type of the missing component
and instantiate a new component of this type as well as deploy, configure, and start the
instantiated component. We selected CF3 and AS3 for the experiment since they are the
most complex adaptation scenario among all types of CF and AS discussed previously.
The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 89. The x-axis depicts the time in seconds (s) and the y-axis the success rate of the client requests (i. e., the number of proper
replies from mRUBiS divided by the number of all requests) for a time frame of 1 s as
observed by the clients.9 The success rate is used as a metric for the availability. A rate of
1 (0) denotes that each (no) request is successfully served.
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Figure 89: Experiment Results for Self-Repairing mRUBiS.

The experiment consists of the following steps. The first 30 s are the warm-up phase to
initialize the clients and mRUBiS (not shown in Figure 89). Then, we inject a CF3 after
180 s and later on two times after 180 s when one run of the self-repair feedback loop has
terminated (see lightning symbols in Figure 89). The figure shows that the success rate is
initially 1 and that mRUBiS is not 100% reliable considering the small drops of the rate, for
instance at seconds 90 and 330. For each injection, the success rate drops immediately to
around 0.4 when the failure has been injected since at least half of the client requests cannot
be served. The feedback loop is executed right after the injection. While it is running to
repair this failure, the success rate stays around 0.4. As soon as it has repaired the failure,
the rate quickly increases back to 1 in all three cases.
We repeated this experiment five times and obtained consistent results between the different runs. The results of the four other runs of the experiment are shown in Section C.1
of the appendix. Each run took in total 750 s (excluding the 30 s warm-up phase) during
which on average 31406 requests have been made, out of which 28936 were successfully
9 The time when a client receives a reply or exception determines the time frame to which the request is assigned.
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served. This results in an overall success rate of 0.92. We think that this rate is acceptable
given the three injected failures in the short time period of the experiment and the fact that
we did not employ any redundancy of components to improve availability.
Consequently, the experiment gives us some evidence that the EUREMA-based selfrepair feedback loop is able to effectively repair occurrences of CF3 and to maintain the
availability of the running mRUBiS in this context. Moreover, it demonstrates the successful
application of EUREMA to a self-adaptation problem and a running software system.
Finally, we observe that a run of the self-repair feedback loop can take up to 50 s to recover mRUBiS from the CF3 failure (cf. Figure 89). In the experiment, the performance of
the feedback loop is mainly affected by two aspects. First, we conducted the experiments
on one machine such that the 50 clients, the feedback loop, the failure injector, and the
adaptable software platform (mRUBiS deployed on the GlassFish and database servers)
compete for limited resources. Second, mRUBiS and GlassFish fiercely throw and log exceptions while the failure is present causing additional load on the machine. Both aspects
should be taken into account when considering here the performance of the feedback loop.
9.3.3 Self-Optimizing mRUBiS
The self-optimization feedback loop should automatically address performance issues in
the running mRUBiS. We have modeled this feedback loop with the FLD depicted in Figure 29 on Page 72. Employing this feedback loop on top of mRUBiS results in the two-layer
architecture (cf. LD in Figure 30 on Page 74 excluding the self-repair feedback loop).
The goal of the self-optimization is to keep the response time of the product search
on mRUBiS at an acceptable level. Considering the mRUBiS architecture in Figure 82
on Page 187, mRUBiS provides a personalized product search as part of the BrowseCategoriesService offered by the Item Management Service component. For a search, the user
is authenticated with the Authentication Service component, the search request is sent to
the Query Service component that obtains relevant products from the database, and finally
these products are sequentially filtered by the pipe of filter components based on user
preferences. Thus, the pipe increases the quality but also the response time of the search.
In this context, we defined three Performance Issues (PIs) that indicate potential to improve the response time or quality of the search. (PI1) The components in the pipe are not
well-ordered. Each of them processes a list of products and removes products from this
list such that the size of the list decreases along the pipe. Hence, components that perform
well, that is, they remove quickly a lot of products from the list, should be placed toward
the beginning of the pipe and those that do not perform well toward the end of the pipe.
(PI2) The average response time of the personalized search exceeds a given threshold. This
calls for means to improve the response time. (PI3) The average response time of the personalized search falls below a given threshold. This allows improving the quality of the
search while accepting an increase of the response time.
The data related to these PIs are observable in the running mRUBiS through the adaptable software platform we use (cf. Section 8.1). Among others, we can observe the average
computation time and fraction of filtered products for individual filter components (PI1)
as well as the average response time of any type of request (PI2/PI3). This data is further represented in the CompArch-based reflection model through the causal connection
(cf. Section 8.2). The self-optimization feedback loop operates on this reflection model that
describes the runtime architecture of mRUBiS enriched with this data. This model corresponds to the Architectural Model in the FLD depicted in Figure 29 on Page 72.
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In the following, we discuss the realizations of the individual model operations of the
self-optimization feedback loop, which constitute the software modules provided together
with the EUREMA models to the EUREMA interpreter, and we evaluate the feedback loop.
Update. The monitoring operation is realized with code that invokes the causal connection
with the TGG Rules to incrementally update the Architectural Model based on changes of the
running mRUBiS (cf. Section 8.2). The model then reflects the current state of mRUBiS.
Check for p-issues. This operation analyzes the updated Architectural Model for any PI.
Similar to the analysis operation of the self-repair feedback loop, this operation is modeldriven and event-/state-based (cf. Chapter 7). Thus, we specified the analysis with models,
particularly SDs, that are directly executed to perform the analysis. Moreover, the analysis
is driven by change events caused by the monitoring operation when updating individual
component or provided interface elements of the Architectural Model (i. e., the state) with
performance data. Such an event points to the updated data in the model and thus directly
to the associated architecture element. Consequently, the analysis can be performed right
away on these elements and the updated data without having to search and check the
whole architectural model, which supports an incremental processing.
For instance, if the performance (i. e., the average computation time or fraction of filtered
products) of a filter component in running mRUBiS changes, the monitoring operation
updates the performance data of this component in the model. Such an update causes a
change event that points to this component and that indicates a potential occurrence of PI1.
Therefore, based on the change event, this operation directly analyzes this filter component
to check for an occurrence of PI1, that is, whether it is properly located in the pipe based
on the performance data of the neighboring filters. For PI2 and PI3, the performance of the
overall search in mRUBiS is relevant. If it changes, the monitoring operation updates the
performance data of the BrowseCategoriesService interface provided by the Item Management
Service component in the model. Such an update causes a change event that points to this
interface and that indicates a potential occurrence of PI2 or PI3. Based on the change event,
this operation directly analyzes this updated data to check whether the average response
time is above or below certain thresholds to identify an occurrence of either PI2 or PI3.
Thus, the change events determine which analyses should be performed and they drive the
analyses as they provide the locations in the model where the checks should be performed.
If the analysis has identified a PI in the model, it annotates the model with a corresponding PI marker. A PI1 marker annotates a filter component that is not properly located in
the pipe and a PI2 or PI3 marker points to the pipe’s first component to annotate the pipe.
Moreover, the implementation of this operation is model-driven since we specified the
analyses for PIs with SDs. For each of the three PI types, we specified an SD that checks
for an occurrence of this PI type and if needed creates a corresponding PI marker. Thus,
based on the change events, the implementation invokes the SD interpreter to execute
the corresponding SDs. Since these SDs follow the same principle as the SDs for the selfrepair (cf. Section 9.3.2), we omit showing and discussing them in detail. All of these SDs
constitute the evaluation model called Performance analysis rules in the FLD in Figure 29 on
Page 72. The result of this operation is the Architectural Model annotated with PI marker
elements that represent occurrences of PIs in the running mRUBiS.
Resolve p-issues. For each of the identified PIs, the planning operation decides which
Adaptation Strategy (AS) should be applied to address the PI and it determines the required information for each strategy. For each PI type, we developed one strategy.
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(AS6) Relocating the filter that is not properly located in the pipe and thus caused PI1.
This operation identifies the filter’s optimal position in the pipe based on the performance
data of all filters. Changing the order of filters is feasible as they are independent of each
other. (AS7) Shortening the pipe of filters to reduce the computation time of filtering products. A shorter pipe will reduce the response time—to tackle PI2—but also the quality of
the personalized search. This operation identifies which filters should be removed from the
pipe based on the filters’ performance data to achieve the target response time. (AS8) Increasing the pipe of filters to improve the quality of the search, which also increases the
average response time that is sufficiently low at the moment (PI3). This operation identifies
which filters should be added to the pipe based on the filters’ past performance data such
that the average response time will increase but not exceeds the target response time.
This operation assigns an AS to each of the identified PIs: AS6 to PI1, AS7 to PI2, and
AS8 to PI3. Particularly, it creates the corresponding AS markers in the model that point to
the individual PI markers and capture the planned information such as the new position
of a filter (PI1) or the number of filters to be removed/added to the pipe (PI2/PI3).
Since the planning involves numerical computations on performance data, SDs supporting structural computations are not a good choice for implementing this operation. Thus,
we used only code. Consequently, the FLD in Figure 29 on Page 72 shows no change model
that specifies and executes the planning and that is consumed by this operation.
Similar to the analysis step, this operation supports an incremental processing since it
does not search or navigate through the whole model to assign adaptation strategies. In
contrast, the planning starts with the given PI markers that have been added to the model
by the analysis operation. The result of the planning operation is the Architectural Model
annotated with AS markers. These markers represent the adaptation strategies that are
assigned to the occurred PIs and that are executed by the next operation.
Effect. The last operation of the feedback loop executes the assigned adaptation strategies
to effect the running mRUBiS. Similar to the self-repair feedback loop (cf. Section 9.3.2), the
adaptation is first performed on the Architectural Model and then incrementally synchronized to mRUBiS through the causal connection. However, we used only code to implement this operation while we have used SDs for this purpose in the self-repair feedback
loop. Thus, the strategies AS6 (changing the connectors among filter components to relocate the misplaced filter), AS7 (disconnect, stop, and undeploy filters to shorten the pipe),
and AS8 (deploy, start, and connect filters to increase the pipe) are implemented with code.
Given the AS markers added by the previous operation to the model, this operation directly obtains the related PI markers and the planned information such as the new position
of a misplaced filter or the filters to be removed/added to the pipe. For each AS marker, it
executes the corresponding AS using the planned information. Meanwhile, it invokes the
causal connection with the TGG Rules (cf. FLD in Figure 29 on Page 72) to effect mRUBiS.
Being driven by changes of the Architectural Model in terms of the AS markers, this
operation supports an incremental processing that avoids searching the whole model. Particularly, it starts executing an adaptation strategy with an AS marker that provides direct
access to the affected components and planned information, which are required by the strategy. Moreover, an adaptation at the model level is incrementally propagated to mRUBiS.
Finally, having executed a strategy, this operation removes the corresponding AS and PI
markers from the model. Afterwards, the feedback loop terminates.
The realization of this feedback loop illustrates how model operations can be implemented and executed with models such as SDs (see analysis operation) or with code (see
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planning and execution operations). EUREMA integrates both kinds of operations in a feedback loop. This option allows developers to select an appropriate formalism to individually
implement each operation based on the requirements of each operation.
Experiment. We conducted an experiment to show the effective application of the selfoptimization feedback loop and EUREMA for maintaining the response time of mRUBiS.
For the experiment, we deployed mRUBiS as shown in Figure 82 on Page 187 on our
platform (cf. Section 8.1). Five clients are continuously and concurrently performing a personalized search on mRUBiS. Each client pauses for 100 ms between receiving a search
result and sending the next search request. To inject a PI in mRUBiS, we add or remove
load from the filter components such that the response time of the personalized search
increases (PI2) or decreases (PI3). Thus, the experiment focuses on PI2 and PI3 with their
corresponding strategies of decreasing (AS7) or increasing (AS8) the size of the pipe.
The EUREMA interpreter executes at second 150 and then approximately every 180 (s)
the self-optimization feedback loop that takes into account the average response time of
the personalized search measured on the server side over the previous period of 150–180 s.
Depending on this average response time, the feedback loop either performs AS7 or AS8.
The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 90. The x-axis depicts the time in seconds (s). The y-axis on left depicts the average response time of the personalized search in
milliseconds (ms) for a time frame of 1 s and measured by the clients.10 The y-axis on the
right depicts the number of filters that are running in mRUBiS. A change of this number is
caused by a self-adaptation that adds or removes filters from the pipe. Overall, ten filters
exist. We set the target for the average response time to 1000 ms. A self-adaptation should
happen if the average response time exceeds 1200 ms (PI2) or falls below 950 ms (PI3).
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Figure 90: Experiment Results for Self-Optimizing mRUBiS.

The experiment consists of the following steps that are labeled with letters (add or remove load) or numbers (self-adaptation) in Figure 90. The first 30 s are the warm-up for the
clients and mRUBiS such that both are initialized (not shown in the figure). During the next
30 s, the average response time is slightly above 1000 ms while ten filter components are
running. At second 60 (A), we add load on the filter components and the average response
time exceeds 1500 ms. Thus, the self-adaptation performed by the feedback loop at second 150 removes four filter components from mRUBiS (1). As a consequence, the average
response time drops to around 1000 ms, which is the target. At second 230, we remove load
from the filters (B) and the average response time drops to around 600 ms. Consequently,
the self-adaptation at second 330 adds two filters (2), which increases the average response
10 The time when a client receives the search results determines the time frame to which the request is assigned.
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time to around 1000 ms. At second 420, we add load on the filters (C) and the average response time exceeds 2000 ms until the self-adaptation at around second 510 removes three
filters (3). As a consequence, the average response time drops to around 1250 ms, which
approaches but does not meet the target. At second 600, we remove load from the filters (D)
and the average response time drops to around 500 ms. Thus, the self-adaptation at around
second 690 adds two filters (4), which increase the average response time to around 750 ms.
The result of the experiment visualized in Figure 90 shows that the EUREMA-based
self-optimization feedback loop is able to effectively maintain the average response time
of the personalized search in mRUBiS around the target of 1000 ms by adapting the pipe
of filter components. Every time a PI occurred, the self-optimization feedback loop takes
countermeasures such that the average response time approaches the target.
We repeated this experiment five times and obtained consistent results between the different runs except of one situation. In this situation, the feedback loop did not adapt mRUBiS
because the peak of the response time caused by the injected load was not high enough
to cause an adaptation and it dissolved when the load subsequently decreased (i. e., when
load was removed again from mRUBiS). A self-adaptation did not occur due to the combination of the period for executing the feedback loop, the interval for monitoring the
average response time, and the thresholds. However, this outcome corresponds to the specified behavior of the feedback loop that would address the peak if the peak remains in
mRUBiS. A detailed discussion of this situation is given in Section C.2.
Finally, it has to be noted that the goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the general ability of an EUREMA-based feedback loop to perform self-adaptation. Consequently,
we did not tune the feedback loop parameters such as the period, the monitoring interval, or the thresholds and sensitivity of triggering an adaptation to improve the outcome
of the self-optimization. Moreover, the need of tuning such parameters is not specific to
EUREMA and applies to all approaches. Therefore, the experiment still gives us some evidence that the self-optimization feedback loop developed and executed with EUREMA is
able to maintain the average response time of the search in mRUBiS. Moreover, it demonstrates the application of EUREMA to a self-adaptation problem and a running system.
9.3.4 Coordinating the Self-Repair and Self-Optimization of mRUBiS
Besides evaluating separately the EUREMA-based feedback loops for the self-repair and
self-optimization, we evaluate as well the coordination of both feedback loops for selfmanaging mRUBiS. The self-management maintains the availability and the response time
of mRUBiS at the same time. In Section 5.2, we modeled two design alternatives for coordinating interdependent feedback loops with EUREMA, which sequence either the complete
feedback loops or the individual activities of the feedback loops.
To evaluate both alternatives, we conducted an experiment for each of them. For these
experiments, we deployed mRUBiS as shown in Figure 82 on Page 187 on our platform
(cf. Section 8.1). Ten clients are continuously and concurrently requesting services from
mRUBiS. Half of them is performing a personalized search on mRUBiS while pausing for
250 ms between receiving a search result and sending the next search request. The other
half is requesting the availability of products from the Bid and Buy Service component that
requires the Inventory Service component while pausing for 25 ms between receiving a reply
and sending the next request. The smaller pause is motivated by the fact that requesting
the product availability is less time-consuming than the personalized search.
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Similar to the previous experiments, to inject a PI in mRUBiS, we add or remove load
from the filter components such that the response time of the personalized search increases
(PI2) or decreases (PI3). The self-optimization loop should consequently either decrease
(AS7) or increase (AS8) the size of the pipe of filters. To inject a CF, we remove the Inventory Service component from mRUBiS (CF3) such that requests for the product availability
cannot be served until the self-repair feedback loop redeploys this component (AS3).
Using this mRUBiS and client configuration, we evaluate both coordination alternatives.
The implementations of these two alternatives reuse the same implementations for the individual model operations of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops discussed
in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3. However, instead of directly executing instances of the FLDs
specifying the feedback loops, instances of the FLDs specifying the coordination of both
feedback loops are executed. In the following, we evaluate each coordination alternative.
Sequencing Complete Feedback Loops
The sequencing of both feedback loops is modeled with the FLD in Figure 31 on Page 76,
which defines that the self-repair is executed before the self-optimization feedback loop.
Thus, Critical Failures (CFs) are repaired before Performance Issues (PIs) are addressed.
Experiment. The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 91. The x-axis depicts the
time in seconds (s). The y-axis on left depicts the average response time of the personalized
search in milliseconds (ms) for a time frame of 5 s and measured by the clients. The y-axis
on the right depicts the success rate of the client requests (i. e., the number of proper replies
from mRUBiS divided by the number of all requests) for a time frame of 5 s. The success
rate is used as a metric for the availability as a rate of 1 (0) denotes that each (no) request is
successfully served. We set the target for the availability to 1 and for the average response
time to 1000 ms. A self-adaptation should happen if the availability drops (due to a CF3)
or if the average response time exceeds 1200 ms (PI2) or falls below 950 ms (PI3). Both
feedback loops are executed in a coordinated manner, that is, by executing an instance of
the FLD shown in Figure 31 on Page 76, roughly every 180 s immediately after we injected
a CF3. Hence, the individual feedback loops are executed one after the other.
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Figure 91: Experiment Results for Sequencing Feedback Loops.

The experiment consists of the following steps labeled with letters (add/remove load
or inject a CF3) or numbers (self-adaptation) in Figure 91. The first 30 s are the warm-up
phase to initialize the clients and mRUBiS (not shown in the figure). During the next 60 s,
the average response time is slightly below the target of 1000 ms and ten filters are running.
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At second 90 (A), we add load to the filters to cause an increase of the response time
and thus a PI2. At second 180 (B), we inject a CF3 to cause a drop of the availability. The
feedback loops are now executed sequentially (1). The self-repair loop repairs CF3 by a
redeployment and then the self-optimization loop addresses PI2 by removing four filters.
Thus, the availability increases to 1 and the response time decreases toward the target.
At second 270 (C), we remove load from the filters to cause a decrease of the response
time toward 500 ms and thus a PI3. At second 360 (D), we inject a CF3 to cause a drop of
the availability. Again, the self-repair feedback loop is executed to repair CF3 and the selfoptimization feedback loop to add four filters, which addresses PI3 (2). Consequently, the
availability increases to 1 and the average response time to around the target of 1000 ms.
At second 450 (E), we add load to the filters to cause an increase of the response time
toward 2000 ms that results in a PI2. At second 540 (F), we inject a CF3 to cause a drop of
the availability. Again, the self-repair feedback loop is executed to repair CF3 and the selfoptimization feedback loop to address PI3 by removing four filters (3). Consequently, the
availability increases to 1 and the average response time to around the target of 1000 ms.
At second 630 (G), we remove load from the filters to cause a decrease of the response
time and thus a PI3. At second 720 (H), we inject a CF3 to cause a drop of the availability.
Again, the self-repair feedback loop is executed to repair CF3 and afterwards the selfoptimization feedback loop to address PI3 by adding four filters (4). Consequently, the
availability increases to 1 and the average response time closely to the target of 1000 ms.
This experiment investigates how the coordinated feedback loops handle the two scenarios when PI2 and CF3 or PI3 and CF3 occur at the same time. The former is addressed by
the (1). and (3). run and the latter scenario by the (2). and (4). run of the feedback loops.
The result of the experiment visualized by Figure 91 demonstrate that the EUREMAbased coordination of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops is able to effectively maintain the availability and the average response time of mRUBiS. Every time a PI
and a CF occur at the same time, the coordinated execution of both feedback loops takes
countermeasures by first repairing the CF and directly afterwards addressing the PI. After
a coordinated execution of both feedback loops, the availability and the average response
time of mRUBiS achieve their targets of 1 respectively, 1000 ms.
We repeated this experiment five times and obtained consistent results between the different runs. The results of the other four runs are shown in Section C.3.1. Thus, the experiment gives us some evidence that the coordination of sequencing the self-repair and
self-optimization feedback loops developed and executed with EUREMA is able to simultaneously maintain the availability and the average response time of mRUBiS. Moreover,
it demonstrates the successful application of EUREMA to a self-adaptation problem with
two feedback loops and a running software system.
Sequencing Adaptation Activities of Feedback Loops
The sequencing of the individual adaptation activities of both feedback loops is modeled
with the FLD in Figure 33 on Page 79, which defines that after the common monitoring
activity, the analysis and planning for the self-repair is executed, then the analysis and
planning for the self-optimization, and finally the common execute activity.
This coordination design requires achieving a consensus such that the individual planning activities do not project competing adaptations. In this case, we implemented a basic consensus that gives the self-repair a higher priority than the self-optimization. If the
self-repair’s planning activity has projected an adaptation to repair a CF, then the selfoptimization’s planning activity does not project any further adaptation to address a PI,
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which might otherwise contradict the already projected adaptation. Thus, if a CF and a PI
occur at the same time, the coordination will plan and execute an adaptation to immediately address the CF and it will postpone the adaptation to address the PI to the next run
of both feedback loops unless another CF has occurred in the meantime.
Experiment. The experiment results are shown in Figure 92. The x-axis depicts the time
in seconds (s). The y-axis on left depicts the average response time of the personalized
search in milliseconds (ms) for a time frame of 5 s and measured by the clients. The y-axis
on the right depicts the success rate of the client requests for a time frame of 5 s. The
success rate is used as a metric for the availability as a rate of 1 (0) denotes that each (no)
request is successfully served. Again, we set the target for the availability to 1 and for the
average response time to 1000 ms. A self-adaptation should happen if the availability drops
(due to a CF3) or if the average response time exceeds 1200 ms (PI2) or falls below 950 ms
(PI3). Both feedback loops are coordinated by executing an instance of the FLD shown in
Figure 33 on Page 79, roughly every 180 s and immediately after we injected a CF3.
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Figure 92: Experiment Results for Sequencing Activities of Feedback Loops.

The experiment consists of the following steps labeled with letters (add/remove load
or inject a CF3) or numbers (self-adaptation) in Figure 92. The first 30 s are the warm-up
phase to initiate the clients and mRUBiS (not shown in the figure). During the next 60 s, the
average response time is slightly below the target of 1000 ms and ten filters are running.
At second 90 (A), we add load to the filters to cause an increase of the response time over
1500 ms and thus a PI2. At second 180 (B), we inject a CF3 to cause a drop of the availability.
Then (1), we execute the coordinated feedback loops that repair CF3 by a redeployment but
do not address PI2. Hence, the availability increases to 1 while the average response time
remains over 1500 ms. At second 360 (2), the coordinated feedback loops are executed again.
Since no CF has occurred in the meantime, they now address PI2 by removing six filters.
Consequently, the average response time decreases below the target of 1000 ms.
At second 480 (C), we remove load from the filters to cause a decrease of the response
time toward 500 ms and thus a PI3. At second 540 (D), we inject a CF3 to cause a drop of the
availability. Then (3), we execute the coordinated feedback loops that repair CF3 but they
do not address PI3. Hence, the availability increases to 1 while the average response time
remains around 500 ms. At second 720 (4), the coordinated feedback loops are executed
again. Since no CF has occurred, they now address PI3 by adding six filters, which causes
an increase of the average response time to slightly over the target of 1000 ms.
The experiment investigates how the coordinated feedback loops behave when PI2 and
CF3 or PI3 and CF3 occur at the same time. In both cases, the feedback loops address CF3
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but postpone PI2 respectively PI3 in their (1). respectively (3). execution. The postponed
PI2 and PI3 are then addressed by respectively subsequent executions (2) and (4).
The result of the experiment visualized by Figure 92 shows that the EUREMA-based
coordination of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops is able to effectively
maintain the availability and the average response time of mRUBiS. Every time a PI and a
CF occur at the same time, the coordinated execution of both feedback loops takes countermeasures by repairing the CF while addressing the PI is postponed to the next run of both
feedback loops (this coordination has therefore the drawback that it will never address a
PI if CFs are permanently occurring in mRUBiS). Thus, after two runs of the coordinated
feedback loops, the CF and PI are addressed such that the availability and the average
response time of mRUBiS achieve their targets of 1 respectively, 1000 ms.
We repeated this experiment five times and obtained consistent results between the different runs. The results of the other four runs are shown in Section C.3.2. Thus, the experiment
gives us some evidence that the coordination of sequencing the individual activities of the
self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops, which we developed and executed with
EUREMA, is able to manage mRUBiS. It further demonstrates the successful application of
EUREMA to a self-adaptation problem with two feedback loops and a running system.
9.3.5 Three-Layer Architecture for Self-Repairing mRUBiS
In Section 5.3, we discussed the modeling of layered feedback loops and the example that a
higher-layer feedback loop manages the repair strategies used by the underlying self-repair
feedback loop. If the self-repair loop does not succeed in repairing the failures, it will be
equipped with new strategies from the higher-layer loop to tackle the untreated failures.
The new strategies are selected from a repertoire of strategies. The selection happens either
randomly or in a predefined manner by mapping replacing to replaced strategies.
We have modeled the self-repair feedback loop with the FLDs in Figure 19 on Page 65
and Figure 21 on Page 66 as well as the higher-layer feedback loop with the FLD in Figure 36 on Page 83. Applying these two feedback loops on top of mRUBiS results in a
three-layer architecture that is described in the LD in Figure 37 on Page 84.
The implementation of the self-repair feedback loop is the same as discussed in Section 9.3.2.11 The higher-layer feedback loop consists of two model operations (cf. Figure 36 on Page 83) that are implemented as follows. First, the Check strategies operation
uses Strategy analysis rules expressed with SDs to identify and annotate the repair strategies that are currently used in the self-repair loop. Second, the Select strategies operation
uses Strategy selection rules expressed with SDs to select repair strategies from the Strategy
repertoire. Afterwards, it replaces the annotated repair strategies with these selected strategies. For the experiment, the selection of the strategies is predefined.
According to the LD (see Figure 37 on Page 84), the higher-layer loop is executed after
the self-repair loop has executed its operation Deep check for failures. This happens when
the last three consecutive runs and analyses of the self-repair loop have identified failures,
which indicates that failures are persisting and calls for testing new repair strategies.
Experiment. To evaluate this three-layer architecture, we conducted an experiment on top
of the running mRUBiS. We deployed mRUBiS as shown in Figure 82 on Page 187 on our
11 Although we use now the variant of the self-repair feedback loop that splits up the analysis into two model
operations, the whole analysis is conducted by the operation called Check for failures while the other analyzing operation called Deep check for failures does not perform any behavior (dummy operation). Thus, the
implementation of the Check for failures operation is the same as described in Section 9.3.2.
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platform (cf. Section 8.1). However, this deployment includes a faulty Authentication Service
component that causes failures 80 s after it starts serving requests until it crashes roughly
40 s later (CF3). To tackle this occurrence of CF3, the self-repair feedback loop redeploys the
faulty component (AS3). Since the fault is still present, the failure occurs all over again and
it is identified by three consecutive runs of the self-repair feedback loop. This causes the
higher-layer feedback loop to execute and to replace the repair strategies, particularly AS3
with AS4. Thus, the self-repair feedback loop will not redeploy (AS3) but replace the faulty
component with a component of a different type that provides the same functionality (e. g.,
authenticating users with third-party, social media services) (AS4).
For this experiment, 20 clients are continuously and concurrently sending requests to
mRUBiS, particularly to the User Management Service component. Each client pauses for
250 ms between receiving a reply for a request and sending the next request. Half of
the clients request the ViewUserInfoService and the other half the AboutMeService interface.
While the former requires the AuthenticationService component, the latter does not.
The result of the experiment is depicted in Figure 93. The x-axis depicts the time in
seconds (s) while the y-axis depicts the success rate of the client requests (i. e., the number
of proper replies from mRUBiS divided by the number of all requests) for a time frame of
1 s.12 The success rate is used as a metric for the availability. A rate of 1 (0) denotes that
each (no) request is successfully served. The goal is to achieve an availability of 1.
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Figure 93: Experiment Results for the Self-Repairing mRUBiS in a Three-Layer Architecture.

The experiment consists of the following steps labeled either with letters (occurrence of
failures) or numbers (self-adaptation) in Figure 93. The first 30 s are the warm-up phase
to initialize the clients and mRUBiS (not shown in the figure). During the subsequent 50 s,
mRUBiS serves all requests properly. At second 80 (A), the authentication component starts
causing more and more failures such that the availability drops toward 0.4. At least half of
the client requests cannot be served by mRUBiS when the component eventually crashes at
around second 120 (B). This CF3 triggers the self-repair feedback loop that redeploys the
faulty component (1) such that the availability increases to 1.
However, roughly 80 s after the redeployment (C), the faulty component causes again
failures and eventually crashes at around second 250 (D). The self-repair loop again redeploys the faulty component (2), which recovers mRUBiS until the faulty component again
causes failures at second 330 (E) and crashes for the third time at second 370 (F).
The self-repair loop is executed again (1). Its analysis identifies this crash. Since the last
three analyses have identified such a crash, the higher-layer feedback loop is triggered to
replace the AS3 with AS4. The self-repair feedback loop’s planning continues execution
12 The time when a client receives a reply or exception determines the time frame to which the request is assigned.
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with the new strategies and instead of redeploying, it replaces the faulty component with
an alternative component. This replacement recovers mRUBiS such that the availability
increases to 1. Moreover, it remains at 1 since the replacing component is not faulty.
The result of the experiment (cf. Figure 93) shows that the EUREMA-based three-layer
architecture is able to effectively maintain the availability of mRUBiS by dynamically changing the adaptation logic of the self-repair mechanism. If CFs continuously occur, the layered feedback loops take countermeasures by changing the adaptation strategies to tackle
persisting failures such that mRUBiS recovers and reaches the target availability. For this
experiment, we assume that the replacing strategies are able to cope with the persisting failures. In this context, more elaborated means to dynamically change the adaptation logic
are conceivable, for instance, to synthesize novel repair strategies. Such means can be integrated into EUREMA feedback loops when implementing the individual model operations.
However, the focus is here on demonstrating the general applicability and effectiveness of
EUREMA for developing and executing layered feedback loops and not on evaluating specific analysis and planning techniques for higher-layer feedback loops.
We repeated this experiment five times and obtained consistent results between the different runs. The results of the other four runs are shown in Section C.4. Therefore, the experiment gives us some evidence that the three-layer architecture for self-repairing mRUBiS,
which we developed and executed with EUREMA, is able to tackle failures in mRUBiS by
using dynamically selected adaptation strategies. Such a dynamic selection is more flexible and powerful than a static selection made at design time. Therefore, the experiments
further shows the flexibility of feedback loops that can be achieved with EUREMA. Finally,
it demonstrates the successful application of EUREMA to a self-adaptation problem with
two layered feedback loops and a running software system.
9.3.6 Discussion
In this section, we have demonstrated the effective use of EUREMA to develop and execute
feedback loops that manage a running software system. For this purpose, we have conducted experiments with the running mRUBiS to show that the EUREMA-based feedback
loops are able to maintain the availability and performance of mRUBiS. To comprehensively evaluate the capabilities of EUREMA, we considered four variants of the adaptation
engine that equips mRUBiS either with a self-repair (cf. Section 9.3.2), a self-optimization
(cf. Section 9.3.3), two coordinated self-repair and self-optimization (cf. Section 9.3.4), and
two layered self-repair (cf. Section 9.3.5) feedback loops. Therefore, the focus of the experiments was on evaluating a spectrum of feedback loop solutions developed and executed
with EUREMA and not on developing and evaluating specific analysis and planning mechanisms for these feedback loops. Consequently, the feedback loops we developed employ
basic rule-based mechanisms for their analysis and planning activities.
The results of the experiments for all variants of the adaptation engine give us some
evidence that EUREMA can be effectively used to develop and execute feedback loops
that dynamically adapt a running software system and particularly mRUBiS with the goal
of maintaining availability and performance. The experiments and their results further
demonstrate the capabilities of EUREMA to realize a variety of solutions considering single,
multiple coordinated, and layered feedback loops. Despite this evidence, we cannot conclude that EUREMA can be effectively used for any self-adaptation problem and adaptable
software system. In this context, more experiments are required to tackle other problems
(e. g., self-protection) and systems (e. g., running on a service or cloud platform).
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To further evaluate EUREMA, we conducted a comparative study, in which we investigate
the development costs and runtime performance of feedback loops. For this purpose, we
compare three solutions to the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops that handle
Critical Failures (CFs) and Performance Issues (PIs) in mRUBiS (cf. Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3
for a discussion of the potential CFs and PIs). These solutions have been developed and
the study has been conducted using our implementation framework (cf. Chapter 8).
For this purpose, we customized the framework as shown in Figure 94. Thus, the different solutions operate on a reflection model, particularly on a CompArch model that
describes the runtime architecture of mRUBiS. This model is maintained by the simulator
that emulates the running mRUBiS and the causal connection. We discussed the CompArch
language and the simulator in Sections 8.2 and 8.4. Consequently, the solutions are not concerned with connecting and synchronizing the model and the running mRUBiS.
To test the solutions, we customize the simulator with injectors that introduce CFs or PIs
into the reflection model, analyzers that check the model after an adaptation (e. g., whether
the feedback loop of a solution has addressed the injected CFs or PIs in the model), and
a simulation strategy that determines how many and which types of CF or PI should be
injected to which element/component of the mRUBiS architecture. Therefore, one test run
consists of three steps:(1) the simulator injects CFs or PIs into the reflection model, (2) a
feedback loop solution is executed to handle the injected CFs or PIs by adapting the model,
(3) the simulator analyzes the model and the adaptation of the model.

Solution

Reﬂection
Model
CompArch Model

Injectors, Analyzers,
Simulation Strategy
for CFs/PIs

Simulator

Figure 94: Customized Implementation Framework for the Study.

Each solution that we compare in the study realizes two feedback loops, a self-repair
and a self-optimization loop, that follow the MAPE-K blueprint and therefore consist of
four adaptation activities. However, the solutions differ as they are realized either with or
without EUREMA and their activities are positioned differently within the solution space of
model operations (cf. Chapter 7). Thus, the activities are either code-based or model-driven
and they operate in a state- or event-based manner. The three solutions are as follows:
State-based Solution. The feedback loops of this solution are developed with plain Java
(and not with EUREMA). The activities of these feedback loops are code-based, that is,
they are implemented and executed with Java (and not with models such as SDs), and they
work in a state-based manner on the reflection model capturing the shared knowledge.
Thus, the monitoring activity compares the reflection model with a reference model to
identify whether changes of the reflection model have occurred, due to the injections by
the simulator, that require analysis. The analysis checks the whole reflection model for any
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occurrences of CFs or PIs and annotates them in the model. The planning activity searches
for these CF and PI annotations in the model. For each of them, it changes the model
according to a predefined adaptation strategy to address the corresponding CF or PI. The
execute activity removes the annotations from the model and finishes the feedback loop.
Event-based Solution. Similar to the state-based solution, the feedback loops of this solution are developed with Java and the activities are code-based. However, the activities
primarily work in an event-based manner, that is, they exchange specific events to share
knowledge and to perform self-adaptation. These events are encoded in the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) as used in autonomic computing for this purpose [235, 287].
Thus, the monitoring activity consumes EMF events notifying about changes of the reflection model caused by the simulator. It encodes such events in XML and sends them
to the analyze activity. Using the knowledge captured in the events, the analysis checks
for CFs or PIs and if needed, sends a change request to the next activity. Based on this
request, the planning activity selects a predefined adaptation strategy and sends it to the
next activity. The execute activity receives and enacts the strategy by changing accordingly
the reflection model, which terminates one run of a feedback loop. Thus, the analysis and
planning activities do not work on the reflection model but thy only rely on these events.
If they require more knowledge, they request it from the monitoring activity using events.
EUREMA Solution. The feedback loops of this solution are developed with EUREMA and
they have been discussed in detail in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3. For the self-repair, it employs
operations that are model-driven and particularly implemented and executed by SDs. For
the self-optimization, it employs model-driven and code-based operations. Moreover, both
feedback loops are event-/state-based, that is, all of their operations work on the reflection
model and the processing of these operations is driven by change events that refer to this
model. Consequently, the model operations process the reflection model incrementally.
The monitoring operation consumes the EMF events notifying about changes of the reflection model caused by the simulator to identify whether any change has occurred. If so,
the analysis operation processes these events to locate changes in the model, which are the
starting points for identifying and annotating CFs or PIs in the model. The planning operation uses these annotations to locate the identified CFs and PIs and to assign adaptation
strategies to them by creating further annotations. The execute activity uses these annotations to enact the assigned strategies by changing the model according to these strategies.
An overview of the three solutions is given in Table 7. This overview locates each solution
in the solution space for adaptation activities that we discussed in Chapter 7. This solution
space distinguishes between activities that are realized and executed either by code or
models and that operate either in a state-, event-, or combined state- and event-based
manner. The state- and event-based solutions adopt a typical approach with code-based
activities operating either in a state- or an event-based manner but not in a combined
fashion. In contrast, with EUREMA we primarily promote activities that are driven by
models and that combine a state- and event-based processing of the knowledge.

Table 7: Locating the Three Solutions in the Space of Solutions.

Code
Models

State

Events

State-based Solution

Event-based Solution

State & Events

EUREMA Solution
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While we developed the EUREMA solution, students participating in our master’s course
on Software Engineering for Self-Adaptive Systems have implemented the State-based and
the Event-based Solutions.13 Based on a specification of the CFs, PIs, adaptation strategies,
and how state-based or event-based operations generally work, the students developed and
tested the individual feedback loops with the simulator. Each solution has been developed
by a group of two to three students. In the following, we compare the three different
solutions with respect to their development costs and runtime performance.
9.4.1

Development Costs

To discuss the development costs for each solution and feedback loop, we determined
the size of each solution in terms of Source Lines of Code (SLOC)14 . Due to issues of
counting and interpreting SLOC [237, 364], we use SLOC only as a rough indicator for the
development costs. Additionally, we determined the size of the models, particularly of the
SDs that are part of the implementation of the EUREMA solution.
Self-Repair Feedback Loop. Table 8 shows the numbers of SLOC for each solution and
the numbers of the models for the EUREMA solution. The numbers are broken down to
each MAPE activity and to the Integration of these activities to form a feedback loop.
For the integration, the state-based solution required only 82 SLOC as it just invokes
the individual MAPE activities sequentially and provides access to the reflection model. In
contrast, the integration in the the event-based solution consists of 746 SLOC as it implements the required events that are exchanged between activities to share knowledge. Here,
EUREMA comes into play as it realizes the integration of activities to a feedback loop only
by models. In this case, one FLD and one LD were required to specify the feedback loop.
Concerning the MAPE activities, the state- and event-based solutions are similar with
respect to the monitoring and analysis but different for the planning and execution steps.
The event-based solution requires 444 SLOC for the execute as it has to translate events to
actions for adapting the reflection model. Such a translation step is not needed by the statebased and EUREMA solutions. Moreover, the event-based solution enacts an adaptation
by changing the reflection model in the execution phase, similar to the EUREMA solution,
while the state-based solution adapts the model in the planning phase. Thus, the statebased solution shifts tasks and efforts from the execution to the planning step.
The EUREMA solution typically requires the fewest SLOC for the MAPE activities since
it additionally uses 30 SDs. The code for the analysis, planning, and execution steps (101,
64, and 73 SLOC) only determines the SDs to be executed based on change events and
annotations in the model and it just invokes the SD interpreter to execute these SDs.
To investigate the costs of developing the 30 SDs, we calculated the average number of
SPs per SD (each SP specifies a graph transformation) as well as the average number of
vertices per SP. These numbers indicate the efforts of modeling an SD since they show how
many graph transformations are specified on average in an SD as well as the average size
of each graph transformation specification.
13 Overall, we obtained four different solutions from the students, two of them are state-based and the other two
are event-based. However, we dismissed two solutions for the comparative study: One state-based solution
shifted specific analyses to the monitoring phase, which impedes a comparison of the individual activities.
One event-based solution interweaves the implementations of the self-repair and self-optimization feedback
loops, which impedes a comparison of the individual feedback loops. Thus, two solutions remain for the study.
14 We counted every line of the source code excluding comments and empty lines after unifying the formatting
of the code.
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Table 8: Development Costs for the Self-Repair Feedback Loops.
Source Lines of Code (SLOC)
Solution

Integration

Monitor

Analyze

Plan

Execute

Sum

State-based

82

115

167

236

23

623

Event-based

746

152

207

149

444

1698

EUREMA

0

25

101

64

73

263

–

7 SDs

11 SDs

12 SDs

30 SDs

SPs/SD

–

2.85

1.00

3.17

2.30

Vertices/SP

–

2.75

3.55

2.18

2.57

Models
Number

1 FLD, 1 LD

On average an SD consists of 2.30 SPs and each SP specifies a graph transformation with
on average 2.57 vertices (cf. Table 8). Thus, the individual SDs and SPs are not complex
while the high number of SDs is mainly motivated by a modular specification to enable
reuse of SDs in other SDs.
For the monitoring, the EUREMA solution requires very few SLOC (25). It just checks
for occurrences of events that notify about changes of the reflection model and that are
eventually processed by the analysis activity. Such events are provided by EMF and they
point to elements in the model that have changed, in this case because of the simulator that
injects CFs into the model. In contrast, the monitoring of the event-based solution requires
more SLOC (152) since besides consuming such change events, it has to identify and encode all relevant knowledge about the changes into self-contained XML-based events to be
processed by the analysis. The monitoring of the state-based solution requires also more
SLOC (115) than the EUREMA solution since it compares the reflection model to a reference model to identify any deviation from the reference to trigger the analysis.
Overall, the state-based solution to the self-repair feedback loop consists of 623 SLOC
while the event-based solution required more SLOC (1698) due to larger efforts for the integration of the MAPE activities by events and the translation of events to actions performed
on the reflection model. The EUREMA solution required the fewest SLOC (263) because
of the integration based on the FLD and LD and the use of SDs. Thus, EUREMA requires
less coding but shifts efforts to modeling. The development costs of the EUREMA solution
seems to be higher than for the state-based solution that, however, does not make use of
any change events to improve efficiency of execution. In contrast, the event-based solution
uses change events and its development costs seem to be similar to the EUREMA solution.
Self-Optimization Feedback Loop. As before for the self-repair feedback loop, Table 9
lists the numbers for SLOC and models of the three solutions for the self-optimization
feedback loop. The results are similar to those for the self-repair feedback loop. Again, the
EUREMA solution requires the fewest number of SLOC (675), however, the difference to
the other solutions (761 and 1229 SLOC) is smaller than before since it does not use any SD
for the planning and execution activities. Only the analyze activity is implemented with
three SDs, each of which having on average 2.67 SPs. Each of these SPs specifies a graph
transformation with on average 6.63 vertices. While the SPs are more complex than those
for the self-repair feedback loop (6.63 vs. 2.57), the total number of SDs is smaller (3 vs. 30)
and the average number of SPs per SD is similar (2.67 vs. 2.30).
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Table 9: Development Costs for the Self-Optimization Feedback Loops.
Source Lines of Code (SLOC)
Solution

Integration

Monitor

Analyze

Plan

Execute

Sum

State-based

81

174

200

294

12

761

Event-based

698

319

96

268

148

1229

EUREMA

0

25

123

330

197

675

–

3 SDs

–

–

3 SDs

SPs/SD

–

2.67

–

–

2.67

Vertices/SP

–

6.63

–

–

6.63

Models
Number

1 FLD, 1 LD

As shown in Table 9, the development costs of the EUREMA solution (675 SLOC and
3 SDs) are similar to the state-based solution (761 SLOC) although the former makes use
of change events to improve efficiency while the latter does not. The event-based solution
is most costly (1229 SLOC), mainly because of its event-based integration of activities to
a feedback loop (698 SLOC), which requires implementations of events for the knowledge
exchange. In contrast, the state-based solution only requires 81 SLOC to integrate the activities in a control flow and provide access to the reflection model. For the integration, the
EUREMA solution does not require any code but it uses one FLD and one LD.
The reason for the differences of the SLOC for the execution activity of the state-based
and event-based solutions (12 vs. 148 SLOC) is the same as for the self-repair feedback
loop. The state-based solution adapts the reflection model in the planning phase while the
event-based solution does it in the execution phase. Thus, the state-based solution shifts
tasks and therefore development efforts from the execution to the planning step.
The high numbers of SLOC for the planning and execution steps in the EUREMA solution (330 and 197 SLOC) with respect to the other solutions (294/268 and 12/148 SLOC) is
caused by a modular implementation. A distinct class is used to implement the planning
as well as the execution of each of the three adaptation strategies for self-optimization (AS6,
AS7, and AS8). In contrast, the complete logic of each activity of the state-based and eventbased solutions is implemented in a single class. The monitoring with only 25 SLOC in the
EUREMA solution is the same as for the self-repair feedback loop (cf. previous discussion).
Summary. The development costs of the EUREMA solutions to the self-repair and selfoptimization feedback loops are similar to the costs of the state-based solutions and lower
than the costs of the event-based solutions. This observation roughly indicates the efforts
of using EUREMA compared to alternative code-based approaches to develop feedback
loops. It gives us some initial evidence that using EUREMA does not make a solution
more complex in terms of size but can rather result in a less complex solution. However,
this observation only holds for the given study comparing these three solutions for the
self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops and therefore cannot be generalized.
Nevertheless, we observe the integration benefits of EUREMA that allows developers to
compose adaptation activities to a feedback loop in a domain-specific model (FLD and LD)
without the need of any coding.
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9.4.2 Runtime Performance
To investigate the runtime performance of the different solutions, we run each solution and
measured the execution times. For each solution, we individually run the self-repair and
self-optimization feedback loop for different sizes of the reflection model. Consequently, we
can independently investigate the runtime performance and the scalability of both feedback
loops for increasing sizes of the reflection model.
To motivate the scalability, we interpret mRUBiS as a marketplace that hosts multiple
shops and we consider each shop as a tenant (cf. multi-tenancy). The architecture of one
shop is depicted in Figure 82 on Page 187 and consists of 18 components. For each tenant
on the marketplace, such an architecture is used. The CompArch language we use to express the reflection model allows us to describe multiple tenant architectures with multiple
components in one model (cf. Section 8.2). Thus, for each additional tenant on the marketplace, the reflection model contains additional 18 components. Consequently, the feedback
loops manage now a larger system and therefore operate on a larger reflection model.
To measure the execution times, we execute the solutions on top of the simulator (cf. Figure 94 on Page 204) and consider the cycle of
(1) injecting CFs or PIs into the reflection model,
(2) executing the solution to handle the CFs or PIs in the model, and
(3) analyzing the model after the adaptation.
The solutions perform step (2) while the simulator performs the steps (1) and (3) such that
we measure only the execution times for step (2). Step (1) is defined by a simulation strategy
that determines for each cycle how many and which CFs or PIs are injected as well as
the target of the injection. For both feedback loops, we inject exactly one CF or PI in
each cycle and the target of an injection is precisely defined. For the self-repair feedback
loop, we inject in strict rotation a CF1, CF2, and CF3, and then start again with a CF1.
For the self-optimization feedback loop, we inject alternately a PI2 and a PI3. Thus, the
simulation is deterministically defined and can be repeated for the different runs of the
measurements. The analysis performed in step (3) provides feedback whether the solutions
actually addressed the injected CFs or PIs, which was the case for all solutions.
For one measurement run, we execute one feedback loop (self-repair or self-optimization)
of one solution (state-based, event-based, or EUREMA) for one size of the reflection model
(1, 10, 100, 1000, or 10000 tenants, that is, 18, 180, 1800, 18000, or 180000 components).
Within such a run, we repeat the cycle of steps (1), (2), and (3) at least twelve times and up
to 250000 times depending on the scale of the execution times and until the measurements
stabilized (i. e., the standard deviation of the execution time is less than five percent of the
measured average execution time). The measurements were performed on one machine15 .
The measurement results are shown in Figure 95 for the self-repair and self-optimization
feedback loops. Since the results are similar for both feedback loops, we jointly discuss
both charts. The x-axis describes the different sizes of the reflection model in terms of the
number of components captured in the model. The y-axis denotes the average execution
time of one feedback loop run in milliseconds using a logarithmic scale.
The state-based solution has a very good performance for a small reflection model (e. g.,
below 1 ms for a model with 18 components) but it does not scale for a large model (e. g.,
more than 11.8 minutes (708061 ms) for the self-repair and 23.6 minutes (1418317 ms) for
15 Quad-core CPU (Intel Core i5-2400, 3.10GHz), 8GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.04 (Kernel 3.13), Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0_40, and EMF Runtime and Tools 2.6.0.
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Figure 95: Average Execution Times and Scalability of the Different Solutions.

the self-optimization loop). This poor scalability is caused by the fact that the state-based
solution processes the whole model to perform self-adaptation and it has to maintain a
reference model capturing the state of the reflection model before a CF or PI is injected.
In contrast, the event-based solution scales well although it is initially slower than
the state-based solution. It takes around 110 ms for one run of the self-repair or selfoptimization feedback loop and for a reflection model with 18, 180, 1800 components. The
average execution times increase for the self-repair feedback loop to 407 ms (3603 ms) and
for the self-optimization feedback loop to 260 ms (2190 ms) when the model consists of
18000 (180000) components. The good scalability of this solution is caused by the eventbased processing of the feedback loops that never process the whole reflection model but
only events that capture a very small amount of information obtained once from the model
in the monitoring step (e. g., the identifier and life cycle state of a single component). Technically, the analysis and planning steps do not use EMF events pointing to the model and
they do not access the model at all such that they are not affected by the size of the model.
Finally, the EUREMA solution scales similarly to the event-based solution but typically
requires more time for one run of a feedback loop. A run of its self-optimization (selfrepair) feedback loop requires 94 ms (187 ms) for the smallest and 3442 ms (6731 ms) for
the largest reflection model. Within the EUREMA solution, the self-repair is slower than
the self-optimization feedback loop. A reason for the slower performance is that the former
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has more model-driven operations that are specified and executed with SDs than the latter.
Particularly, the self-repair feedback loop uses 30 SDs while the self-optimization feedback
loop only 3 SDs (cf. previous section). Thus, the execution of the self-repair feedback loop
includes a higher fraction of interpreting SDs than executing code compared to the selfoptimization loop. In general, interpreting SDs is more costly than executing code.
Since the EUREMA solution is event- and state-based, it combines the advantages of the
other two solutions: improved performance due to events and operating on a rich semantic
base due to models capturing the state. Thus, it scales similarly to the event-based solution.
However, it is typically slower than the event-based solution as it still processes fractions
of the reflection model (state-based processing). Therefore, the EUREMA solution does not
process the whole reflection model such that it scales better than the state-based solution.
However, throughout the feedback loop it uses EMF-based change events that are not
self-contained—as in the event-based solution—but refer to the reflection model. Thus,
the EUREMA solution and particularly its analysis and planning operations still process
fractions of the reflection model to which the change events refer. Thus, the EUREMA
solution is more affected by the size of the reflection model than the event-based solution.
Consequently, we may observe that a state-based solution does not scale for large reflection models which calls for incremental approaches to process such models. Such an
incremental approach is enabled by (change) events that drive the processing of the reflection model as realized in the EUREMA solution. In this context, EMF itself suffers from
scalability issues when querying the contents of large models [68] or modifying large models. For instance, we measured the execution time for consistently deleting a CF1 marker
element from the CompArch reflection model using the EMF API, which took on average 78.86 ms (774.13 ms) for a model with 18000 (180000) components. Therefore, those
solutions that process more often and extensively the EMF-based reflection model might
suffer from such issues. This applies especially to the state-based and EUREMA solutions
as all of their operations process (parts of) the model. In contrast, the analyze and planning
operation of the event-based solution do not process the model at all.
9.4.3 Discussion
The comparative study covering the state-based, event-based, and EUREMA solutions for
the self-repair and self-optimization feedback loops gives us some initial confidence that
EUREMA provides a good compromise of development costs and runtime performance.
On the one hand, EUREMA is competitive or even more efficient than the other solutions
concerning the development costs in terms of SLOC and size of the models. In this context,
EUREMA shifts efforts from coding to modeling, which eventually enables flexible solutions that can be dynamically adapted (e. g., layered feedback loops in Section 9.3.5). Models
are used to specify and execute individual operations (e. g., SDs) and the whole feedback
loop (cf. FLD and LD). Interpreting such models may result in shorter turnaround times,
which supports developing and testing the feedback loops.
On the other hand, the runtime performance and scalability of the EUREMA solution
are acceptable since EUREMA allows feedback loops to operate on a reflection model providing a rich semantic base for the MAPE computations. Although the state-based solution
allows the same, it suffers from scalability issues. In contrast, the event-based solution is
typically faster and scales a bit better than the EUREMA solution but it does not allow the
MAPE computations to operate on a reflection model throughout the feedback loop. Thus,
we think that the performance and scalability of the EUREMA solution are acceptable.
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These findings obtained from the comparative study are threatened by several aspects.
First, the study covered only three types of solutions for two problems (self-repairing and
self-optimizing mRUBiS) such that these finding cannot be generalized to other types of
solutions or other types of problems. Second, the use of SLOC and size of models as indicators for the development costs can be challenged since we did not take into account any
efforts for learning the EUREMA language. However, we developed the EUREMA solution
while students implemented the alternative solutions that are not based on EUREMA. Thus,
we did not require any knowledge about EUREMA from the students. Finally, the fact that
students developed these alternative solutions could impact the findings since they are not
experts in the field of self-adaptive software. Thus, it is conceivable that experts could have
developed a more cost-effective and runtime-efficient solution than the students did.
9.5

prototype

In the previous two sections, we discussed solutions developed with EUREMA to demonstrate the capabilities and effectiveness of EUREMA. In this section, we focus on evaluating
the EUREMA prototype itself, that is, the implementation of the EUREMA language and
interpreter. While evaluating self-adaptive systems is challenging [370, 434], several researchers proposed criteria for the evaluation. However, most of these criteria target the
self-adaptive system, that is, the results of the development [110, 240, 290, 317, 423], and
not the development itself. In contrast, Asadollahi et al. [48] propose quality attributes
for frameworks that support the development of self-adaptive software systems. These attribute are flexibility, extendibility, usability, reusability, performance, and scalability. Moreover,
Krikava [260] who also discussed these attributes for his work suggest testability as a further attribute. In the following, we discuss these quality attributes to evaluate the EUREMA
prototype. Investigating these attributes for an approach is mostly qualitative and therefore
subjective (cf. [48, 260, 423]) although we will provide quantitative evidence where possible,
for instance, for performance.
9.5.1

Flexibility

Flexibility of an approach is defined by Asadollahi et al. [48, p. 66], as “the ability that
allows the developer to combine his own mechanism, algorithm, or technique in the design
and implementation of the self-management logic”. In this sense, EUREMA is flexible at
the level of model operations and runtime models as well as at the level of feedback loops.
Considering the first level, EUREMA decomposes a feedback loop into model operations
and runtime models that have to be implemented by the developer. For this purpose, the
developer can freely decide which mechanism, algorithm, and technique to use for implementing the individual operations for the MAPE phases. Moreover, they can freely decide
the modeling languages to express the individual runtime models. For each model operation, they can further decide the style of the implementation (code-based or model-driven)
and of its processing (state-based or a combination of event- and state-based) (cf. Chapter 7). The only technical restriction is that the implementations of the runtime models
are based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and that the implementations of the
model operations can be triggered by the EUREMA interpreter through a Java interface.
For instance, we used several techniques to develop the self-repair and self-optimization
feedback loops for mRUBiS. We used the CompArch language to express the reflection
model of mRUBiS and Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) to implement the causal connection
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between this model and mRUBiS during the monitoring and execute phases (cf. Section 8.2).
Moreover, we used Story Diagrams (SDs) or only Java to implement the rules and strategies
for the analysis, planning, and execution phases (cf. Section 9.3). In this context, we reused
existing execution engines such as an SD interpreter and a TGG engine to bring the related
models to execution within the implementations of the model operations.
Thus, EUREMA fulfills the promise of “DSLs as Enablers of Reuse” [302, p. 319], which
can reduce the development efforts (cf. Section 9.4.1). Moreover, the reused execution engines are generic and they completely externalize the user-defined inputs in models such
as SDs. This paves the way for a library of generic implementations for model operations.
Developers can pick a solution from the library and only have to provide the input models
such as SDs, which reduces the need for coding.
Although we adopted a rule-based approach to self-adaptation for realizing the mRUBiS
example, EUREMA is also open for goal- or utility-based approaches (cf. Section 2.2.3)
since it does not impose any restriction on the kinds of computations that are performed
by the model operations—except of termination (cf. Section 6.7).
Considering the level of feedback loops, EUREMA allows developers to freely specify
the feedback loops as part of the adaptation engine. Developers decide how many and
which model operations and runtime models should be used and how these operations and
models are composed to form a feedback loop. Moreover, they freely decide on the number,
coordination, triggering, and structuring of feedback loops in the layered architecture of
the self-adaptive software. In this context, the only restriction is that EUREMA assumes an
external approach and a layered architecture of the self-adaptive software as introduced
in Section 2.2.3. Eventually, developers encode their design decisions in FLDs and in an
LD provided by EUREMA (cf. Chapter 5). Additionally, developers can evolve the design
beyond the design time by layered feedback loops and off-line adaptation (cf. Sections 5.3
and 5.4) such that the design-time flexibility of EUREMA is extended to runtime.
Thus, EUREMA does not prescribe the design or implementation of the adaptation logic
in contrast to typical frameworks for self-adaptive software [355] but it gives developers
the flexibility to freely create and evolve the design of the feedback loops.
9.5.2 Extendibility
Asadollahi et al. [48, p. 66] consider extendibility as an “attribute [that] permits the developer to extend the framework to add new features or integrate it with other frameworks”.
On the one hand, EUREMA requires from developers to extend or rather complement
the EUREMA framework as it does not prescribe the techniques or algorithms for the individual adaptation activities such as analysis and planning. In contrast, it provides the
flexibility such that developers can integrate their own techniques and algorithms when
implementing individual model operations (cf. previous section). Thereby, the integrated
techniques and algorithms can go beyond code fragments and be frameworks or toolkits.
For instance, we used the Story-Driven Modeling (SDM) Tools16 comprising a graphical editor, interpreter, and debugger to develop and execute Story Diagrams (SDs) to implement
and execute individual model operations within the EUREMA-based feedback loops for
the mRUBiS example (cf. Section 9.3).
Moreover, EUREMA does not depend on any specific adaptable software such that it can
be reused in other projects to develop feedback loops as it has been done for SimuLizar [349].
Since EUREMA is based on EMF, such an integration is eased if it happens within the
16 Story-Driven Modeling (SDM) Tools: http://www.mdelab.de.
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EMF ecosystem, that is, if the other projects are also based on EMF and work with EMFbased models. Finally, extending the core functionality of EUREMA requires changing the
EUREMA language (metamodel and semantics) and its tooling (interpreter and editor).
Such kind of changes are typical for any DSL approach when the DSL should evolve. In
this context, MDE and particularly the “unification power of models” (cf. Section 2.1.1) as
realized by EMF supports integrating or extending EUREMA. For instance, there exists approaches that address the evolution of languages and models in the EMF ecosystem [296].
9.5.3

Usability

The usability of a framework “determines how easy it is to employ the framework in an
application” [48, p. 66]. Assessing the usability of software is generally difficult [394] and
particularly the usability of languages as it is influenced by human factors [197, 384] and
specifics of the language such as its purpose [384] or notation [304]. Therefore, we discuss
qualitatively the usability of EUREMA to develop a feedback loop.
First, EUREMA targets the adaptation engine with feedback loops and not the adaptable
software to promote separation of concerns. Moreover, we designed the EUREMA language
by following the guidelines for DSLs discussed in Section 9.1.2. For instance, the EUREMA
language reflects only the necessary concepts of the domain of self-adaptive software and
it is kept rather simple by avoiding unnecessary generality and conceptual redundancy
as well as limiting the number of language elements (cf. guidelines 8–12). Consequently,
developers can focus on the essence when using EUREMA, that is, on developing feedback
loops for self-adaptive software.
Additionally, the EUREMA language leverages well-known concepts of the self-adaptive
software domain such MAPE-K and layered architectures (cf. Section 2.2.3). Thus, developers who are familiar with the domain use such well-known concepts and do not have
to learn new concepts for applying EUREMA. Similarly, the notation of EUREMA shares
common characteristics of behavior- or structure-dominant models with existing notations.
For instance, FLDs shares characteristics with UML Activity and LDs with UML Object or
Package diagrams (cf. Section 9.1). Therefore, we think that developers who are familiar
with MDE or have at least basic knowledge of UML can easily grasp the modeling concepts of FLDs and LDs. In this context, the EUREMA editor is integrated and the EUREMA
interpreter can be executed within the Eclipse environment such that developers who are
familiar with Eclipse and its modeling framework (EMF) can easily use the EUREMA tools.
Finally, the EUREMA interpreter further supports the developer as it directly executes
the resulting FLD and LD models such that the execution happens at the same abstraction
level and with the same concepts used for modeling (cf. Chapter 6). Thus, developers can
directly retrace the execution to the models they created.
Therefore, we think that developers can rather easily adopt EUREMA if they have basic
knowledge about the domain of self-adaptive software, MDE, and Eclipse.
9.5.4

Reusability

Reusability “is the ability of using the framework in different systems” [48, p. 66], that is,
for dynamically adapting different (types of) adaptable software systems.
For experimenting with EUREMA, we applied EUREMA on top of our implementation
framework that enables the monitoring and adaptation of any EJB-based software system
(cf. Section 8). Thus, EUREMA is applicable to different EJB-based systems when the imple-
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mentation framework is used. However, EUREMA can also be reused independently of the
implementation framework and thus for different types of systems. In this case, developers
have to implement accordingly the monitoring and execute operations that causally connect a reflection model and the adaptable system (i. e., integrating the adaptation engine
and the system) based on the system’s sensors and effectors. As one example, EUREMA has
been reused in the SimuLizar project targeting cloud-based systems [349]. Thus, EUREMA
can be reused for different types of adaptable software systems but developers have to
connect the adaptation engine to the specific system.
Besides reusing the EUREMA language and interpreter, reuse of concrete solutions developed with EUREMA is conceivable. On the one hand, model operations can be generically
implemented and thus reused in different EUREMA-based feedback loops (cf. Section 9.5.1).
On the other hand, using abstract reflection models of the adaptable software might allow
reuse of the adaptation logic’s analysis and planning mechanisms for different software
platforms. Since these models are platform-independent, the mechanisms can be realized
in a platform-independent manner and thus they might be reusable for other platforms.
For instance, for self-healing a restart or redeployment of a component can be planned at
the model level independent of the specific platform or application. However, the extent
to which such a reuse is feasible requires further investigations when developing more
solutions for different platforms and applications with EUREMA.
9.5.5 Performance
Asadollahi et al. [48] consider the overhead that is caused at runtime by the adaptation
engine or mechanism as the performance of an approach. To evaluate the overhead of
EUREMA, we conducted an experiment to quantify the load and overhead of the EUREMA
interpreter compared to a code-based solution to execute the self-repair feedback loop
defined by the FLDs in Figure 19 on Page 65 and Figure 21 on Page 66.
For the experiment, we considered the case that each run of the feedback loop instance
always identifies failures. A warm-up phase taking place before the measurements executes
the instance more than three times, such that the condition branching the control flow in
the FLD (see Figure 19 on Page 65) is always fulfilled. Thus, for the measurements, all of
the five basic model operations of the self-repair feedback loop are executed in each run
of the instance. As implementations for these operations, we provided software modules
as mocks that have runtime models as input as it is defined in the FLDs. Moreover, all
runtime models that are the output of any operation are already used as input of the
same operation. Thus, no new models are produced by the mocks. In contrast, all runtime
models are pre-defined and they are not changed at all by the mocks. Each mock can be
assigned a duration, for which it generates load to simulate computations of the operation.
To compare the overhead and load of the EUREMA interpreter, we implemented a codebased solution in Java that executes the self-repair feedback loop. This solution does not
use any EUREMA model but it hard-codes the execution by sequentially invoking the five
mocks, one for each model operation of the self-repair feedback loop. Moreover, this codebased solution provides the runtime models required as input for invoking the mocks.
The experiment has two parameters. First, the duration assigned to the mocks defines
the internal computation time of the model operations. The same duration is assigned to
all mocks for one run of the experiment but it varies between different runs. This results
in four runs of the experiment, either assigning a duration of 0 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms, or 20 ms
to each mock. Since the self-repair loop has five basic model operations, this constitutes a
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total computation time of either 0 ms, 25 ms, 50 ms, or 100 ms for one execution of the loop
instance. The second parameter is the frequency of consecutive executions of the instance,
which determines the execution rate. The frequency is defined by its reciprocal, that is, the
period of time between two consecutive activations of the instance. For each of the four runs
of the experiment, we varied the period starting from 15 ms and doubling it until 960 ms.
For example, a period of 15 ms means that the feedback loop instance is executed every
15 ms, which is only feasible if the total computation time of the mocks (model operations)
plus the time used by the code-based solution or EUREMA interpreter is below 15 ms.
For each feasible combination of these two parameters, we measured the load of the Java
virtual machine for the code-based solution and the EUREMA interpreter while executing
the self-repair feedback loop for a total time of ten minutes.17 In the following, we discuss
the experimental results. Figure 96 visualizes the average Central Processing Unit (CPU)
load of the code-based solution (solid gray lines) and the EUREMA interpreter (dashed
black lines) for the different frequencies of executing the feedback loop instance. Moreover,
each graph refers to a specific total computation time of the feedback loop instance (see
legend). Based on this figure, we may generally observe that the average load decreases
for both solutions and all computation times of the feedback loop instance if the period
between consecutive runs of the feedback loop instance increases. This observation is not
surprising since executing a feedback loop less frequently is supposed to cause less load.
25
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Figure 96: Average CPU Load of the Code-based Solution and EUREMA Interpreter.

Moreover, we may observe that the EUREMA interpreter causes slightly more load than
the code-based solution when the computation time of the feedback loop is 0 ms. However,
for the other cases of the computation time, there are no apparent differences between the
loads of the code-based solution and the interpreter, and the corresponding graphs overlap.
Thus, the overhead of the interpreter is only noticeable for the hypothetical case that the
feedback loop does not perform any computations that cause load.
To further investigate the overhead, we quantified it as the difference between the average
loads of the interpreter and of the code-based solution for each case of the total computation time (see Figure 97). For all cases, we observe that the overhead of the EUREMA
17 The experiments were conducted on the following platform: quad-core CPU (Intel Core i5-2400, 3.10GHz), 8GB
RAM, Ubuntu 12.04 (Kernel 3.2.0-33), Java SE Runtime Environment 1.6.0_31, and EMF Runtime and Tools
2.7.2. The CPU load has been measured with Java VisualVM of the Java Development Kit 6 (1.6.0_31).
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interpreter with respect to the code-based solution is always below 0.2 percentage points
and tends to decrease with increasing frequency periods. This observation is supported by
the overhead we predicted (cf. Prediction graph), which is the average overhead based on all
measurements for all frequencies and computation times normalized for the frequencies.
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Figure 97: Interpreter Overhead as the Differences in Average CPU Loads.

Consequently, the experiment shows that the overhead of interpreting EUREMA models
is negligible. In particular, the hypothetical case when the feedback loop’s operations do
not perform any internal computations revealed the pure load caused by the interpreter.
The average of this pure load was for all experiments below 1% (cf. Interpreter/0ms graph
in Figure 96). Thus, in absolute terms, the EUREMA interpreter works efficiently for the
considered case of executing the EUREMA models specifying the self-repair feedback loop.
The validity of the experiment is threatened as we implemented the alternative, codebased solution. Thus, the comparison of this solution with the EUREMA interpreter needs
further investigations. Nevertheless, we have shown that the interpreter works efficiently
in absolute terms by causing a negligible average load. Another threat of validity is the
specific self-repair feedback loop we used. However, we think that this feedback loop is
a typical one since it follows the MAPE-K principle similar to other approaches such as
Rainbow (cf. Section 9.2.1). Moreover, the complexity of the specific feedback loop in terms
of the numbers of model operations and runtime models can be questioned and how the
interpreter behaves for larger EUREMA models. However, state-of-the-art approaches do
not employ significantly more complex feedback loops with respect to the size of the FLDs
as the feedback loop considered here (cf. Section 9.2). Nevertheless, the scalability of the
interpreter, which is determined by the specific EUREMA models and not by the EUREMA
language, needs to be further investigated and will be discussed in the following section.
9.5.6 Scalability
The scalability “shows the capability of a system in properly handling a growing amount of
load” [48, p. 66]. Thus, we consider the scalability of the EUREMA language and interpreter
to handle large adaptation engines and large adaptable software systems.
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An adaptation engine can be large in terms of the number of feedback loops and the size
of the individual feedback loops. In EUREMA, each feedback loop is individually modeled
in an FLD and can be further decomposed into multiple FLDs (cf. Section 5.1). Moreover,
the coordination of multiple feedback loops is modeled in distinctive FLDs in addition to
the FLDs describing the feedback loops (cf. Section 5.2). Eventually, instances of these FLDs
are composed in an LD to form a feedback loop, to coordinate multiple feedback loops, and
to structure the feedback loops in the adaptation engine. Therefore, EUREMA supports
decomposing and composing an adaptation engine such that the EUREMA language scales
to model larger adaptation engines. Since the EUREMA language is not used to model the
adaptable software, it is not affected by the size of the software.
In the previous section, we have shown that the EUREMA interpreter causes a negligible
overhead when executing two FLDs describing a feedback loop whose size is comparable to feedback loops of state-of-the-art approaches. Thus, FLDs need not to be larger in
practice. Nevertheless, we think that the runtime performance of the EUREMA interpreter
scales to larger FLDs since the interpreter interprets stepwise the FLDs to execute one operation of the feedback loop after the other. Thus, at one point in time when executing a
single feedback loop, multiple coordinated feedback loops, or layered feedback loops, the
interpreter processes exactly one model operation in the FLDs to trigger the corresponding implementation of the operation. Processing and executing a model operation are not
influenced by the (number of) other operations of the feedback loop(s) (cf. Sections 6.4
and 6.5). Thus, the interpreter does not process the other operations in the FLDs or even
the whole FLDs to execute a model operation. Consequently, we do not expect scalability
issues of the runtime performance when executing large FLDs. However, larger FLDs will
naturally cause a larger memory footprint. Nevertheless, if the adaptation engine contains
feedback loops that are executed concurrently, scalability can become an issue when the
number of feedback loop becomes large. However, such an issue is not specific to EUREMA
and might require to distribute the adaptation engine on different machines. In this case,
multiple instances of the EUREMA interpreter can be deployed on different machines and
they are and must be executed independently of each other.
Finally, the size of the adaptable software does not affect the EUREMA interpreter that
executes only the FLDs but does not process the reflection model describing the adaptable
software. However, it affects the mechanisms and algorithms used for implementing the
model operations that, for instance, analyze the reflection model. Consequently, the size
of the adaptable software and reflection model affects specific solutions developed with
EUREMA but not EUREMA itself. In Section 9.4.2, we have shown that an EUREMA-based
solution to self-repairing and self-optimizing mRUBiS scales acceptably with increasing
numbers of components in mRUBiS. Thus, we have some evidence that scalable feedback
loops can be built with EUREMA.
9.5.7

Testability

Finally, we discuss testability, which is the required effort for testing a software to ensure
that it performs its specified functionality [289]. In the context of developing self-adaptive
software, it refers to testing the adaptation logic realized by the feedback loops.
Feedback loops developed with EUREMA are amenable for testing. In general, during
the modeling of feedback loops, EUREMA checks the model for conformance to the metamodel and well-formedness, which ensures basic constraints (cf. Section A.1). For instance,
an FLD must have a final state indicating the termination of a feedback loop. More specif-
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ically, we proposed a testing scheme for feedback loops operating on architectural reflection models [14]. Thus, this scheme is applicable for EUREMA-based feedback loops. It
supports testing individual MAPE activities (similar to unit tests) and fragments of feedback loops. The testing scheme is based on an architectural reflection model (e. g., a model
expressed in CompArch) and makes use of the simulator for the adaptable software (cf. Section 8.4). This enables early testing of an EUREMA-based feedback loop before the loop
has been completely implemented and connected to the adaptable software.
For instance, in our mRUBiS example, testing the analysis and planning operations of the
self-repair feedback loop can ensure that the analysis properly detects the critical failures in
the reflection model and that the planning properly addresses these failures in the model.
To drive such tests, failures can be injected into the reflection model, then the analyze and
planning operations are executed to identify and address these failures in the model, and
finally the model is compared to a reference model of the reflection model (i. e., the oracle).
Similar ways to test the whole MAPE feedback loop are discussed in [14].
Therefore, we can conclude that EUREMA models are amenable for testing, particularly
early in the development. Moreover, we mitigate the testing efforts since the tests are based
on the reflection model and they do not require a complete implementation and integration
of the feedback loop and adaptable software.
9.5.8 Discussion
In this section, we assessed EUREMA against the quality attributes of flexibility, extendibility, usability, reusability, performance, scalability, and testability. The assessment was for
most attributes qualitative and therefore subjective while we provided quantitative data
for the performance and partially for the scalability of EUREMA. Consequently, more evidence is needed to thoroughly assess EUREMA, for instance, concerning the usability of
the EUREMA language, which can pinpoint notational issues. Nevertheless, we think that
we have achieved with EUREMA a flexible and extensible approach for specifying and executing feedback loops since it allows developers to integrate their own techniques, mechanisms, and algorithms into EUREMA-based feedback loops, which extends the whole approach. Finally, a more thorough assessment of the reusability and testability is required,
which, however, will be feasible when more solutions have been developed with EUREMA.
9.6

requirements coverage

Based on the overall discussion and evaluation of EUREMA, we now summarize its capabilities by discussing its coverage of the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software
presented in Chapter 3. The requirements are grouped into modeling and execution.
9.6.1 Modeling
To identify the essential concepts that the EUREMA language has to cover, we informally
analyzed the domain of self-adaptive software. This analysis clarifies and defines the scope
of the domain, the domain concepts, and the relationships between the concepts, which
should be directly addressed by the EUREMA language. As proposed by Mernik et al.
[302] for developing a DSL, we use a feature model to describe the domain concepts, in
this case for self-adaptive software as shown in Figure 98. These concepts are derived from
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the requirements for self-adaptive software (cf. Chapter 3). In the following, we briefly
discuss these concepts and refer to the corresponding requirements (R) for each of them.

Figure 98: Feature Model for the Domain of Self-Adaptive Software.

With EUREMA, we focus on self-adaptive software that adopts a layered architecture (R4)
and particularly follows the external approach (R1). Therefore, we require a clear separation between the adaptation engine and the adaptable software while both are connected
through sensors and effectors (R3). Additionally, the adaptation engine can be split in several layers by stacking feedback loops on top of each other. Hence, we define the scope of
the domain as self-adaptive software with such kind of an architecture while other architectural styles (e. g., the internal approach and non-layered styles) are not addressed.
The adaptation engine employs one or more feedback loops (R1) that often follow the
MAPE-K blueprint and therefore consist of adaptation activities (e. g., monitor, analyze,
plan, and execute) and knowledge. If the self-adaptive system is distributed, the distribution of the feedback loops in the system and how adaptation is achieved in a distributed
fashion are relevant (R1.7). We refine the knowledge of a feedback loop to a set of runtime
models (R2). Such models are typically reflection models representing the adaptable software and environment (system and environment models). Moreover, runtime models can
be used to specify and run the adaptation activities of feedback loops (causal connection
and adaptation models) such as monitoring models for the monitor, execution models
for the execute, evaluation models for the analyze, and change models for the planning
activity (cf. categorization of runtime models in Section 4.1). The coordination of runtime
models and adaptation activities is relevant as it either establishes the feedback loop (intraloop) or the interplay between multiple feedback loops (inter-loop) (R1.4, R1.6).
Finally, the language has to specify concepts that are relevant for the execution (R6).
Such concepts are triggers that define when a feedback loop should be executed (R1.5) and
constructs that allow the concurrent execution of feedback loops (inter-loop concurrency)
or of adaptation activities within a feedback loop (intra-loop concurrency) (R6.1).
Based on the requirements, we identified these concepts to be directly reflected in the
EUREMA language. Therefore, engineers may directly use these known concepts to describe feedback loops and do not have to translate these (mental) concepts to other, less
suitable paradigms such as object orientation realized in existing languages. In the following, we outline how EUREMA leverages these concepts in its language. An overview is
given in Table 10. Domain concepts are formatted bold and EUREMA concepts italic.
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Table 10: Domain Concepts for Self-Adaptive Software and EUREMA Language Concepts.
Domain Concepts

EUREMA Language Concepts

Layered
Architecture

An LD reflects a layered architecture with its layers, megamodel modules
(feedback loop instances), and software modules (instances of the adaptable software or legacy feedback loops). Sense and effect relationships
among modules cross layers such that modules at a certain layer are only
allowed to monitor and control modules at lower layers. This ensures a
acyclic structure of modules that sense and effect each other.

External Approach
(Adaptation Engine,
Sensors and Effectors,
Adaptable Software)

An LD captures the external approach since the layered architecture comprises this approach. The adaptable software corresponds to the lowest
layer of an LD and the adaptation engine to the layers on top of the
lowest one. EUREMA abstracts from sensors and effectors as they are
usually application-specific while the EUREMA language is applicationindependent. However, sensor data is revealed to specify triggers.

Feedback Loop (MAPE-K)
(Adaptation Activities
and Knowledge)

An FLD specifies a feedback loop that can follow the MAPE-K blueprint.
The adaptation activities are captured as model operations in an FLD,
which can be further stereotyped, for instance, with Monitor,
Analyze, Plan, and Execute to point out the kind of MAPE
activity they realize. The knowledge is materialized by runtime models
and captured by runtime models in FLDs.

Distribution

The EUREMA language does not capture the distribution of feedback
loops and assumes a centralized solution of the adaptation engine.

Runtime Models
(Reflection, System, Environment, Causal Connection, Monitoring, Execution, Adaptation, Evaluation, and Change Models)

In an FLD, runtime models are directly reflected as runtime models
regardless of the kind or purpose they are fulfilling. To distinguish
the purpose of a runtime model, engineers can apply stereotypes
such as ReectionModel, SystemModel, EnvironmentModel,
CausalConnectionModel, MonitoringModels, ExecutionModel,
AdaptationModel, EvaluationModel, and ChangeModel.

Coordination
(Intra-Loop and
Inter-Loop)

EUREMA captures the intra-loop coordination among adaptation activities and runtime models by reflecting the control flow among model
operations and the model usage, that is, the input and output models of
operations. The usage can be refined with labels c, d, w, r, and a standing
for creating, destroying, writing, reading, and annotating models.
The inter-loop coordination of feedback loops within a layer is captured
by the same concepts (i. e., model operations, runtime models, control flow,
and model usage) as for modeling feedback loops and intra-loop coordination in FLDs. In LDs, use relationships among coordinating and coordinated megamodel modules make the interplay visible. The coordination
of feedback loops across layers is reflected in LDs by sense and effect relationships among modules and by triggers for intercepting modules.

Execution
(Trigger, Intra-Loop and
Inter-Loop Concurrency)

LDs allow engineer to specify triggering conditions using events (including
event types) or periods defining when a megamodel module should be executed. Individual conditions for different feedback loops and omitting
any inter-loop coordination enable the concurrent execution of feedback
loops (inter-loop concurrency). Intra-loop concurrency (i. e., the concurrent execution of adaptation activities within a loop) is not supported.
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Layered Architecture. EUREMA supports the engineering of self-adaptive software that
adopts a layered architecture. The adaptable software is located at the lowest layer and
feedback loops can be stacked on top at various higher layers. Such architectures are captured by LDs for which the EUREMA language provides the concepts of layers, megamodel
modules representing feedback loop instances, and software modules representing instances
of the adaptable software or legacy feedback loops. An LD structures such modules in layers and wires them by sense and effect relationships. These relationships have to cross layers
such that modules at a certain layer are only allowed to monitor and control modules at
lower layers. This constraint determines and maintains the strict layering of an architecture and avoids cyclic adaptation relationships between modules. Finally, use relationships
among modules make functional dependencies among megamodel modules visible.
The LD has been introduced and refined in Sections 5.1.1 and following. Particularly, the
layering of feedback loops has been discussed in Section 5.3.
External Approach. The layered architecture as supported by EUREMA comprises the external approach such that the layers in an LD can be mapped to this approach. The lowest
layer contains only and therefore corresponds to the adaptable software. All the other layers
on top of the lowest one address adaptation concerns and thus correspond to the adaptation engine. In EUREMA, we extend the external approach by structuring the adaptation
engine into multiple layers, which supports the stacking of feedback loops (cf. Section 5.3)
and off-line adaptation (cf. Section 5.4). Thus, the domain concepts of adaptation engine
and adaptable software are indirectly reflected in the language by the layers in LDs. The
sensors and effectors used to connect the adaptation engine and the adaptable software
are often specific to the application realized by the software and to the technical platform
(cf. Section 2.2.3). To keep EUREMA generic, they are not captured in the language that,
however, reflects by sense and effect relationships in LDs where sensors and effectors are
used for monitoring and controlling the adaptable software. Nevertheless, sensor data is
revealed and captured in the language when specifying triggers for feedback loops.
Feedback Loop (MAPE-K). The EUREMA language captures the feedback loop following the MAPE-K blueprint in FLDs. Particularly, the adaptation activities such as monitor,
analyze, plan, and execute are reflected by model operations in FLDs. Such operations can
be stereotyped with Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute to emphasize the
kind of adaptation activity they are realizing. These stereotypes can be exchanged or extended to address other blueprints for feedback loops and adaptation activities without
affecting the core concept of a model operation. The knowledge part of a feedback loop is
materialized by runtime models. With EUREMA, we address self-adaptive software that
uses runtime models such that no other means to capture knowledge is explicitly supported. The FLD has been introduced and refined in Sections 5.1.1 and following.
Distribution. Considering a distributed self-adaptive software system, the distribution of
feedback loops and the decentralization of self-adaptation are essential for the design of
the system. Currently, we do not consider distributed adaptation engines and therefore,
the EUREMA language does not reflect the distribution of feedback loops. In contrast, we
assume a centralized solution for the adaptation engine.
Runtime Models. EUREMA supports feedback loops whose knowledge is materialized by
runtime models and whose model operations (adaptation activates) may further be specified
and executed by runtime models. Hence, such runtime models are either the working
data or the executable specifications of model operations and they are directly reflected as
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runtime models in FLDs. Thus, engineers who are familiar with idea of runtime models may
intuitively map the known domain concepts to runtime models and model operations in FLDs.
Finally, runtime models in FLDs can be stereotyped to emphasize their purpose in a feedback loop (cf. Table 10) according to the categorization of runtime models discussed in
Section 4.1. This supports the perception of a feedback loop design. The stereotypes can be
exchanged or extended to address other kinds of runtime models, which are not captured
in the given categorization, without affecting EUREMA’s core concept of a runtime model.
Coordination. The interplay of adaptation activities (model operations) and runtime models (runtime models) eventually forms a feedback loop and is therefore captured by FLDs.
For the intra-loop coordination, the EUREMA language provides the concepts of control
flow between model operations and model usage by operations. The latter refers to specifying
whether runtime models are the input or output of operations, which can be further refined
by labels (e. g., with c, d, w, r, and a for creating, destroying, writing, reading, and annotating runtime models). Such labels can be exchanged or refined by engineers if needed.
The inter-loop coordination refers either to the interplay between feedback loops of the
same layer or at different layers. For the first case, the same language concepts of FLDs
(i. e., model operations, runtime models, control flow, and model usage) as for modeling feedback
loops and intra-loop coordination are used (cf. Section 5.2). Moreover, the interplay of the
megamodel module realizing the coordination and the megamodel modules realizing the
feedback loops is reflected by use relationships among the modules in the LD. The second
case considers feedback loops that control other feedback loops at lower layers. Such an
interplay is reflected by sense and effect relationships among megamodel modules in LDs
as well as by triggers that allow the interception of megamodel modules (cf. Section 5.3).
Execution. To execute feedback loops, EUREMA supports triggers that are specified as
triggering conditions in LDs (cf. Section 5.1.3). Such triggers can be based on events and time
and they are attached to sense relationships among modules, which reflect flows of sensor
events from sensed to sensing modules. EUREMA provides the concepts of event and event
types for specifying event-based triggers and of period to specify time-based triggers.
The EUREMA language concepts allow engineers to specify inter-loop concurrency, that
is, the concurrent execution of multiple feedback loops operating at the same layer. In this
case, there is no inter-loop coordination in place and each loop has its individual triggering condition activating its execution regardless of the other loops. Intra-loop concurrency,
that is, the concurrent execution of adaptation activities within a feedback loop is not supported by EUREMA. Hence, the language does not provide concepts to specify concurrent
model operations in FLDs as it prescribes a sequential execution of the operations.
Thus, all domain concepts except of the distribution of feedback loops and the intra-loop
concurrency are reflected in the EUREMA language and developers can use them to model
their solutions. Leveraging domain concepts in the language, EUREMA addresses the corresponding requirements from which we derived these concepts. Some of the other requirements are addressed by the language design or by allowing a flexible use of EUREMA.
R1: Requirements for Feedback Loops. The FLD with its four language concepts model
operations, runtime models, the control flow among the operations, and the model usage by the
operations describes a feedback loop (cf. Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2). Moreover, an LD structures such feedback loops in the adaptation engine. Thus, FLDs and LDs make the feedback
loops explicit in the design of self-adaptive software, which addresses requirement R1.1.
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Since FLDs capture the individual elements of a feedback loop, they further support a
modular specification (cf. Section 5.1.4). Thus, a single feedback loop can be decomposed
and specified in multiple FLDs, which addresses requirement R1.2.
In this context, a modular specification of feedback loops supports modeling variability
of feedback loops. For instance, a feedback loop fragment specified in an FLD can be
replaced by another fragment specified in another FLD. Additionally, such a variability
can be made explicit in the LD (cf. Section 5.1.5), however, not to an extent as feature
models would do with respect to capturing alternatives and constraints among alternatives.
Therefore, EUREMA partially addresses requirement R1.3.
Besides capturing the individual adaptation activities and runtime models, an FLD describes the control flow among the activities and the usage of the models by the activities,
which forms a feedback loop. If a feedback loop is specified in multiple FLDs, an LD composes these FLDs to eventually form the overall feedback loop (cf. Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.4).
Thus, FLDs and LDs realize the intra-loop coordination, which addresses requirement R1.4.
The LD further supports specifying triggering conditions that determine when a feedback
loop should be executed (cf. Section 5.1.3), which addresses requirement R1.5.
Besides a single feedback loop, EUREMA supports modeling multiple feedback loops
and their coordination. The inter-loop coordination is realized with the same language
concepts as intra-loop coordination (cf. Section 5.2). Therefore, EUREMA addresses requirement R1.6. Despite supporting multiple feedback loops, the EUREMA language does not
provide concepts to model distributed feedback loops. Thus, distribution of feedback loops
and therefore requirement R1.7 is not supported.
R2: Requirements for Runtime Models. The FLDs capture the runtime models that describe the knowledge in a feedback loop, which otherwise remains abstract and vague.
Thus EUREMA addresses requirement R2.1. Thereby, EUREMA is open for any type of
runtime model. Thus, developers can use any language to express the runtime models. The
only restriction is technical and requires EMF-based languages. This openness of EUREMA
addresses requirements R2.2. For instance, we used several languages such as CompArch,
TGGs, or SDs to express the models (cf. Sections 8.2 and 9.3). Moreover, EUREMA does not
impose any restriction on the abstraction level of the runtime models, which therefore allows the use of abstract runtime models and addresses requirement R2.3. For instance, we
used a reflection model that targets a higher level of abstraction by describing the adaptable
software at the architectural level and independently of the platform (cf. Section 8.2).
R3: Requirements for Sensors and Effectors. We assume that the adaptable software
provides sensors and effectors that can be used by EUREMA-based feedback loops. Thus,
EUREMA does not address technical details of the sensors and effectors but only captures
in the LD which feedback loops sense and effect the adaptable software. These loops are
directly connected to the adaptable software in the LD, which addresses requirement R3.1.
Whether the sensors and effectors support parameter and structural adaptation as well
as whether they can be dynamically changed depend on the adaptable software and platform rather than on EUREMA. For instance, for our experiments (cf. Section 9.3) we use
a platform (cf. Section 8.1) that supports parameter and structural adaptation and the dynamic (de)activation of sensors, for instance, for performance monitoring. The feedback
loops developed with EUREMA exploits these capabilities by performing parameter and
structural adaptation (cf. Section 9.3.1) and by activating the sensors as needed. For instance, the self-repair feedback loops does not require and therefore does not activate the
sensors for performance monitoring in contrast to the self-optimization loop. Consequently,
EUREMA does not directly support but is open for the requirements R3.2 and R3.3.
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R4: Requirements for Layered Architectures. The EUREMA language supports modeling layered architectures. An LD captures such an architecture by structuring modules
into layers (cf. Section 5.1.2). In this context, EUREMA supports feedback loops that operate on top of each other, that is, a higher-layer feedback loop controls a lower-layer
feedback loop. Particularly, EUREMA-based (lower-layer) feedback loops are adaptable
by construction while (higher-layer) feedback loops are specified similarly to any other
feedback loop (cf. Section 5.3). This addresses requirement R4.1. In addition to stacking
feedback loops, EUREMA allows reflection on EUREMA-based feedback loops either in a
procedural (cf. Section 5.3.1) or declarative (cf. Section 5.3.2) manner, which addresses requirement R4.2. An experiment demonstrating the benefits of such layered feedback loops
in terms of dynamically adjusting the adaptation logic has been discussed in Section 9.3.5.
R5: Requirements for Off-line Adaptation. EUREMA provides a mechanism that allows
engineers to adapt EUREMA-based self-adaptive software that is already running (cf. Section 5.4). This supports maintaining the self-adaptive software in way that has not been foreseen during development and therefore addresses requirement R5.1. When executing such
an adaptation that has been planned off-line by an engineer to the running self-adaptive
software, EUREMA ensures that this adaptation does not interfere with any self-adaptation
that is occurring at the same time. Hence, EUREMA coordinates the execution of changes
due to maintenance and self-adaptation, which addresses requirement R5.2.
Summing up, EUREMA addresses all modeling requirements except of the distribution
and partially the variability of feedback loops. In the next section, we discuss EUREMA’s
coverage of the requirements for executing self-adaptive software.
9.6.2 Execution
In general, the requirements for executing self-adaptive software comprises the ability of
an engineering approach to execute the feedback loops according to the specification of the
feedback loops, thus according to the addressed requirements for modeling. EUREMA supports executing feedback loops according to its modeling capabilities (cf. previous section)
but does not support the execution of distributed feedback loops. Additionally, requirements specific for execution are introduced in Chapter 3 and discussed in the following.
R6: Requirements for Execution. EUREMA supports the concurrent execution of independent feedback loops (cf. Sections 5.2.1 and 6.3). However, it does not support concurrent
executions of model operations that belong to the same or to coordinated feedback loops
(cf. Sections 6.4 and 6.5). Nevertheless, this does not prevent any concurrency within an
implementation of a model operation (cf. Section 6.7). Thus, EUREMA partially addresses
requirement R6.1 calling for a concurrent execution of feedback loops.
EUREMA-based feedback loops operate on a reflection model capturing the state such
as the runtime architecture of the adaptable software. The individual model operations of
such a feedback loop can process the reflection model in state-based or event-based manner
(cf. Chapter 7). State-based operations work in a batch mode while event-based operations
are driven by change events and therefore, they can process incrementally the reflection
model (cf. results of the comparative study in Section 9.4). EUREMA allows developers to
decide on using a state- or event-based approach, which addresses requirement R6.2.
Finally, EUREMA achieves a runtime-efficient execution. The EUREMA interpreter
causes a negligible overhead and therefore does not disturb the performance of the adaptable software (cf. Section 9.5.5). Moreover, we have shown that a concrete EUREMA-based
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feedback loop scales acceptably concerning runtime performance when the adaptable
software grows in size (cf. Section 9.4.2). Consequently, EUREMA interpreter achieves a
runtime-efficient execution of feedback loops, which addresses requirement R6.3.
9.6.3

Discussion

As summarized in Table 11, EUREMA addresses most of the requirements for engineering
self-adaptive software. It only does not support the distribution of feedback loops (R1.7)
and it supports only partially the variability (R1.3) and concurrent execution (R6.1) of
feedback loops. We excluded distribution and partially concurrency from the EUREMA
language since they are cross-cutting concerns and might have a major impact on the
whole language. Particularly, distribution and concurrency could make the language more
complex and therefore less easier to use. For instance, supporting concurrency for model
operations also calls for means to synchronize concurrently executing operations. Moreover,
modeling comprehensively the variability of feedback loops can easier be achieved by using
another language (e. g., for feature modeling) rather than extending EUREMA.
Table 11: EUREMA’s Full (4), Partial (3/7), or No (8) Coverage of the Requirements.
Modularity of
Feedback Loops

Variability of
Feedback Loops

Intra-Loop
Coordination

Triggers of
Feedback Loops

Inter-Loop
Coordination

Distribution of
Feedback Loops

Capturing
Runtime Models

Openness for
Languages of
Runtime Models

Abstract
Runtime Models

EUREMA

R1.1

R1.2

R1.3

R1.4

R1.5

R1.6

R1.7

R2.1

R2.2

R2.3

4

4

3/7

4

4

4

8

4

4

4

Procedural and
Declarative
Reflection on
Feedback Loops

Maintenance of
Self-Adaptive
Software

Coordination of
Self-Adaptation
and
Maintenance

Concurrent
Execution of
Feedback Loops

State- and
Event-Based
Execution

RuntimeEfficient
Execution

R6

Adaptable and
Adapting
Feedback Loops

R5

Dynamic
Sensors and
Effectors

R4

Parameter and
Structural
Adaptation

R3

EUREMA

R2

Explicit
Feedback Loops

R1

Connecting
Feedback Loops
and the
Adaptable
Software
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R3.1

R3.2

R3.3

R4.1

R4.2

R5.1

R5.2

R6.1

R6.2

R6.3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3/7

4

4

Nevertheless, covering most of the requirements, EUREMA supports a wide range of selfadaptive software, for instance, employing a single feedback loop, multiple feedback loops
within a layer, or layered feedback loops for adaptive control. In this context, EUREMA allows engineers to freely express a specific self-adaptive software, for instance, concerning
the number of layers and feedback loops or the structure of feedback loops, as long as the
software falls within the supported scope, that is, self-adaptive software adopting a layered
architecture, following the external approach, influenced by the MAPE-K blueprint, and
using runtime models. Thereby, most domain concepts are directly reflected as language
concepts in EUREMA. This supports the engineering of self-adaptive software since engineers can easily identify known domain concepts in EUREMA and use the corresponding
language concepts to express a self-adaptive software with its feedback loops.
We will come back to the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software when
discussing related work in the next chapter.

9.7 summary

9.7

summary

In this chapter, we have evaluated EUREMA from different angles to provide evidence for
the quality, expressiveness, effectiveness, costs, performance, and capabilities of EUREMA.
For this purpose, we have carefully designed the EUREMA language taking into account
26 design guidelines proposed by Karsai et al. [241, p. 7] who argue that following these
guidelines supports achieving a “better quality of the language design and a better acceptance among its users”. Following and assessing these guidelines for EUREMA give us
some evidence that we have achieved a good language design (cf. Section 9.1).
Moreover, we investigated the expressiveness of the EUREMA language by examples.
That is, we applied EUREMA to three third-party approaches that have different characteristics. We have shown that the language is expressive enough to describe Rainbow, DiVA,
and PLASMA (cf. Section 9.2). This gives us some evidence that the EUREMA language is
applicable beyond our application example to a wider range of self-adaptation problems.
Additionally, we have instantiated EUREMA to several self-adaptation problems for our
mRUBiS application example and conducted experiments with the instance. Such an instantiation is suitable for demonstrating the feasibility of an approach and of the developed
solution [219]. Therefore, we obtained evidence that EUREMA can be effectively applied to
self-repair (cf. Section 9.3.2), to self-optimize (cf. Section 9.3.3), to coordinate the self-repair
and self-optimization (cf. Section 9.3.4), and to achieve an adaptive control solution for
self-repairing (cf. Section 9.3.5) the running mRUBiS. Consequently, we effectively applied
EUREMA to dynamically adapt a running software system. Thus, we think that EUREMA
can be effectively applied to different self-adaptation problems that consider either single, multiple coordinated, or layered feedback loops as well as to different self-adaptation
capabilities such as self-repair and self-optimization.
To complement the instantiation of EUREMA for the mRUBiS application example, we
conducted a comparative study. We compared solutions that we developed with EUREMA
to solutions that students developed without EUREMA. In the study, we analyzed the development costs and runtime performance of the different solutions. Based on the resulting
data, we concluded that the EUREMA solutions provide a good compromise concerning
development costs and runtime performance (cf. Section 9.4).
Moreover, we assessed the EUREMA prototype by discussing a set of quality attributes
(flexibility, extendibility, usability, reusability, performance, scalability, and testability) in
Section 9.5. We discussed most of these attributes qualitatively, which makes the assessment rather subjective. Thus, the evidence that we obtained from the assessment should
be considered as complementary to the other evaluation efforts we conducted. However,
we provided quantitative data for the assessing the performance and concluded that the
EUREMA interpreter causes only a negligible overhead compared to a compiled solution for executing a feedback loop. Therefore, we obtained some solid evidence that the
EUREMA interpreter achieves a good performance (cf. Section 9.5.5).
Finally, we discussed the capabilities of EUREMA by comparing them against the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software in Section 9.6. This discussion complements
the concrete experiments and examples we have conducted and created with conceptual
viewpoints. Collecting all the evidence we obtained from the evaluation, we are confident
that we have achieved with EUREMA a high-quality, expressive, effective, and competitive
(with respect to development costs and runtime performance) approach for developing
and executing feedback loops in self-adaptive software.
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In this chapter, we discuss the state of the art in engineering self-adaptive software that
is related to EUREMA. In general, there exists a lot of work on feedback loops to control
systems such as in autonomic computing that applies control theory to parameter adaptation of software systems [152, 215, 251]. However, self-adaptation is often conducted at the
architectural level (cf. [86, 169, 227, 258, 286, 334, 335]), which calls for dynamically and
structurally changing the software architecture [292]. Such changes prevent a direct application of control theory and requires other means for engineering self-adaptive software.
Popular means are development approaches that use frameworks and models [370].
Therefore, we discuss such approaches in the following by using the requirements introduced in Chapter 3. These requirements allow us to compare these approaches to
EUREMA. In this context, we focus on approaches that provide generic support for developing self-adaptive software by addressing the whole feedback loop. Consequently, most
of these approaches can be considered as alternatives to EUREMA. Before that, we discuss
related work that proposes specific solutions for individual feedback loop activities and
self-adaptation problems. This work can be considered as complementary to EUREMA.
10.1

complementary approaches to eurema

In the following, we discuss approaches that are complementary to EUREMA while distinguishing between techniques, languages, and related research fields.
10.1.1

Techniques

In general, EUREMA is well in line with the seminal work by Oreizy et al. [334–336] who
propose an architecture-based approach to self-adaptive software that consistently evolves
the adaptable software and the architectural model of the software. Moreover, they consider
model-based adaptations to be performed automatically by scripts or manually in a shell.
The architectural model is comparable with the architectural reflection models (that can be)
used by EUREMA feedback loops (cf. Section 8.2). Similarly, we consider autonomic selfadaptation controlled by feedback loops (cf. Section 5.1) and off-line adaptation controlled
by engineers (cf. Section 5.4). However, we support the engineering of feedback loops,
which is not specifically addressed by Oreizy et al. [334–336].
As with any software, developing self-adaptive software starts with requirements. Consequently, the development of self-adaptive software must also be addressed from a requirements engineering perspective [111]. In this context, work has been done to characterize
and capture requirements that reflect the uncertainty inherent in self-adaptive software.
For instance, Whittle et al. [440] propose the RELAX language to specify requirements taking explicitly uncertainty into account. Qureshi and Perini [351, 352] investigate the use
of goal-oriented techniques to model requirements. Silva Souza et al. [388] propose awareness requirements that constraint and refer to the behavior of other requirements, typically
of the adaptable software, and that eventually determine the feedback loop functionality.
We consider such work as complementary to EUREMA. Thus, we assume that the require-
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ments have been elicited, analyzed, and specified before engineers operationalize these
requirements and use EUREMA to design and develop the feedback loops.
For the initial design of a self-adaptive software, reference models and architectures
have been proposed. Examples are the MAPE-K model for feedback loops [246], the architectural reflection pattern [96], and the three-layer architecture for self-managed systems [258], which we discussed in Section 2.2.3. To explore different reference models and
architectures, developers can use FORMS [435] that provides a well-defined and unified vocabulary for describing and reasoning about architectural aspects of self-adaptive software.
Thus, engineers can create and analyze alternative architectural blueprints with FORMS,
which supports early design decisions. To realize a particular blueprint, an engineering
approach such as EUREMA is required. Consequently, FORMS and EUREMA are complementary approaches. The realization of a blueprint can be supported by design patterns
for self-adaptive software that have been proposed by Ramirez and Cheng [355].
Using EUREMA, we developed examples that follow the MAPE-K model (cf. Sections 5.1
and 9.3.2) and the three-layer reference architecture (cf. Sections 5.3 and 9.3.5). Concerning
the three-layer architecture, we have not realized a goal management layer with sophisticated planning techniques since our aim was to support and demonstrate the possibility of
using stacked feedback loops in three or more layers with EUREMA. However, EUREMA
is open for such techniques as engineers have to provide user-defined implementations
for individual adaptation activities. Consequently, we consider techniques for individual
activities as complementary to EUREMA.
Concerning the monitoring activity, we developed an advanced solution to maintain abstract reflection models using incremental model synchronization techniques (cf. Section 8.2
for a specific discussion of related work for the solution), which, however, is limited with
respect to adapting the monitoring mechanism. We only considered the activation of sensors to enable performance monitoring by the self-optimization feedback loop. In contrast,
the self-repair feedback loop does not activate these sensors as it does not require performance data. In this context, there exist complementary work on adaptive monitoring that
can be beneficial. For instance, Dawson et al. [128] realize monitoring with proxies in the
adaptable software that can be dynamically composed to adjust the intensity of monitoring. Similarly, Ehlers et al. [144] dynamically adjust the monitoring coverage based on OCL
rules specifying conditions when sensors should be (de)activated. Ramirez et al. [356] use
a genetic algorithm to generate sensor configurations that determine the frequency of monitoring to balance costs and accuracy of monitoring. Moreover, to continuously improve
the quality of runtime models used in a feedback loop, monitoring can be complemented
with learning techniques to infer knowledge from sensed data [147, 151, 406].
For the analyzing and planning activities of the feedback loops we developed with
EUREMA, we employ a rule-based approach that defines failures or performance issues
that can be directly identified and localized as faults or bottlenecks in the architectural
reflection model. Moreover, it defines adaptation strategies that can address these failures
or issues (cf. Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3). In this context, advanced solutions to analyze failures or performance issues and to plan corresponding adaptations exist and can be integrated into an EUREMA-based feedback loop. For instance, Casanova et al. [104] provide
a technique to diagnose architectural failures and to identify correlated faults among components. These components can be the target of an adaptation. Such a technique supports
dynamically localizing faults in the architecture while we prescribe the locations of faults
depending on the failures. Similarly, we use simple techniques to analyze the performance
of the adaptable software, basically by comparing the measured response time to given
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thresholds. In contrast, Huber et al. [228] use and solve analytical models that supports
detailed performance analysis and prediction. Thereby, they dynamically select the level
of granularity of the models to trade-off accuracy and costs of the analysis and prediction.
Analytical models further pave the way for runtime model checking to verify requirements
such as reliability and performance, which supports analysis and planning [97, 98, 153].
To plan an adaptation, we precisely defined the adaptation strategies that should be
executed given an identified failure or performance issue. In this context, there exists sophisticated techniques that generate target architectures/configurations of the adaptable
software to optimize the quality of the software as defined by a utility function. For this
purpose, heuristics [295] and genetic algorithms [341, 359] can be used. Other techniques to
automatically obtain target architectures is model checking [407, 410] and redesigning the
architecture based on provided design decisions and the goals of the software [109]. Similarly, controller synthesis techniques [138, 315, 338] are applicable for behavioral instead
of architectural adaptation. Recently, we started extending the planning approach that we
employ in the EUREMA-based feedback loops to self-repair and self-optimize mRUBiS by
dynamically selecting architectural adaptation strategies based on utilities and costs [7].
Concerning the execution of an adaptation to the adaptable software, we execute an
adaptation strategy on the reflection model that is automatically and incrementally synchronized with the adaptable software (cf. Section 8.2). Such a model-based adaptation
corresponds to the idea of runtime models (cf. Section 2.1.5) and is well in line with the
work by Oreizy et al. [334, 335]. However, we execute the individual steps of an adaptation
in a predefined order without taking resource limitations, quality of service, or failures into
account when reconfiguring the adaptable software. In this context, Silva and Lemos [389]
and Ramirez et al. [357] propose techniques to generate suitable adaptation paths depending on the current conditions of the resources or quality of service properties. Boyer et al.
[82] propose a robust reconfiguration protocol with recovery policies to handle failures of
applying an individual adaptation step during a reconfiguration. Such techniques for executing an adaptation can complement the EUREMA-based feedback loops we developed.
Summing up, we consider the techniques that we discussed in this section as complementary to EUREMA since they can be integrated into EUREMA-based feedback loops.
Besides the feedback loops, the techniques can also benefit from the integration. For instance, Calinescu et al. [98] realize a feedback loop for dynamic service selection with
formal models and model checking by gluing together a series of tools. In this context, a
systematic development of feedback loops as provided by EUREMA can be beneficial.
10.1.2

Languages

As we propose with EUREMA a language to specify feedback loops, we review in the
following complementary languages that have been proposed for developing self-adaptive
software and particularly adaptation mechanisms. All these languages and their related
approaches have in common that they are not used to specify feedback loops.
For instance, Zhang and Cheng [446] propose a model-based development approach for
dynamically adaptive software, which focuses on modeling, validating, and verifying the
behavior of adaptive programs. For this purpose, each steady-state behavior of the program
is modeled with a petri net. Switching the program from one to another steady-state behavior (i. e., switching from a source to a target petri net) is considered as an adaptation. It
is modeled with a further petri net capturing transitions from a source to a target petri net.
Thus, the behavior before, during, and after adaptation is modeled and can be verified by
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model checking invariants. The verification has been optimized by using a modular model
checking technique [447]. Finally, generating and testing of prototypes are supported.
Petri nets are further used in other approaches. For instance, Camilli et al. [100] extend
the work of Zhang and Cheng [446] to address real-time behavior. Ding et al. [137] extend
petri nets with an adaptation transition that is associated to a neural network and that
performs local decisions for branching the behavior. Cardozo et al. [102] use petri nets to
specify the behavior of adaptive software at the implementation level while coupling the
software to the context-oriented programming paradigm. Related to petri nets, the use of
communicating sequential processes to specify adaptive programs has been proposed [59].
All these approaches have in common that they target the specification and verification of
the adaptive behavior of the software, that is, they describe how the adaptable software
changes but not how these changes are controlled. Thus, they do not address the specification and development of explicit feedback loops that control the adaptation. Therefore, they
are complementary to EUREMA as they allow us to specify and verify the overall adaptive
behavior while the feedback loops can subsequently be developed with EUREMA. Moreover, they often follow the internal approach to self-adaptation (cf. Section 2.2.3) by jointly
modeling the behavior of the whole system while EUREMA follows the external approach
by modeling the adaptation engine with the feedback loops.
Besides these approaches that use one language to model the behavior of the overall
adaptive software, specific languages have been proposed to express adaptation models.
Such models govern the adaptation by defining the analysis, decision-making, and planning of self-adaptation (cf. Section 4.1 and [27]). Such adaptation models are often policies
typically expressed as ECA rules (cf. [230]). Such rules specify events whose occurrences
trigger adaptation actions if certain conditions are met. In this context, the actions can
also be triggered externally such that no events are specified. Accordingly, languages to
express such rules have been proposed and used for self-adaptive software systems [114,
176, 279, 283, 314, 421]. Such languages are closely related to languages for dynamic architectures, which specify architectural changes by considering the initiation, selection, and
implementation of changes to an architecture (cf. [86]). To execute rules, policy engines exist that are connected to the adaptable software by user-defined sensors and effectors [37,
193]. Moreover, to execute an adaptation plan as a set of actions in a coordinated manner,
process technologies have been proposed by Silva and Lemos [389] and Valetto and Kaiser
[416] who, however, do not consider the whole feedback loop as an executable process—in
contrast to EUREMA (cf. Section 4.2)—but only the plan executed by the feedback loop.
Thus, such languages express rule-based adaptation models but they do not specify the
feedback loops controlling the adaptation as it is addressed by EUREMA. Therefore, these
languages are complementary to EUREMA. Particularly, we used Story Diagrams (SDs)
to create rule-based adaptation models that are used within the EUREMA-based feedback
loops (cf. Section 9.3.2). These models are similar to ECA rules except that SDs are a visual
language and based on graph transformations. Besides SDs, other graph transformation
languages have been proposed and used for expressing adaptation rules [401, 412, 432].
Besides creating the rules manually, they can be automatically generated from descriptions of goals, adaptation options, and impact of options on goals [363] or required adaptation actions can be generated from domain-specific constraints [398]. Such approaches use
search-based capabilities to derive adaptation plans similar to the planning techniques discussed in the previous section that generate suitable target configurations. In this context,
rule- and search-based adaptation models can be combined by using rules to reduce the
configuration space that is subsequently searched for an optimal target configuration [159].
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EUREMA supports integrating rule- and/or search-based adaptation models. Our decision to use SDs is motivated by an assessment of this language to express and execute
adaptation models in a models@run.time setting [27] and by our goal to use a basic but
flexible approach that allows us to evaluate EUREMA in different settings (cf. Section 9.3).
Finally, languages or the use of models have been proposed for adaptive systems in specific domains. For instance, Bocanegra et al. [80] propose a visual DSL to design adaptive
web-based systems. Similar to rules, the resulting models capture how the information,
navigation, and presentation of a website are adapted to match user or context preferences
without specifying the feedback loop controlling the adaptation. De Wolf and Holvoet [130,
131] use UML activity diagrams to model information flows in emergent self-organizing
systems, that is, the interactions between agents before realizing the specific coordination
mechanisms (e. g., digital pheromones). The flows should form a feedback loop such that
agents performing actions get feedback from other agents and stimulate or inhibit each
other. Such closed feedback loops eventually realize the self-organization of agents. However, the activity diagrams do not make the feedback loops of information flows explicit.
In contrast, developers have to manually analyze the flow of actions and objects in the
activity diagram to identify proper loops. Thus, this notion of feedback loops is implicit
and addresses information flows between agents but not self-adaptation. Thus, both approaches [80, 130, 131] do not target the modeling of feedback loops for self-adaptation.
10.1.3

Related Research Fields

In this section, we briefly discuss research fields that are related to EUREMA. One field is
autonomic computing [230, 246] that primarily focuses on the hardware, operating system,
network, middleware layers of software systems while work on self-adaptive software such
as EUREMA focuses on the middleware and application levels (cf. [370]). Thus, autonomic
computing rather adopts a system than a software perspective on self-adaptation.
Similarly, the organic computing field primarily takes a system perspective while considering a feedback loop comprising an observer and a controller [374]. However, the work on
the software part is based on the agent-oriented paradigm and in contrast to EUREMA, it
does not explicitly address and specify the feedback loops for self-adaptation [199, 313].
Finally, an area in the software engineering field that is related to EUREMA is the work
on controller synthesis (e. g., [85, 138]). Given a behavioral model of the environment and a
goal, controller synthesis generates a behavioral model (i. e., the controller) for the software.
The behavioral models are typically some form of transition systems such as state machines.
The generated model is directly executed and while traversing the states, it invokes methods on the software in a controlled manner to achieve the goals in the given environment.
Besides synthesizing controllers, controller can also be dynamically updated [181, 315, 338].
A similar approach is proposed by Ghezzi et al. [183] who transform a user-defined activity diagram into a markov decision process that is directly executed to drive the execution
of the software. Moreover, using model-checking techniques, the process is dynamically
manipulated to achieve an execution that meets the goals. Consequently, such approaches
are similar to EUREMA with respect to keeping executable models alive at runtime as well
as directly executing and dynamically updating these models. While the EUREMA models
specify and realize feedback loops for self-adaptation, the behavioral models (i. e., the controllers) in the other approaches specify and realize the coordination of individual behavior for the business logic. Therefore, these other approaches and EUREMA target different
problems while sharing the property of using executable runtime models.
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10.2

alternative approaches to eurema

In this section, we discuss approaches that provide generic support for developing selfadaptive software by addressing the whole feedback loop. Consequently, such approaches
are alternatives to EUREMA. In the following, we discuss such approaches using the requirements introduced in Chapter 3. These requirements allow us to compare these approaches to EUREMA. Afterwards, we provide a summarizing discussion.
10.2.1

Coverage of the Requirements

In general, approaches for developing self-adaptive software often provide a framework
and use some form of models [370]. Overall, we identified 26 of such approaches in the
literature that generically support the development of self-adaptive software and cover the
whole feedback loop. Thus, these approaches are alternatives to EUREMA and we discuss
each of them with respect to their coverage of the requirements introduced in Chapter 3.
In this context, we point out that although these approaches address the whole feedback
loop, some of them focus more on certain parts of the feedback loop such that they do not
completely support the other parts in a generic manner. Consequently, some approaches
do not have the claim of equally addressing all parts of a feedback loop. In this case, they
do not explicitly address those requirements that are not relevant for their specific design goals, which therefore affects their overall coverage of the requirements. For instance,
PLASMA [410] focuses on the planning part using a planning-as-model-checking mechanism, FUSION [145, 147] integrates learning mechanisms to continuously improve the
decision-making step, or Descartes [228, 229, 254] provides comprehensive runtime models of the adaptable software as well as sophisticated analysis and planning mechanisms
for the on-line prediction of performance. Nevertheless, we included such approaches in
the discussion as they still address the whole feedback loop while the specific mechanisms
that are the major research contributions of these approaches are rather complementary to
EUREMA and can thus be integrated into EUREMA-based feedback loops.
An overview of the discussion is given in Table 12 listing the 26 approaches1 with the
years when they have been published and showing how well each of them covers the subrequirements for Feedback Loops (R1), Runtime Models (R2), Sensors and Effectors (R3),
Layered Architectures (R4), Off-line Adaptation (R5), and Execution (R6). A detailed discussion of the requirements can be found in Chapter 3. We rate the individual approaches
by distinguishing full (4), partial (3/7), no (8), and unknown (?) coverage of the individual requirements. In this context, we point out that the rating should be seen as a rough
indicator of how well an approach fulfills the requirements while a more detailed discussion is provided by the descriptions of each approach. Moreover, we point out that such a
rating and discussion are often difficult to make. A major reason for this is that the papers
presenting the approaches often do not provide sufficient details and data as well as do
not report on limitations and comprehensive assessments of the approaches (cf. [434]).
In the following, we individually discuss the 26 alternative approaches to EUREMA
based on their coverage of the requirements in the same order as they are listed in Table 12.
Tune. Tune, the successor project of Jade, aims for the model-driven autonomic management of systems such as server landscapes [120, 201]. Each system element is wrapped as
a Fractal software component providing sensor and effector interfaces for its management.
1 If an approach has no dedicated name, we use the name of the authors proposing the approach.
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Thus, the whole system is managed as a component-based architecture. To employ the Tune
framework, developers use four provided modeling languages to individually specify the
system architecture, the sensor and effector interfaces, the deployment, and the policies
that are similar to ECA rules. Policies consist of UML state machines describing the life
cycles of system elements and UML activities defining reconfiguration actions operating
on effectors. Transitions in a state machine are triggered by monitored events and execute
associated actions. For execution, Tune maps the models to the Fractal infrastructure.
Using such policies to specify adaptation, the feedback loop is not made explicit (R1.1).
Tune treats the feedback loop as a monolithic component that executes the policies. Thus,
modularity (R1.2), variability (R1.3), and intra-loop coordination (R1.4) are not addressed.
Triggers are defined by sensor events, for instance, notifying about a server crash (R1.5).
Tune focuses on a single, centralized feedback loop such that it does not address the interloop coordination (R1.6) and distribution of feedback loops (R1.7).
Runtime models are not used and therefore not captured (R2). Supporting the specification of sensor and effector interfaces, Tune addresses the connection of the feedback loop
to the adaptable system (R3.1). Adaptation is conducted by actions that invoke methods on
effectors, for instance, to start a server. In contrast to parameter adaptation, structural adaptations that modify the architecture are not supported (R3.2). Likewise, dynamic sensors
and effectors are not supported as they are part of the architecture description (R3.3).
Tune does not address stacked feedback loops in layered architectures (R4), off-line adaptation (R5), and the concurrent execution of feedback loops (R6.1). The execution is solely
driven by events without using and maintaining any knowledge (state) of the system (R6.2).
The runtime efficiency and scalability of the feedback loop are not investigated (R6.3).
MADAM. MADAM is a model-driven development approach for self-adaptive mobile
applications [161, 175]. It provides a UML-based architectural language to specify the component types of an application, multiple realizations for each type with different quality
of service properties to obtain variability, the context, and the resources. From this model,
code is generated for the MADAM middleware. At runtime, the middleware observes the
context and it uses a utility function to find the most promising variant of the application
for the current context by selecting appropriate realizations for the component types. The
middleware then reconfigures the application to enact the selected variant.
The architectural model describes the variability of the adaptable software while the middleware realizes the feedback loop that is therefore hidden in the implementation (R1.1).
Modularity (R1.2), variability (R1.3), and intra-loop coordination (R1.4) of feedback loops
are not addressed since developers can only specify the utility function but not the individual feedback loop elements. Triggers are defined by modeling context entities whose
changes initiate the feedback loop (R1.5). The inter-loop coordination is partially addressed
since MADAM supports a specific coordination scheme, in which one feedback loop realizes the decision making and delegates the execution to other feedback loops running on
other nodes. Other schemes and multiple feedback loops on one node are not supported
(R1.6). Thus, MADAM supports the distribution of feedback loops across nodes although
there does not seem to be any modeling support for describing the distribution (R1.7).
The architectural model of the adaptable software is used as a code-based and therefore
implicit runtime model by the middleware (R2.1). Other languages to express the model
are not supported (R2.2). Tackling the architectural level, the model is abstract (R2.3).
The connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable software is realized by the middleware and developers can implement their own sensors and effectors (R3.1) that may realize
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parameter and structural adaptation (R3.2). Context sensors can be dynamically added to
the middleware, which is, however, not discussed for system sensors and effectors (R3.3).
Stacked feedback loops in layered architectures are not supported (R4). The maintenance
of the self-adaptive software is partially addressed since developers can dynamically add
and remove realizations of component types. However, such changes do not target the
adaptation logic (R5.1) and they do not seem to be coordinated with self-adaptation (R5.2).
The concurrent execution is partially addressed for feedback loops deployed on different
nodes while there exists only one loop per node. Concurrency within one loop is not
supported (R6.1). The execution of the feedback loop is driven by events notifying about
context changes. Any state of the adaptable software is not used for the reasoning except
for obtaining a reconfiguration script by comparing the current with the target architecture
of the application (R6.2). MADAM achieves a runtime-efficient execution for small-sized
applications with a limited variability, which, however, can still take “the order of a few
seconds” [175, p. 413]. In this context, the authors acknowledge scalability problems (R6.3).
MUSIC. MUSIC is the successor project of MADAM to extend the capabilities to ubiquitous applications [160, 202, 367]. Particularly, an application deployed on a node may use
external services that are provided by applications on other nodes instead of local components. MUSIC takes such external service into account when searching for a variants
that fits best the current context. The development methodology and how self-adaptation
is realized in MUSIC is very similar to MADAM. The major extensions have been done to
the middleware to cope with ubiquitous applications. Consequently, MUSIC addresses the
requirements similarly to MADAM such that we refer to the discussion of MADAM.
ASSL. ASSL is the autonomic system specification language that supports modeling of
self-managing embedded systems and generating Java skeletons [419, 420]. Using ASSL,
developers specify autonomic elements that control managed elements. The former are
specified by policies (condition-action rules) and the latter by sensor and effector interfaces
(to observe metrics and perform actions). The interaction among both elements is defined
by events. Multiple autonomic elements can be specified and coordinated by a central autonomic element. Using the specification, Java code is generated and manually completed
by developers. The generated code realizes a feedback loop for each autonomic element.
ASSL does not make the feedback loops explicit since the self-adaptation is expressed
only by policies (R1.1). Thus, modularity is only addressed for the policies (R1.2) without
covering the variability (R1.3) and intra-loop coordination (R1.4) of feedback loops at the
model level. Only the generated code decomposes a feedback loop into different steps
to execute the policies. The feedback loops can only be triggered periodically (R1.5). The
coordination of multiple feedback loops is mentioned but not detailed or exemplified (R1.6).
Multiple autonomic elements can be specified and distributed in the architecture but not
in the deployment. The distribution is not explicitly specified (R1.7).
ASSL does not consider runtime models (R2). Specifying sensor and effector interfaces,
the connection of a feedback loop to the adaptable system is covered (R3.1). The actions
of a feedback loop use the effectors to initiate some behavior. It is unclear whether such a
behavior performs an adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors (R3.3), the stacking
of feedback loops in layered architectures (R4), and off-line adaptation (R5) are not covered. The feedback loops seem to be executed concurrently and the activities of one loop
sequentially (R6.1). The execution is solely driven by events (R6.2). The runtime efficiency
of the execution is not evaluated (R6.3).
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Genie. Genie promotes the model-driven development of middleware-based self-adaptive
software [63]. Developers specify configurations of the adaptable software and adaptations
in terms of conditional transitions between these configurations. Using these models, Genie
generates configuration files and ECA rules for the software running on the middleware.
The feedback loop is defined within the middleware and therefore implicit (R1.1). Modularity is only addressed for the ECA rules (R1.2) but without variability (R1.3). The intraloop coordination is implicit in the middleware (R1.4). Triggers are specified by events that
notify about context changes to initiate the ECA rules (R1.5). Supporting a single feedback
loop, Genie does not cover the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7).
Genie captures the ECA rules as runtime models without using a reflection model (R2.1).
These models must be expressed in a language specific to the middleware (R2.2) targeting
the architectural level (R2.3). The connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable software
is prescribed by the middleware (R3.1) that provides sensors and effectors for parameter
and structural adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not considered (R3.3).
Stacking feedback loops in layered architectures is not supported (R4). However, Genie
allows developers to add newly generated component configurations and ECA rules to
the middleware at runtime, which partially supports the maintenance. It does not support
extensive changes (e. g., changing the feedback loop structure) (R5.1) and the coordination
of self-adaptation and maintenance (R5.2). Genie does not support the concurrent execution
of feedback loops (R6.1). The execution is driven by events notifying about context changes
but without exploiting the benefits of a reflection model capturing the state (R6.2). The
authors of Genie do not report about the runtime efficiency of the feedback loop (R6.3).
Rainbow. Rainbow aims for the cost-effective development of self-adaptive software by
providing a reusable infrastructure [113–115, 170]. It realizes a single fixed feedback loop
with the MAPE activities operating on an architectural model of the adaptable software.
We described this feedback loop in detail in Section 9.2.1.
The feedback loop remains implicit in the infrastructure (R1.1) because Rainbow offers
customization points targeting only the models used in the loop (i. e., rules defining constraints for the architectural model, as well as strategies, tactics, and operators defining
the adaptation) but no means to design the entire feedback loop. Thus, Rainbow partially
addresses the modularity based on these models (R1.2) but it does not consider specific
means for the variability of these models (R1.3). Rainbow prescribes the intra-loop coordination since the customization points do not target the activities with their structuring and
processing of knowledge, which form the feedback loop (R1.4). It further does not provide
an explicit mechanism for triggers (R1.5), which have to be realized within the implementation of probes and gauges that sense the adaptable software and update the architectural
model. Supporting a single feedback loop, Rainbow does not address the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7). Initial work has been done for an abstraction layer
between the adaptable software and the feedback loops, through which multiple loops
have consistent access to the software but without coordinating these loops [117].
While Rainbow captures the runtime models (e. g., the architectural model, analysis rules,
and adaptation strategies) (R2.1), it is not open for but prescribes their languages (R2.2)
(e. g., Acme for the architectural model, Acme constraints for the rules, and Stitch for the
strategies). These languages support abstract models (R2.3). Moreover, Rainbow addresses
the connection between the adaptable software and the feedback loop since it defines interfaces for probes (sensors) and effectors that have to be implemented by the developer
and that are used by infrastructure (R3.1). Thus, developers can realize parameter and
structural adaptation (R3.2) and dynamic sensors and effectors (R3.3) (cf. [173]).
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Rainbow does not address stacked feedback loops (R4). Nevertheless, it allows developers to update the rules and strategies at runtime, which supports the maintenance of these
models but not more extensive changes affecting the number or structure of feedback loops
(R5.1). The coordination of self-adaptation and maintenance is not covered (R5.2).
Concerning the execution, Rainbow does not address the concurrent execution of feedback loops (there is only one) and of the individual activities (R6.1). Except of updating the
architectural model, the feedback loop is executed in a state-based manner, for instance, all
constraints are evaluated on the architectural model when the model changes without using the changes to drive the evaluation. Hence, an event-based execution is not supported
(R6.2). Finally, Rainbow enables a runtime-efficient execution for rather small adaptable
systems while the performance and scalability are not comprehensively evaluated [113].
GRAF. GRAF [40, 133] provides a reusable adaptation engine that realizes a feedback loop
and tackles the fine-grained adaptation of software at the level of fields and methods.
The feedback loop remains implicit in the engine’s implementation (R1.1). Developers
provide a reflection model, constraints, and ECA rules but they cannot design the entire
feedback loop. Thus, the modularity is limited to the provided models and does not cover
the structure and activities of the feedback loop (R1.2). Variability of these models is not
covered (R1.3). GRAF prescribes the intra-loop coordination that cannot be adjusted by
developers (R1.4). Triggers are defined by fields in the adaptable software whose changes
initiate adaptation. Elaborated triggers are not addressed (R1.5). Supporting one feedback
loop, GRAF does not cover the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7).
GRAF captures the reflection model, constraints, and rules as runtime models (R2.1). It is
only partially open for languages of these models since it allows a user-defined metamodel
for the reflection model while prescribing the languages for the constraints and rules (R2.2).
Focusing on fine-grained adaptation, abstract runtime models are not supported (R2.3).
Connecting the feedback loop to the adaptable software is supported by weaving aspects
into the software for the desired fields and methods (R3.1). The aspects support parameter
and structural adaptation such as changing a field’s value or replacing a method (R3.2).
The aspect can be woven dynamically to realize dynamic sensors and effectors (R3.3).
GRAF has not been instantiated to a layered architecture with stacked feedback loops
(R4) although it provides an interface to externally manage the adaptation engine. Developers can use this interface to maintain (observe and change) the models they provided
to GRAF (R5.1). More extensive changes as well as the coordination of changes due to
maintenance and self-adaptation are not covered (R5.2).
Concerning the execution, GRAF does not address the concurrent execution of feedback
loops (there is only one) and seemingly of the individual activities (R6.1). The feedback
loop is executed in an event-based manner: a change of the adaptable software changes the
reflection model and then causes the execution of the appropriate ECA rules. These rules
may further operate on the whole reflection model capturing the state. Thus, an eventand state-based execution would be feasible although it is not directly addressed by the
framework (R6.2). Finally, GRAF enables a runtime-efficient execution particularly since
it targets local, fine-grained adaptations that do not necessarily require global knowledge
and that are therefore not affected by the size of the application (R6.3).
DiVA. As described in Section 9.2.2, this framework addresses the dynamic variability
in complex, adaptive systems by modeling the adaptive software and using the resulting models together with aspect-oriented modeling techniques at runtime to realize selfadaptation [306–308]. Developers using DiVA provide four models to customize the framework: a reflection model of the adaptable software, a feature model for the variability of
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the software, a context model of the environment, and an ECA rule- or goal-based adaptation model. The last three models are expressed in a DSL [158, 159] that, however, does
not express the feedback loop. Thus, the feedback loop is hidden in the implementation
and therefore implicit (R1.1). Modularity of the feedback loop is addressed for the provided models but not for the structure and activities of the feedback loop (R1.2). In this
context, means to capture the variability is not provided (R1.3). The framework implements the feedback loop as a set of interacting components that prescribe the intra-loop
coordination that cannot be changed by developers (R1.4). Triggers are specified as queries
on sensors events, which support complex event processing and therefore many kinds of
triggers (R1.5). Focusing on a single feedback loop, the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and
distribution (R1.7) are not covered.
DiVA captures the runtime models provided by developers (R2.1). Although the authors
claim that DiVA is open for different languages to express these models, they do not discuss
the feasibility and the impact on the framework (e. g., which components are reusable or
need to be adjusted) (R2.2). Tackling architectural adaptation, abstract runtime models are
supported using the metamodels given by DiVA (R2.3).
DiVA addresses the connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable software (R3.1) as
it provides a mechanism to map model-level changes to the effectors. This mechanism has
to be adjusted when targeting a different platform for the adaptable software. Moreover,
developers have to implement listeners that update the reflection model based on sensor
events. In general, DiVA relies on existing sensors and effectors that realize parameter and
structural adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not considered (R3.3).
Focusing on a single feedback loop, DiVA does not address stacked feedback loops in
layered architectures (R4). It partially supports the maintenance of the self-adaptive software by allowing developers to modify the provided models but not the structure and
number of the feedback loops (R5.1). For instance, developers can modify the reflection
model to change the adaptable software and specify conditions of the software determining when the change can eventually be enacted to the software [309]. However, enacting
such changes is not directly coordinated with the running feedback loop (R5.2).
DiVA does not support the concurrent execution of feedback loops and of individual
activities (R6.1). It leverages events to update the reflection model while the analysis, planning, and execution activities work in a state-based manner. Thus, DiVA supports the eventand state-based execution (R6.2), however, it does not combine both to achieve an efficient
solution. While the analysis and planning based on model weaving seem to be efficient for
small models, the execute activity performs an expensive state-based comparison of two
reflection models, which will likely not scale. For instance, the comparison takes 430 ms
for a model with only about 20 components [305]. In general, the runtime efficiency is only
shown for such small systems/models without investigating the scalability (R6.3).
PLASMA. PLASMA extends the three-layer architecture for adaptation [141] with planning capabilities [410]. The lowest layer contains the adaptable software that is adapted by
the middle layer while the highest layer performs planning. Developers provide the goal
(problem description) of the application as well as ADL descriptions and implementations
of the components for the two lower layers (application and adaptation domain descriptions). Using these artifacts, the planning generates plans for adapting and executing the
application. PLASMA is realized by a middleware supporting the three-layer architecture.
We refer to Section 9.2.3 for a detailed description of PLASMA.
PLASMA does not allow developers to freely design the feedback loops that therefore remain implicit (R1.1). While the planning loop is prescribed in the middleware, the middle-
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layer loop can be customized by user-defined components. Therefore, modularity is addressed for the middle-layer feedback loop but not for the planning loop. In this context,
PLASMA prescribes the general structure of a feedback loop that must consist of three
components: a collector for sensing, an analyzer for computing, and an admin for controlling. Moreover, the knowledge is not explicitly captured but mainly considered as events
exchanged between components (R1.2). Variability is not addressed (R1.3). The intra-loop
coordination cannot be adjusted by developers as it is prescribed by the middleware using
event-based interactions (R1.4). Triggers are not specified in a dedicated manner (R1.5). The
inter-loop coordination is addressed for the stacked feedback loops but only partially for
multiple loops at the distributed middle layer by prescribing the coordination (centralized
planning) (R1.6). PLASMA can be instantiated on multiple nodes while all nodes share a
planning loop. Other kinds of distribution and coordination are not supported (R1.7).
PLASMA does not capture the artifacts as dedicated runtime models, for instance, the
architectural model of each layer is encoded in the middleware (R2). However, the middleware supports connecting a feedback loop at one layer to the adaptable underlying layer by
providing access to the underlying architecture (R3.1). The middleware supports parameter
and structural adaptation (R3.2) without considering dynamic sensors and effectors (R3.3).
The stacking of feedback loops is partially addressed (R4.1). On the one hand, the extent
of adapting the middle layer is not clear since the middle-layer architecture is predefined
by developers and not planned by PLASMA. Moreover, the planning loop is predefined
by PLASMA and not customizable by developers. Finally, the number of layer and of local
feedback loops for each layer seems to be immutable. The middleware supports procedural reflection such that a feedback loop operates directly on the architecture realizing the
underlying layer. Other forms of reflection are not addressed (R4.2). PLASMA partially
supports off-line adaptation. Developers can adjust the goals and the application domain
description after deployment. Such changes address the application at the lowest layer but
not the feedback loops (R5.1). PLASMA does not coordinate the off-line adaptation, that
initiates replanning, with self-adaptation but shifts this task to the user (R5.2).
The execution is concurrent at the level of feedback loops but not at level of activities
(R6.1) and driven by events. The state captured by the middleware (e. g., the architecture
of each layer) is used by the feedback loops, however, without connecting the events to it
(R6.2). The runtime efficiency of the execution is investigated for the planning but not for
the overall feedback loops. For the application example, the planning is efficient (R6.3).
FUSION. FUSION is a framework for engineering self-adaptive software that tackles adaptation at the level of features and that continuously learns the impact of features on goals
to improve the decision making [145, 147]. Developers using the framework specify goals
as utility functions, a feature model defining the variability, and an architectural model of
the adaptable software. Moreover, they have to develop transformations to synchronize the
feature model, the architectural model, and the running system. The feedback loop realized
by the framework work consists of two cycles, one for learning and one for adaptation. The
latter uses the learned knowledge to decide which features should be (de)activated if a goal
is violated. Changes of the feature selection are propagated to the architectural model and
to the system with the user-defined transformations. In general, the authors state that the
FUSION framework has been developed with a focus on the specific application examples
and that efforts are required to apply it to different systems and goals. Thus, the framework
does not provide fully generic support for engineering self-adaptive software.
The feedback loop is prescribed in the framework and therefore remains implicit (R1.1).
Modularity is partially addressed since developers specify the runtime models (e. g., the
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feature and architectural models) but not the structure and behavior of the feedback loop
(R1.2). Only by changing the framework upfront, developers can add, for instance, other
learning algorithms. Means to capture the variability of the models is not provided (R1.3).
Prescribing the feedback loop structure and how the feedback loop processes the models,
FUSION prescribes the intra-loop coordination (R1.4). FUSION does not provide a formalism to specify triggers (R1.5). Supporting a single feedback loop, FUSION does not cover
the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution of feedback loops (R1.7).
Runtime models are captured while the learned knowledge is stored in a database (R2.1).
FUSION is not open for other languages to express the models (R2.2). The runtime models
used in FUSION are abstract as they target the levels of architectures and features (R2.3).
Support for connecting the feedback loop to the adaptable software is not provided at
the model level, which requires realizing the connection in the implementation by transformations and glue code (R3.1). While parameter and structural adaptations are supported
(R3.2), dynamic sensors and effectors are not (R3.3). Stacking feedback loops in layered architectures (R4) and off-line adaptation of the self-adaptive software (R5) are not covered.
The concurrent execution of feedback loops or adaptation activities is not considered
(R6.1). FUSION uses events and the state captured in runtime models to drive the execution
(R6.2). For instance, individual changes drive the synchronization of the models and scope
the state used for analysis and planning. FUSION achieves a runtime-efficient execution
for the planning activity solving an optimization problem (i. e., which features should be
(de)activated), the execute activity finding a path to reconfigure the system, and for the
learning. The performance of the whole feedback loop is not evaluated (R6.3).
Alférez and Pelechano [39]. This framework uses artificial intelligence (forward chaining) and runtime models to plan the adaptation of systems facing unknown contextual
situations. For this purpose, developers provide several runtime models: a model of the
architecture, a feature model of the variability, and a requirements model of the goals of
the adaptable software as well as a context model with conditions to be analyzed, and a set
of tactic models each capturing an adaptation strategy as features for the variability model.
The framework realizes a feedback loop that monitors the context, evaluates the context
conditions, and reconfigures the architecture using the variability model. If an unknown
contextual situation occurs (i. e., it is not addressed by the current variability model), the
feedback loop uses forward chaining to find suitable tactics that are woven into the variability model. The adapted variability model guides the subsequent reconfiguration.
The framework defines internally the feedback loop that therefore remains implicit (R1.1).
Modularity is partially addressed as developers provide the runtime models but they cannot define the adaptation activities (R1.2). Variability of the models is not considered (R1.3).
The intra-loop is prescribed by the framework (R1.4). The feedback loop can only be triggered periodically (R1.5). Focusing on a single feedback loop, the framework does not
cover the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and the distribution of feedback loops (R1.7).
The provided models are captured as runtime models (R2.1) while their languages are
prescribed (R2.2). However, targeting the architecture and requirements of the software,
they are abstract (R2.3). The framework provides no explicit support for connecting the
feedback loop to the adaptable software (R3.1). While parameter and structural adaptations
are supported (R3.2), dynamic sensors and effectors are not considered (R3.3).
The stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures is not supported, however, the
planning mechanism that adapts the variability model can be seen as a feedback loop on
top of the mechanism (feedback loop) for adapting the architecture (R4.1). Reflection (R4.2)
and off-line adaptation (R5) of feedback loops are not supported. The framework does not
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support the concurrent execution of feedback loops and of activities (R6.1). The execution
is driven by the state (e. g., to compare models) without using change events (R6.2). The
runtime efficiency of the feedback loop is not evaluated (R6.3).
Chen et al. [109]. This work proposes a framework that combines requirements-driven
and architecture-based self-adaptation. For this purpose, developers provide several runtime models: a goal model, an architectural model, and a design decisions model. The latter
captures the variability of the adaptable software and relates the requirements and the architectural design. The framework realizes a MAPE-K feedback loop with an advanced
planner that changes the selection of the requirements if it cannot find an optimal target configuration using architectural adaptation. Eventually, it generates a transformation
script that changes the architectural model to the designated target configuration.
The feedback loop is defined within the framework such that it remains implicit (R1.1).
The modularity is partially covered as developers provide various models and realizations
of the monitor and execute activities but they cannot influence the analysis and planning
activities as well as the processing of the models (R1.2). Variability of the models is not
addressed (R1.3). The framework prescribes the intra-loop coordination (R1.4) while supporting only periodical triggers (R1.5). Since the focus is on a single feedback loop, the
inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7) are not addressed.
The framework captures the provided runtime models (R2.1) but it is not open for other
languages for these models than the prescribed ones (R2.2). Capturing the requirements
and architecture, the models are abstract (R2.3). The framework relies on other approaches
to connect the feedback loop to the adaptable software (R3.1), which also support parameter and structural adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not covered (R3.3).
The stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures is not supported but the mechanism for adapting the requirements can be considered as a higher-layer feedback loop
that selects the goals for the lower-layer feedback loop to adapt the architecture (R4.1).
Reflection (R4.2) and off-line adaptation (R5) of feedback loops are not supported.
The framework does not support concurrency (R6.1). The operation of the feedback loop
is driven by the state of the software captured in the models (R6.2). The framework achieves
a runtime-efficient and scalable execution for the planning that nevertheless may take several seconds. The performance of the whole feedback loop is not evaluated (R6.3).
J3. J3 is a tool suite for developing autonomic EJB applications [438]. It provides a modeling language to specify structurally the beans of an application as well as quality of service
assertions and adaptation actions for individual or multiple beans. J3 generates code from
this model for the J3 framework that provides components realizing a feedback loop. Such
a feedback loop checks the assertions and triggers the actions if needed.
J3 does not make the feedback loops explicit in the architectural design as the model is
at the abstraction level of the implementation and just maps assertions to actions (R1.1).
The modularity is partially addressed by allowing developers to specify assertions (analysis) and actions mapped to assertions (planning). (R1.2). Assertions and actions can be
hierarchically specified resulting in a corresponding hierarchy of analysis and planning
steps in a loop. Their variability is not addressed (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is
realized and prescribed by the framework. Developers can only implicitly influence the coordination structure by modeling hierarchies of assertions and actions (R1.4). Triggers are
prescribed by the framework that continuously monitors the application by intercepting
each call to initiate the analysis. User-defined triggers are not supported (R1.5). Although
multiple feedback loops that manage locally different beans exist, the inter-loop coordina-
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tion is not addressed (R1.6). In this sense, the distribution of feedback loops is supported
but not made explicit at the architectural and deployment levels (R1.7).
J3 does not use any runtime model as it generates code from the model and for the framework (R2). The connection of a feedback loop to a bean is defined in the model and realized
by this code. Developers might have to extend the code although they do not model dedicated sensors and effectors (R3.1). J3 seems to address only parameter adaptation (R3.2).
Keeping the sensors and effectors implicit, they cannot be dynamically changed (R3.3).
The stacking (R4) and off-line adaptation (R5) of feedback loops are not covered. In this
context, J3 allows developers to change only the mapping of actions to assertions at runtime
but not the assertions or actions that actually determine the self-adaptation capabilities.
J3 allows feedback loops to run concurrently but without any coordination and not at
the level of activities within one loop (R6.1). The execution is driven by events such as the
occurrence of a call or exception. The feedback loop does not maintain any state (R6.2). The
performance and scalability of executing the feedback loops are not investigated (R6.3).
FESAS. FESAS is a framework for engineering adaptation engines by reusing MAPE components [264]. It provides a deployment template that structures the MAPE components,
sensors, and effectors in a feedback loop, as well as a component template that realizes the
communication among components using a messaging middleware and that must be completed by developers with the MAPE functionalities. The framework and the feedback loop
are configured by a deployment descriptor. Tool support is provided for implementing the
MAPE functionality and for specifying the deployment descriptor [263].
The feedback loop is not made explicit in the design (R1.1) as it is only described for configuring and deploying the framework. The modularity is partially addressed by supporting the individual MAPE components while neglecting the knowledge part (R1.2). Variability is not modeled and only partially captured by so called logic contracts of MAPE
components (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is realized by the framework according to
the templates. It considers the communication among MAPE components but without detailing the processed knowledge (R1.4). A mechanism to specify triggers is not provided
(R1.5). The inter-loop coordination is partially addressed by supporting generic message
exchanges among components of different loops, however, without focusing on coordination mechanisms (R1.6). The distribution of feedback loops is partially addressed by the
middleware and deployment, however, it is not systematically addressed in the design.
Moreover, most application examples use a centralized feedback loop while all examples
have only been simulated as opposed to applying it to a real, distributed system (R1.7).
Runtime models are not captured as the knowledge components are not detailed and
their development is not supported (R2). The framework defines sensor and effector interfaces that have to be implemented by developers. Consequently, the connection of the
feedback loop to the adaptable software (R3.1) as well as parameter and structural adaptation (R3.2) can be realized. Dynamic sensors and effectors are not considered (R3.3).
The stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures is not supported but only envisioned for a three-layer architecture [365] (R4). Similarly, off-line adaptation is not considered (R5). The execution model of the feedback loops is not discussed such that the level of
concurrency is not clear (R6.1). The execution is driven by events (messages) sent between
MAPE components and by the state kept in the components, however, without combining
both to improve efficiency (R6.2). The runtime efficiency is not investigated (R6.3).
Descartes. Descartes provides a modeling languages and on-line performance prediction
techniques for self-aware performance and resource management of software systems [228,
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229, 254]. The language is used to describe the resource infrastructure, application architecture, deployment of the application on the infrastructure, usage profiles, and adaptation of
the system. The latter is specified as strategies comprising tactics that perform atomic reconfiguration actions. The prediction techniques are used to analyze the impact of changes
of the usage profiles and to plan an adaptation strategy by predicting the impact of alternative tactics. The prediction techniques enable proactive adaptations. Descartes provides
a framework implementing a feedback loop that operates on runtime models expressed in
Descartes and that employs the prediction techniques.
The Descartes models do not specify the feedback loop that therefore remains implicit
in the framework’s implementation (R1.1). Modularity is partially addressed since developers provide the Descartes models (knowledge) while the structure of the feedback loop
with four MAPE activities and the use of the model by the activities are prescribed by
the framework (R1.2). Descartes addresses the variability of feedback loops by supporting
models that capture the adaptable software at different co-existing abstraction levels. At
runtime, the appropriate abstraction level can be selected as a trade-off between accuracy
and computation time of the prediction. Moreover, variability of adaptation strategies are
captured by supporting multiple strategies that address the same goal. Moreover, alternative prediction techniques are implemented within the framework. However, variability of
the techniques for other activities and of the feedback loop structure is not addressed (R1.3).
The intra-loop coordination is prescribed by the framework that composes the components
of the individual MAPE activities to a feedback loop and that defines which knowledge is
used by these components (R1.4). Triggers of the feedback loop are not discussed (R1.5).
Addressing a single centralized feedback loop, Descartes does not address the inter-loop
coordination (R1.6) and distribution of feedback loops (R1.7).
Descartes supports capturing runtime models (R2.1). Since the whole knowledge of the
feedback loop is represented in a unified Descartes model, other runtime models are not
used and cannot be captured. The runtime model must be expressed with Descartes (R2.2).
The Descartes model describes the adaptable software at different abstraction levels, that
can be coarse-grained such that abstract runtime models are supported (R2.3).
The connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable system is realized in the framework
but there does not seem to be any support by the Descartes language (R3.1). Parameter and
structural adaptations are supported (R3.2) in contrast to dynamic sensors and effectors
(R3.3). Descartes focuses on specific techniques for a single feedback loop (e. g., sophisticated models of the adaptable system and prediction) such that it does not address layered
architectures (R4) and off-line adaptation (R5).
Descartes does not concurrently execute a feedback loop (R6.1) but it supports a stateand event-based execution (R6.2). While the state is captured in the Descartes model,
change events of this model are used to map model-level to system-level changes. Finally,
Descartes achieves a runtime-efficient execution as it tailors the costly prediction process
by selecting an appropriate prediction technique and an appropriate granularity of the
model (R6.3). Nevertheless, the time to compute a prediction can vary “between seconds
and a few minutes” [254, p. 60], which can be acceptable for the kind of systems targeted by
Descartes. However, the performance of the whole feedback loop has not been investigated.
StarMX. StarMX is an implementation framework for adaptation engines whose adaptation logic is realized with plain Java code or condition-action rules [48]. StarMX considers
a feedback loop as a chain of processes. Each process realizes (parts of) one or more adaptation activities that operate on sensors and effectors of the adaptable software. Developers
configure the chain of processes in an XML file used by StarMX to execute the chain.
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The feedback loop is not made explicit in the design as the chain of processes is specified
late in the development with the configuration file of StarMX (R1.1). StarMX addresses
modularity by allowing developers to decide which activities and shared data stores (i. e.,
objects) are used (R1.2). Variability of these elements is not covered (R1.3). The intra-loop
coordination is specified by developers who structure the processes in a chain and grant
access to shared data stores when configuring StarMX (R1.4). Triggers based on time and
events are supported in the StarMX configuration (R1.5). The inter-loop coordination is
defined in the StarMX configuration that allows a feedback loop to trigger another loop
and to share data (R1.6). The distribution of feedback loops cannot be specified (R1.7) and
is only addressed by isolated instances of the framework running on different nodes.
StarMX does not use runtime models (R2). It supports connecting the feedback loop to
the adaptable software based on the Java Management Extensions (JMX). Developers have
to implement corresponding sensors and effectors, which are used by activities according
to the StarMX configuration (R3.1). Supporting user-defined sensors and effectors, parameter and structural adaptations are feasible (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not
supported since the StarMX configuration cannot be dynamically changed (R3.3). Based on
the static configuration, StarMX does not support stacked feedback loops (R4) and off-line
adaptation (R5). Independent feedback loops are executed concurrently and the activities
within one loop sequentially (R6.1). The execution is driven by events triggering an activity
that may operate on shared data stores. Mechanisms to relate events to the data (state) are
not considered (R6.2). The runtime performance of StarMX is not investigated (R6.3).
Solomon et al. [393]. This work proposes an MDA approach (cf. Section 2.1.2) to develop a
control-theoretical self-optimization feedback loop. Using UML, the authors develop a PIM
consisting of components that constitute the feedback loop and how these components
interact. Refining the PIM, the authors develop a PSM targeting web services. Code is
generated from the PSM and manually completed by the authors. The resulting feedback
loop is applied to control the performance of a server cluster.
The UML models do not make the feedback loop explicit (R1.1) because the feedback
loop elements are treated like any software element and because the adaptable software is
not modeled. Hence, the feedback loop is not visible in the overall design. Modularity is
addressed by decomposing the feedback loop into components for individual adaptation
activities (R1.2). Variability of these components is not considered (R1.3). The intra-loop
coordination is modeled with interactions among feedback loop components while neglecting the knowledge (R1.4). Specifying triggers is not supported (R1.5). Focusing on a
single feedback loop, inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7) are not covered.
Runtime models are not captured (R2). The control model is represented by a black-box
component and refined during implementation. Modeling sensors and effectors, the connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable software is addressed although the adaptable
software is not represented in the models (R3.1). Based on the control-theoretical feedback
loop, parameter but no structural adaptation is supported (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not considered despite the support for dynamically creating components (R3.3).
The stacking (R4), off-line adaptation (R5), and concurrent execution (R6.1) of feedback
loops are not covered. The execution is driven by events (messages) sent among the feedback loop components while any state knowledge is encoded in the mathematical control
model and not accessible through the events (R6.2). The authors do not investigate the
runtime efficiency of the execution (R6.3).
Berkane et al. [69]. This work combines feature modeling and design patterns for developing a MAPE-K feedback loop to achieve variability and reusability. Using a feature model,
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a feedback loop is decomposed into four MAPE features that are further decomposed into
design patterns proposed by Ramirez and Cheng [355]. These patterns are further decomposed to general design patterns for implementation, which are described with UML class
diagrams. To develop a feedback loop, developers refine the feature model, select the appropriate patterns, refine the class diagrams, and implement the feedback loop accordingly.
The feature model and class diagrams represent either options or the implementation
but not the architectural design such that the feedback loop remains implicit (R1.1). This
approach addresses modularity by distinguishing the four MAPE activities (R1.2) as well
as variability by capturing alternative patterns for each activity (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is realized by knowledge classes shared between different patterns of each activity
or by invocations (R1.4). Triggers of feedback loops are not modeled but addressed later
in the implementation phase (R1.5). The approach focuses on a single feedback loop such
that it does not cover the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7).
Runtime models are not used (R2) as the knowledge is addressed only at the level of
implementation classes. The connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable software
is addressed by considering appropriate patterns for the monitoring and reconfiguration
(cf. [355]) (R3.1). The sensors and effectors are completely user-defined, which enables
parameter and structural adaptation (R3.2) as well as dynamic sensors (cf. sensor factory
pattern) and likely dynamic effectors (R3.3). The stacking (R4), off-line adaptation (R5), and
concurrent execution (R6.1) of feedback loops are not covered. The driver (events vs. state)
(R6.2) and runtime efficiency (R6.3) of the execution are not discussed.
MechatronicUML. MechatronicUML is a refined and well-defined subset of UML for the
model-driven development of safe self-optimizing mechatronic systems [187, 218]. For this
purpose, UML is extended for modeling and verifying real-time and hybrid behavior. A
mechatronic system is structured hierarchically into modules, each having three layers
that are bottom-up: the controllers for the plant, a feedback loop switching between these
controllers, and a feedback loop for the long-term planning. Using MechatronicUML, the
hierarchical structure of the system is modeled with components and the behavior of components with state machines. In this context, a state machine specifies the adaptation by encoding the different modes and component configurations of a layer (e. g., which controller
should be used) as states and the conditions for adaptation as transitions. For instance,
the behavior of the middle layer is defined by a state machine that dynamically selects the
controller of the lowest layer. Based on these models, code is generated for the execution.
MechatronicUML does not provide concepts to make the feedback loops explicit in the
design (R1.1). Modularity is addressed by following a component-based approach (R1.2),
however, without capturing variability of feedback loop components (R1.3). The intra-loop
coordination is specified by composing components via interfaces to exchange data (R1.4).
Triggers are implicitly addressed by events/signals sent among components (R1.5). The
inter-loop coordination is locally addressed by modeling the structure and behavior of
each module and optionally by hierarchically structuring modules. Additionally, top-level
modules of different nodes (agents) are coordinated in a peer-to-peer fashion (R1.6). The
distribution is partially addressed by supporting multiple agents with their local modules
while a single module and therefore a feedback loop cannot be distributed (R1.7).
Runtime models are not supported (R2). The connection of feedback loops to adaptable
elements is addresses since all layers are specified including (sensor and effector) ports
to exchange events (R3.1). Focusing on real-time systems, adaptation is mainly achieved
by switching modes, which can be realized by parameter adaptation, while support for
dynamic architectural changes is limited (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not
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discussed (R3.3). The stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures is partially supported since MechatronicUML prescribes a three-layer architecture for each module and
a hierarchical control scheme for the whole system. More layers or a different scheme are
not covered (R4.1). Support for structural reflection on feedback loops is not provided
(R4.2). In this context, the adaptation is completely defined at deployment time and cannot
be changed afterwards either by stacked feedback loops or off-line adaptation (R5). The
concurrent execution is supported for feedback loops but not for the activities within one
loop (R6.1) and driven by events (R6.2). The runtime efficiency of the feedback loops is not
investigated but likely addressed targeting real-time and safety-critical systems (R6.3).
SCA-ASM. SCA-ASM is a modeling language for service-oriented applications which
combines the service component architecture (SCA) for graphical, structural models and
abstract state machines (ASMs) for textual, behavioral models. The language is intended
for the early use in development to specify, validate, and verify applications without providing any implementation support. It has been applied to modeling feedback loops in
self-adaptive software [44–46]. For this purpose, a feedback loop is modeled as a component together with the components of the adaptable software in the SCA. All of these
components are represented as agents in the ASM. The behavior of a feedback loop is
modeled by ASM transition rules while one rule realizes one or more MAPE activities. The
ASM states correspond to system configurations.
SCA-ASM does not make the feedback loops explicit in the architectural design (R1.1). A
feedback loop is modeled as a regular component/agent whose name can be the only indicator that this component/agent realizes a feedback loop. Such an approach does not make
a feedback loop visible (cf. [210]). The individual MAPE activities are also not visible in the
design since they are specified as regular rules that can only be enriched with comments
to denote which MAPE activities they realize. Consequently, the SCA-ASM language does
not leverage concepts of feedback loops and self-adaptive software as first-class citizens. In
contrast, developers have to map such concepts to general-purpose SCA-ASM concepts.
Modularity is addressed by allowing developers to freely model the rules for the MAPE
activities and shared functions for the knowledge (R1.2). The variability of rules or functions is not covered (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is modeled by rules directly modifying shared functions (knowledge) and by invocations of rules by other rules (R1.4). The
language does not provide means to specify triggers for feedback loops that are in contrast
entangled into conditions of the rules for the MAPE activities (R1.5). Inter-loop coordination is supported by sharing functions (knowledge) among multiple feedback loops (R1.6).
The distribution of feedback loops (R1.7) is supported with respect to decentralization of
control at the architectural level, which, however, remains rather implicit due to R1.1.
Runtime models are not used and captured (R2) since the knowledge (base) is modeled
as a regular component/agent or shared functions. Sensors and effectors of managed components are also modeled as functions of ASMs, which are used to connect the managing
to the managed components (R3.1). Using SCA-ASM to model the managing and managed components while it does not enforce a strict separation of both kinds of components,
adaptation and business concerns could easily be intertwined. Structural adaptation reconfiguring the architecture is not supported. The application examples focus on changing
modes of components through parameter adaptation (R3.2). Accordingly, dynamic sensors
and effectors are not supported (R3.3).
The stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures (R4) and off-line adaptation (R5)
are not covered. SCA-ASM supports the early design and simulation without concretely
addressing the implementation and execution of feedback loops (R6).
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ActivFORMS. ActivFORMS proposes using active (i. e., executable), formal models for
self-adaptation [232, 437]. For this purpose, a feedback loop is modeled as a network of
timed automata. Particularly, each MAPE activity is specified by one or more automata
that all use C-like functions/actions to manipulate shared fields and structs capturing the
knowledge. The automata of the different activities communicate by signals and the whole
network is executed by a virtual machine [231]. The automata make the behavior of the
individual MAPE activities explicit but not the overall feedback loop in the architectural
design (R1.1). For instance, ActivFORMS does not provide means to explicitly structure
the automata in a feedback loop. In contrast, the automata are implicitly structured by
exchanging signals. For instance, an automaton specifies the monitoring behavior as well
as the triggering of the automaton for analysis, which entangles behavior of individual
MAPE functionality and the intra-loop coordination. Similarly, which knowledge is used
by an automata is hidden in the actions.
ActivFORMS supports modularity by modeling separately the individual activities and
the knowledge. However, the whole knowledge is captured in a single monolithic model
and it is not clear whether ActivFORMS supports other feedback loop schemes than
MAPE-K, for instance, concerning the number and structure of the activities (R1.2). The
variability of feedback loops is addressed for the automata but not for the knowledge and
captured in a goal model that describes alternative automata for different goals (R1.3).
The intra-loop coordination is specified by signals sent between automata and by actions
modifying the shared knowledge (R1.4). Triggers are realized by signals sent to the first
automata of the feedback loop (R1.5). ActivFORMS does not address the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and it does not support specifying the distribution of feedback loops (R1.7).
Distribution is only addressed ad hoc by instantiating ActivFORMS on each node that runs
locally a feedback loop without any coordination between the loops.
ActivFORMS captures each automaton as a runtime model while the knowledge is encoded in a set of fields and structs (R2.1). It prescribes the languages to express these models such that it is not open for other languages (R2.2). The captured models are abstract as
they typically refer to a few parameters of the adaptable software (R2.3).
ActivFORMS prescribes interfaces for sensors and effectors that have to implemented by
developers to connect the feedback loop and the adaptable software (R3.1). Based on the
captured knowledge and on the application examples of ActivFORMS, the focus seems to
be on parameter adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not covered (R3.3).
Layered architectures are partially addressed by adding a goal management layer on
top of the feedback loop. This layer maintains a goal model and supports exchanging the
automata of the underlying feedback loop with other automata if the goals are changing.
Except of the goal model, this higher layer is predefined in the virtual machine of ActivFORMS such that developers cannot design and integrate their own feedback loop here.
Finally, more than two layers of feedback loops are not supported (R4.1). ActivFORMS
partially supports procedural and declarative reflection (R4.2). The goal management layer
keeps track of the automata that are currently executed in the underlying feedback loop
and it allows directly inspecting these automata. However, an automaton cannot be directly changed but only be completely exchanged. Moreover, reflection on the structure of
the feedback loop is not supported.
Off-line adaptation is partially addressed since developers can provide new goals and
automata to the virtual machine but they cannot change the knowledge and the structure of
the feedback loops (R5.1). Such maintenance activities are coordinated with self-adaptation
by enacting the changes when the adaptation engine is in a quiescent state (R5.2).
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Since the virtual machine executes a single feedback loop, there are no concurrently running feedback loops. The simultaneous execution of the automata of a feedback loop allows
the concurrent execution of individual MAPE activities although this is not much exploited
in the examples [232, 437]. It is not clear whether the virtual machine supports concurrent
runs of the same feedback loop, that is, whether it immediately processes or buffers the
signals coming from the adaptable software (R6.1). The execution of the feedback loop is
driven by signals (events) and by the state of the adaptable software as captured in the
knowledge base while the events direct the processing of the state. (R6.2). Finally, ActivFORMS achieves a runtime-efficient execution for a small adaptable system but the authors
do not investigate the scalability [437] (R6.3).
SimSOTA. SimSOTA is a UML-based modeling and simulation approach for self-adaptive
software, which describes feedback loops with activity and component diagrams [35]. Concepts that are specific to self-adaptation have been addressed by assigning corresponding
names and colors to model elements. Recently, the approach has been extended with a
UML profile that supports stereotypes of activities and actions in the activity diagram, for
instance, to assign the MAPE steps to activities. Additionally, model templates and a code
generator for the activity diagrams have been introduced. The latter supports generating
code skeletons [34]. However, these extensions do not target the component diagram.
Using the SimSOTA profile, the feedback loop is made explicit in the activity diagram
(behavioral view), however, not in the structural view as the profile does not customize the
component diagram. Moreover, the scope of the profile is unclear as the example models do
not make use of the profile (R1.1). Modularity is addressed by decomposing the feedback
loop according to MAPE-K, that is, each MAPE step is modeled as an activity consisting
of actions and the knowledge as a set of objects used by the actions (R1.2). Variability of
the MAPE-K elements is not addressed (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is realized by
modeling the flow of actions and the flow of objects (R1.4). Triggers of feedback loops
are not specified (R1.5). Multiple feedback loops can be specified and their coordination is
defined similarly to the intra-loop coordination such that all feedback loops are specified
within one activity diagram (R1.6). Though targeting distributed systems, the modeling
and development of distributed feedback loops are not addressed (R1.7).
SimSOTA considers events/signals as knowledge but no runtime models (R2). Sensors
and effectors of the adaptable software are modeled as actions in the activity diagram supporting the connection of the feedback loop to the software (R3.1). SimSOTA seems to focus
on parameter adaptation without addressing structural adaptation (R3.2) and dynamic sensors and effectors (R3.3).
SimSOTA supports stacking feedback loops in layered architectures, however, it prescribes a hierarchical scheme that does not necessarily considers adaptation of feedback
loops as witnessed by the examples (R4.1). Reflecting on feedback loops (R4.2) and off-line
adaptation (R5) are not supported. The concurrent execution of feedback loops is supported by modeling fork and joins the activity diagram while the actions within one loop
are sequentially executed (R6.1). The execution is solely driven by events (R6.2). The authors do not investigate the runtime efficiency of SimSOTA-based feedback loops (R6.3)
and do not report about an evaluation of SimSOTA using the application example.
Control Loop UML. Control Loop UML is a UML profile to support modeling architectures
of self-adaptive software [210]. It enriches UML to model controllers, process components
(i. e., components of the adaptable software), sensors, and effectors. Such elements can be
annotated to show whether they are controllable or not, whether parameter or structural
adaptations occur, and how adaptation effects are propagated in the software. Based on
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such effect propagations, the feedback loop among component becomes visible. The profile
supports modeling multiple feedback loops including the existence of interferences.
The profile makes the feedback loop visible in the architectural design (R1.1). It considers controllers (i. e., adaptation engines) as black boxes such that the it does not address the modularity (R1.2), variability (R1.3), and intra-loop coordination (R1.4). Despite
modeling sensors, the profile does not capture triggers (R1.5). The inter-loop coordination
between feedback loops is partially addressed since the existence of interferences can be
expressed as well as the fact when such an interference has been resolved (R1.6). However,
the coordination mechanism itself is not specified with the profile. The profile captures the
distribution of feedback loops in the architecture but not in the deployment (R1.7).
Focusing on architectural modeling, runtime models are not addressed at all by the profile (R2). The connection of feedback loops to the adaptable software is captured by modeling sensors and effectors (R3.1), which can support parameter and structural adaptation
(R3.2). However, dynamic sensors and effectors are not covered (R3.3).
The stacking of controllers is supported while the profile is not restricted to layered
architectures (R4.1). Different forms of reflecting on feedback loops are not considered in
the profile (R4.2). Finally, the profile does not address the maintenance of self-adaptive
software (R5) and does not provide any execution support (R6).
FAME. FAME proposes a UML profile to model self-adaptive software that employs fuzzy
control in a sense-plan-act feedback loop [204]. The profile provides three views extending
UML diagrams: A use case diagram to model and refine the goals and to map the goals to
the activities of the feedback loop. A class diagram to model the detailed structural design
of the feedback loop. A sequence diagram to model the interactions among the classes. The
resulting models support the design and they can be used for code generation.
The models make the feedback loop explicit although they do not provide an architectural view (R1.1). Modularity is addressed by decomposing the feedback loop into three
classes (sense, plan, and act) that can be further refined to capture sensors and effectors
while the knowledge is only represented as data stores (R1.2). FAME does not capture the
variability of such elements (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is modeled by structuring
the classes in a cycle and by associating classes to data stores (R1.4). Triggers can be specified based on time and events (R1.5). FAME supports modeling single feedback loops such
that the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) and distribution (R1.7) are not covered.
FAME does not use runtime models to detail the knowledge but considers only knowledge stores (R2). Modeling sensors, effectors, and the adaptable software in the class diagram, FAME specifies how the feedback loop is connected to the software (R3.1). Effectors
can be labeled to show whether they realize parameter or structural adaptation although
only the (de)activation of components seems to be eventually supported (R3.2). Dynamic
sensors and effectors are not covered (R3.3). Support for stacked feedback loops (R4), offline adaptation (R5), and execution (R6) is not provided.
ACML. ACML is the adapt case modeling language that is based on UML and tackles the
early design of self-adaptive software [280]. It extends former work of the authors [281].
A feedback loop is modeled as a use case and refined with two UML activities that together specify the behavior of the loop as an adaptation rule. The first activity covers the
monitoring and analysis steps while the second captures the planning and execution steps.
The structure of the self-adaptive software is specified in a component diagram that captures the adaptable software, sensors, effectors, and the parametric knowledge about (past)
sensor values. The adaptation rule uses these components to perform self-adaptation, for
instance, by requesting data from sensors and invoking effectors.
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The feedback loop is made explicit in the ACML models although it is not represented
in the structural diagram. Developers have to relate the use case and activity diagrams
to the component diagram to make the feedback loop visible in the architecture (R1.1).
Modularity is partially addressed as the feedback loop is decomposed to only two coupled
activities, monitoring/analysis and planning/execute, and parametric knowledge (R1.2).
Variability of feedback loop elements is not considered (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination is modeled by invocations (the monitoring/analysis activity invokes the planning/execute activity) and shared knowledge (R1.4). However, the use of the knowledge is not
directly visible since the activities are modeled separately from the knowledge in different diagrams. ACML supports specifying time- and event-based triggers (R1.5). Despite
supporting multiple feedback loops, the inter-loop coordination is not addressed (R1.6).
The distribution of feedback loops is only visible in the architecture when considering and
relating all diagrams while neglecting the deployment (R1.7).
Runtime models are not used (R2). Modeling the sensors and effectors, the connection of
the feedback loop to the adaptable software is supported (R3.1). Parameter and structural
adaptation can be performed on the knowledge (R3.2) while dynamic sensors and effectors
are not considered (R3.3). ACML does address stacked feedback loops (R4) and off-line
adaptation (R5). Focusing on the early design, it does not cover the execution (R6).
ACTRESS. ACTRESS is a domain-specific modeling approach for specifying and executing feedback loops that use control-theoretical concepts and whose individual activities are
actors according to the actor programming paradigm [260–262]. The target domain is selfoptimization to manage the resource efficiency and throughput of applications. While an
informal graphical notation is introduced, developers actually use a textual syntax for the
specification. They extend the specification with Xbase/Java-based implementations of the
actors. From the specification, executable code is generated for the Akka actor framework.
An ACTRESS model makes the feedback loop explicit in the design (R1.1). However, the
feedback loop with its cyclic structure in terms of connections among actors cannot be easily identified in the textual model, especially if the actors are hierarchically decomposed.
ACTRESS supports the modularity of feedback loops since developers can freely decide
on the actors and the composition of these actors (R1.2). ACTRESS does not capture the
variability of a feedback loop such as alternative actors (R1.3). The intra-loop coordination
is supported as developers connect the actors to form a feedback loop. A connection wires
two ports of different actors, which also define the type of data that is exchanged between
these actors (R1.4). Triggers of a feedback loop are supported by specifying and implementing specific actors that execute based on external events or periodically (R1.5). The
inter-loop coordination is theoretically addressed by allowing one feedback loop to trigger
another feedback loop, which, however, has not been evaluated and is considered as future
work [262] (R1.6). The distribution of feedback loops is partially supported since the actors
can be distributed. However, the distribution is not specified in the ACTRESS model (R1.7).
In ACTRESS, the knowledge of a feedback loop is only implicitly captured by typed
ports of actors, which support exchanging data among actors. Such data are Java-typed
parameters of the adaptable software. Thus, explicit runtime models are not used (R2).
ACTRESS addresses the connection of the feedback loop to the adaptable software by
treating sensors and effectors as actors that have to be specified and implemented by developers (R3.1). Capturing parameters and using control-theoretic concepts, ACTRESS focuses
on parameter adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors and effectors are not discussed but they
might be possible as the actor paradigm supports dynamically creating actors (R3.3).
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ACTRESS supports the stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures by allowing
actors to adapt the parameters of other actors (R4.1). Structural adaptations of feedback
loops are discussed theoretically. Focusing on parameter adaptation, the higher-layer feedback loops do not structurally reflect on the lower-layer feedback loops but only observe
individual parameters (R4.2). ACTRESS does not address off-line adaptation (R5).
The concurrent execution of feedback loops is partially addressed (R6.1). While concurrent feedback loops operating at the same layer are not discussed, the individual actors of
a feedback loop may run concurrently. The execution of a feedback loop is driven by events
(messages) sent among the actors without considering any state (runtime models) (R6.2).
The runtime efficiency of ACTRESS has not been evaluated. The authors refer only to the
runtime efficiency of the underlying Akka framework (R6.3).
10.2.2

Discussion

In the previous section, we have presented the alternative approaches to EUREMA and how
well they cover the requirements (cf. Table 12 on Page 235). To complete the presentation,
we refer to Section 9.6 where we assessed in detail how well EUREMA fulfills the requirements. In summary, EUREMA addresses all requirements except of partially supporting
the variability (R1.3) and concurrent execution (R6.1) of feedback loops and neglecting the
distribution of feedback loops (R1.7). Accordingly, EUREMA is listed in Table 12.
Based on this presentation, we summarize and discuss the state of the art in engineering
self-adaptive software in the following. For this purpose, we use the requirements R1–R6.
R1: Feedback Loops. In line with the observation made in a 2009 survey on self-adaptive
software by Salehie and Tahvildari [370], we observe that development approaches to selfadaptive software use some form of models. However, such models often focus on the
knowledge part of a feedback loop (i. e., they describe the adaptable software and the
feedback loop’s working data such as adaptation rules) and neglect the individual MAPE
functionalities and their composition to a feedback loop. Consequently, the models typically do not specify the feedback loop that therefore remains implicit in the architectural
design of self-adaptive software (R1.1).
This is typical for frameworks that often hide the feedback loop in their implementations.
Examples are MADAM, MUSIC, ASSL, Genie, Rainbow, GRAF, DiVA, PLASMA, FUSION,
Alférez and Pelechano, Chen et al., J3, FESAS, and Descartes. Such frameworks prescribe
a certain feedback loop in terms of the number and structure of adaptation activities, how
these activities coordinate, and how they process and share knowledge. Developers can
customize such feedback loops only by providing models of the knowledge part. This limits the free design of the entire feedback loop. Consequently, such frameworks provide
less modular feedback loops (R1.2) and do not allow developers to customize the intraloop coordination (R1.4). The usual goal of such frameworks is to ease the development by
enabling reuse at the costs of prescribing the design of the feedback loop with its activities and intra-loop coordination. Consequently, the “creative freedom may be lost because
many design decisions have already been made by framework developers” [355, p. 50].
However, there are approaches typically accompanied with modeling languages2 that
allow developers to design and implement feedback loops more freely. This is enabled by
fully supporting modular feedback loops (R1.2) and intra-loop coordination (R1.4), that is,
developers can design the individual elements of a feedback loop and the coordination
2 The only exception is StarMX that is an implementation framework without a modeling language.
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of these elements to form a feedback loop. Such approaches can be further distinguished
whether they make the feedback loop explicit in the architectural design or not (R1.1).
Those that do not are StarMX, Solomon et al., Berkane et al., MechatronicUML, SCA-ASM,
ActivFORMS, and SimSOTA. However, all of them except of SCA-ASM achieve implemented feedback loops that can be executed (R6). In contrast, approaches that make the
feedback loop explicit such as Control Loop UML3 , FAME, and ACML focus on the design
and do not address the implementation and execution of feedback loops (R6). An exception is ACTRESS that provides code generation capabilities for the corresponding models
to obtain executable code. In this context, EUREMA allows developers to freely design the
individual elements of a feedback loop (R1.2) and the composition of these elements to
form a feedback loop (R1.4) while making the feedback loop explicit in the design (R1.1).
The variability of feedback loop elements (R1.3) is neglected by almost all of the approaches. An exception is the work by Berkane et al. [69]. Descartes and ActivFORMS
partially address variability by maintaining alternative models that are selected at runtime.
FESAS and EUREMA describe contracts or signatures of elements, however, without capturing the variability of these elements.
The triggers of feedback loops (R1.5) are often addressed by providing a mechanism
for their specification or implementation (e. g., events in Tune, Genie, DiVA, StarMX, and
ActivFORMS, sensors in Rainbow, or actors in ACTRESS). However, there are approaches
that do not explicitly support the triggering that therefore has to be realized somehow in
the implementation (e. g., as in PLASMA, FUSION, FESAS, SCA-ASM, SimSOTA, Control
Loop UML). EUREMA provides a language to specify triggers based on time or events.
Approaches that do not cover the inter-loop coordination (R1.6) target single or independent feedback loops that do not require any coordination. Other approaches that partially cover this aspect either prescribe a coordination scheme (e. g., centralized planning in
MADAM, MUSIC, and PLASMA), provide technical support (e. g., messaging and triggering among feedback loops as in FESAS and StarMX), or just denote the existence of coordination (Control Loop UML). In contrast, approaches such as MechatronicUML, SCA-ASM,
SimSOTA, and EUREMA allow developers to specify the inter-loop coordination.
The distribution of feedback loops (R1.7) is not comprehensively addressed by all approaches. Typically, they prescribe a certain kind of distribution or they address the distribution at the level of models (e. g., to specify decentralization) but not in the subsequent
development. In EUREMA, we completely excluded the distribution of feedback loops.
R2: Runtime Models. Considering R2.1 in Table 12 on Page 235, we see that runtime
models are captured and used by frameworks (e. g., Rainbow, GRAF, DiVA, FUSION, and
Descartes) while those approaches with languages that make the feedback loop explicit in
design (R1.1) do not capture and use runtime models. The only exception is EUREMA.
Similarly, EUREMA is the only approach that is completely open for user-defined languages to express runtime models (R2.2). Most approaches prescribe the languages while
GRAF allows user-defined languages only for one specific model, the reflection model, and
DiVA claims openness but provides no argument or evidence for it. As most approaches
tackle self-adaptation at the architectural level, the used runtime models are usually abstract (R2.3) as they capture and refer to the architecture of the adaptable software.
R3: Sensors and Effectors. All approaches provide some support for connecting a feedback loop to the adaptable software (R3.1). The connection is either defined in the models or
3 With respect to R1.1 and R1.2, Control Loop UML is an exception as it makes the feedback loop explicit in
the architectural design although it considers non-modular (black-box) feedback loops abstracting from the
intra-loop coordination.
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directly realized in the framework or middleware. As most approaches tackle architectural
self-adaptation, they support parameter and structural adaptation (R3.2). Dynamic sensors
and effectors (R3.3) are addressed by several approaches including EUREMA. However,
they are realized solely at the implementation level in these approaches without providing
any support for their specification in the design.
R4: Layered Architectures. The stacking of feedback loops in layered architectures (R4)
is covered by several approaches. However, most of them prescribe the number of layers and sometimes even the feedback loops at certain layers (e. g., PLASMA, Alférez and
Pelechano, Chen et al., MechatronicUML, and ActivFORMS) or they prescribe a hierarchical control scheme that need not necessarily perform self-adaptation (e. g., Alférez and
Pelechano, Chen et al., SimSOTA, and MechatronicUML). The only approaches that do not
restrict the number of layers are Control Loop UML that, however, focuses only on the
design as well as ACTRESS and EUREMA that also realize the stacked feedback loops.
Support for procedural and declarative reflection on feedback loop (R4.2) that covers all
aspects of a feedback loop is only achieved by EUREMA. In contrast, other approaches only
support a specific kind and scope of reflection. For instance, PLASMA support procedural
reflection on the structure of a feedback loop, MechatronicUML and ACTRESS focus on
reflecting on parameters, or ActivFORMS reflects upon the models for individual MAPE
activities without taking the whole feedback loop into account.
R5: Off-line Adaptation. We identified several approaches that allow developers to change
the self-adaptive software after deployment for maintenance (R5.1). These approaches are
typically frameworks that are customized by developers who provide model for the knowledge part. These models can be changed by developers at runtime and updated in the
self-adaptive software. Examples of these approaches are MADAM, MUSIC, Genie, Rainbow, GRAF, DiVA, PLASMA, and ActivFORMS. As these approaches prescribe the number
of feedback loops and layers as well as the structure of feedback loops in terms of adaptation activities and runtime models, the evolution of the software by off-line adaptation
is constrained by such prescriptions. Thus, the software cannot escape from the prescribed
framework. In contrast, EUREMA supports changing individual runtime models used in a
feedback loop as well as more drastic changes such as adding or removing a feedback loop
at any layer and patching the adaptable software. Therefore, EUREMA provides a more
comprehensive support for maintenance than the other approaches.
The coordination of enacting an off-line adaptation (i. e., a maintenance change) to the
self-adaptive software is typically not coordinated with self-adaptation (R5.2). For instance,
PLASMA shifts the responsibility of the coordination to the developer. In contrast, ActivFORMS and EUREMA support quiescence for the adaptation engine such that an off-line
adaptation can be safely enacted on the feedback loops.
R6: Execution. In general, some approaches do not provide any execution support as they
focus on the design (e. g., SCA-ASM, Control Loop UML, FAME, and ACML).
Concerning R6.1, the execution of the adaptation activities within a feedback loop is
usually sequential. Exceptions are ActivFORMS and ACTRESS that theoretically support
the concurrent execution of automata respectively actors. Thus, the concurrent execution
typically happens at the level of multiple feedback loops. As some approaches target single
feedback loops, they do not address any concurrency (e. g., Tune, Genie, Rainbow, GRAF,
DiVA, FUSION, Alférez and Pelechano, Chen et al., Descartes, Solomon et al., and Berkane
et al.). In contrast, SimSOTA, J3, StarMX, ASSL, and EUREMA allow the concurrent execution of independent feedback loops while PLASMA and MechatronicUML consider the
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concurrent execution of stacked feedback loops. Finally, MADAM and MUSIC address the
concurrency when a feedback loop is distributed on multiple nodes. Finally, we identified
no approach that covers the concurrent execution at both levels, that is, at the level of
adaptation activities and at the level of feedback loops.
The execution of a feedback loop is often either based on events (e. g., notifying about
changes of the adaptable software or context) or on the state (e. g., a reflection model of
the adaptable software) (R6.2). Only a few approaches such as FUSION, Descartes, ActivFORMS, and EUREMA combine both to improve runtime efficiency. Thereby, EUREMA
allows developers to decide which activities of a feedback loop exploit change events to
improve the processing of reflection models.
Finally, the runtime efficiency of executing feedback loops (R6.3) is often not investigated and therefore remains unknown. Approaches that achieve a partially efficient execution either investigate only the performance of an individual adaptation activity but
not of the whole feedback loop (e. g., PLASMA, FUSION, Chen et al., and Descartes) or
they achieve efficiency for a subset of the activities (e. g., DiVA). Finally, the remaining approaches achieve an efficient execution although they often do not investigate the scalability.
In contrast, we have shown the runtime efficiency of EUREMA and EUREMA-based feedback loops by discussing the performance and scalability (cf. Sections 9.4.2, 9.5.5, and 9.5.6).
Summary. Summing up, EUREMA covers most of the requirements in contrast to the
state of the art. Its unique features are the combination of allowing developers to freely
design the entire feedback loop when developing a specific self-adaptive software (R1.2 and
R1.4), making the feedback loop explicit in the architectural design (R1.1), using runtime
models while being open for languages of runtime models (R2.1 and R2.2), supporting
layered architectures and off-line adaptation (R4 and R5), and achieving a runtime-efficient
execution (R6.3) by exploiting event- and state-based techniques (R6.2).
To achieve these features, we do not address in detail the variability of feedback loops
and their elements (R1.3). Moreover, we neglect the distribution of feedback loops (R1.7)
and the concurrent execution of coordinated (dependent) feedback loops and of individual adaptation activities within a feedback loop (R6.1). Particularly, the distribution and
concurrency are major concerns that would cross-cut the EUREMA language and make it
more difficult to address the other requirements.
A notably aspect of EUREMA is that we use the same models for designing and for executing feedback loops. For the execution, we developed an interpreter. No other approach
whose models make the feedback loops explicit in the design use these models at runtime
for execution. Close to this idea is ACTRESS that generates executable code from the models while the code can be traced back to the models as well as ActivFORMS that uses an interpreter to execute automata that, however, capture the behavior of individual adaptation
activities but not the overall feedback loop. In this context, the interpretation of automata
in ActivFORMS is similar to the interpretation of the executable Story Diagrams (SDs)
specifying the analysis and planning behavior in the EUREMA-based feedback loops we
developed for the application example (cf. Section 9.3.2).
Overall, EUREMA goes beyond the state of the art concerning frameworks because it
does not prescribe any structure of the adaptation activities or feedback loops and it does
not limit the number of feedback loops and layers. In contrast to existing approaches using
modeling languages, EUREMA provides improvements by keeping the models alive at
runtime for executing feedback loops, which eases changing the feedback loops and layers
either dynamically by self-adaptation or by off-line adaptation.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

11.1

11

conclusion

In this thesis, we have tackled the research problem of engineering self-adaptive software
with feedback loops and Models@run.time. For the engineering, we identified requirements that address the specifics of feedback loops and runtime models. A major requirement is to make the feedback loop explicit in the architectural design. This enables engineers to freely design and reason about the control/adaptation strategy realized by the
feedback loop. To comprehensively capture the feedback loop, the engineering should address the feedback loop’s individual elements such as adaptation activities (modularity),
the variability of these elements, the interactions of these elements (intra-loop coordination), the triggers for the execution, and the interactions with other feedback loops (interloop coordination). A further requirement is to address the runtime models with their use
in the feedback loop and their causal connection to the adaptable software via sensors and
effectors. An explicit runtime model of the software allows engineers to decide on how to
reflect on the software according to the selected adaptation strategy. The engineering may
further consider the stacking of feedback loops to increase the flexibility, the maintenance
to address the long-term evolution, and the runtime environment to enable the execution
of self-adaptive software.
Therefore, we have proposed EUREMA, a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach
for self-adaptive software that addresses these requirements. EUREMA provides a domainspecific modeling language to specify feedback loops that therefore become explicit in the
design. The language leverages well-known concepts of the self-adaptive software domain
such as the external approach, MAPE-K feedback loops, layered architectures, and runtime
models. Consequently, EUREMA enables developers who are familiar with the domain to
directly use these well-known concepts to specify self-adaptive software. Developers can
freely design a feedback loop as they specify the individual elements comprising adaptation activities and runtime models, the coordination of these elements, and the trigger of
the feedback loop. Thereby, the variability of feedback loop elements and the connection
of the feedback loop to the adaptable software via sensors and effectors are taken into
account. Moreover, EUREMA allows developers to freely decide about the number of feedback loops and how these loops are coordinated. In this context, feedback loops can also
be stacked in layers to achieve adaptive control architectures to improve the flexibility of
self-adaptation. The resulting EUREMA models are kept alive and they are directly executed by the EUREMA interpreter to run the feedback loops. The EUREMA language and
interpreter jointly support the maintenance of the self-adaptive software in terms of offline adaptation. Corresponding to a free design of a feedback loop created by a developer,
off-line adaptation may target all aspects of this design.
In contrast to other proposals for engineering self-adaptive software, EUREMA is a seamless approach that covers the specification and the execution of feedback loops. Particularly, EUREMA models allow developers to describe designs of feedback loops at a higher
level of abstraction referring to well-known concepts of the domain while they are precise
enough to be executable. Thus, EUREMA contrasts other proposals by keeping the models
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specifying feedback loops alive at runtime to execute, adapt, and evolve feedback loops.
Furthermore, addressing feedback loops that heavily use runtime models, EUREMA promotes the rigorous use of models and MDE techniques at runtime. In this context, other
proposals for explicitly modeling feedback loops in self-adaptive software either do not
provide any runtime support at all or they do not keep the corresponding models alive at
runtime. On the other hand, frameworks for self-adaptive software provide runtime support for executing feedback loops either in an event-based or state-based manner. However,
they do not allow developers to freely design feedback loops (e. g., with respect to the
structure and number of feedback loops as well as the number of layers) that are on the
contrary prescribed and implicit in the framework implementation. Thus, most of the design decisions are already made by the framework. Accordingly, any support for adapting
and evolving such feedback loops is restricted to the few design decisions that a framework
leaves open for the developer. This combination of supporting a free design of feedback
loops (including the adaptation activities and runtime models), making the feedback loops
explicit in the design, and keeping the feedback loop specifications (i. e., the EUREMA
models) alive at runtime for execution, adaptation, and evolution makes EUREMA unique.
Therefore, EUREMA makes the following contributions to the state of the art in engineering self-adaptive software.(1) Being an integrated MDE approach, EUREMA rigorously and consistently uses models for engineering self-adaptive software and throughout the software’s life cycle, that is, for the specification, implementation (e. g., the modeldriven adaptation activities operating on reflection models), execution, adaptation, and
evolution. Thereby, EUREMA does not impose any restrictions on the design of feedback
loops. (2) EUREMA is an open approach as it allows developers to integrate their own techniques for realizing individual adaptation activities and their own languages to express
the runtime models used within the feedback loops. (3) EUREMA seamlessly integrates
the development and runtime environments since it allows the use of the same models in
both environments and even the exchange of the models between the environments. This
avoids any translation step of the models from the development to the runtime environment. (4) EUREMA enables the adaptation and evolution of feedback loops by allowing
developers to stack feedback loops in an arbitrary number of layers and to maintain the
running feedback loops after deployment. The related changes of feedback loops may target the whole design of a feedback loop created by developers. (5) EUREMA combines a
state- and event-based execution of feedback loops by exploiting runtime models capturing
the state of the adaptable software and events notifying about changes of the state. Relating the events to the state, EUREMA supports an incremental processing of the individual
adaptation activities to improve the runtime performance of the feedback loops.
To provide evidence for the contributions and benefits of EUREMA, we comprehensively
evaluated EUREMA by assessing the design and expressiveness of the language, instantiating EUREMA to several self-adaptation problems, conducting experiments with the running mRUBiS system, comparing EUREMA-based solutions with alternative solutions for
feedback loops, and discussing how well EUREMA covers quality attributes and fulfills
the requirements for engineering self-adaptive software. All the evidence collected from
the evaluation indicates that we have achieved with EUREMA a high-quality, expressive,
effective, and competitive (with respect to development costs and runtime performance)
approach for developing and executing feedback loops in self-adaptive software.
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Finally, we outline future work to address limitations of EUREMA. The aspects we discuss
in the following improve or extend the evaluation, the language, the development support,
the execution support, assurances, and the coverage of variants of self-adaptive software.
Evaluation. Among others, we evaluated EUREMA by instantiating it to the concrete problem of engineering feedback loops for the self-healing and self-optimization of mRUBiS
(cf. Chapter 5). This instantiation demonstrated the feasibility of EUREMA and of the developed solutions to solve this problem (cf. Sections 9.3 and 9.4). To obtain more evidence for
the general feasibility of engineering self-adaptive software with EUREMA, future work
should instantiate EUREMA to other problems such as self-protection [445] and other
adaptable software such as Znn.com1 . Moreover, the developed solutions should adopt
other approaches to adaptation since we focused in this thesis on architecture-based adaptation. Other approaches that should be investigated are adaptations based on control [4,
5], requirements [430], and the combination of architecture and requirements [43].
In this context, empirical studies should investigate the quality attributes (e. g., extendability, usability, and reusability) that we discussed qualitatively for EUREMA (cf. Section 9.5). Such studies should aim for quantitatively validating the benefits of EUREMA as
a DSL although this is “in general as well as in particular cases [...] hard and an important
open problem” [302, p. 317] for DSLs. Finally, future work on the evaluation of EUREMA
should address off-line adaptation that we have not investigated in depth. On the one hand,
the evolution of self-adaptive software is not the primary focus of EUREMA. On the other
hand, the evolution of software in general is a research field on its own [66, 353] and the
seamless integration of evolution and self-adaptation is an open research problem [1].
EUREMA Language. In the short term, the EUREMA language can be improved in several
dimensions. First, we required that a feedback loop has exactly one trigger (cf. Section 5.1.3
and 6.4.2), which requires to combine all desired triggering conditions to one trigger specification. For instance, a trigger can have at most one period influencing the frequency of
a feedback loop such that it is not possible to relate different events to different periods.
Thus, the use of multiple triggers for a feedback loop should be investigated. Moreover,
feedback loops that are stacked on top of each other are currently triggered bottom-up
(cf. Section 5.3 and 6.4.2). A top-down triggering as used in the reference architecture by
Kramer and Magee [258] when the system goals are changing should be investigated.
Another dimension is the stereotyping and labeling of elements in EUREMA models.
We stereotype adaptation activities with the MAPE steps they are realizing and runtime
models with their purpose. Moreover, we label the usage of runtime models by activities
to indicate how the models are used (cf. Section 5.1.2). Conceptually, such stereotypes
and labels are not part of the EUREMA language but they belong to a profile extending
the language. Technically, we encode the stereotypes and labels in attributes of EUREMA
model elements without using a profile mechanism. We will investigate the use of such a
mechanism [268] to systematically define and integrate profiles (e. g., for different feedback
loop schemes such a MAPE-K, observe-decide-act, or learn-reason-act) in EUREMA.
Furthermore, the EUREMA language does not comprehensively capture the sensors and
effectors of the adaptable software, which would be required if we want to make the monitoring more adaptive. In this case, the characteristics of the sensors such as their accuracy
and sampling rate are needed to adapt the monitoring infrastructure.
1 Znn.com: http://www.self-adaptive.org/exemplars/model-problem-znn-com/.
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Finally, a long-term improvement of the EUREMA language would be an interface mechanism for adaptation activities and runtime models that ease the reuse, modularity, analysis, and composition of these elements to form a feedback loop. The same applies to FLDs
realizing (fragments of) feedback loops and whose instances (i. e., megamodel modules)
are composed in a layered architecture. In this context, we currently consider the syntactic
signature of an FLD respectively megamodel module such that a complex model operation can invoke the module (cf. Section 5.1.4). However, an interface should additionally
cover semantics, for instance, expressed by invariants, pre- and post-conditions. With such
interfaces in place, we can thoroughly address the variability of feedback loops.
Development Support. Considering the development support of EUREMA, we did not
address the requirements before designing the feedback loops with EUREMA. Thus, future work should investigate the integration of EUREMA with existing approaches to requirements engineering for self-adaptive software [352, 388, 440]. For instance, how can we
systematically transform RELAX models specifying the requirements for self-adaptive systems [440] to initial EUREMA models when moving from the requirements to the design?
In this context, templates (cf. [233]) for EUREMA models can be helpful, which provide an initial design based on existing reference models and architectures (e. g., MAPE-K,
the external approach, or the three-layer architecture by Kramer and Magee [258]). Such
templates can be accompanied with design patterns for self-adaptive software to ease the
design and development of the feedback loop, particularly, of the adaptation activities that
have to be realized by developers in EUREMA. Therefore, we will investigate the design
patterns proposed by Ramirez and Cheng [355] and their integration into EUREMA.
Finally, the development can be further supported by a library of reusable model operations (adaptation activities) and runtime models—the building blocks of a feedback loop.
Reuse is conceivable at two levels. First, at the modeling level by providing fragments of
EUREMA models capturing the operations and runtime models. Second, at the implementation level by providing tools and engines realizing operations and materialized runtime
models. Consequently, future work should research such a library, which requires beforehand well-defined interfaces for the reusable elements (cf. previous discussion).
The ultimate goal is to create a design space for self-adaptive software [92] that takes
specifics of self-adaptive software such as uncertainty [148, 358] and coordination of feedback loops (e. g., different coordination schemes [129, 200, 245]) into account.
Execution Support. The execution support of EUREMA can be improved with respect
to concurrency. Currently, EUREMA supports the concurrent execution of independent
feedback loops but not of individual adaptation activities within a single or multiple coordinated feedback loops. Therefore, the need and benefits of concurrency at the level of
activities should be investigated. Particularly, concurrency of activities likely requires synchronization constructs in the EUREMA language, which complicates the language. Thus,
a trade-off between efficiency of execution and ease of use must be found.
Moreover, the execution of EUREMA models does not consider any error handling at
runtime when the execution of a feedback loops fails. So far, EUREMA shifts this responsibility to developers who implement the individual adaptation activities and therefore can
introduce corresponding mechanisms such as a robust protocol to enact an adaptation [82].
However, we will investigate whether any error handling mechanism should be provided
at the level of EUREMA models—at least to gracefully degrade the execution and notify
the user or developer when a failure occurs. Similarly, we may incorporate the user or
developer at runtime to supervise, visualize, and control the self-adaptive software as envisioned by Kephart [244]. For this purpose, EUREMA has the advantage that is keeps

11.2 future work

the EUREMA models created by the developer alive at runtime for execution. Thus, developers can directly inspect the models used in the adaptation engine without having to
translate any concepts otherwise used for the implementation and execution back to the
design models. Besides inspection, future work may address how a user can interact with
the adaptation expressed and executed with EUREMA.
Assurances. Throughout the thesis, we rather neglected assurances for the self-adaptive
software developed with EUREMA. In this regard, we analyze the conformance of
EUREMA models to the metamodel including the well-formedness constraints (cf. Section A.1). Additionally, the executability of EUREMA and the use of runtime models within
feedback loops enable the simulation (cf. Section 8.4) and testing (cf. [14]) of feedback loops
to validate the self-adaptation at design time.
However, to comprehensively provide assurances for EUREMA-based feedback loops,
we have to establish a formal foundation for EUREMA. One potential formalism is graph
transformations [57, 8] that we used to specify the execution semantics of EUREMA (cf. Appendix B). Therefore, we want to investigate how this formalism can be exploited to analyze and verify EUREMA models specifying feedback loops. A static verification of a
feedback loop as a composition of model operations and runtime models further requires
well-defined interfaces for these elements (cf. previous discussion). Besides such designtime assurances, runtime analysis and verification are required since the feedback loops
may dynamically change. A basic runtime analysis may check whether operations actually
use the runtime models in the way as it is specified by the labels for the model usage relationships in the EUREMA model. For instance, if the EUREMA model specifies that an
operation reads a specific runtime model, then this operation must not change the model
at runtime. Thus, analyzing the conformance of the execution to the specification is conceivable. In this context, the effective combination of design-time an runtime verification
and therefore the composition of assurances become relevant (cf. [17]).
To guide the work on assurances for EUREMA, we will investigate different types of
properties proposed by Iglesia and Weyns [233]. They consider three types that address
either whether an individual adaptation activity works properly, whether two or more
adaptation activities interact properly, and whether the whole feedback loop satisfies its
goals. Based on such property types and a formal foundation for EUREMA (e. g., graph
transformations), we will investigate assurances techniques for EUREMA.
Variants of Self-Adaptive Software. So far, EUREMA targets self-adaptive software that
employs a single and centralized adaptation engine. Consequently, we did not address the
distribution of feedback loops. Thus, future work should tackle distributed self-adaptive
software systems with decentralized control [436]. This requires identifying how EUREMA
must be extended to cover the distribution and decentralization. For instance, the distribution could be specified with a deployment model. A challenge here is to maintain the ease
of use of EUREMA while adding more concerns to the language.
One promising direction is to use open and adaptive collaborations to specify the interaction/coordination among decentralized feedback loops including the exchange of runtime
models. We already started this direction with an idealized formalization in the context of
systems of systems [13] but we have not realized this idea yet in practice with a prototype.
For this purpose, mechanisms to exchange runtime models become relevant (e. g., [195]).
As another variant of self-adaptive software, the idea of self-aware computing systems
has recently emerged, which are systems that are self-reflective, self-predictive, and selfadaptive [255]. Developing such systems with different levels of self-awareness such as
time, goal, stimulus, and interaction awareness is challenging [277]. We started to discuss
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architectures and designs for such systems at the conceptual level while using a notation
inspired by EUREMA [10–12]. Extending and using EUREMA to address the engineering
of such systems is an interesting area for future work.
Finally, EUREMA targets the engineering of feedback loops for the adaptation engine
while rigorously using models throughout the software’s life cycle. The rigor use of models
for the design, execution, and adaptation of feedback loops enables flexible solutions. As future work, the same rigor of using models can also be applied to the adaptable software to
improve flexibility. For instance, Derakhshanmanesh et al. [134] propose model-integrating
components in which code and executable models co-exist. Using such components, the
models embedded in the components provide the flexibility for runtime adaptation. If we
consider such components that contain only models (cf. model-only in [134]), the whole
adaptable software is specified, executed, and adapted with models. In this case, these
models and the reflection models of the adaptable software could collapse, which avoids
the need for maintaining the causal connection (cf. procedural reflection in Section 2.1.5
and [103]). Therefore, the same benefits of using executable EUREMA models at runtime
could be leveraged for the adaptable software.
Summary. Finally, we want to point out that addressing all these aspects for future work is
challenging as they together aim for EUREMA models that are compositional, executable,
and intuitive while allowing their formal analysis and verification. Models with such characteristics are quite visionary (cf. [205]) such that many interesting research problems will
appear when tackling the future work discussed here.
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Part IV
APPENDIX

EUREMA LANGUAGE

A

In this appendix, we discuss in detail and at a more technical level the EUREMA language.
Particularly, we discuss the metamodel of the language including well-formedness in Section A.1, the mapping of abstract syntax elements to elements of the concrete syntax in
Section A.2, the grammar for expressing conditions in FLDs to branch the control flow
in Section A.3, and finally, the grammar for expressing triggering conditions of feedback
loops in LDs in Section A.4.
a.1

metamodel and well-formedness

As discussed in Section 2.1, a metamodel defines a modeling language in terms of its
abstract syntax while for visual modeling a concrete syntax based on the metamodel is
employed. The FLDs and LDs shown in this thesis use the concrete syntax. In the following, we discuss the abstract syntax of EUREMA together with the well-formedness rules
constraining and asserting the use of the constructs of the abstract syntax.
The EUREMA metamodel conceptually consists of three parts that address (1) the specification of feedback loops as visualized by FLDs, (2) the specification of layered architectures
as visualized by LDs, and (3) that finally support the EUREMA interpreter in executing
EUREMA models. These three aspects can be identified in the EUREMA metamodel depicted in Figure 99 on the next page: the elements shaded light-gray are concerned with (1),
the hollow elements with (2), and the elements shaded dark-gray are relevant for (3). In
the following, we discuss each of this aspect in detail together with the corresponding
well-formedness rules.
(1) Specification of Feedback Loops
The core concept of this aspect is the Megamodel that describes a feedback loop and that
is modeled by an FLD. It has a mandatory identifier (uid) and name as well as an optional
description. It further contains different kinds of Operations that are linked with each other
by Transitions. A transition links exactly two operations by connecting an Exit1 of the operation to an Entry of the other operation. This defines the control flow between operations
and makes the operations and transitions the Executable elements of all MegamodelElements.
In general, an operation may have arbitrary many entries and exits while an entry has at
least one incoming and an exit exactly one outgoing transition. In this context, both operations that are connected by a transition must be contained in the same megamodel.
This constraint is defined by the invariant shown in Listing 3 on Page 307. The invariant
makes use of a helper feature to navigate from an Operation to the Megamodel containing
the operation, which is not directly supported by the metamodel.
1 The isActivated attribute of an Exit reflects which exit of an operation is activated after an execution of the operation. The attribute is set to true for the activated exit and to false for all the other exits of the operation. The
activated exit determines the branch for continuing the control flow after executing the operation. Therefore,
the isActivated attribute is required for executing (cf. Chapter 6) but not relevant for modeling (cf. Chapter 5)
feedback loops.
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Figure 99: Metamodel of the EUREMA Language Including Runtime Concepts.

A.1 metamodel and well-formedness

Listing 3: Well-formedness Rule of Transitions.
1

context Transition

2
3

/* A Transition connects two Operations that must be part of the same Megamodel. */
inv transitionWithinMegamodel:

4

self.source.operation.megamodel = self.target.operation.megamodel

5
6

context Operation

7

/* Helper feature to navigate from an Operation to its Megamodel. */
def getMegamodelHelper: megamodel : Megamodel =

8
9

if self.oclIsTypeOf(InitialOperation)

10

then self.oclAsType(InitialOperation).megamodel

11

else if self.oclIsTypeOf(DecisionOperation)

12

then self.oclAsType(DecisionOperation).megamodel

13

else if self.oclIsTypeOf(FinalOperation)

14

then self.oclAsType(FinalOperation).megamodel

15

else if self.oclIsKindOf(OperationBehavior)
then self.oclAsType(OperationBehavior).megamodel

16
17

else null

18

endif
endif

19
20
21

endif
endif



The different types of operation in a megamodel are the following ones: At least one
InitialOperation and one FinalOperation are required, which are the megamodel’s initial and
final states, respectively. A FinalOperation can be destructive defining that an instance of the
megamodel is executed exactly once and destroyed afterwards (see attribute isDestructive
of a final operation). A megamodel may contain DecisionOperations. Such an operation
branches the control flow in a feedback loop based on Conditions that are annotated to the
DecisionOperation’s (through Exits) outgoing Transitions. A concrete condition is stored by
the expr attribute of a Condition. The language to construct such conditions is discussed in
Appendix A.3. The well-formedness rule shown in Listing 4 assures that conditions can
only be annotated to outgoing transitions of decision operations but not of the other types
of operations. InitialOperations, FinalOperations, and DecisionOperations are ControlOperations
as they determine the control flow in a feedback loop in terms of where the control flow
starts, how it branches, and where it terminates.
Listing 4: Well-formedness Rule of Operations with respect to Conditions.
1

context Operation

2

/* A Transition must have a Condition if the source Operation is a
* DecisionOperation, otherwise not. */

3
4
5
6
7

inv operationCondition: if self.oclIsTypeOf(DecisionOperation)
then self.exits->forAll(e | e.outgoing.condition <> null)
else self.exits->forAll(e | e.outgoing.condition = null)
endif



The actual behavior of a megamodel respectively feedback loop is defined by arbitrary
many OperationBehaviors that may use Models as Input or Output (see the ModelUse element
connecting OperationBehaviors and Models). An OperationBehavior is also an Operation and
refined either to a ModelOperation as an atomic computation unit or to a MegamodelCall as
a complex model operation invoking another megamodel.
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A Model is contained in a Megamodel and it can be used as an input or output by arbitrary
many OperationBehaviors, which enables the sharing of a model among different operations.
A model is either a RuntimeModel, which is an arbitrary model as an instance of an arbitrary
metamodel, or a MegamodelProxy, which refers to a concrete megamodel used as a reflection
model in layered architectures.
The relationships of an Operation to an Entry and Exit are constrained by invariants depending on the type of operation in order to achieve well-formedness. Multiple entries
(exits) of an operation are different entry (exit) points of the operation and therefore correspond to different ways to initiate (continue the control flow after) the execution of the
operation. These constraints are shown in Listing 5 and briefly described in the following.
Listing 5: Well-formedness Rules of Operations with respect to Entries and Exits.
1

context InitialOperation

2

/* An InitialOperation must have no Entry. */
inv initialOperationEntry: self.entries->size() = 0

3
4
5

/* An InitialOperation must have exactly one Exit. */
inv initialOperationExit: self.exits->size() = 1

6
7

context FinalOperation

8

/* A FinalOperation must have no Exit. */
inv finalOperationEntry: self.exits->size() = 0

9
10
11

/* A FinalOperation must have exactly one Entry. */
inv finalOperationExit: self.entries->size() = 1

12
13

context DecisionOperation

14

/* A DecisionOperation must have exactly one Entry. */
inv decisionOperationEntry: self.entries->size() = 1

15
16
17

/* A DecisionOperation must have at least two Exits. */
inv decisionOperationExit: self.exits->size() >= 2

18
19

context OperationBehavior

20

/* An OperationBehavior must have at least one Entry. */
inv operationBehaviorEntry: self.entries->size() >= 1

21
22
23

/* An OperationBehavior must have at least one Exit. */
inv operationBehaviorExit: self.exits->size() >= 1



An initial operation does not have any entries and therefore any incoming transitions
since it is the initial state of a feedback loop. Moreover, it has exactly one default exit to
deterministically start the execution of the feedback loop. A final operation has exactly one
default entry and thus no choices of initiating it. Being the final state of a feedback loop,
it does not have any exits and therefore any outgoing transitions. A decision operation
has exactly one default entry (alternative entries are not required since the purpose of the
operation is just the evaluation of the conditions for branching the control flow) and at least
two exits to actually branch the control flow with individual outgoing transitions each of
which is annotated with a condition (see the invariant in Listing 4 on the previous page).
Thus, the exits of a decision operation depend on the number of branches (i. e., the outgoing
transitions of the operation) each of which must have a condition. A model operation or
a megamodel call (i. e., an OperationBehavior) has at least one entry and one exit since it
exhibits behavior that requires means to enter and return from executing this behavior.
Finally, all elements contained in a megamodel have the common super class, called
MegamodelElement, with a mandatory identifier (uid) and name as well as an optional
description. The names of elements are constrained by invariants as defined in Listing 6.

A.1 metamodel and well-formedness

Listing 6: Well-formedness Rules of Element Names in a Megamodel.
1

context Megamodel

2

/* The names of all Operations and Models contained in one Megamodel must be unique. */
inv uniqueOperationModelNames:

3
4

self.initialOperations->selectByKind(MegamodelElement)

5

->union(self.decisionOperations->selectByKind(MegamodelElement))

6

->union(self.finalOperations->selectByKind(MegamodelElement))

7

->union(self.behavior->selectByKind(MegamodelElement))

8

->union(self.models->selectByKind(MegamodelElement))

9

->forAll(me1, me2 | me1 <> me2 implies me1.name <> me2.name)

10
11

context Operation

12

/* The names of Entries of an Operation must be unique. */
inv uniqueEntryNames:

13
14
15
16
17

self.entries->forAll(en1, en2 | en1 <> en2 implies en1.name <> en2.name)
/* The names of Exits of an Operation must be unique. */
inv uniqueExitNames:
self.exits->forAll(ex1, ex2 | ex1 <> ex2 implies ex1.name <> ex2.name)

19

/* The names of all outgoing transitions of an Operation must be unique. */
inv uniqueOutgoingTransitionNames:

20

self.exits.outgoing->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)

18



The names of all Operations and Models contained within the same Megamodel must
be unique in the scope of this Megamodel (cf. first invariant in Listing 6). In contrast, the
names of Entries (Exits) must be unique in the context of the Operation that contains the
entries (exits), which is defined by the second (third) invariant in Listing 6. Finally, the
names of transitions that have—through different Exits—the same source operation must
be unique in the scope of this operation (see last invariant in Listing 6). These constraints
are required to uniquely identify by a name the operation or model within the megamodel,
or the entry, exit, and outgoing transition in the context of an operation. The reasons for
these constraints will be discussed in the remaining part of this appendix.
(2) Layered Architectures
This aspect is concerned with specifying a layered architecture of a self-adaptive software
as visualized by an LD. Such an architecture is represented by the Architecture element
that consists of arbitrary many Layers that are numbered bottom-up starting with 0 (see the
attribute called number) and that have an optional name. Each layer contains arbitrary many
Modules each of which has an identifier (uid) and a name. A module is exclusively located
in one layer. Modules may monitor and adapt other modules, which is represented by
Sensing and Eecting relationships. Such a sensing or effecting relationship has a name and
connects exactly two modules, either the sensing and the sensed module or the effecting
and the effected module. In general, a module may sense or effect arbitrary many other
modules and it might be sensed or effected by arbitrary many other modules.
A module is either a SoftwareModule or a MegamodelModule. Software modules represent
the adaptable software, legacy adaptation components, or implementations of model operations, which are all considered as black boxes. The implementation attribute defines how to
initiate the execution of a legacy component or an operation implementation. A software
module is an instance of a Software defined by a mandatory identifier (uid) and name as
well as an optional description. A Repository keeps such specifications of Software together.
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A megamodel module encapsulates a runtime instance of a Megamodel. The specification of a feedback loop (Megamodel/FLD) is directly used as the runtime instance of the
loop (instance of the FLD). The specification and the runtime instance collapse because
instances can be individually adapted at runtime, which changes their individual specifications. Technically, if a feedback loop should be instantiated multiple times, copies of the
original Megamodel are created for each instance and encapsulated in MegamodelModules to
provide identifiable contexts for each instance.
When encapsulating a Megamodel in a MegamodelModule, dependencies to other modules and to materialized models have to be resolved by binding elements of the megamodel: ModelOperations must be bound to SoftwareModules implementing these operations,
MegamodelCalls (complex model operations) must be bound to MegamodelModules as targets of the invocations, and MegamodelProxies must be bound to other MegamodelModules
that are used as runtime models within the newly instantiated module. Such a binding is
defined in LDs by a use relationship labeled with the variable that has been declared when
naming the element to be bound. This calls for having unique names for such elements, particularly for Operations and Models, in the scope of the containing Megamodel (cf. Listing 6
on the previous page). Moreover, the RuntimeModels contained in the megamodel must be
bound to materialized models described by ModelResources. Such a resource is characterized by a name and a URI, that is, a Uniform Resource Identifier to identify, locate, and load
the materialized model to be used in a feedback loop. Model resources are part of a set (see
element ModelResourceSet) as part of the overall Architecture. For each of these four kinds
of bindings, an invariant assures that corresponding bindings exist when a megamodel is
encapsulated in a megamodel module, that is, when the megamodel is going to be used at
runtime (see Listing 7). These bindings satisfy the dependencies of a megamodel module
encapsulating a megamodel to other modules as well as materialized models.
Listing 7: Well-formedness Rules concerning Bindings of Megamodel Elements.
1

context ModelOperation

2

/* A ModelOperation must be bound if it is part of a Megamodel used
* within a MegamodelModule. */

3
4
5

inv bindingExistsForModelOperation:
self.megamodel.module <> null implies self.binding <> null

6
7

context MegamodelCall

8

/* A MegamodelCall must be bound if it is part of a Megamodel used
* within a MegamodelModule. */

9
10
11

inv bindingExistsForMegamodelCall:
self.megamodel.module <> null implies self.binding <> null

12
13

context MegamodelProxy

14

/* A MegamodelProxy must be bound if it is part of a Megamodel used
* within a MegamodelModule. */

15
16
17

inv bindingExistsForMegamodelProxy:
self.megamodel.module <> null implies self.binding <> null

18
19

context RuntimeModel

20

/* A RuntimeModel must be bound if it is part of a Megamodel used
* within a MegamodelModule. */

21
22
23

inv bindingExistsForRuntimeModel:
self.megamodel.module <> null implies self.binding <> null
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Concerning such bindings, the binding of a MegamodelModule to a ModelResource need
not to be specified by the engineer. It is established by the EUREMA interpreter to handle megamodel modules and the encapsulated megamodels as materialized models in a
unified way with the runtime models.
The constructs of Layers, Modules (MegamodelModules and SoftwareModules) and
Sensing/Eecting relationships allows engineers to specify architectures of self-adaptive
software adopting the external approach and a layered architectural style (cf. Section 2.2.3).
To assure that an architecture conforms to the external approach, the architecture has
to consist of at least two layers (i. e., the adaptable software and the adaptation engine),
which is defined by the first invariant Listing 8 on the next page. Thereby, the lowest
layer represents the adaptable software and therefore contains only software modules but
not any megamodel modules, that is, feedback loops specified by EUREMA (see second
invariant in Listing 8). Consequently, megamodel modules are located at higher layers that
represent the adaptation engine of the self-adaptive software.
Considering the layered architectural style, we require that modules at a certain layer can
only sense or effect modules located in the adjacently underlying layer (see the invariants in
Lines 13-25 of Listing 8). The last two of these four invariants explicitly forbid that a module
senses or effects itself, which would otherwise establish a sense or effect relationship within
one layer—although this aspect is already covered by the first two of these four invariants.
Thus, these invariants ensure that the layering of modules is determined by the sense
and effect relationships that have to cross neighboring layers. Consequently, the EUREMA
language enforces the strict layering of megamodel and software modules based on their
monitoring and adaptation relationships.
The remaining invariants of Listing 8 assure that bindings of a ModelOperation,
MegamodelCall, and MegamodelProxy conforms to the principles of layered architectures.
Particularly, a ModelOperation can only be bound to a SoftwareModule, providing the implementation of the operation, that is located in the same layer as the operation, more precisely,
the same layer as the megamodel module encapsulating the megamodel containing the operation. Similarly, a MegamodelCall can only be bound to a MegamodelModule that is located
in the same layer as the call, more precisely, the same layer as the megamodel module encapsulating the megamodel containing the call. These constraints assure that a megamodel
module and its used modules are located at the same layer. A megamodel module uses
other modules in terms of invoking software modules providing the implementations of
its model operations or of invoking other megamodel modules (i. e., feedback loop fragments) via its complex model operations. The motivation is that such modules together
form a feedback loop and a feedback loop is located at exactly one layer and not spread
across layers. Thus, the bindings of model operations and megamodel calls to software
modules respectively megamodel modules must not cross layers.
In contrast, a MegamodelProxy must be bound to a MegamodelModule that is located at
the adjacently lower layer than the proxy, more precisely, the adjacently lower layer than
the megamodel module encapsulating the megamodel containing the proxy. A megamodel
module contains and uses such a proxy to reflect upon another megamodel module, the
one to which the proxy is bound. Since in layered architectures, modules can only reflect upon other modules that are located at the adjacently lower layer, the proxy can
therefore only be bound to modules at this adjacently lower layer. Thus, the binding of a
MegamodelProxy crosses neighboring layers and usually accompanies the sense and effect
relationships—also crossing these neighboring layers—between the corresponding reflecting and reflected megamodel modules.
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Listing 8: Well-formedness Rules concerning Layered Architectures.
1

context Architecture

2

/* An architecture should have at least two Layers to conform with
* the external approach. */
inv architectureExternalApproach: self.layers->size() >= 2

3
4
5
6

context Layer

7

/* The lowest layer being the adaptable software only contains SoftwareModules
* and hence no MegamodelModules (feedback loops). Consequently, MegamodelModules

8
9
10
11

* are located at layers 1..n, the adaptation engine. */
inv adaptableSoftwareLayer: self.number = 0 implies
self.modules->forAll(m | m.oclIsTypeOf(SoftwareModule))

12
13

context Module

14

/* A Module sensing another Module must be located at the adjacently
* higher Layer than the sensed Module. */
inv layeringSenses:

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

self.senses->forAll(s | self.layer.number = s.target.layer.number + 1)
/* A Module effecting another Module must be located at the adjacently
* higher Layer than the effected Module. */
inv layeringEffects:
self.effects->forAll(e | self.layer.number = e.target.layer.number + 1)
/* A Module must not sense itself. */
inv noSelfLoopSense: self.senses->forAll(s | s.target <> self)
/* A Module must not effect itself. */
inv noSelfLoopEffect: self.effects->forAll(e | e.target <> self)

26
27

/* Bindings */

28
29

context ModelOperation

30

/* A ModelOperation must be bound to a SoftwareModule within the same layer. */
inv bindingOpWithinLayer: self.megamodel.module.layer = self.binding.layer

31
32
33

context MegamodelCall

34

/* A MegamodelCall must be bound to a MegamodelModule within the same layer. */
inv bindingCallWithinLayer: self.megamodel.module.layer = self.binding.layer

35
36
37

context MegamodelProxy

38

/* A MegamodelProxy must be bound to a MegamodelModule at the adjacently
* lower layer. Thus, modules using the proxy can only reflect upon modules

39
40
41
42

* at the adjacently lower layer. */
inv bindingProxyAcrossLayer:
self.megamodel.module.layer.number = self.binding.layer.number + 1



Finally, to initiate the execution of a module, triggering conditions are required. The
language to specify textually such conditions (i. e., the concrete syntax of the conditions) is
discussed in Section A.4 while we discuss here its abstract syntax.
In general, a Trigger may have a period to periodically execute a module. Such a period
defines the time in seconds that must elapse after one run of a module before the next
run starts. Moreover, it may define a list of Events with a name. The attribute payload (i. e.,
the content of an event) is only used for representing events that actually occur at runtime.
For instance, the payload of an exception event can be the stack trace. Each event in the
list of the trigger conforms to a user-defined EventType. Such an event type has a name

A.1 metamodel and well-formedness

(see attribute type) and can be structured in a hierarchy of event types based on single
inheritance. All event types are kept together in the Repository. Finally, a trigger refers to a
Sensing relationship such that the sensing module is triggered if the sensed module actually
emits one of the events specified by the trigger. Thus, the module, for which the trigger is
specified, senses another module that emits the corresponding events.
A valid trigger must define at least the period or the list of events (see first invariant in
Listing 9) which results in timed- or event-triggered modules, respectively. A trigger that
defines both aspects will be activated when at least one of the events defined by the trigger
matches an occurred event and when the period between consecutive runs of the module
is satisfied. In this context, an event specified in a triggering condition matches an event
occurred at runtime if the latter is of the same type or of a subtype of the former event and
if both have the same name. If an event in a triggering condition is anonymous (i. e., it has
no name), then only the event types are used to identify a match.
Listing 9: Well-formedness Rules concerning Triggers.
1

context Trigger

2

/* If a Trigger has no Events, it must have a Period. If a Trigger has no
* Period, it must have at least one Event. Thus, it is not allowed that

3
4
5

* a Trigger has no period and no events. */
inv validTrigger: not (self.period <= 0 and self.events->size() = 0)

6
7
8
9

/* Helper feature to obtain the Module from the Trigger. */
def getModuleHelper: module : Module =
if self.oclIsTypeOf(MegamodelModuleTrigger)

10

then self.oclAsType(MegamodelModuleTrigger).module

11

else if self.oclIsTypeOf(SoftwareModuleTrigger)

12

then self.oclAsType(SoftwareModuleTrigger).module

13

else null

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

endif
endif
/* A Trigger must not have a period but at least one event if the related
* Module is located at Layer 2..n and if it senses (intercepts) a
* MegamodelModule while the trigger is attached to this sense relationship. */
inv higherLayerModuleTrigger: self.module.layer.number >= 2 and
self.refers.target.oclIsTypeOf(MegamodelModule) implies
self.period <= 0 and self.events->size() >= 1

22
23

context SoftwareModuleTrigger

24

/* A native SoftwareModuleTrigger does not require an executionMethod */
inv nativeTrigger: self.isNative implies

25
26
27
28
29

(self.executionMethod = ’’ or self.executionMethod = null)
/* A non-native SoftwareModuleTrigger does require an executionMethod */
inv nativeTrigger: not self.isNative implies
(self.executionMethod <> ’’ and self.executionMethod <> null)

30
31

context MegamodelModuleTrigger

32

/* The InitialOperation of a MegamodelModuleTrigger must be part of the Megamodel
* encapsulated in the MegamodelModule for which the trigger is specified. */

33
34

inv triggerInitialOp: self.initialOperation.megamodel.module = self.module



A valid trigger is further constrained for higher-layer modules that sense lower-layer
megamodel modules. As we have discussed in Section 5.3, triggering conditions of higherlayer modules define events as interception points of the lower-layer megamodel modules
and they must not use the period concept. Hence, triggers for higher-layer modules sensing
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and intercepting megamodel modules are purely event-triggered, which is ensured by the
constraint in Lines 7-21 of Listing 9. This constraint ensures that no period but at least
one event is specified for a trigger if the trigger belongs to a module that is located at
the second or a higher layer (layers are numbered bottom-up starting with 0 being the
adaptable software) and if this trigger is attached to a sensing relationship pointing to
a megamodel module. Thus, the module for which the trigger is specified senses and
intercepts a megamodel module.
Triggers are either SoftwareModuleTriggers for SoftwareModules that implement legacy
adaptation components or MegamodelModuleTriggers for MegamodelModules that are
EUREMA feedback loops. A SoftwareModuleTrigger defines an executionMethod of how to
trigger the corresponding software module. In this case, the triggering is performed by the
EUREMA interpreter such that we call the trigger to be non-native (see attribute isNative).
If the triggering cannot be performed by the EUREMA interpreter but by some glue code,
the trigger is native such that no executionMethod needs to be defined (see the two invariants in Lines 23-29 of Listing 9). A MegamodelModuleTrigger additionally points to an
InitialOperation that is used as the initial state to start executing the corresponding megamodel module. Consequently, this InitialOperation must be part of the megamodel that is
encapsulated by the megamodel module for which the trigger has been defined (see the
last invariant in Listing 9).
Finally, the relationship between a module and its trigger is constrained by the following rules that are shown in Listing 10. The first rule defines that a megamodel module
must not have a trigger while potentially being invoked by another megamodel module
through a megamodel call. Otherwise, conflicts may arise when the module is triggered
and invoked concurrently. Likewise, the second rule defines that a software module must
not have a trigger while potentially being invoked by a model operation to avoid conflicts.
Finally, software modules as part of the adaptable software must not have a trigger since
the scheduling and execution of the adaptable software is independent of the adaptation
engine. Thus, triggers are only specified for modules being part of the adaptation engine.
In this context, a trigger does not necessarily have to be associated to such modules of
the adaptation engine since they can be either invoked by other modules or they might be
currently inactive and remain as standby variants of active modules in the engine.
Listing 10: Well-formedness Rules concerning Modules and Triggers.
1

context MegamodelModule

2

/* A MegamodelModule must not have a trigger and be invoked by any
* MegamodelCall at the same time. */
inv megamodelModuleTrigger:

3
4
5

not (self.trigger <> null and

6

MegamodelCall.allInstances()->exists(call | call.binding = self))

7
8

context SoftwareModule

9

/* A SoftwareModule must not have a trigger and be invoked by any
* ModelOperation at the same time. */
inv softwareModuleTrigger:

10
11
12

not (self.trigger <> null and

13

ModelOperation.allInstances()->exists(op | op.binding = self))

14
15
16
17
18

/* A SoftwareModule part of the adaptable software (i.e., it
* is located at Layer 0) must not have a trigger. */
inv adaptableSoftwareModuleTrigger:
self.layer.number = 0 implies self.trigger = null



A.1 metamodel and well-formedness

(3) Execution Support
The final aspect of the metamodel supports the execution of EUREMA models by the
interpreter. The RuntimeEnvironment manages the execution of the self-adaptive software,
particularly, of the adaptation engine as specified by the Architecture in an LD. The architecture defines the modules to be executed, the dependencies between the modules in
terms of sensing, effecting, and using relationships, and the triggers of the modules. This
information is used by the interpreter to trigger the modules and especially to execute the
MegamodelModules, that is, the feedback loops specified in FLDs. Relying directly on the architectural part (i. e., LD) of an EUREMA model capturing this information, the interpreter
uses the latest information to control the execution since the model can be dynamically
modified through off-line adaptation (cf. Section 5.4).
Therefore, the RuntimeEnvironment maintains an ExecutionContext for each Module that is
part of the architecture and that realizes a feedback loop (see the executions relationship).
Such contexts support executing feedback loops that are either legacy components and thus
SoftwareModules, or feedback loops specified with EUREMA and thus MegamodelModules.
Each context maintains runtime information about the execution of its module in terms of
count and time. The former describes how often the module has been executed and the latter
shows the timestamp when the last execution has finished. When a module is running, its
execution context is active. The RuntimeEnvironment maintains a list of active contexts to
describe which modules are currently running (see the activeContexts relationship).
Additionally, when executing a MegamodelModule, such a context particularly supports
executing the Megamodel that is encapsulated in the module and visualized by an FLD.
Knowing the internals (i. e., the megamodel) of such a module, further runtime information are reflected in the metamodel. On the one hand, the ExecutionContext points to the
currently executed Executable element of the megamodel, which is either an Operation or a
Transition. Thus, the metamodel reflects where the interpreter is in its sequence of executing the megamodel, which is similar to a program counter. In this context, the isActivated
attribute of an Exit reflects which exit among all exits of an operation is activated after
executing the operation, particularly, the implementation of the operation. The activated
exit then determines the branch for continuing the control flow such that the interpreter
can properly progress execution.
On the other hand, the execution context maintains ExecutionInformation for each
Executable in a Megamodel, namely, count, time, and countSince. The count attribute reflects how often the operation or transition has been executed. The time attribute reflects
the timestamp when the last execution of the operation or transition has finished. The
countSince attribute only applies for transitions such that it holds the value of 0 for each
operation. For a transition, it reflects the number of how often its source operation has been
consecutively executed without taking this transition but another outgoing transition. If a
transition is taken, the countSince value of this transition is reset to 0. Thus, the execution
information maintains data about how often (count) and when (time) an operation or transition has been executed while countSince combines counter and timer data since it reflects
how often a transition has not been taken consecutively but another outgoing transition of
the same operation.
This ExecutionInformation is used in Conditions for exclusively branching the control flow
in a Megamodel. That is, conditions may refer to the count, time, and countSince attributes for
each executable element of a megamodel by using specific constructs and may apply arith-
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metic and boolean operations on the corresponding values. The language for expressing
conditions is discussed in detail in Section A.3.
Moreover, the RuntimeEnvironment is responsible for realizing quiescence, which is required for safely adapting the layer architecture in the context of off-line adaptation
(cf. Section 5.4). Therefore, the RuntimeEnvironment has the attribute quiescent that reflects the state of quiescence (see the QuiescenceState enumeration). This state can be either (1) QuiescenceState::OFF such that the modules may run without any restrictions,
(2) QuiescenceState::BLOCKING such that currently running modules should terminate execution while the initiations of new executions are blocked unless they are required to let
already running modules terminate, and finally, (3) QuiescenceState::ON such that no modules are currently running and initiations of new executions are blocked. In this state, an
adaptation of the layered architecture can be safely performed. Thus, the state OFF means
that quiescence is not required at the moment, BLOCKING means that quiescence should
be achieved, and finally, ON means that quiescence has been achieved. Maintaining the quiescence state, the currently running modules (see activeContexts relationship pointing from
the RuntimeEnvironment to the ExecutionContext), and the dependencies among modules in
terms of sensing, effecting, and using relationships in the metamodel, all the required information are available for the EUREMA interpreter to manage quiescence. For instance, if
the quiescence state is BLOCKING, the EUREMA interpreter blocks new initiations of modules and waits until the currently running modules terminate. If no module is running any
more, the activeContexts relationship is empty, which is the criterion for the interpreter to
switch from BLOCKING to ON. Further details on quiescence in the context of EUREMA
are discussed in Section 6.6.
Finally, the RuntimeEnvironment manages Queues for events that are emitted by modules
and used for triggering other modules. Therefore, a Queue refers to a Sensing relationship
between two modules, along which events can be observed. These events are emitted by
the sensed module and used for triggering the sensing module according to the Trigger attached to the same Sensing relationship. A Queue consequently contains the emitted Events.
We have focused the discussion of this section on the abstract syntax in terms of the metamodel of EUREMA. Details on the execution semantics of the corresponding EUREMA
models and especially of the layered architecture defined by the LD as well as the feedback
loops specified by FLDs are presented in Chapter 6.
a.2

mapping of the abstract and concrete syntaxes

In this section, we map each language concepts as defined in the EUREMA metamodel to
its notational element in the Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD) and Layer Diagram (LD). In
other words, we map the abstract syntax to the concrete syntax of the EUREMA language.
This mapping is shown in Table 13 contrasting the language concepts and the diagram
notations while giving a brief description. The first part of the table discusses the concepts
and notation with respect to FLDs, the second part with respect to LDs.
Based on this table, we see that all language concepts with a different concrete syntax are
distinguished in the abstract syntax. Moreover, elements of the concrete syntax are basically
mapped one-to-one to elements of the abstract syntax. Both of these aspects promote the
alignment of the concrete syntax and the abstract syntax of EUREMA.

A.2 mapping of the abstract and concrete syntaxes

Table 13: Mapping of the Abstract and Concrete Syntaxes of EUREMA.
Language Concept

Diagram Notation

(Abstract Syntax)

(Concrete Syntax)

Description

Feedback Loop Diagram (FLD)
name

Megamodel

A Megamodel is visualized by an FLD, particularly by the frame of an FLD that is
labeled with the name of the Megamodel.

InitialOperation

An InitialOperation is the initial state of
a Megamodel and denoted by a black
circle labeled with the name of the
InitialOperation.

FinalOperation

name

name

name

A FinalOperation is a final state of a
Megamodel and denoted by an encircled
black circle labeled with its name. A
destructive FinalOperation, denoted by a
cross labeled with its name, additionally
defines that an instance of the Megamodel
is destroyed after the execution and thus
not executed again.

DecisionOperation

A DecisionOperation branches the control
flow in a Megamodel and is denoted by a
diamond.

ControlOperation

N/A

The ControlOperation is the super class
of InitialOperation, FinalOperation, and
DecisionOperation. It is an abstract (not instantiable) class such that is not represented in the concrete syntax.

name

A ModelOperation is an atomic operation
that realizes some feedback loop behavior in a Megamodel. It is represented by
a hexagon block arrow labeled with its
name.

name

A MegamodelCall is a complex operation in a Megamodel that invokes another Megamodel. It is represented by a
hexagon block arrow labeled with its
name and an icon to distinguish it from
a ModelOperation.

N/A

The OperationBehavior is the super class
of ModelOperation and MegamodelCall. It
is an abstract (not instantiable) class such
that is not represented in the concrete syntax.

ModelOperation

MegamodelCall

OperationBehavior
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Operation

The Operation is the super class of
ControlOperation and OperationBehavior. It
is an abstract (not instantiable) class such
that is not represented in the concrete syntax.

N/A

An Entry defines the entry point of an
Operation. Since each ControlOperation has
either no or a default entry (cf. Appendix A.1), they are visualized only for
ModelOperations and MegamodelCalls as
entry compartments of the block arrow,
which are labeled with the Entry’s name.
If there exists exactly one Entry for the
ModelOperation or MegamodelCall, it can
be omitted in the diagram.

name

Entry
name

name

Exit
name

An Exit defines the exit point of an
Operation. Since each ControlOperation
has either no or default exits (cf. Appendix A.1), they are visualized only for
ModelOperations and MegamodelCalls as
exit compartments of the block arrow,
which are labeled with the Exit’s name.
If there exists exactly one Exit for the
ModelOperation or MegamodelCall, it can
be omitted in the diagram.

Transition

A Transition defines the control flow in
a Megamodel by connecting an Exit to an
Entry of a operation. It is represented by a
solid arrow.
For ControlOperations, the entries and
exits are not visualized such that the
Transition is directly attached to the
graphical element either representing
an InitialOperation, FinalOperation, or
DecisionOperation.

Executable

The Executable is the super class of
Operation and Transition. It is an abstract
(not instantiable) class such that is not represented in the concrete syntax.

N/A
[expr]

Condition
[expr]

RuntimeModel

name

A Condition, more specifically, its attribute
expr is annotated to an outgoing Transition
of a DecisionOperation to branch the control flow in the Megamodel.
A RuntimeModel represents a user-defined
model used within a feedback loop /
Megamodel. It is represented by a rectangle labeled with its name.

A.2 mapping of the abstract and concrete syntaxes

MegamodelProxy

name

A MegamodelProxy represents a model
used within a feedback loop / Megamodel,
which is itself a Megamodel. It is represented by a rectangle labeled with its
name and an icon to distinguish it from
the RuntimeModel.

Model is the super class of
RuntimeModel and MegamodelProxy.
The

Model

N/A

It is an abstract (not instantiable) class
such that is not represented in the
concrete syntax.

Input

An Input describes that a RuntimeModel
or MegamodelProxy is consumed by a
ModelOperation or MegamodelCall. It is represented by a dotted arrow connecting the
former to the latter.

Output

An Output describes that a RuntimeModel
or MegamodelProxy is produced or
updated by a ModelOperation or
MegamodelCall. It is represented by a
dotted arrow connecting the latter to the
former.

ModelUse

N/A

The ModelUse is the super class of Input
and Output. It is an abstract (not instantiable) class such that is not represented
in the concrete syntax.

N/A

The MegamodelElement is the super class
of all elements contained in a Megamodel.
It is an abstract (not instantiable) class
such that is not represented in the concrete syntax.

N/A

A ModelResource represents a materialized model. It is not represented in the
concrete syntax since it is specified in the
context of a RuntimeModel that must be
bound to such a resource.

N/A

A ModelResourceSet just collects the
ModelResource elements in the model and
is not represented in the concrete syntax.

MegamodelElement

ModelResource

ModelResourceSet

Layer Diagram (LD)

Architecture

An Architecture is visualized by an LD,
particularly, the frame of an LD that is partitioned by Layers.
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Layers partition an Architecture vertically.
Each Layer is labeled with its name while
its number is mapped bottom-up to its po-

name
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sition in the stack of layers. The counting
of the position starts with 0.

Layer

name:megamodel.name

MegamodelModule encapsulates a
Megamodel instance in the Architecture. A
module has a name and it is typed by the
encapsulated Megamodel.

name:software.name

A SoftwareModule encapsulates an instance of a Software in the Architecture. A
module has a name and it is typed by the
encapsulated Software.

A

MegamodelModule

SoftwareModule

Module is the super class of
MegamodelModule and SoftwareModule. It
The

Module

N/A

is an abstract (not instantiable) class such
that is not represented in the concrete syntax.

Software

N/A

A Software specifies type information of
SoftwareModules that have been extracted
from the class SoftwareModule for reuse.
It is not represented in the concrete
syntax but specified in the context of
SoftwareModules.

Repository

N/A

A Repository just collects the Software elements in the model and is not represented
in the concrete syntax.

Sensing

Eecting

MegamodelModuleTrigger, SoftwareModuleTrigger,
Trigger, Event
EventType

Trigger

r

A Sensing relationship describes that one
module observes or generally reads another one. It is represented by a dotted
arrow labeled with r (for reading) and
whose direction indicates the data flow.

w

An Eecting relationship describes that
one module adapts or generally writes another one. It is represented by a dotted
arrow labeled with w (for writing) and
whose direction indicates the data flow.

r

A Trigger, either a MegamodelModule- or
a SoftwareModuleTrigger, is specified textually using the language discussed in Appendix A.4. It is annotated to a Sensing
relationship and defined for the sensing
module.

A.3 condition expression language

MegamodelCalls and MegamodelProxies
are bound to MegamodelModules, and
ModelOperations to SoftwareModules. A
binding

name

binding is represented by an arrow labeled with the name of the element to be
bound and connecting two modules. The
module at the source end of the binding
relationship contains via a Megamodel the
element that is bound to the module at
the target end of the binding relationship.2

The remaining language concepts of the abstract syntax are elements that are only used
internally by the interpreter but not by the engineer for modeling. Hence, such concepts do
not have representations in the concrete syntax. These elements are the RuntimeEnvironment,
ExecutionContext, and ExecutionInformation.
a.3

condition expression language

In this section, we discuss the grammar that defines the language to express conditions for
branching the control flow between operations in FLDs. When branching the control flow
in FLDs, a decision operation is used that has as many outgoing transitions as the number of required branches. Each outgoing transition is annotated with a condition that either
evaluates to true or false. At runtime, the branch whose condition evaluates to true is taken.
As a guideline, the conditions of the same decision operation should be disjoint, that is, at
most one condition evaluates to true. This allows the EUREMA interpreter to deterministically choose a branch. If more than one condition evaluates to true, the interpreter will
raise a runtime failure. Moreover, the conditions of the same decision operation should be
complete, that is, exactly one of the conditions must evaluate to true. If an engineer cannot
assure completeness (i. e., none of the condition might evaluate to true), a default branch
labeled with ELSE should be used. This ELSE branch is taken if all other conditions of the
decision operation evaluate to false.
The following grammar shown in Listing 11 defines a textual language to express
such conditions for branching the control flow in FLDs. A condition expressed with this
grammar is captured in the expr attribute of a Condition in the EUREMA model (see Appendix A.1). Consequently, the EUREMA interpreter may access the condition in the model
and use the generated parser to evaluate the condition.
Following the guideline of disjoint and complete conditions, a condition <COND> is
either ELSE or an expression <EXP> (Line 1). Such an <EXP> is a boolean expression
<BOOL_EXP> or multiple boolean expressions combined by AND or OR that evaluate
either to true or false (Line 2). A boolean expression is either a bracketed expression
(<EXP>) , a negated bracketed expression NOT (<EXP>), or the comparison of two numerical expressions <SUM_EXP> (Lines 3-5). Such a numerical expression is a numerical
term <TERM_EXP> or the summation/difference of multiple numerical terms (Line 6). A
2 To uniquely identify the element to be bound based on the binding relationship in the LD, the name of
the elements, particularly of Operations and Models contained in a Megamodel are constrained as defined by
invariants shown in Listing 6 on Page 309. Particularly, the names have to be unique within the megamodel
since assigning a name to an operation or model declares a variable that is used later to label the binding
relationship, which realizes the binding of the corresponding operation or model.
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numerical term is a unary element <UNARY> or the product/division of multiple unary elements (Line 7) while a single unary element is either a numerical element <ELEMENT> or
a negative numerical element (Line 8). A numerical element is either a bracketed numerical
expression (<SUM_EXP>) for nesting arithmetical operations (Line 9), a natural number
(Lines 10 and 15), or the following numerical values provided by the EUREMA interpreter:
CURRENT_TIME results in the current timestamp when evaluating this construct (Line 11).
C_OF, C_SINCE, and T_WHEN (Lines 12-14) have an argument <ARG> (Line 16) referring
to a name of an Operation or Transition in the Megamodel, in which the condition under
evaluation is defined, and they respectively return the count, countSince, and time values
of the referred Operation or Transition. These values are maintained by the interpreter in
the EUREMA model for each operation and transition. The language elements Operation,
Transition, and Megamodel as well as the count, countSince, and time values have been discussed in the context of the EUREMA metamodel in Appendix A.1 respectively A.1.
Listing 11: Grammar of the EUREMA Condition Expression Language.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

<COND>
: : = <EXP> | ’ ELSE ’
<EXP>
: : = <BOOL_EXP> ( ( ’ AND ’ | ’ OR ’ ) <BOOL_EXP>) *
<BOOL_EXP> : : = ’ ( ’ <EXP> ’ ) ’
| ’ NOT ’ ’ ( ’ <EXP> ’ ) ’
| <SUM_EXP> ( ’ = ’ | ’ <> ’ | ’ > ’ | ’ < ’ | ’ >= ’ | ’ <= ’ ) <SUM_EXP>
<SUM_EXP> : : = <TERM_EXP> ( ( ’ + ’ | ’ - ’ ) <TERM_EXP>) *
<TERM_EXP> : : = <UNARY> ( ( ’ * ’ | ’ / ’ ) <UNARY>) *
<UNARY>
: : = ’ - ’ <ELEMENT> | <ELEMENT>
<ELEMENT> : : = ’ ( ’ <SUM_EXP> ’ ) ’
| <NUMBER>
| ’ CURRENT_TIME ’
| ’ C _ OF ’ ’ ( ’ <ARG> ’ ) ’
| ’ C _ S I N C E ’ ’ ( ’ <ARG> ’ ) ’
| ’ T _ W H E N ’ ’ ( ’ <ARG> ’ ) ’
<NUMBER>
: : = ( [ "0"−"9" ] )+
<ARG>
: : = <ME_NAME> (<SEPARATOR> <ME_NAME>)?

// a l p h a − n u m e r i c model e l e m e n t name s t a r t i n g w i t h a l e t t e r
// s p a c e c h a r a c t e r i s a l l o w e d b u t n o t a t t h e f i r s t o r l a s t p o s i t i o n
<ME_NAME> : : = [ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " ]
( ( [ " " ] ) ? [ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " , "0"−"9" , "_" , "−" , " . " ] ) *

<SEPARATOR> : : =

’ :: ’



Names of operations and transitions are covered by <ME_NAME> standing for model
element name (Lines 19 and 20). To uniquely identify an operation and transition by its
name within a Megamodel/FLD, which is the scope for evaluating a condition <COND> ,
we require that operation names are unique within the Megamodel/FLD while transitions
names just have to be unique for all transitions that share the same source operation (cf. corresponding invariants described in Listing 6 on Page 309). Thus, a condition refers to an
operation by the name of the operation. On the other hand, a condition refers to a transition
relatively by using the corresponding source operation to construct a pattern consisting of
the operation name, a separator (Line 21), and the transition name. However, if the transition name is unique within the Megamodel/FLD, it is sufficient to use only the transition
name without the operation name and separator as a prefix. Nevertheless, a transition has
to be uniquely identifiable in a Megamodel/FLD, which might require using the pattern.
From a user’s point of view, the names of transitions are not represented and hence
hidden in the concrete syntax. In FLDs, a Transition is denoted just by an arrow (cf. Ap-

A.4 triggering condition language

pendix A.2). To ease expressing conditions that use transition names to refer to transitions,
we allow the user to use instead the names of the Exits being the exclusive source ends of the
transitions. That is, the one-to-one relationship between Exits and Transitions (cf. EUREMA
metamodel in Appendix A.1) enables the unique identification of the Exit and Transition
using one of their names. Thus, for ease of use, engineers may employ the exit names that
are represented in the concrete syntax and therefore visualized in FLDs to unambiguously
refer to transitions. To assure this ease of use, we require that the names of an Exit and its
(single, mandatory) outgoing Transition are the same (see Listing 12).
Listing 12: Invariant Assuring Equal Names of an Exit and its Outgoing Transition.
1

context Exit

2

/* The name of an Exit should equal the name of the outgoing Transition. */
inv equalExitTransitionNames: self.name = self.outgoing.name

3



Thus, the language allows engineers to define conditions for branching the control flow
within a megamodel based on arithmetical and boolean expressions over information such
as how often and when operations and transitions of the same megamodel have been
executed. This supports basic conditions that may depend on the execution history of the
megamodel. For instance, a delay can be specified that has to elapse before the same branch
in a megamodel is executed again by subsequent runs of the megamodel. During the delay
another branch of the megamodel would be executed.
Concerning the design of the language to express conditions for branching the control
flow between operations we have decided in favor of a generic language. That is, the language respects the clear separation of the abstraction levels between a megamodel and
the operations/models contained in the megamodel. The EUREMA interpreter works at
the level of megamodels and considers the (implementations of) operations and models as
black boxes. Since conditions are evaluated by the interpreter, they must not utilize concepts that are internal to the operations or models. Otherwise, it couples the interpreter to
the individual implementations of the operations or models, which prevents reuse of the
interpreter across applications.
However, if application-specific conditions are needed, they can be modeled by appropriate Exits and outgoing Transitions of operations, especially of ModelOperations. Different
exits represent different return states of model operations that are determined by the implementations at runtime. That is, the implementation of an operation can be aware of internal
aspects of runtime models and it decides which exit/transition will be taken at runtime,
for instance, based on these internal aspects. The EUREMA interpreter then uses the exit/transition selected by the implementation to continue the control flow after executing
the operation. Moreover, using the generic execution information such as count, countSince,
and time for the transitions—which are maintained by the EUREMA interpreter—in conditions, the control flow can be generically branched in addition to such application-specific
exits/transitions of operations.
a.4

triggering condition language

Triggering conditions have been introduced for megamodel modules (i. e., feedback loops
specified with EUREMA) that directly control the adaptable software in Section 5.1.3. They
have been extended at first for higher-layer megamodel modules that control lower-layer
megamodel modules in Section 5.3, and finally for software modules implementing legacy
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feedback loops (i. e., feedback loops that have not been developed with EUREMA) in Section 5.4.3. In this section, we discuss the grammar defining the textual language to express
such triggering conditions as well as the mapping of the grammar to the EUREMA language. The grammar is shown in Listing 13.
Listing 13: Grammar of the EUREMA Triggering Condition Language.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

<EXP> : : = // T r i g g e r s f o r h i g h e r − l a y e r MegamodelModules + S o f t w a r e M o d u l e s
// s e n s i n g MegamodelModules a t t h e a d j a c e n t l y l o w e r l a y e r .

( <EUREMA_EVENTS>

//
//
//
//

’; ’

<INIT>

’; ’

)

T r i g g e r s f o r MegamodelModules and S o f t w a r e M o d u l e s d i r e c t l y
c o n t r o l l i n g the adaptable software ( other SoftwareModules )
a s w e l l a s f o r h i g h e r − l a y e r S o f t w a r e M o d u l e s managing o t h e r
SoftwareModules at the a d j a c e n t l y lower l a y e r .

| ( <EVENTS> ’ ; ’ (<PERIOD>)? ’ ; ’ <INIT>
| ( ’ ; ’ <PERIOD> ’ ; ’ <INIT> ’ ; ’ )

’; ’

)

// " n a t i v e " t r i g g e r i n g o f S o f t w a r e M o d u l e s a t any l a y e r o f t h e
// a d a p t a t i o n e n g i n e .

| ’ native ’
<EUREMA_EVENTS> : : = <EUREMA_EVENT> ( ’ , ’ <EUREMA_EVENTS>)?
<EUREMA_EVENT> : : = ( ’ B e f o r e ’ | ’ A f t e r ’ | ’ O n T r a n s i t i o n ’ )
’ [ ’ (<ME_NAME> <SEPARATOR>)? <ME_NAME> ’ ] ’
<EVENTS>
: : = <EVENT> ( ’ , ’ <EVENTS>)?
<EVENT>
: : = <EVENT_TYPE> ( ’ [ ’ <EVENT_NAME> ’ ] ’ ) ?
<EVENT_TYPE>
: : = <EVENT_NAME> (<SEPARATOR> <EVENT_TYPE>)?
<SEPARATOR>
: : = ’ :: ’
<PERIOD>
: : = <NUMBER> ’ s ’
<NUMBER>
: : = ( [ "0"−"9" ] )+
<INIT>
: : = ( ’ s c r i p t : ’ <EXEC_METHOD>) | <ME_NAME>
<EVENT_NAME>
: : = [ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " ]
( [ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " , "0"−"9" , "_" ] ) *
<ME_NAME>
: : = [ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " ] ( ( [ " " ] ) ?
[ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " , "0"−"9" , "_" , "−" , " . " ] ) *
<EXEC_METHOD>
: : = [ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " ] ( ( [ " " ] ) ?
[ "A"−"Z" , " a "−" z " , "0"−"9" , "_" , "−" , " . " , " ( " , " ) " ,
"/" , " \" ] ) *



A triggering condition is an expression <EXP> with four basic variants that characterize
event-based or timed triggering and that depend on the type and layer of the module for
which the triggering condition is specified.
At first, we discuss the triggering conditions for a megamodel or software module that
is located at a higher layer and that senses megamodel modules at the adjacently lower
layer (cf. Section 5.3). Such conditions consist of two parts each followed by a semicolon:
<EUREMA_EVENTS> and <INIT> (Line 3 in Listing 13). The first part is a comma-separated
list of at least one <EUREMA_EVENT> (Line 13). As shown in Line 14f., such an EUREMA
event is of a predefined type that is either Before, After , or OnTransition, and it has a name
that is parenthesized by square brackets. The name of an event references an operation or
transition3 by name that is contained in the megamodel encapsulated by the sensed mega3 For ease of use, engineers may also specify events referencing the Exit that is the source end of a transition
to actually reference the transition. This is possible due to the one-to-one relationship between Exits and
Transitions (cf. Appendix A.1) and our requirement that both have the same name (cf. Listing 12 on the previous
page). The motivation for supporting this ease of use is that transition names are not represented in the
concrete syntax and therefore not visualized in FLDs (cf. Appendix A.2) while the exit names are. The same
ease of use is also supported in the context of specifying conditions for branching the control flow in FLDs
(cf. Appendix A.3).
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model module. Names of operations and transitions are covered by <ME_NAME> standing
for model element name (Line 25f.). To uniquely reference an operation or transition by its
name within a megamodel, we require that operation names are unique within the megamodel while transitions names just have to be unique for all transitions that share the same
source operation (cf. corresponding invariants described in Listing 6 on Page 309).4 Thus,
an event references an operation by just using the name of the operation as its name (see
mandatory <ME_NAME> element in Line 15). In contrast, a transition is referenced relatively by using the corresponding source operation to construct a pattern consisting of the
operation name, the separator :: (Line 19), and the transition name (see all of the elements
<ME_NAME> <SEPARATOR> <ME_NAME> in Line 15). However, if the transition name is
unique within the megamodel, it is sufficient to use only the transition name without the
operation name and separator as the optional prefix. Thus, engineers specify events of the
predefined types that reference operations or transitions of the (megamodel encapsulated
in the) sensed megamodel module.
When executing the sensed megamodel module, the EUREMA interpreter synchronously emits corresponding events, that is, it emits a Before event before an operation,
an After event after an operation, and an OnTransition event when a transition is executed.
Thereby, the name of an emitted event references the corresponding operation or transition
by name. If at least one of the events listed in the triggering condition matches an emitted event (i. e., the emitted event is of the same type or of a subtype of the listed event
and both events have the same name), the sensed megamodel module is intercepted and
blocked at this point by the interpreter to initiate the execution of the higher-layer module. Consequently, the events are similar to interception points of megamodel modules. A
higher-layer module that senses a lower-layer megamodel module can therefore intercept
this lower-layer module to initiate its own execution by means of the triggering condition.
Here, the second part of the triggering condition, namely <INIT> , becomes relevant as
it defines how the execution of the higher-layer module should be initiated. As shown in
Line 22 of Listing 13, there are two ways of how to initiate the execution. The first way
applies to software modules such as legacy feedback loops and it defines a method that
is executed to run the module. Such a method is prefixed by script: and follows the String
pattern <EXEC_METHOD> (Lines 27-29). For instance, the method may define some code
fragment or also point to some script to be executed. The second way to initiate an execution targets megamodel modules. It references an initial operation by name that should
be used to start the execution of a module. Thus, this initialization is the name of an initial operation that conforms to the general String pattern of model elements <ME_NAME>
(Line 25f.). Hence, the megamodel module whose execution should be initiated must encapsulate a megamodel that contains an initial operation with the specified name (see last
invariant of Listing 9 on Page 313).
The second and third variants of a triggering condition target megamodel modules (i. e.,
EUREMA feedback loops) and software modules (i. e., legacy feedback loops) that are located at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine and that directly control the adaptable
software. Remember that the adaptable software is also represented by software modules.
Additionally, these variants target legacy feedback loops at higher layers that manage other

4 We already require that a name of an Exit is unique for all Exits of the same operation to distinguish the
different return states of the operation (cf. Listing 6 on Page 309). This uniqueness of Exit names together
with the uniqueness of a Transition name for all outgoing Transitions of an operation as well as the one-to-one
relationship between Exits and Transitions enable the ease of use discussed in the previous footnote.
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legacy feedback loops at the adjacently lower layers. Hence, these two variants target modules that control software modules, either the adaptable software or legacy feedback loops.
In general, these two variants of a triggering condition consist of three parts: <EVENTS> ,
<PERIOD> , and <INIT> . Each of these parts ends with a semicolon to separate the different
parts. As shown in Line 8 of Listing 13, if the expression starts with the events, the period
is optional. However, if the events are omitted, the period has to be specified (Line 9). This
constitutes the two variants of either event-based (Line 8) or timed (Line 9) triggering of
modules. In both cases, the initialization part <INIT> is required.
In detail, the different parts of these two variants are defined as follows. The first part
<EVENTS> is a comma-separated list of at least one <EVENT> (Line 16). An <EVENT>
defines an event whose occurrence will activate the trigger. Such an <EVENT> consists
of an <EVENT_TYPE> and an optional <EVENT_NAME> enclosed in square brackets
(Line 17). Thus, an event is defined by its type and it can be further specialized by an
instance name. If the instance name is omitted, the event is anonymous and solely characterized by its type. An <EVENT_TYPE> (Line 18) consists of a name <EVENT_NAME>
for the type. This name can be optionally refined with a <SEPARATOR> , particularly
:: (Line 19), and a further <EVENT_TYPE> to describe type hierarchies, for instance,
Exception :: RuntimeException::NullPointerException . Similarly to the EUREMA events discussed
previously, the events listed in the triggering condition are matched against the events emitted by the sensed module. If there is at least one match, the trigger is activated, that is, the
execution is initiated unless the period (see next paragraph) delays the execution. However,
in contrast to the EUREMA events, the events emitted by sensed software modules such as
the adaptable software are typically emitted asynchronously such that the sensed module
is not intercepted and blocked to execute the triggered feedback loop.
The second part <PERIOD> is a positive number followed by an s indicating the time
unit of seconds (Lines 20 and 21). The period defines the time that has to elapse after a run
of the triggered module before the next run will be initiated.
The third part <INIT> describes the initialization point of the triggered module (Line 22)
similar to the first variant of triggering conditions discussed previously. For a software
module (i. e., a legacy feedback loop), the initialization point has the prefix script : followed
by an execution method <EXEC_METHOD> pointing to some code or script to be executed
for actually executing the module. For a megamodel module (i. e., an EUREMA feedback
loop), the initialization point is the name of the initial operation in which the execution
should start when starting to run the module.
In general, the names of events and event types (i. e., <EVENT_NAME> ), the names of
model elements, especially of operations and transitions (i. e., <ME_NAME> ), and the execution methods (i. e., <EXEC_METHOD> ) are constrained by the String formats described
in Lines 23-29. Thereby, the names of model elements is kept consistent with the grammar
defining the language for expressing branching conditions in FLDs (cf. Appendix A.3).
These three variants of triggering conditions are processed by the EUREMA interpreter
to trigger a module using the initialization part based on events, a period, or both. In contrast, the fourth variant is the native trigger (Line 12) that is not processed by the EUREMA
interpreter. Such a trigger denotes that the triggering of a legacy feedback loop is controlled
by some glue code integrating the adapting and the adapted modules (cf. Section 5.4.3).
A triggering condition specified with this grammar is parsed and represented in the
EUREMA model. Therefore, the EUREMA metamodel provides the relevant elements
as well as well-formedness constraints to properly capture triggering conditions (cf. Appendix A.1). A triggering condition for a megamodel module (software module) is repre-
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sented as a MegamodelModuleTrigger (SoftwareModuleTrigger) by the metamodel. Both types
of triggers have the common super class Trigger in the metamodel. The mapping of the individual parts of a triggering condition to elements of the EUREMA metamodel is straightforward and outlined in Table 14. We discussed the EUREMA metamodel with all of its
elements in Appendix A.1 and therefore we omit discussing the elements relevant for triggering conditions here.
The remaining elements of the grammar (i. e., <EVENT_NAME> , <ME_NAME> , and
<EXEC_METHOD> in Lines 23-29 in Listing 13) define only String formats for other grammar elements such that they are not mapped to metamodel elements.
Table 14: Mapping of Triggering Conditions to the EUREMA Metamodel.
Triggering Condition Element

native
(Line 12)

<EUREMA_EVENTS>
(Line 13)

<EUREMA_EVENT>
(Line 14, 15 and 19)

<EVENTS>
(Line 16)

<EVENT>
(Line 17)

<EVENT_TYPE>
(Line 18 and 19)

EUREMA Metamodel Element

SoftwareModuleTrigger with isNative set to true.
Otherwise (i. e., default/non-native triggering),

isNative is set to false.
Trigger.events, that is,
a list of Events attached to a Trigger.
Event with Event.name set to
(<ME_NAME> <SEPARATOR>)? <ME_NAME>
and Event.type.type set to
“ Before”, “ After ”, or “ OnTransition”.
Trigger.events, that is,
a list of Events attached to a Trigger.
Event with Event.name set to <EVENT_NAME> ,
if the condition specifies the optional event name,
and Event.type set to <EVENT_TYPE> .

EventType with EventType.type set
to <EVENT_NAME> and
EventType.subTypes set to <EVENT_TYPE>
(the latter recursively maps the type hierarchy).

<PERIOD>
(Line 20 and 21)

Trigger.period set to <NUMBER> .
Based on the two options, either

<INIT>
(Line 22)

SoftwareModuleTrigger.executionMethod
is set to <EXEC_METHOD> or
MegamodelModuleTrigger.initialOperation
is set to the InitialOperation with the
name <ME_NAME> . This InitialOperation
must be part of the Megamodel that is
encapsulated by the MegamodelModule for
which the triggering condition is defined
(cf. last invariant of Listing 9 on Page 313).
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As outlined by this mapping, an <EUREMA_EVENT> and an <EVENT> are handled
similarly. The only difference with respect to the mapping is that for EUREMA events,
the event types Before, After , and OnTransition are predefined while for the other events
user-defined types must be specified (see <EVENTTYPE> ). In this context, events of userdefined event types can be anonymous, that is, they must not have a name (see optional
event name in Line 17). In contrast, the event name is not optional if the event type is a
predefined type (see mandatory event name in Line 14f.). This requirement that events of
type Before, After , and OnTransition must have a name is ensured in the EUREMA model by
the following invariant in Listing 14.
Listing 14: Invariant Assuring Existence of Names for Events of Predefined EUREMA Types.
1

context Event

2

/* If an Event is of type Before, After, or OnTransition, which are
* predefined by EUREMA, then the Event name must not be the empty String. */
inv eventNameExists: self.type.type = ’Before’ or self.type.type = ’After’ or

3
4
5

self.type.type = ’OnTransition’ implies self.name <> ’’



Moreover, if a triggering condition specifies events of the predefined types, it must not
specify a period (cf. Line 3 in Listing 13). In the EUREMA model, this is implicitly ensured
by the invariant higherLayerModuleTrigger shown in Listing 9 on Page 313. Similar to the
triggering condition scheme shown in Line 3 of Listing 13, this invariant applies to modules
that sense megamodel modules and therefore the corresponding triggering condition uses
events but not any period.
To map an overall triggering condition (cf. Lines 3, 8, and 9 in Listing 13) to the EUREMA
metamodel, the individual mappings outlined in Table 14 have to be combined. For instance, if a triggering condition specifies events as well as a period, then in the EUREMA
model the corresponding Trigger has events attached to its association Trigger.events as well
as the attribute Trigger.period is set. In general, the same invariants as described for triggers in the context of the EUREMA metamodel in Listing 9 on Page 313 and Listing 10
on Page 314 apply as well for triggering conditions expressed in the textual language as
defined by the grammar.
This grammar has been specified and implemented with the Java Compiler Compiler
(JavaCC)5 . The generated parser processes such triggering conditions and creates appropriate elements in the EUREMA model according to the outlined mapping in Table 14.
By representing triggering conditions in the EUREMA model, they can be used by the
EUREMA interpreter to schedule the execution of the megamodel modules (i. e., EUREMA
feedback loops) and software modules (i. e., legacy feedback loops).

5 Java Compiler Compiler (JavaCC): https://javacc.java.net/

EXECUTION SEMANTICS

B

We discussed the execution semantics of EUREMA in detail in Chapter 6. There, we specified the semantics in an “[i]nformal but structured and precise” manner, which is according
to Selic [383, p. 316] “best suited for human consumption”. The goal of this discussion was
that the reader easily becomes familiar with the EUREMA execution semantics. In the
following, we present a more formal specification of the execution semantics that can be
consumed and executed by a computer. This specification is expressed with graph transformations [57, 8] and in particular Story Diagrams (SDs) [155]. It comprises multiple SDs that
operate on an EUREMA model to be executed. These SDs describe conditions of the execution as well as how the model changes when executing the model and thus the feedback
loops specified in the model. Understanding this specification of the execution semantics
requires a basic understanding of the EUREMA metamodel discussed in Appendix A.1.
In the following, we introduce the SD formalism in Section B.1 and provide an overview
of the SDs defining the EUREMA execution semantics in Section B.2. These SDs are
grouped based on their purpose such that we first discuss the initialization of an EUREMA
model to be ready for execution in Section B.3. Then, we discuss the triggering and the execution of megamodel modules in Sections B.4 and B.5. Finally, we discuss quiescence of all
megamodel modules to enable safe adaptations of the layered architecture in Section B.6.
b.1

story diagrams

Story Diagrams (SDs) have been originally proposed by Fischer et al. [155]. They are a combination of UML Activity Diagrams [329] and graph transformations [57, 8]. That is, each
action node of an activity describes and executes a graph transformation. An action node
may also invoke another activity or execute some code instead of a graph transformation
if code is the more suitable formalism to specify the behavior (e. g., to realize mathematical
algorithms that do not work on the graph structure of the model). All action nodes of an
activity are structured in a control flow. Consequently, an SD specifies an activity as a flow
of action nodes that are usually graph transformations.
To introduce the SD formalism, we use two example activities that are shown in Figure 100. Each of these activities is an SD with one initial and one final node as well as one
input parameter. In general, an SD may have multiple final nodes and input parameters
as well as output parameters to define return values. The action nodes of an activity are
either Story Patterns (SPs) (i. e., the yellow nodes) or Call Actions (i. e., the gray nodes). An
SP describes and executes a graph transformation while a call action invokes either another
SD or code. An SD structures the initial, final, and action nodes in a control flow.
A graph transformation expressed in an SP defines a graph rewriting or in other terms
an in-place model transformation. Therefore, an SP refers to the elements of a model, which
are represented in the abstract syntax of the corresponding language within the SP. An SP
further denotes these elements as either black nodes and edges without any annotation, red
nodes and edges annotated with DESTROY respectively destroy, or green nodes
and edges annotated with CREATE respectively create. The application of an SP
tries to match the pattern consisting of the black and red elements in the model and if it
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(a) Add Event.

(b) Consume Event.

Figure 100: Two SD Examples for Adding and Consuming Events.

finds a match, the black elements remain unchanged, the red elements are removed, and
the green elements are added to the model. Thereby, attribute values of the green and
black nodes can be initialized respectively modified. The pattern and the side effect can be
extended with constraints expressed in the OCL [327].
Considering the examples in Figure 100, both SDs operate on an EUREMA model and
define how events are either added or consumed from a queue. To add events to all queues,
the SD shown in Figure 100a uses its input parameter (i. e., the RuntimeEnvironment element)
to find all queues and for each queue, it creates an event and adds this event to the queue.
To achieve this behavior, the first Find all queues SP is cascaded such that it identifies all
matches of its pattern, that is, it finds all Queue elements by navigating the queues relationship from the given RuntimeEnvironment element. For each Queue element, the second SP is
executed. It creates an Event with its type set to a created EventType element as well as adds
this event to the queue by creating the events relationship. Moreover, the type attribute of
the EventType is set. After an event has been added to all queues, the SD terminates. This
SD particularly illustrates how all matches of a pattern can be identified in the model and
how each match can be modified, in this case, by creating elements in the model.
To consume an event of one specific queue, the SD shown in Figure 100b has the specific
queue as an input parameter. The first SP tries to consume one event from this queue. Since
this SP node is not cascaded, it tries to identify only one match, which is the single event
to be consumed. If the queue is empty, there is no match for an event such that the control
flow continues along the [failure] edge such that the SD terminates. If there is a match, the
SP removes the event from the queue by destroying the events relationship and the control
flow continues along the [success] edge. The second SP defines a pattern to check the type
of the consumed event. The pattern is extended with an OCL constraint requiring that
the type attribute of the associated EventType is set to Exception. If the extended pattern is
matched, the control flow continues along the [success] edge, otherwise along the [failure]
edge. In the first case, the Process event action node is executed, which invokes another
SD to actually process the event, and afterwards, the event is destroyed and thus removed

B.2 overview

from the model. In the latter case, the event is not processed but immediately destroyed.
This SD particularly illustrates how the control flow is branched depending on the success
of identifying a match, how nodes and edges are removed from the model, how constraints
extending a pattern are specified, and how call actions are used to invoke other SDs.
To sum up, the SD formalism is a means to specify modifications of a model. Since
an SD is executable, we can use SDs to specify the execution semantics if EUREMA in
an operational manner, that is, we specify the computations that are performed when
executing the individual concepts of the EUREMA language. Therefore, we use a tool
suite1 comprising a modeling editor, interpreter, and debugger for SDs. The resulting SDs
defining the EUREMA execution semantics are discussed in the following sections.
b.2

overview

In this section, we provide an overview of the 17 SDs that together specify the EUREMA
execution semantics. The overview helps in understanding the interplay of these SDs since
there are several invocations among them. One of these SD is the main activity as it is the
single entry point to the specification of the semantics. This activity is shown in Figure 101.

Figure 101: Main SD Defining the EUREMA Execution Semantics.

This SD sequentially invokes other SDs that will be discussed in the following sections.
The first three invocations initializes the EUREMA model to be executed. This initialization
makes the implicit sensing and effecting relationships explicit and sets up the runtime
information of megamodel modules as well as the event-based triggers of megamodel
modules at layer 1, that is, the lowest layer of the adaptation engine (see Section B.3). The
last invocation defines the execution of the triggers for megamodel modules at layer 1 and
the actual execution of the megamodel modules at any layer (see Sections B.4 and B.5).
These four invocations result in sub-invocations of SDs, which is represented by the call
graph for the whole SD-based specification of the execution semantics in Figure 102. This
graph references the individual SDs by pointing to their sections and figures that discuss
and depict them such that it provides an overview of the dependencies between the SDs.
Moreover, the call graph shows the recursive invocations when a megamodel module is
executed in the scope of executing another megamodel module (see bended edges). This is
either case when an operation and in particular a megamodel call of a module is executed
1 Story-Driven Modeling (SDM) Tools: http://www.mdelab.de.
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EUREMA (Fig. 101
on the previous page)

Make Implicit Sensing and Effecting Relationships
Explicit (Sec. B.3.1, Fig. 103 on the following page)
Initialize Runtime Information of Megamodel
Modules (Sec. B.3.2, Fig. 104 on Page 334)

Initialize Event-Based Triggers of Megamodel Modules at Layer 1 (Sec. B.3.3, Fig. 106 on Page 336)

Initialize Runtime Information of an Operation (Sec. B.3.2, Fig. 105 on Page 335)

Trigger Megamodel Modules at Layer 1
(Sec. B.4.1, Fig. 107 on Page 337)
Execute a Megamodel Module
(Sec. B.5, Fig. 111 on Page 342)
Execute an Operation
(Sec. B.5.3, Fig. 115 on Page 346)
Execute an Initial Operation
(Sec. B.5.1, Fig. 112 on Page 343)
Execute a Transition
(Sec. B.5.2, Fig. 114 on Page 344)

Trigger Higher-Layer Modules Before Executing
the Operation (Sec. B.4.2, Fig. 108 on Page 339)
Trigger Higher-Layer Modules After Executing
the Operation (Sec. B.4.2, Fig. 109 on Page 340)
Update Runtime Information of the Operation (Sec. B.5.1, Fig. 113 on Page 344)

Trigger Higher-Layer Modules While Executing
the Transition (Sec. B.4.2, Fig. 110 on Page 340)
Activate Quiescence
(Sec. B.6, Fig. 116 on Page 348)

Check for Quiescence
(Sec. B.6, Fig. 117 on Page 349)

Deactivate Quiescence
(Sec. B.6, Fig. 118 on Page 349)

Figure 102: Call Graph of the SD-based Specification.

that invokes another module or when the execution of a module is intercepted—before
or after executing an operation or while executing a transition—to execute a higher-layer
module. Finally, the call graphs depicts the SDs that define the activation, checking, and
deactivation of quiescence. The checking identifies when a quiescent state has been reached
when quiescence has been activated before. These SDs are not invoked by any other SD as
they can be executed at any time when quiescence of the adaptation is required.
In the following sections, we discuss the individual SDs that constitute the specification
of the EUREMA execution semantics.
b.3

initialization

After the creation of an EUREMA model (i. e., after an engineer has specified and developed the self-adaptive software with the feedback loops) and before the actual execution
of the model, initialization steps establish information in the model that is required for
the execution. This information concerns the elements of the language that support the
execution and that are not specified by the engineer (cf. Appendix A.1). The initialization
happens once before the execution of an EUREMA model. Consequently, the following SDs
specifying the initialization steps are executed once.

B.3 initialization

b.3.1 Explicit Sensing and Effecting Relationships for Megamodel Modules
The first initialization step makes implicit sensing and effecting relationships between
megamodel modules explicit in the EUREMA model. As discussed in Section 5.3, if a megamodel module senses and effects another megamodel module that uses other megamodel
modules, then it also senses and effects these other modules—even though this is not explicitly defined in the LD. The initialization step specified by the SD shown in Figure 103
makes these implicit sensing and effecting relationships explicit for the execution.

Figure 103: Making Implicit Sensing and Effecting Relationships Explicit.

This SD has the single Architecture element of the EUREMA model as an input parameter.
It contains one SP node (i. e., the yellow node) defining the pattern that a megamodel module named invokingModule of any layer of the architecture is sensed and effected by another
megamodel module named adaptingModule. Moreover, the invokingModule uses another
megamodel module named invokedModule by means of invocations from the megamodelCall
(i. e., a complex model operation) within its megamodel. Consequently, the adaptingModule
also senses and effects the invokedModule, which is made explicit by creating corresponding
sensing and effecting relationships between these two modules. This SP node is cascaded,
which indicates that the SP is applied to all occurrences of the pattern in the model such
that all implicit sensing and effecting relationships are made explicit in the model.
With respect to the execution, explicit sensing and effecting relationships ease the triggering of a higher-layer megamodel module (cf. Appendix B.4.2) that senses and effects
multiple lower-layer megamodel modules composing a modular feedback loop. Otherwise,
the implicit relationships have to be obtained every time when executing an invoked lowerlayer megamodel module to check for any triggering of higher-layer megamodel modules.
b.3.2 Initializing the Runtime Information of Megamodel Modules
The second initialization step creates and initializes the necessary elements in the model
that capture runtime information concerning the execution of megamodel modules. The
elements and the captured information have been discussed in Section 6.4.4 and Appendix A.1. This initialization step is specified by the SD shown in Figure 104.
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Figure 104: Creating and Initializing the Runtime Information of Megamodel Modules.

For the given Architecture element (see input parameter of the SD), the first SP creates the
single RuntimeEnvironment element in the model, which is the root element for all elements
that capture runtime information. The second SP initializes the attribute quiescent of the
created RuntimeEnvironment element with OFF meaning that the adaptation engine is not
in and should not reach a quiescent state. The third SP creates for each MegamodelModule
(note the cascaded SP node) of any layer of the architecture an individual ExecutionContext
that maintains the runtime information of how often the corresponding module has been
executed (see attribute count) and when its last execution has finished (see attribute time).

B.3 initialization

These two attributes are initialized with zero and the attribute uid with an identifier based
on the associated megamodelModule. Moreover, an ExecutionContext maintains a model
counter (similar to a program counter) in terms of the current relationship that points to
the currently executed operation or transition of its associated megamodel module or to
null if the module is not running. This relationship of an ExecutionContext is used when
executing the associated megamodel module (see Appendix B.5). Finally, the SP identifies
the single megamodel encapsulated in each megamodelModule.
The remaining SPs are executed for each MegamodelModule/Megamodel identified by the
previous SP. They match either all InitialOperations, FinalOperations, DecisionOperations, or
2
OperationBehaviors of the Megamodel. The OperationBehaviors cover the ModelOperations
and MegamodelCalls (i. e., the basic and the complex model operations). For each matched
operation, that is, in the end for all operations of the Megamodel, an action calls the SD
shown in Figure 105, which initializes the runtime information for an operation. Hence
the SD shown in Figure 104 iterates over all MegamodelModules of the architecture and for
each of them, it initializes the runtime information and iterates over all operations of the
encapsulated Megamodel to initialize the runtime information for each operation.

Figure 105: Creating and Initialization the Runtime Information of an Operation.

The SD shown in Figure 105 that is called for each operation initializes the runtime
information for an operation as well as for each outgoing transition of the operation. The
first SP creates for the given operation and executionContext an ExecutionInformation element
that captures how often the operation has been executed (see attribute count) and when the
last execution has finished (see attribute time). Both attributes are initialized with zero. The
second SP creates for each outgoing Transition of the given operation an ExecutionInformation
element that captures how often the transition has been executed (see attribute count), how
often the transition has not been executed consecutively but any other outgoing transition
of the operation (see attribute countSince), and when the last execution of the transition has
finished (see attribute time). These three attributes are initialized with zero.
2 The EUREMA metamodel supports navigating from a Megamodel to operations based on these types but not
to all operations contained in the Megamodel regardless of the operation type (cf. Appendix A.1). Consequently,
for each of these four operation types, an SP is required to navigate to all operations of the Megamodel.
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b.3.3

Initializing the Triggers of Megamodel Modules

As discussed in Section 6.4.2, megamodel modules at the lowest layer of the adaptation
engine that directly sense and effect the adaptable software are asynchronously triggered
based on events emitted by the software, based on time, or based on a combination of
events and time. To support the asynchronous triggering based on events, an event queue
is required for each of these megamodel modules. Such queues are represented in the
EUREMA model and they are all created by one run of the SD shown in Figure 106.

Figure 106: Initializing the Queues for Megamodel Modules at Layer 1.

This SD creates for each module located at the layer 1 (i. e., the lowest layer of the adaptation engine) that senses the adaptable software at layer 0 (i. e., the lowest layer of the
overall self-adaptive software) a Queue element associated to the corresponding sensing relationship and to the runtimeEnvironment managing all queues if the trigger of the module
specifies at least one event. Hence, the trigger is event-based, which requires a queue to
capture the runtime events emitted by the adaptable software. These runtime events are
then consumed from the queue to trigger the execution of the corresponding megamodel
module, which we discuss in the following section.
b.4

triggering of megamodel modules

The execution of a megamodel module starts when the module is triggered. The execution semantics of triggers has been discussed in Section 6.4.2 where we distinguished two
general cases. The first case considers megamodel modules that are located at the lowest
layer of the adaptation engine (i. e., at layer 1) while the second case considers megamodel
modules at higher layers of the engine. These two cases differ in their triggering strategies.
b.4.1

Triggering Megamodel Modules at Layer 1

We start with the first case in which a megamodel module at layer 1 is asynchronously
triggered by events emitted from the adaptable software, by time, or by a combination of
events and time (cf. Section 6.4.2). The SD defining the triggering of such a module is shown
in Figure 107. If there is more than one of such a module, these modules are triggered and
executed concurrently (cf. Section 6.3). Therefore, an individual SD as shown in Figure 107
is executed for each of these modules and all of them are executed concurrently.

B.4 triggering of megamodel modules

Figure 107: Triggering a Megamodel Module at Layer 1.

The SD has two parameters, the architecture of the overall self-adaptive software and
the megamodelModule to be triggered. The first SP checks whether the megamodelModule is
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located at layer 1 of the architecture and whether it has a trigger. The SP further obtains the
executionContext of the megamodelModule and the initialOperation specified in the trigger. If
this check fails, the SD terminates. Otherwise, it starts triggering the megamodelModule.
Therefore, the second SP checks whether the attribute quiescent of the
RuntimeEnvironment is set to OFF, which means that the adaptation engine is not in
a quiescent state and should not achieve such a state. Otherwise, any triggering of
megamodel modules at layer 1 is blocked to achieve or keep quiescence (cf. Section 6.6.2).
Consequently, the SD would not trigger the module but loop here until quiescence is
deactivated (i. e., the attribute quiescent of the RuntimeEnvironment is set to OFF).
If quiescence is deactivated, the third SP checks whether the trigger of the given module specifies any event, that is, whether the trigger is event-based. If it is not, the module
can be directly executed (see the action named Run the MegamodelModule that calls the SD
specifying the execution of a megamodel module, which will be discussed in Section B.5).
Otherwise, a runtime event is required to trigger the module. Therefore, the fourth SP
named Read Event from Queue consumes the first runtimeEvent from the FIFO queue. The
events relationship from a Queue to the Events is ordered such that always the first event is
consumed. If there is no event in the queue, the SP loops infinitely until the adaptable software eventually adds a runtime event to the queue.3 Having consumed the first runtimeEvent
from the queue, the next SP compares in pairs the events specified in the trigger and the
runtimeEvent. It checks whether at least one triggerEvent matches the runtimeEvent event
based on the types and names of both events. Particularly, the type of the runtimeEvent
must be the same or a subtype of the type of the triggerEvent (see first OCL constraint in
the SP) as well as the runtimeEvent and triggerEvent must have both the same name if the
triggerEvent has a name (see second OCL constraint in the SP). The matching of trigger
and runtime events is discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.2. If the events do not match,
the next runtime event is consumed from the queue (see SP named Read Event from Queue).
Otherwise, the megamodelModule is executed by the Run the MegamodelModule action that
invokes the SD specifying the execution of a megamodel module (see Section B.5).
Having executed the megamodel module either with or without an event, the subsequent SP checks whether the executed module still exists in the layered architecture. A
megamodel module can be destroyed and thus removed from the architecture if the execution has terminated with a destructive final operation. In this case, the module will not be
triggered any more such that the SD terminates. Otherwise, if the module still exists, it can
be triggered again. Therefore, the following action obtains the currentTimestamp (in milliseconds). Using this timestamp, the subsequent SP checks with an OCL constraint whether
the period (in seconds) specified in the trigger has elapsed after the module has finished
its execution at executionContext.time (in milliseconds). The value of executionContext.time is
set by the SD that specifies the execution of a module and that has been invoked previously
by the action Run the MegamodelModule. If the constraint is false, the control flow goes back
to obtain the currentTimestamp and to check again the period. These two steps are repeated
until the constraint evaluates to true, that is, until the period has elapsed. If the trigger

3 The behavior of the adaptable software is not in the scope of EUREMA and therefore not specified as part of the
EUREMA model or the execution semantics of the EUREMA language. However, to execute the specification
of the semantics, an SD such as the one shown in Figure 100a on Page 330 can be used to add events to a
queue.

B.4 triggering of megamodel modules

does not specify any period (i. e., the period is zero), the constraints always evaluates to
true since the currentTimestamp is always greater than the executionContext.time.4
When the period after the execution of the given megamodel module has eventually
elapsed, the triggering of the module starts again with the SP named Check for quiescence.
b.4.2 Triggering Higher-Layer Megamodel Modules
The second case concerns the triggering of megamodel modules at higher layers of the
adaptation engine by intercepting the execution of lower-layer megamodel modules. The
interception can happen before or after executing an operation or when executing a transition (i. e., a control flow link) between two operations. This results in three options to trigger
a higher-layer megamodel module as defined by the SDs in Figures 108, 109, and 110.

Figure 108: Triggering a Higher-Layer Megamodel Module Before Executing an Operation.

As shown by the first SP of the SD in Figure 108, the execution of a megamodel module,
the interceptedModule, has been intercepted before having executed the given operation. This
pattern searches for all higherLayerModules with a trigger that sense the intercepted module.5 Here, the explicit sensing relationships come into play, which have been established
by an initialization step (see previous discussion in Section B.3). For each of these higherlayer modules, the second SP checks whether the trigger of the module activates, that is,
whether at least one of the trigger events and the interception point match. Therefore, the
trigger event must be of type Before and the name of the trigger event must be the same
as the name of the given operation (see OCL constraints in the eventType element and
SP node). If this is the case, the SD defining the execution of a megamodel module (see
Section B.5) is invoked by the call action to synchronously execute the higherLayerModule.
4 The fact that a trigger has to specify at least the period or one or more events is assured by the well-formedness
of the EUREMA language discussed in Section A.1. Therefore, the execution semantics does not check the
validity of a trigger. An invalid trigger does not define a period and does not define any event.
5 The well-formedness of the EUREMA language assures that a megamodel module sensing another module is
located at the adjacently higher layer than the sensed module (see Section A.1). Therefore, the structuring of
the individual megamodel modules into layers is not checked in the SDs for the execution semantics.
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The triggering of a higher-layer module by intercepting a lower-layer module after an
operation of this lower-layer module has been executed is specified by the SD in Figure 109.
This SD is similar to the SD in Figure 108 except that the trigger event must be of type After.

Figure 109: Triggering a Higher-Layer Megamodel Module After Executing an Operation.

Finally, triggering a higher-layer module by intercepting a lower-layer module when
executing a transition of this lower-layer module is specified by the SD in Figure 110.

Figure 110: Triggering a Higher-Layer Megamodel Module When Executing a Transition.

In contrast to the SDs in Figures 108 and 109 where an operation is given, here a transition is given whose execution is currently intercepted. The trigger is activated if the trigger
event is of type OnTransition and if the name of the trigger event is the same as the name
of the intercepted transition (see OCL constraints in the eventType element and SP node).
If the trigger is activated, then the call action invokes the SD defining the execution of a
megamodel module (see Section B.5) to synchronously execute the higherLayerModule.

B.5 execution of a megamodel module

These three SDs shown in Figures 108, 109, and 110 are invoked and executed while executing a (lower-layer) megamodel module, which will be discussed in the following section.
Particularly, they are invoked when the execution reaches the corresponding interception
point, that is, before or after executing an operation or when executing a transition.
b.5

execution of a megamodel module

Having triggered a megamodel module, the module is executed, particularly, the encapsulated Megamodel instance (i. e., the FLD instance) is executed as discussed in Section 6.4.3.
The corresponding execution is specified by the SD shown in Figure 111.
The first SP checks whether the given megamodelModule is currently executed, that
is, whether its executionContext is among the activeContexts of the runtimeEnvironment. If
this is the case, a code snippet is invoked to raise an exception since concurrent executions of the same module are not supported (see the call action named Raise concurrent
execution exception). In general, megamodel modules are not re-entrant. Otherwise, the
unique execution context of the module is obtained and added to the activeContexts of the
runtimeEnvironment by the second SP. The active contexts are those contexts whose modules
are currently executed. Hence, the execution keeps track of the currently running modules.
Then the actual execution of the module starts by executing its initial operation (the SD
shown in Figure 112 on Page 343 is invoked), followed by alternately executing a transition
(the SD shown in Figure 114 on Page 344 is invoked) and an operation (the SD shown in
Figure 115 on Page 346 is invoked) until a final operation is reached. If a final operation
is reached, the execution of the module has terminated. Therefore, the current relationship (i. e., the model counter pointing to the currently executed operation or transition) is
removed such that it points to null. Afterwards, the runtime information of the executed
module which is maintained by the module’s execution context is updated: the count is incremented by one and time is set to the current timestamp. Moreover, the execution context
of the executed module is removed from the active contexts of the runtime environment
since the module is not running any more. Finally, if the execution of the module has terminated with a destructive final operation (see OCL constraint in the last SP in Figure 111
on the next page), the module and its execution context are destroyed and thus removed
from the architecture. Consequently, this module will not be triggered and executed again.
Otherwise, the module and its execution context remain in the architecture. In both cases,
the SD returns the name of the executed final operation as a return status.
In the following, we discuss the internals of executing a megamodel module, that is, the
execution of initial operations, transitions, and the other kinds of operations (i. e., model
operations, megamodel calls, decision operations, and final operations).
b.5.1 Execution of an Initial Operation
The execution of an initial operation is defined by the SD in Figure 112. This SD is invoked
once by the action Execute InitialOperation of the SD executing the megamodel module (see
Figure 111 on the next page). As shown in Figure 112, given the executing megamodelModule
and the name of the initial operation (initOpName), the first SP checks whether the current
relationship (i. e., the model counter) of the module’s execution context does not point to
any Executable that is either an operation or a transition. This is expressed with a Negative
Application Condition (NAC) defining a pattern that must not exist in the model. In this
case, there must not be an Executable to which the current relationship points. However, if
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Figure 111: Executing a Megamodel Module.

the NAC exists, a call action invokes a method to raise an exception since the module is
already running by currently executing the specific executable. This double-checks that the
given megamodelModule is not already running.
Otherwise, the initialOperation to be executed is obtained by the given name (initOpName)
and the current relationship now points to this operation (see SP named Find InitialOperation
with the given name). The subsequent action calls the SD shown in Figure 108 on Page 339
to check for any triggering of higher-layer megamodel modules before executing the initial

B.5 execution of a megamodel module

Figure 112: Executing an Initial Operation.

operation. The actual execution of the initial operation is trivial, since it only identifies the
unique exit of the operation and sets its boolean flag isActivated to true. This flag is used to
execute the subsequent transition, which will be discussed in the following subsection.
Having executed the initial operation, the runtime information of the operation is updated by invoking the SD depicted in Figure 113 on the next page. For the given operation,
this SD obtains the unique executionInformation and increments the count by one as well as
sets the time to the current timestamp. Finally, an action calls the activity shown in Figure 109 on Page 340 to check for any synchronous triggering of higher-layer megamodel
modules after executing the initial operation. This action finishes the execution of the initial
operation such that the SD depicted in Figure 112 terminates.
b.5.2 Execution of a Transition
After the execution of an operation, a transition is going to be executed (cf. SD shown
in Figure 111 on the previous page). The SD in Figure 114 specifies the execution of a
transition.
Particularly, given the currently executed megamodelModule, the first SP obtains the
unique executionContext of the module to identify the operation that has just been executed
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Figure 113: Updating the Runtime Information of an Operation.

Figure 114: Executing a Transition.

as well as the activated exit of this operation. The execution of an operation results in activating exactly one exit of the operation as defined by the SDs in Figures 112 on the previous
page and 115 on Page 346. The second SP obtains the unique outgoing transition of the activated exit, sets the current relationship to this transition, and deactivates again the exit by setting the isActivated attribute to false. Since a transition has no associated behavior, this also
executes the transition. Then, an action calls the activity shown in Figure 110 on Page 340
to check for any synchronous triggering of higher-layer megamodel modules when execut-

B.5 execution of a megamodel module

ing the transition. Afterwards, the runtime information (see executionInformation element)
of the executed transition is updated, that is, count is incremented by one, countSince is reset
to zero, and time is set to the current timestamp. Finally, the runtime information of all
the other outgoing transitions of the same operation that has been executed just before is
updated, that is, countSince is incremented by one for each of these otherTransitions.
b.5.3 Execution of a Model, Megamodel, Decision and Final Operation
As shown in the SD in Figure 111 on Page 342, after executing a transition, the subsequent
operation is executed. Since the initial operation has already been executed (see previous
subsection), we consider in the following the execution of model operations, megamodel
calls (i. e., complex model operations), decision operations, and final operations. The execution of these kinds of operations is defined by the SD shown in Figure 115.
Given the currently executed megamodelModule (see input parameter of the SD), the first
SP obtains the module’s unique executionContext to identify the transition that has just been
executed. The current relationship of the executionContext points to this transition. The target
of the transition is an entry of the operation to be executed now. The second SP obtains this
operation and sets the current relationship of the module’s executionContext to this operation.
Before actually executing the operation, the subsequent action calls the SD shown in Figure 108 on Page 339 to check for any synchronous triggering of higher-layer modules.
Afterwards, various SPs are used to identify the specific type of the currently executed
operation. At first, the SP named Execute ModelOperation checks whether the operation is of
type ModelOperation. If so, the next SP identifies the operationImpl:SofwareModule to which
the operation is bound. This software module implements the operation and it is synchronously invoked by the subsequent Run implementation action. Particularly, the action
retrieves the concrete implementation class stored in operationImpl.implementation, which is
then invoked with the runtime models, that are the input of the operation, as a parameter.
This invocation eventually returns the runtime models specified as output of the operation
and a returnState. The following SP named Activate Exit uses this returnState to identify the
exit of the operation with the same name. This exit is then activated by setting its attribute
isActivated to true. The activated exit determines the transition to be executed next.
If the operation is not a ModelOperation, then the SP named Execute MegamodelCall checks
whether the operation is of type MegamodelCall (i. e., a complex model operation invoking
a megamodel module). If so, the next SP identifies the calledModule:MegamodelModule to
which the operation is bound. This megamodel module is then synchronously invoked by
the subsequent action named Invoke MegamodelModule to start execution with the initial
operation having the same name as the taken entry of the operation. The invocation returns
the name of the final operation, in which the execution of the invoked module (i. e., the
calledModule) terminates, as the returnState. Similar to the previous case, the returnState
determines the exit of the operation to be activated and thus the transition to be executed
next (see SP named Activate Exit). If the operation is a ModelOperation or MegamodelCall that
is not bound to a SoftwareModule respectively MegamodelModule, the target of the invocation
is not defined such that an unbound operation exception is raised (see corresponding action
after identifying the software or megamodel module).
If the operation is not a MegamodelCall, then the SP named Execute DecisionOperation
checks whether the operation is of type DecisionOperation. If so, the subsequent SP evaluates all conditions expressed with the language and evaluated by the parser discussed in
Section A.3. Particularly, the SP obtains all (note the cascaded SP node) exits and thus all
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Figure 115: Executing an Operation.

B.6 quiescence of all megamodel modules

outgoing transitions of the decision operation (see dopExit and dopTransition objects). Each
of these transitions is labeled with a condition. All of these conditions are individually
evaluated by the action Evaluate Single Condition, which results either to true or false.
If the condition of a transition is evaluated to false, the next condition is obtained and
evaluated. If it is evaluated to true, the corresponding exit (dopExit) of the decision operation
being the source of the transition is activated (see SP named Activate Exit that sets the
attribute isActivated to true). Then, the next condition is obtained and evaluated.
Having evaluated the conditions of all outgoing transitions of the decision operation, a
check is made whether more than one exit of the operation is activated (see subsequent
SP searching for two activated exits). This leads to an action raising an illegal condition
exception since we require that all conditions of one decision operation are disjoint. If two
activated exits cannot be found, the single activated exit needs to be identified. If this single
activated exit can be found, the decision operation has been successfully executed since we
uniquely identified an activated exit and thus a transition to be executed next. Otherwise,
no exit has been activated such that the SP named Check for ELSE branch searches for a
default transition, that is, a transition whose condition is an ELSE expression (see OCL
constraint in the condition object). If there is such a default transition, the corresponding
exit is activated (i. e., the attribute isActivated of the dopExit is set to true). Otherwise, an
illegal condition exception is raised since all transitions have been evaluated to false and
no default transition exists.
If the operation is not a DecisionOperation, then the SP named Execute FinalOperation
checks whether the operation is of type FinalOperation. This operation type is the very last
possible type. FinalOperations have no associated behavior such that nothing has to be done.
However, if the operation is even not a FinalOperation, an unsupported operation exception is raised. In this case, the type of the operation is not known and thus not supported.
When the operation has been executed—regardless whether it is a ModelOperation,
MegamodelCall, DecisionOperation, or FinalOperation—its runtime information is updated.
This is done by the action Update ExecutionInformation of Operation that calls the SD shown
in Figure 113 on Page 344, which we discussed previously. Finally and after the operation
has been executed, an action calls the SD shown in Figure 109 on Page 340 to check for any
synchronous triggering of higher-layer megamodel modules.
If the operation that has just been executed is a ModelOperation, MegamodelCall, or
DecisionOperation, an exit has been activated. This activated exit determines the transition
to be executed next. We discussed the execution of a transition in the previous subsection.
If the operation is a FinalOperation, an activated exit is not required since a FinalOperation
denotes the termination of the execution of the megamodel module.
b.6

quiescence of all megamodel modules

Finally, we discuss the execution semantics to achieve quiescence of the whole adaptation
engine, that is, of all megamodel modules of the layered architecture. This is required for
safe adaptation of the LD model and thus of the layered architecture (see Section 6.6.2). In
contrast, safe adaptation of individual feedback loops in terms of FLD models does not
require quiescence of the whole engine but only of the individual FLD model, which is
achieved by intercepting the FLD model under adaptation (see Section 6.6.1). This interception mechanism has been discussed when executing a megamodel module (see Section B.5),
during which triggers of higher-layer megamodel modules are executed (see Section B.4).
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In general, there is a life cycle of quiescence: First, quiescence is activated, which means
that quiescence of all megamodel modules should be achieved. In the second phase, quiescence is achieved by allowing already running megamodel modules to terminate and by
blocking the initiations of new executions of megamodel modules at the lowest layer of the
adaptation engine. Third, quiescence eventually has been achieved such that safe changes
of the adaptation engine are possible. Afterwards, quiescence is deactivated, which releases
the blocking of newly initiated executions of the megamodel modules. Hence, the regular
execution of the changed adaptation engine resumes.
To activate quiescence of all megamodel modules, the attribute quiescent of the
RuntimeEnvironment must be set from OFF to BLOCKING. This is done be the SD shown
in Figure 116. As a consequence, the triggering of new executions of megamodel modules
at the lowest layer of the adaptation engine is blocked (cf. the corresponding SD in Figure 107 on Page 337 that does not trigger any megamodel module at the lowest layer of the
adaptation engine when the attribute quiescent is set to BLOCKING or ON).

Figure 116: Activating Quiescence of all Megamodel Modules.

However, currently running megamodel modules may continue their execution until
they terminate. When all megamodel modules have terminated, a quiescent state has been
reached. The RuntimeEnvironment keeps track of the running modules by maintaining a
list of all active ExecutionContexts. Each megamodel module has its individual execution
context that is active when the module is currently executed, otherwise it is inactive (cf. SD
in Figure 111 on Page 342 that adds the corresponding execution context to the active
contexts just before starting the execution of the megamodel module and that removes
this context from the active contexts after the execution of the module). Hence, when all
execution contexts are inactive, all megamodel modules and thus the whole adaptation
engine are quiescent. This check is specified by the SD shown in Figure 117.
This SD is invoked after quiescence has been activated by the SD in Figure 116 and executed concurrently to the other SDs to continuously perform the check. Given the layered
architecture, the first SP obtains the RuntimeEnvironment and performs the check using a
NAC stating that there does not exist any activeContext in the activeContexts relationship
of the RuntimeEnvironment. In other words, the activeContexts relationship does not point to
any execution context. If this is the case, quiescence has been reached and identified such
that the attribute quiescent of the RuntimeEnvironment is set from BLOCKING to ON by the
second SP. Otherwise, the first SP loops until quiescence has been reached.

B.6 quiescence of all megamodel modules

Figure 117: Identifying Quiescence of all Megamodel Modules.

Being in the quiescent state, the LD model and thus the adaptation engine can be
safely adapted. Such an adaptation must not modify any element in the EUREMA
model that is concerned with the execution as well as the attributes and relationships of
these elements. Specifically, these elements are the RuntimeEnvironment, ExecutionContext,
ExecutionInformation, and the Queue. The adaptation of the LD model itself is not specified
with EUREMA and therefore not covered by the execution semantics discussed here.
After an adaptation of the LD model, the initialization discussed in Appendix B.3 might
have to be updated. For instance, if the adaptation adds a megamodel module to the LD
model and thus to the adaptation engine, this module requires an ExecutionContext element
and each operation and transition of the megamodel encapsulated in the module requires
an ExecutionInformation element to enable the execution of the module.
Finally, to resume execution after the adaptation of the LD model, quiescence must be
deactivated, which is specified by the SD shown in Figure 118. This SD is invoked after the
adaptation of the LD model. It deactivates quiescence by turning the attribute quiescent of
the runtimeEnvironment from ON to OFF.

Figure 118: Deactivating Quiescence of all Megamodel Modules.

Having deactivated quiescence, the attribute quiescent of the RuntimeEnvironment is set
to OFF such that the triggering of new executions of megamodel modules at the lowest
layer of the adaptation engine is not blocked any more (see SD in Figure 107 on Page 337).
Consequently, the adapted adaptation engine resumes execution following the semantics
discussed in Appendices B.4 and B.5.
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In this appendix, we show the evaluation results of the repeated runs of the experiments
that we did not present in Section 9.3.
c.1

self-repairing mrubis
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Figure 119: Results of Four Experiment Runs for Self-Repairing mRUBiS.
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c.2
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Figure 120: Results of Four Experiment Runs for Self-Optimizing mRUBiS.

The first run of the experiment shown in Figure 120 is completely consistent to the run
discussed in Section 9.3.3. Both of these runs are consistent with the last three runs in
Figure 120 except of one situation. We briefly discuss this situation in the following by
contrasting the first with the last three runs in Figure 120.
In each run of the experiment, the self-optimization feedback loop is executed at around
seconds 150, 330, 510, and 690. In contrast to the first run in Figure 120, each of the last
three runs shows that the third execution of the feedback loop at around second 510 does
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not perform any self-adaptation (i. e., the number of filters is unchanged) despite that the
average response time is around 2000 ms and thus above the upper threshold of 1200 ms.
The reason for this is that the average response time shown in Figure 120 are measured
by the clients and computed for time frames of 1 s. In contrast, the feedback loop measures
the response time on the server side and computes the average response time over the
time interval since its last execution, in this case, the interval is from around seconds 330
to 510. In the first half of this interval, the average response time is between 600 and
1000 ms while in the second half, after we add load to the filters at second 420, it is around
2000 ms. Consequently, the feedback loop obtains an average response time for this interval
of 1199/1094/1192 ms respectively for the last three runs of the experiment. These values
are below the upper threshold of 1200 ms to trigger a self-adaptation for removing filters.
For the feedback loop, the peak of the response time caused by the injection of load at
second 420 was not high enough to trigger a self-adaptation and it dissolved as we removed
again load at second 600. Thus, the behavior of the feedback loop was not sensitive enough
to identify this peak. However, if this peak remains in mRUBiS, the feedback loop will
identify and handle it.
This situation shows that it is important to determine appropriate periods for executing
a feedback loop, intervals for monitoring the response time, and thresholds to trigger a
self-adaptation. For instance, this situation might not occur if either the period is larger
(in this case, the feedback loop is executed later such that it observes for a longer time
higher response times), the monitoring interval is shorter (in this case, the feedback loop
only takes more recent measurements into account, which are higher response times), or
the thresholds are more fuzzy (in this case, the feedback loop performs a self-adaptation if
the average response time is very close to the upper threshold as in this case).
However, we did not improve the self-optimization by tuning the parameters of the
feedback loop such as the period, monitoring interval, or thresholds since the focus of the
experiment is on demonstrating the general ability of an EUREMA-based feedback loops
to perform self-adaptation. This ability is nevertheless demonstrated by the experiment.
Finally, the need of tuning feedback loop parameters is not specific to EUREMA and applies
to all approaches for architectural self-optimization.
c.3

coordinating the self-repair and self-optimization of mrubis

In this section, we show the evaluation results for coordinating the self-repair and selfoptimization feedback loops as discussed in Section 9.3.4.
c.3.1 Sequencing Complete Feedback Loops
The remaining evaluation results of the experiment that investigates the coordination of
sequencing the feedback loops are shown in Figure 121. These results are generally consistent with the discussion in Section 9.3.4. However, we observe that the self-optimization
feedback loop does not always identify a peak of the average response time caused by the
injected load while the peak dissolves afterwards when load is removed from mRUBiS. The
peak is not strong enough such that the feedback loop would trigger an adaptation. Such
situations occur during the last three runs of the experiment in Figure 121 for the execution
of the feedback loops at second 540. Particularly, the average response time remains at the
same level before and after second 540 when the feedback loops are executed. A detailed
discussion of such situations is given in Section C.2.
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Figure 121: Results of Four Experiment Runs for Sequencing Feedback Loops.

C.3 coordinating the self-repair and self-optimization of mrubis

c.3.2 Sequencing Adaptation Activities of Feedback Loops
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The remaining evaluation results of the experiment that investigates the coordination of sequencing the adaptation activities of feedback loops are shown in Figure 122. These results
are consistent to the results of the corresponding experiment discussed in Section 9.3.4.
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Figure 122: Results of Four Experiment Runs for Sequencing Activities.
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c.4

three-layer architecture for self-repairing mrubis

The remaining evaluation results of the experiment that investigates the three-layer architecture for self-repairing mRUBiS are shown in Figure 123. These results are consistent to
the results of the corresponding experiment discussed in Section 9.3.5.
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Figure 123: Results of Four Experiment Runs for the Three-Layer Architecture.

O V E R V I E W O F P U B L I C AT I O N S

D

This section provides an overview of all publications that have been created in the context
of EUREMA and that served as a basis for this thesis.
Publications on EUREMA. EUREMA was motivated by the research on using multiple
and abstract runtime models of the adaptable software for self-adaptation [30]. We detailed
the use of such runtime models for monitoring [28, 29] and adaptation [22]. Targeting the
definition of runtime models as well as the causal connection between these models and the
adaptable software, this work serves as a foundation for EUREMA. Therefore, it is realized
within the implementation framework (cf. Chapter 8) that supports connecting EUREMAbased feedback loops to the adaptable software. This implementation framework further
incorporates former work that addresses the instrumentation and code-based adaptation
of EJB applications [3, 20]. Finally, this work on using multiple runtime models motivated
EUREMA since it requires means to capture at design and run time the runtime models
and their interplay to systematically develop and execute feedback loops.
For this purpose, the idea of using megamodels at runtime was proposed [31, 32]. Such
runtime megamodels became the underlying principles of the EUREMA language. An
initial version of EUREMA was presented in [21] and extended and refined in [24, 25]
almost to the version as presented in this thesis.
Complementary Publications. In the context of EUREMA, further research has been conducted on runtime models addressing systems-of-systems [13], service management [9],
adaptation models in general [23, 27] and utility-driven adaptation in particular [6, 7],
the unification of self-adaptation and evolution [26], and the testing feedback loops [14].
Finally and after the submission of this thesis, mRUBiS [18] has been published as an exemplar for developing, evaluating, and comparing self-adaptation solutions to the research
community [19].
Additional Publications. Finally, I co-authored publications that address self-adaptive
software in general [15, 16, 33] and in particular software engineering processes for developing, operating, and maintaining such software [1], the (de)composition of assurances
for such software [17], mechanisms for leveraging runtime models in such software [2]
while one mechanism is graph transformations [8], and, the use of control theory for selfadaptation [4, 5]. Finally, I recently co-authored publications on self-aware computing systems [10–12], which are systems that are self-reflective, self-predictive, and self-adaptive.
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